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J'KEFACE TO THE PRESENT EDITION.

I AM indebted for the translation of the present
edition to Mr Marriott of Trinity College, Cambridge,
who spontaneously undertook the task. At my re-

quest Mr Cliffe Leslie has written an Introduction to

the work. In making this request I was aware that

Mr Leslie's views with reference to some practical

aspects of the subject were not identical with my own,

but I felt sure that his attainments as a Professor

of both Jurisprudence and Political Economy, and his

extensive knowledge of legal and economic history,

would enable him to introduce the historical develop-

ment of property instructively to the reader, and to

throw some fresh light upon it.

I have only to add that the additions and altera-

tions in the present edition make it in several respects

almost a new work.

EMILE DE LAVELEYE.

LIEGE, November, 1877.



INTKODUCTION,
BY T. E. CLIFFE LESLIE.

M. DE LAVELEYE'S present work has two distinct

aspects, historical and practical. On the one hand,

it investigates the early forms of landed property in

a number of societies, European, Asiatic, African,

and American. On the other hand, it raises a prac-

tical problem, the importance of which will be ad-

mitted by readers who may dissent from M. de

Laveleye's views with respect to its solution. A study
of the course followed by the development of property
from the infancy of society has led to two opposite

lines of inference and thought represented respec-

tively by Sir Henry Maine and M. de Laveleye with

regard to its present forms in most civilized countries ;

but the historical researches of both these eminent

writers coincide in establishing that the separate

ownership of land is of modern growth, and that

originally the soil belonged in common to communities

of kinsmen.

The property of which M. de Laveleye treats in

this volume is property in land
; of all kinds of pro-

perty that which has most deeply affected both the

economic condition and the political career of human
it-tics. In one sense indeed land was not primitive
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property ; it was not man's earliest possession or

wealth. The first forms of property are lost in the

mist that surrounds the first infant steps of the human
. Wild herbs, fruit, berries, and roots were pro-

bably the earliest acquisitions, but the food thus

"i 'tained was doubtless devoured at once. When at

_rth providence was developed so far as to lead to

the laying by of some sustenance for the future, the

inference to which the earliest developments of movable

wealth, of which we get glimpses, unmistakably point,

is that the store which individuals might thus accu-

mulate would not have been regarded as their own

absolute property, but as part of the common fund of

the community, larger or smaller according to circum-

stances, of which they were members. Before land

had been definitely appropriated by tribes or smaller

groups, movables of many sorts had been successively

added to the stock of human possessions new descrip-

tions of food, implements and weapons, ornaments, the

rudiments of clothing, fuel, captured and domesticated

animals, human slaves, vehicles, boats, tents, and other

movable dwellings. The importance of some of these

curly kinds of property to the progress of mankind is

illustrated by the probability that the domestication

of animals, and the acquisition thereby of a constant

supply of animal food, contributed more than any
other agency to the cessation of cannibalism. And a

mass of evidence converges to the conclusion that the

chief of these various chattels were possessed in co-

ownership by families or larger communities, held

together by blood or affinity. The bearing of this

proposition on the nature of the ownership of land
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in early society is obvious, and it has also a relation to

the practical aspects of the subject which M. de

Laveleye discusses. Some evidence in support of it

may therefore be appropriately adduced in the present

Introduction ; the more so that an opinion seems to

prevail, even among scholars familiar with the true

beginnings of property in land, that movable property

in primitive society belonged from the first to indi-

viduals.

In the ancient laws of Ireland the whole tribe has
"
live chattels

" and " dead chattels," as well as com-

mon lands. Among the Eskimos of Greenland, accord-

ing to Dr Rink's account of their ancient usages, a

house was the joint property of several families ; a

tent, a boat, and a stock of household utensils and

articles for barter were owned in common by one or

more families ; the flesh and blubber of captured seals

belonged to a whole hamlet, while larger animals such

as whales were shared among the inhabitants of neigh-

bouring hamlets ; and custom strictly limited the

quantity of clothes, weapons, tools, and other articles

of personal use, that a single individual could keep to

himself. "If a man had anything to spare it was

ranked among the goods possessed in common with

others." Among the Nootkas of North America, we
are told by Mr Bancroft, though food is not regarded
as common property,

"
any man may help himself to

his neighbour's store when needy." Sir Henry Maine

and M. de Laveleye have shewn that a joint table,

with meals partaken in common by several families,

is an archaic usage once prevalent throughout Europe
and not extinct at this day among the Southern Slavs

;
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;ml M. dr Laveleyo, with great probability, traces to

it the common repasts in ancient Greece which his-

torians have been accustomed to ascribe to the policy

of legislators. Again, down at least to the fourteenth

century, groups of English peasants, sometimes a

\\hole village, had chattels such as horses, oxen,

ploughs, boats, in common ; a joint proprietorship

which to the modern eye may look at first like a

species of co-operation for convenience, but which it is

more in conformity with the ideas and practices of

early society to regard as a survival of the co-owner-

ship of movables by kinsmen settled together, as we
know the inhabitants of English villages in many cases

originally were. Another fact pointing in the same

direction is that in ancient Germany the compensation
in cattle for a homicide or outrage went to the kindred,

and the eric-fine of Irish law went partly to the whole

sept, and partly to the chief as its head. Much
lence collected by recent inquiries into the usages

of uncivilized communities at the present day, seems

to lead us back to a stage of human development at

which women not only were considered as chattels, but

were themselves owned as such in common by clans,

septs, or smaller groups of kinsmen ; and the ancient

Irish laws contain indications to the same effect. The

hnmmr price f an abducted woman was paid accord-

ing to the Book of Aicill, in part to her chief and her

ami her children belonged to her family,

\\ho might sell them or not as they pleased. The

in frequency of exchanges, the absence of coin and

othiT divisible currency for small individual pmvhases,

the use of 1 slaves in the earlier stages of
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society, as a medium of payment, point in like manner

to the absence of individual property in chattels.

Commercial transactions took place between groups,

or at least whole families, not between individuals.

We may find here, I venture to suggest, the true ex-

planation, though Mommsen gives a different one,

referred to by M. de Laveleye, of the distinction,

so long maintained in Roman law, between Res Man-

cipi, requiring a solemn ceremonial for their transfer,

and those later or less important kinds of property

called Res nee Mancipi, which were transferable by

simple delivery. Res Mancipi included slaves, horses,

asses, mules, oxen, lands in Italy, but not coin, jewels,

lands beyond Italy, and many other possessions, either

entirely unknown to the primitive Romans, or not

deemed of such importance as to require the forms of

Mancipatio for their transfer. The original distinction,

I apprehend, lay between things that were common

property, and things that were allowed to belong to

individuals.

A limited stock of certain things for personal use

was early permitted, and accordingly weapons, food,

and other articles for his journey to another world,

were placed in the warrior's grave, though it is a

curious inquiry whether similar provision was made
for a woman on her departure. This explanation of

the formalities accompanying the transfer of Res

Mancipi is quite in harmony with Sir H. Maine's ex-

position of the solemnities accompanying the commercial

.sictioiis of primitive associations. "As the con-

t.s and conveyances known to ancient law are

i ontracts anl conveyances to which not single in-
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li\i.iu;ils. lut organ i /eel <v.ni]>;uiies of men are
j

they are in the highest degree ceivni'.mi.us ; t!

lire a variety of symbolical acts and words in-

impress the business on the memory of all

who take part in it, and they demand the presence of

an inordinate number of witnesses 1
."

No mere psychological explanation of the origin

of property is, I venture to affirm, admissible, though
writers of great authority have attempted to discover

its germs by that process in the lower animals. A
dog, it has been said, shews an elementary proprietary

sentiment when he hides a bone, or keeps watch over

his master's goods. But property has not its root in

the love of possession. All living beings like and desire

certain things, and if nature has armed them with any

weapons are prone to use them in order to get and keep
what they want. What requires explanation is not

the want or desire of certain things on the part of

individuals, but the fact that other individuals, with

similar wants and desires, should leave them in undis-

turbed possession, or allot to them a share, of such

things. It is the conduct of the community, not the

inclination of individuals, that needs investigation.

The mere desire for particular articles, so far from

accounting for settled and peaceful ownership, tends in

the opposite direction, namely, to conflict and the right

of the strongest. No small amount of error in several

departments of social pliilosophy, and especially in

political economy, has arisen from reasoning from the

ires of the individual, instead of from the history of

the community.
1 AncitntLav, p. 271
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A more promising line of inquiry might at first

sight appear to be one to which Sir Henry Maine

has alluded in Ancient Law. Observing that the

question proposed by many theorists respecting the

origin of property is what were the motives which

first induced men to respect each other's possessions ?

he adds that " the question may still be put, without

much hope of finding an answer, in the form of an

inquiry into the reasons that led one composite group
to keep aloof from the domain of another composite

group
1
." Within each composite group men originally,

it may be affirmed, did not "
keep aloof from each

other's domain," for there was, in fact, no such separate

domain. The idea, so far as any definite idea on the

subject was dimly conceived, could only be that the

group was an indivisible corporation, one in blood,

property and customs. Nor was it until a great ad-

vance in civilization had been made, that one com-

munity recognized any right whatever, collective or

individual, on the part of the members of another

community of different blood or origin, to their do-

main or other possessions, or even to life or liberty.

Property in the infancy of social progress consisted,

one may say, simply in a feeling of unity and conse-

quent co-ownership on the part of the men of a tribe,

horde, clan, sept, or family ; the size of the group

King conditioned in a great measure by the means
of subsistence and other environing circumstances. So

long as such a community led a wandering life, the

co-ownership would bo felt only in movables. But as

its boundariea became circumscribed by its own growth,
1 Ancient Lux, p. 270.
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or by tlif neighbourhood of other communities, and

ite place of habitation in some degree ii.\i-l
l>y tli,

luvils of incipient agriculture, lan<l.-l pn-ju-rt v l.-_r ; ,n

to develop itself in the primitive forms set befon

by M. de Laveleye in the present work, which affordH

one of the most brilliant examples in literature of the

application of the comparative method to historical

investigation.

Sir Henry Maine in his lectures at the Middle

Temple was, I believe, the first to lay down with

respect to landed property the general proposition,

afterwards repeated in his Ancient Law, that "pro-

perty once belonged not to individuals, nor even to

isolated families, but to larger societies 1
." But proof

of this proposition in detail exceeded the powers and

opportunities for research of any single inquirer, and

needed a number of original investigations in different

]>;irts of the world. One link in the chain, unknown

to Sir Henry Maine, had already been forged by
some profound Danish scholars, especially Oluf Chris-

tian Olufsen, who discovered from ancient legal re-

cords, the original co-ownership and common cultiva-

tion of the soil of Denmark and Holstein by village

communities. Their investigations were followed by
the celebrated researches of Haxthausen, Hanssen

and Georg L. von Maurer, in Germany. Professor

Nasse of Bonn is entitled to the renown of having

been the first to prove that in England, as in the

German fatherland, groups of husbandmen cultivated

the groin i<l and fed their herds and flocks on a co-

operative system which bears all the marks of descent

1 Ancient Late, p. 268.
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from the primitive communal usages of the Teutonic

race. Domesday had been so imperfectly studied

before Mr Freeman's day, and other English docu-

mentary records had preserved so few traces of the

primitive co-ownership and common use of land by

village communities, that historians had been accus-

tomed to follow the assumption of lawyers, that the

rights of common surviving to modern times, grew

up by sufferance on the part of the lords of Manors.

Mr Freeman has cited an instance from Domesday,
of the men of a village community or township holding

common land at Goldington in Bedfordshire ; adding
that such cases must have been far more usual than

the entries in that great survey would lead us to

think 1
. Professor Nasse has reproduced the rural

economy and system of common husbandry that grew
in some cases out of such common proprietorship, in

other cases out of the common tenure of lands granted
to individual owners in chief, but settled and culti-

vated on the same plan as those which belonged at

first to the members of whole townships in common.

Meanwhile, Sir Henry Maine's residence for several

years in India, had enabled him to collect fresh evidence

from existing forms of Hindoo property and social

organization, in support of his original doctrine, that

the collective ownership of the soil by communi-

ties larger than families, but held together by ties

of blood or adoption, was in eastern as well as in

western countries the primitive form of the ownership
of the soiL Sir H. Maine's conception of ancient

society and its institutions, it may be observed and
1

llitlory of the Norman Conquest, v. 463.
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tlu> observation
.-ij. plies also to tin- th.-ory

M. d- Luveleye illustrates by so many striking ex-

amples in this work is nowise invalidated by proof
on the part of other investigators like Bachofen,

Herbert Spencer, Sir John Lubbock, Mr Tylor, Mr
McLennan, M. Giraud Teulon and Mr Lewis Morgan,
of antecedent states of human association, before the

earliest stage of inchoate civilization had been reached,

or the family, as we understand the term, had been

formed. The institutions that Sir H. Maine and M.

de Laveleye call primitive, are so in the sense at least

of being the earliest usages of society emerged from

savagery, and in some degree settled. And M. de

Laveleye's work affords a magnificent example of the

immense range of investigation for which there was

room in respect of one of the chief of those institu-

tions. However widely some of his readers may dis-

sent from his views with respect to the modern dis-

tribution of landed property, there will be but one

opinion respecting the breadth of research and learning

with which he has illustrated its primitive forms. To

the evidence previously collected by Sir H. Maine and

the Danish and German scholars already referred to,

he has added proofs gathered from almost every part

of the globe. Ancient Greece and Rome, Medieval

France, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Russia, the

southern Slav countries, Java, China, part of Africa,

central America, and Peru, are among the regions

laid under contribution. Slavs, says M. de Laveleye,

"boast of the communal institutions of the village

community as peculiar to their race, and destined to

secure its supremacy, by preserving it from the social
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struggles impending over the States of Western

Europe ; but when it is proved, that similar institu-

tions are to be found in all ages, in all climates, and

among the most distinct nations and races, we must

see in their prevalence a necessary phase of social de-

velopment and a universal law, as it were, presiding

over the evolutions of the forms of landed property."

It should not, however, be overlooked that the stage

of development in which such institutions are natural,

is a primitive one, and that their retention may be

a mark not of superiority, but of backwardness, like

the retention of those first implements to which

M. de Laveleye alludes, and which in the age of

stone were universal.

The term " natural
"
has been indeed a source of

so much confusion and error in both the philosophy of

law and political economy, that it might be well to

expel it altogether from the terminology of both
;

but it could not be more legitimately applied than in

the proposition that there is a natural movement, as

society advances, from common to separate property in

land as in chattels. This movement is perceptible

among the Slav nations themselves, and it is closely

connected with the movement from status to contract

which Sir H. Maine has shewn to be one of the prin-

cipal phases of civilization. Since the emancipation of

the Russian peasantry, as M. de Laveleye observes,
" the old patriarchal family has tended to fall asunder.

The sentiment of individual independence is weaken-

ing and destroying it. The married son longs to have

his own dwelling. He can claim a share of the land,

and as the Russian peasant soon builds himself a house
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of wood, each couple sets up a separate establishment

for itself. The dissolution of the patrjarchal family

will perhaps bring about that of the village community,
because it is in the union of the domestic hearth that

the habits of fraternity, the indifference to individual

interest, and the communist sentiments which pre-

serve the collective property of the mir, are developed."

And hi like manner M. de Laveleye ends a highly

interesting description of the structure and life of the

family communities among the Southern Slavs as fol-

lows :

" The flourishing appearance of Bulgaria shews

decisively that the system is not antagonistic to good
cultivation. And yet this organization, in spite of its

many advantages, is falling to ruin, and disappearing

wherever it comes in contact with modern ideas. The

reason is that these institutions are suited to the

stationary condition of a primitive age ; but cannot

easily withstand the conditions of a state of society

in which men are striving to improve their own lot as

well as the political and social organization under

which they live. I know not whether the nations who

have lived tranquilly under the shelter of these patri-

archal institutions, will ever arrive at a happier or more

brilliant destiny ; but this much appears inevitable,

that they will desire, like Adam in Paradise Lost, to

enter on a new career, and to taste the charm of inde-

pendent life, despite its perils and responsibilities."

Familiar as Englishmen are with Switzerland in its

physical aspects, and with those features of its social

life that meet the eye of the visitor, the very name of

the Swiss Allmend, originally signifying the property

of all, is probably known only to those who have

M. 6
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studied M. de Laveleye's works. A large part of the

land of each Swiss commune is preserved as a common

domain, called the Allmend, respecting which the

reader will easily obtain from M. de Laveleye's pages

information which is not to be got elsewhere. M. de

Laveleye points to it as an example of the possibility of

reconciling the primitive system of common property

and equality of wealth, with the modern system of

individual ownership and great inequality of fortune.

The chapters in the volume on this subject will repay

careful study, but there are two points that ought not

to escape observation. One is that there are indica-

tions of a tendency even in Switzerland which stands

alone in the world as a land that has maintained both

the free political institutions and the communal system
and property of the times before feudalism towards a

disintegration of the Allmend. Thus in the canton of

Glaris "at the present day, the commonable alps are

let by auction for a number of years : and in complete

opposition to ancient principles, strangers may obtain

them as well as citizens." The other point is one

which the last words of the passage just cited suggest.

Some of M. de Laveleye's expressions might convey
the idea that an original instinct of justice, and a

respect for
"
natural rights

"
and equality, are discover-

able in the primitive usages of society relating to

property. Yet such language needs some interpreta-

tion to make it appropriate. The only rights which

men in early society recognized were those of the com-

munity to which they belonged. These rights ran in

the blood, as it were, and were confined to fellow-tribes-

men or kinsmen. The stranger had no share in the
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common territory. n. natural right as a fellow-i

to property of any kind or even to liberty. And
within the < immunity, equality was confined to one

sex, even after the family, aa we know it, had been

founded, and a partition of arable land had been made.
"
Everywhere," in M. de Laveleye's words,

"
the

daughters are excluded from the succession. The rea-

son of this exclusion is manifest. If females inherited,

as by marriage they pass into another family, they
would effect a dismemberment of the joint domain,

and the consequent destruction of the family corpora-

tion."

Modern communism finds no precedent in the insti-

tutions of early society, its conceptions and aims are of

purely modern origin; and it neither can justify them

on the ground of conformity with original sentiments

of justice, nor, on the other hand, can be charged with

going back to barbarism for its theory of rights. The

original ownership of movables by communities shews

that the early usages of mankind are not models for

our imitation. If separate property in land is contrary

to primitive ideas and institutions, so is the separate

ownership of chattels and personalty of every descrip-

tion. If indeed we ought to revert to common pro-

perty in land because it is primitive, why not also to

communism in women, if that too can be shewn to

have been the primitive system ? The truth is that

the early forms of property were natural only in the

sense of being the natural products of an early state of

human mind. The forms natural in the present

o of society are those in conformity with the de-

jiment of human reason and with modern civilLsa-

II
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tion. Some phrases in the present work might seem

to indicate a desire on M. de Laveleye's part to return

to the primitive co-ownership of the soil, but this he

expressly disclaims. The real ground on which he

builds his practical doctrines is the modern one of

policy and expediency. He sympathizes with the

equality of fortunes maintained in early society, but his

counsels to modern society are based on the dangers

that threaten it from enormous inequality of property

in an age in which all men are becoming equal in

political power, and sovereignty is passing into the

hands of those who possess least, because they are the

most numerous. Nor can it be denied that the unequal

distribution of landed property in the British Islands

especially, has been the result, in no small degree, not

of social development or natural evolution in that

sense, but of violence and usurpation in past times,

and the maintenance down to our own time of a system
of law derived from them.

The fact that Sir H. Maine and M. de Laveleye
look with different eyes on the primitive usages of

society is easily intelligible. The tendency of agricul-

ture, commerce, and invention, of the development
alike of human wants and aspirations, and of human

faculties, is not only towards individual property, but

towards inequality of property ; and for my own part

I see no greater injustice in unequal riches than in

unequal strength or intellectual power. But the actual

inequalities of fortune, and of landed property espe-

cially, have sprung also from other very different causes

which M. de Laveleye describes. The result of the

combined operation of both sets of causes is that where
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Sir EL Maine sees progress and civilization, M. de

ileye a :ui<l;il>l<> "re to society. The

owners of property are on the eve of becoming a power-
less minority, and the many, to whom the whole power
of the State is of necessity gravitating, see all the

means of subsistence and enjoyment afforded by Nature

in the possession of the few.

Readers who incline more to Sir H. Maine's point
of view may therefore find much to concur with in

some of M. de Laveleye's practical conclusions. The

course of English legislation with respect to commons,
for example, would, one may safely assert, have been

materially different had M. de Laveleye's book been

published two generations ago ;
and even now it may

not be without influence on the side of those who resist

further usurpation under the cloak of improvement ;

the pretext urged from the days of Henry III. when
the statute of Merton was passed, to those of Victoria,

The subject, again, has a practical importance in rela-

tion to two opposite types of society, represented on a

great scale within the Emits of the British empire ;

namely, ancient communities like those inhabiting

India, and new communities at the beginning of their

career, like those of Australia and New Zealand. As

regards the first, it cannot be doubted that a know-

ledge of the early forms of land ownership would have

preserved English administration from some of the

worst blunders ever committed in the history of the

government of dependencies. In the case of young

colonies, on the other hand, it is no invasion of the

principles on which individual property properly rests,

to concede to writers like M. de Laveleye and Mr
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Pearson 1

, that a few score of the first comers into an

immense territory ought not to be suffered to engross

to themselves and their descendants the greater part

of the land.

Great changes in English ideas with respect to the

devolution and distribution of landed property will

doubtless follow sooner or later a great change in the

distribution of political power. The history of political

ideas is the history of change ; and the ideas of the

dominant classes become the dominant ideas in politics.

No right is now held more sacred in England than the

right of unrestricted bequest ; and the same sentiment

supports the right of settlement and entail ; both are

regarded here as natural rights, although at the other

side of the English Channel the prevailing opinion is

that a child has an indefeasible right to a share of the

property of his parents. Both conceptions are of his-

torical origin ; the first is the one that we find in the

early code of the Twelve Tables, the second has come

down from the code of Justinian. " In France," says

Sir Henry Maine,
" the change which took place at the

first Revolution was this : the land law of the people

superseded the land law of the nobles. In England
the converse process has been gone through ; the sys-

tem of the nobles has become in all essential particulars

the system of the people
2
." When the people shall

have the dominion in England, what shall become

of the system of the nobles ?

There is no path of historical research that does not

1 The reference is to Mr C. H. Pearson, the historian, who is now resident

in Australia, and has written powerfully on the subject.
*
Early IJittory of Institution*, 2nd Ed., p. 124.
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lead to some practical conclusions, but some of its

paths end as it \\viv in cross roads, going different

ways, between which the choice may be difficult. It

is however one great advantage of the historical

method that it has attractions and instruction apart

fV.'iu the practical inferences of particular authors. The

historical part of Auguste Comte's Positive Philosophy,

for example, may be studied with profound admiration

by readers who wholly repudiate his system of polity.

In like manner M. de Laveleye's work on primitive

property cannot be read without interest and benefit

even by those who most firmly refuse to accept some

of the doctrines that it upholds.

T. E. C. LESLIE.

November 30, 1877.



TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

THE present work professes to be nothing but a mere

translation of M. de Laveleye's treatise " De la pro-

priete et de sesformes primitives," and I have therefore

confined myself strictly to a simple reproduction of the

author's text, without comment or alteration. These

pages will, however, be found to differ considerably

from the original French edition of 1874, both in

arrangement and contents ; as by the courtesy of the

author I am able to present the work to the English

public in the form in which it is about to appear in the

new French edition.

G. R. L. MARRIOTT.

CAMBRIDGE,

December, 1877.
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THERE is a marked contrast between the positions of

men's minds at the end of this century and at the end

of the last. Then, men of all classes were eager for

reform, and full of hope. Confident of the native good-
ness of the human race, they thought to secure its

liberty and happiness, by correcting, or rather by anni-

hilating, the institutions of the past, which had pro-

duced the slavery and distress of the people. "Man
was born free," cried Rousseau,

"
yet everywhere he is

in fetters." The eighteenth century and the French

revolution replied :

"We will break their fetters, and

over the fragments shall reign universal liberty. The

nations are brothers ; tyrants alone arm them against

each other. We will overthrow the oppressors, and

the fraternity of nations shall be established." Intoxi-

cated with these flattering illusions, men looked for a

new era of justice and prosperity for an emancipated
and restored human race. Now, also, we speak of

reforms ; but it is with a gloomy heart, for we have but

a feeble trust in the final efficacy of our endeavours.

Caste and its privileges are abolished; the principle

of the equality of all in the eye of the law is every-

where proclaimed ; the suffrage is bestowed on all ; and
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still there is a cry for equality of conditions. We
thought we had but the difficulties of the political

order to solve, and now the social question rises with

its gloomy abysses. Tyrants are banished ; thrones are

overturned, or the kings who sit on them are bound

down by constitutions, which for the most part they

respect ; but instead of the quarrels of princes or dy-
nastic rivalries, we now have a far more formidable

source of war, the enmity of races, which arms whole

nations for the struggle. If no new breath of Christian

charity and social justice come to calm all these hatreds,

Europe, amid the struggles of class with class and race

with race, is threatened with universal chaos.

Tocqueville has shewn, and every day there are

fresh facts to confirm his predictions, that all nations

are irresistibly impelled towards democracy, and yet

democracy seems to produce nothing but strife, dis-

order, and anarchy. Democratic institutions thrust

themselves upon us, and yet we cannot firmly establish

them. Thus the same thing seems at once inevitable

and unattainable. How to reconcile absolute liberty

with the maintenance of established order in society,

and how to enable the inequality of conditions, which

is declared to be necessary, to exist side by side with

the political equality which is conferred, is the formid-

able problem which modern societies must solve under

pain of perishing like those of ancient times.

Democracy leads us to the verge of a precipice, is

the cry of conservatives ; and they are right. Either

you must establish a more equitable division of pro-

perty and produce, or the fatal end of democracy will

be despotism and decadence, after a series of social
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struggles of which the horrors committed in Paris in

1871 may serve as a foretaste.

Under the influence of Christianity, all men are

with blind improvidence proclaimed equal before the

law, and the suffrage is actually granted to all, wliich

enables the masses to name their legislators, and so to

triune their laws. At the same time, economists reite-

rate that all property is the result of labour; and yet
as before, under the empire of existing institutions,

those who labour have no property and with difficulty

gain the bare means of existence, while those who do

not labour live in opulence and own the soil. As the

former class compose the great majority, how can they
be prevented from using some day the preponderance at

their disposal in an endeavour to alter the laws which

regulate the distribution of wealth so as to carry into

practice the maxim of St Paul :

"
qui non Idborat, nee

manducet"?

The destiny of modern democracies is already writ-

ten in the history of ancient democracies. It was the

struggle between the rich and the poor which de-

stroyed them, just as it will destroy modern societies,

unless they guard against it. In Greece, equal rights

were granted to all the citizens. But ancient legis-

lators did not fail to recognize the fundamental truth,

so constantly repeated by Aristotle, that liberty and

democracy cannot exist without equality of conditions.

To maintain this equality they had recourse to all kinds

of expedients; inalienability of patrimonies, limitations

on the right of succession, maintenance of collective

ownership as applied to forests and pasturage, public

banquets in which all took part, tho sussitia and
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copis so often mentioned in ancient writers. But all

these precautions were insufficient to check the pro-

gress of inequality; and then the social struggle began,

pitting against each other the two classes almost as

far separate in their interests as two rival nations, just

as we see it in England and Germany at the present

day. Note the ominous words of Plato (Repiib. iv.):
" Each of the Greek states is not really a single state,

but comprises at least two ; one composed of the rich,

the other of the poor."

As the poor enjoyed political rights, they sought to

turn them to account to establish equality : at one

time they imposed all the taxes on the rich, at another

they confiscated the goods of the latter, and condemned

the owners to death or exile; often they abolished

debts, and sometimes they went so far as to carry out

an equal division of all property. The wealthy classes

naturally took every means to defend themselves, even

having recourse to arms. Hence there were constant

social wars. Polybius sums up this lamentable history

in a sentence :

" In every civil war, the object was to

displace fortunes."
" The Greek cities," says M. Fustel

de Coulanges in his excellent work, La Cite Antique,
" were always fluctuating between two revolutions, the

one to despoil the rich, the other to reinstate them in

possession of their fortune. This lasted from the Pelo-

ponnesian war to the conquest of Greece by the Ro-

mans." Bceckh, in his work on the Political Economy
of the Athenians, expresses himself in nearly the same

terms 1
.

1 Staatth. der Athen. i. p. 201. No writer has understood better than

Aristotle the problem which the constitution of a democratic state involves.
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I inequality, therefore, was the cause of the downfall

of democracy in Greece.

Rome presents the same picture. From the begin-

ning of the republic the two classes, the plebs and the

aristocracy, were at issue. The plebs from time to time

acquired political rights, but were gradually deprived
of property ; and thus, at the same time as equality

of rights was established, the inequality of conditions

became extreme. Licinius Stolo, the Gracchi, and other

tribunes of the people endeavoured, by means of agra-

rian laws, to re-establish equality, and proposed the dis-

tribution of the ager publicus. To no purpose how-

ever; for on one hand extended the great domains,

1 1 is splendid work The Politics exhibits the question with a startling clear-

ness.
"
Inequality," he says,

"
is the source of all revolutions, for no com-

pensation can make amends for inequality." (Lib. v. c. 1.)
"
Men, when equal in one respect, have wished to be equal in all. Equal

in liberty, they have desired absolute equality. They imagine they are

injured in the exercise of their rights, and rise in rebellion."

To prevent insurrections and revolutions it is therefore necessary, ac-

cording to Aristotle, to maintain a certain equality.
" Make even the poor

owner of a small inheritance," he says. In the same chapter ho commends
UK- legislator Phaleas of Chalcedon for having taken measures to estaMi>h

equality of fortune among the citizens.
" The equalization of fortunes is

the only method of preventing discord."

lit reproaches the constitution of Sparta for "imperfect legislation on

the distribution of property."
" Some own immense lands, while others

have hardly any property at all, so that almost the whole country is

the patrimony of a few individuals. This disorder is the fault of their

laws."

"A state, as nature intends it, should be composed of elements approach-

ing as nearly as possible to equality." He goes on to shew that in a state

composed of a rich class and a poor class, struggles are inevitable.
" The

conqueror regards government as the prize of victory," and turns it to

account to oppress the vanquished.

The politicians of the eighteenth century, Montesquieu particularly,

reiterate again and again the assertion that equality of property is the only

basis of democracy.
"
It is not sufficient," says Montesquieu,

"
in a good

democracy, that the portions of the soil should be equal : they must alto be

small, as at Rome." Etprit Jet Loit, v. 5.
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and on the other slavery. A disinherited proletariate

replaces the class of small citizen-proprietors, who were

the very marrow of the republic. There was no longer

a Roman nation : there remained but the rich and the

poor attacking and execrating each other. Finally, out

of the enmity of classes rose, as is always the case, des-

potism. Pliny presents the whole drama to us in one

sentence, which explains all ancient history : Latifundia

perdidere Italiam. At Rome, as in Greece, inequality,

after stifling liberty, destroyed the State itself.

M. H. Passy published a work, Des formes de gou-

vernement, to shew that republics may be transformed

into monarchies, but that a monarchy cannot develop

into a durable republic, because class enmities prevent
the regular establishment of democratic institutions.

Events in Spain and France seem to bear him out.

At the present moment modern societies are met by
the problem, which antiquity failed to solve; and we

scarcely seem to comprehend its gravity, in spite of the

sinister events occurring around us. The situation,

however, is far more critical now-a-days than ever it

was in Greece or Rome. There are two causes which

aggravate it immensely; one economic, the other

moral. Formerly, as labour was executed by slaves,

who, generally speaking, took no part in the social

struggles
1
, dissensions between the rich and the poor

were no hindrance to the production of wealth. While

the struggle went on in the Agora, slave labour was

continued without check to support the two parties

1 We must not however forget the slave insurrections, which on several

occasions endangered the state. See Karl Biicher's excellent study, Die

Aufatande der unfreien Arbeiter, 1874.
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engaged in the strife. But, now-a-daye, the labourers

themselves come down into the arena, and the battle

light out on the field of labour. Social struggles
could not therefore be prolonged without entailing the

impoverishment and disorganization of society.

Then, again, a higher ideal of justice aggravates
the danger. The ancients, not admitting the natural

equality of all men, did not recognize in them all the

same rights. The slave who guided the plough and

drove the shuttle, was in their eyes a beast of burden ;

he had therefore no claim, either to suffrage or pro-

perty. The social difficulty was thus wonderfully sim-

plified. But we have not the same resource. With us

the equality of all men is an established dogma, and

we grant the same rights to whites and negroes.

Christianity is an equalizing religion. The Gospel is

the good tidings brought to the poor, and Christ is

not the friend of the rich. His doctrine verges on

communism; and his immediate disciples and the reli-

gious orders who sought to follow his teaching strictly,

lived in community. If Christianity were taught and

understood conformably to the spirit of its founder,

the existing social organization could not last a day.

Now the slave has become a citizen, and the la-

bourer free. He is recognized as the equal of the

wealthiest. He votes, he may enter Parliament. He

claims, or will claim, property: and how shall we resist

him, with a philosophy and a religion which justify his

claim? The ancients, whose religion and philosophical

notions absolutely condemned such pretensions, and

even prevented their coming to life, did not succeed in

establishing democratic institutions side by side with
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inequality of conditions, although the problem had

only to deal with free citizens, living by the labour of

others. How should we succeed better, when we have

to consider a whole nation without any exception?

In France, the question is already prominent. She

has reached the point, common in history, where the

higher classes, menaced by the demands of those be-

neath them, and terrified by the horrors of social strife,

seek safety in a dictator. If, at this moment, 1877, the

so-called conservative party opposes the establishment of

the Republic, it is not from any exclusive attachment

to monarchical forms; but simply because it is afraid

triumphant democracy would soon lead to claims of an

equalitarian nature. We should not regard the gloomy
situation of France with disdainful pity; her lot will

one day be ours, Hodie mihi, eras tibi, as the funeral

inscription runs. Everywhere socialism makes rapid

progress.
" As yet," as Mr Disraeli has said,

"
it is

only a light breeze which hardly stirs the foliage, but

soon it will be the unchained hurricane, overturning

everything in its path." In Germany, socialism is an

organized party, which has its journals, carries on a

struggle in all the large towns, and sends to the

Reichstag an increasing number of representatives.

In Austria, Spain, and England, the masses of .working

men are penetrated with its ideas ; and, what is more

serious, even professors of political economy become

Katheder-Socialisten. If the crisis seems more intense

in France, it is not because the danger is greater. On
the contrary, social order there rests on the solid rock

of a soil divided among five millions of proprietors.

But the communicative spirit, the natural eloquence
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anil
(juii-k logic of the French, reduce every problem to

a more concise l'n\\, and so the struggle breaks out

sooner. The vivid imagination of this brilliant people

dangers, and so urj^es the two parties to

measures. But, sooner or later, the economic

situation being almost everywhere the same, class enmi-

ties will everywhere endanger liberty; and the more

property is concentrated and the contrast accentuated

between the rich and the poor, the more will society

be threatened with profound revolutions. Either equa-

lity must be established, or free institutions will disap-

pear. Tocqueville failed to see that here was the real

rock ahead for democracy. But Macaulay demonstrated

it with terrible eloquence, in his letter on American

Institutions (Times, 6 April, 1860), in which he shews

the future reserved for the United States.

In the author's opinion, modern democracies will

only escape the destiny of ancient democracies by

adopting laws such as shall secure the distribution of

property among a large number of holders, and shall

establish a very general equality of conditions. The

lofty maxim of justice, To every one according to his

work, must be realised, so that property may actually

be the result of labour, and that the well-being of each

may be proportional to the co-operation which he gives

to production.

To attain this result, quiritary ownership, such as

the Romans, men of conquest and masters of slaves, have

bequeathed to us, is not sufficiently flexible, or human.

Without returning to institutions of primitive times,

I believe we might borrow from the Germanic and

Slavonic system of possession, principles more consonant
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than the Roman law with the requirements of demo-

cracies, because they recognize in every one the natural,

individual right of property. Generally, in speaking of

property, we assume that it can only exist in a single

form, namely, that which is in force around us. This is

a profound and mischievous mistake, which prevents our

rising to a higher conception of law. The exclusive,

personal, and hereditary dominium, as applied to land,

is a fact of relatively recent origin ; and for centuries

men knew and practised nothing but collective owner-

ship. As the organization of society has undergone
such profound modifications in the course of centuries,

we should not be forbidden to search for social ar-

rangements more perfect than those with which we are

acquainted. We are in. fact compelled to do so, under

pain of coming to a deadlock, in which civilization

must perish.

As Fichte remarked in his treatise on morals (Sys-

tem der JEthik), and Don Francesco de Cardenas in his

excellent History of Property in Spain (Ensayo sobre

la historia de la Propietad territorial en Espand),

analysis discovers two elements in the right of pro-

perty, a social element and an individual element. It

is not instituted solely in the interest of the individual

and to guarantee him the enjoyment of the fruits of

his toil; it is also instituted in the interests of society,

to secure its stability and useful action. These two

sides of property correspond to the double aspect under

which we may consider man, whether as the isolated

individual, pursuing his own object independently, or

as a citizen and member of society, bound to his fellows

by many relations and various obligations. In primi-
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'lies the social element prevails in landed pro-

I" rtj. The soil is a collective domain belonging to the

tribe; individuals have only a temporary enjoyment of

it. In Greece, a large portion of the territory belonged
to the State, and the rest remained subject to its su-

preme power. At Rome, quiritary dominium, that is

to say, the absolute right exercised over the soil ap-

pears for the first time. In the Middle Ages under

tin' feudal system, property is a remuneration for cer-

tain services rendered. The fief is the salary attached

to certain duties. In theory it is not hereditary; but

is conferred for life by the sovereign, and the holder is

bound in return to carry arms, to maintain order, and

assist in the administration of justice. The indivisible

property of the majorat preserves a very distinct social

character. The individual in possession has only a life-

interest; he may not dispose of it because it is destined

to maintain the family, which, with its traditions, its

greatness, and its hereditary duties, is regarded as the

constituent element of the nation. The hierarchical

relations of classes, and therefore the whole organiza-

tion of the State, are based on the possession of the

soil. At the present day property has been deprived

of all social character: contrary to what it was origi-

nally, it is no longer collective. It is a privilege sub-

ject to no fetters, no reservation, and no obligation,

which seems to have no other end than the well-being

of the individual Such is the general conception and

definition of it. With increased facility of alienation,

it passes from hand to hand, like the fruits it bears or

the beasts it nourishes. By advancing too far in this

direction we have shaken the foundations of society;
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and we may expect that in the future more scope will

be allowed to the collective element. " We shall come,"

says Immanuel Fichte,
"
to a social organization of pro-

perty. It will lose its exclusively private character to

become a public institution. Hitherto the only duty of

the State has been to guarantee to every one the quiet

enjoyment of his property. Henceforth the duty of

the State will be to put every one in possession of the

property to which his wants and his capacities entitle

him."

According to this eminent German writer, such a

transformation will be effected by the influence of

Christianity.
"
Christianity/' he says,

"
yet carries in

its breast a renovating power of which we have no

conception. Hitherto it has only acted on individuals,

and through them on the State indirectly. But who-

ever can appreciate its power, whether he be a mere

believer or an independent thinker, will confess that it

is destined some day to become the inner, organizing

power of the State ; and then it will reveal itself to

the world in all the depth of its ideas, and the full

richness of its blessing."

Christianity has, in fact, introduced an ideal of

justice, which positive institutions, in spite of many
improvements, completely fail to realize. This ideal

was " the kingdom of God," which the early Christians

thought to be at hand. Now we no longer expect the

millennium, but should seek to establish principles of

equality and evangelic justice on earth, in the midst of

existing societies. But before better laws are esta-

blished a higher sentiment of right and equity must

pervade men's minds, !We are beginning to see signs
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from time to time, as well among the upper as the

hi) ion ring classes, that the equalitarian ideas of the

Gospel will one day leaven our laws and our institu-

tions. This point is set forth with much clearness in

Franjois Huet's book, Le Christianisme social, a work

too little known.

There are certain countries in which the most radi-

cal democracy has been maintained for centuries, where

feudalism and royalty have never penetrated, and

where the most perfect liberty has reigned, without

any danger of class struggles and social strife. These

are the forest cantons of Switzerland, whose curious

institutions have been so well described by Mr Freeman.

There we may find the direct government dreamed of

by Rousseau. The whole people come together to pass

its laws, to nominate its magistrates, and to admi-

nister its affairs, just as was formerly the case in the

Greek republics.

Here the object, which ancient lawgivers pursued
in vain, has been attained. Equality of conditions

has been preserved, as Aristotle desired ; and thus

political equality has not led to anarchy and sub-

sequent despotism. The primitive form of property

has been respected, which is alone conformable to na-

tural justice, and which alone permits of the perma-
nence of true democracy, without hurrying society into

disorder.

In all primitive societies, whether in Europe, Asia

and Africa, alike among Indians, Slavs and Germans,

as even in modern Russia and Java, the soil was the

joint property of the tribe, and was subject to peri-

odical distribution among all the families, so that all
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might live by their labour, as nature has ordained.

The comfort of each was proportional to his energy
and intelligence : no one, at any rate, was entirely

destitute of the means of subsistence
;
and inequality

increasing from generation to generation was provided

against. In most countries this primitive form of pro-

perty has given place to quiritary property, and the

inequality of conditions has led to the domination of

the higher classes, and the more or less complete ser-

vitude of the labourer. In Switzerland, however, side

by side with individual properties, there is in each

commune a large portion of the territory still pre-

served as collective domain : this is the allmend. Its

name indicates its nature as being
" the property of all."

The old German law had an admirable word to

designate the inhabitants of a village : it styled them

geerften, "inheritors." All the children of the large

communal family were entitled to a share in the inherit-

ance. None was ever without a portion from which his

labour might win sufficient for his support.

The Slav and Germanic custom, securing to every

one the enjoyment of land from which to derive his

means of subsistence, is the only one conformable to

the rational theory of property. The generally accepted

theory of property requires total reconstruction, for it

rests on premises in direct antagonism with historic

facts and with the very conclusions at which it seeks

to arrive.

In enquiries as to the origin of property, sufficient

attention has not been given to ancient historic facts,

which may be called natural as everywhere springing

from an instinct of justice, which seems innate in hu-
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i nature. As Sir Henry Maine remarks, "theories,

plausible and comprehensive, but absolutely unveri-

fied, such as the Law of Nature or the Social Compact,

enjoy a universal preference over sober research into

the primitive history of society and law; and they ob-

scure the truth not only by diverting attention from

the only quarter in which it can be found, but by that

most real and most important influence which, when
once entertained and believed in, they are enabled to

exercise on the later stages ofjurisprudence
1
."

Thus, in order to defend the quiritary property be-

queathed to us by the Romans, writers have asserted

that it has existed at all times and in all places, ubique
et semper; whereas a closer knowledge of history

shews us that the original and universal form of pro-

perty was the mode of possession practised by the Sla-

vonic and Germanic tribes, and exercised at Rome
itself over the ager publicns.

The jurists, under the influence of the Digest and

the Institutes, base the right of property on the occu-

]>
.it ion of a res nullius; but we know of no period in

which the soil has been a res nullius. Among hunting
tribes their hunting-ground, among pastoral tribes

their pasture lands, and finally among the earliest agri-

cultural tribes the cultivated land, were always re-

garded as the joint property of the tribe, and no one

ever conceived the idea that an individual could have

any exclusive, hereditary right therein. Occupation

could only create a right of property over movable

objects, which were actually subject to seizure and de-

tention. The formalities of sale among the Romans,

1

Maine, Ancient Jkiw, p. 3.
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shew that it was only applied by a comparatively

recent extension to the alienation of an immov-

able.

In deriving the right of property solely from la-

bour, economists are in direct opposition to the jurists

and the legislations of all countries, and even to the

existing organization of society, which their theories,

if once admitted, would completely overthrow.

Writers, who endeavour to prove the necessity of

the right of property, make use of arguments which

shew that, in order to be equitable, it must be organ-

ized in the same way as among primitive nations, that

is, so as to guarantee to every one a natural, inalien-

able right. The eminent legislator, Portalis, adducing
the arguments in support of the title in the Code civil

which treats of property, shews it to be necessary and

legitimate by the following reasoning : Man can only

live by his labour; in order to labour he must be able

to appropriate a portion of the soil to dispose of it as

he pleases; hence the right of property is necessary.

Nothing can be more true ; but, if property is necessary

for a man to labour and live, it follows that every one

should have some property. Bastiat adopts the same

premises as Portalis, with no clearer perception of

their consequences. "In the full force of the word,"

he says,
" man is born a proprietor, because he is born

with wants the satisfaction of which is essential to life,

and with organs and faculties, the exercise of which is

essential to the satisfaction of his wants." From these

words of Bastiat it follows that, unless we condemn

certain persons to death, we must recognize in all the

right to property. If man is born a proprietor, it is
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Incumbent on the law to put him in a position to exer-

cise the right recognized in him.
"
Man," says Bastiat again,

"
lives and develops by

appropriating certain objects. Appropriation is a na-

tural, providential phenomenon, essential to life, and

property is only appropriation converted into a right

by labour." If appropriation is essential to life, all

should be able to appropriate a portion of matter by
their labour. This natural right is recognized in the

allmend system, and in the ancient Germanic law, but

is entirely overlooked in all legislation derived from the

Roman law. "
Property is not a natural, innate right,"

says Dalloz, a well-known jurist,
" but it springs from

an innate right, which right is liberty." If property is

indispensable to liberty, does it not follow that all men

having the right to be free, all are equally entitled to

be proprietors ? In fact, without property they would

be dependent on those from whom they received their

wage. Troplong, the great jurist of the Second Em-

pire, in a pamphlet, La proprtitd dapres le Code c>

published in 1848, in refutation of the false doctrines

of the Socialists, expresses himself in these terms (p. 1 2) :

"
If liberty is the basis of property, equality makes it

sacred. All men being equal, and therefore equally

free, every one ought to recognize in another the so-

vereign independence of the right." Now either this

lii-^li-sounding phrase has no meaning at all, or else it

signifies that we ought to secure to every one the en-

ivment of property, which may guarantee his inde-

pendence.

Most modern authors declare property to be a natu-

ral right. But what is a natural right, unless it be a
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right so inherent in human nature that no man should

be able to be robbed of it, unless he has forfeited it by
his conduct ?

In this volume I have simply endeavoured to draw

a historical sketch of primitive forms of property, with-

out deducing any new theory as to the right. I do not

believe that history can disclose the right to us. Be-

cause an institution has existed, even through all time,

it does not follow that it is just, or that it should be

preserved or reconstructed. We may, however, con-

clude from the fact of its long duration, that it has

answered to men's sentiments and men's requirements

during the centuries for which it has been maintained.

But, if all the arguments adduced by jurists and econo-

mists in favour of quiritary property, rather condemn

it and justify primitive property, as conceived and prac-

tised by ancient societies, under the sway of a universal

sentiment of natural justice, there is occasion, one would

think, for reflection on this striking agreement ; and all

the more so as property thus regarded as a natural

right belonging to all, is alone conformable to the sen-

timents of equality and charity which Christianity be-

gets in the soul, and to the reforms in civil laws which

the development of the industrial organization seems

to command.

The knowledge of primitive forms of property may
be of direct interest to new colonies, which have im-

mense territories at their disposal, such as Australia

and the United States, for it might be introduced

there in preference to quiritary property.

Our older societies can only arrive at an order more

in harmony with justice and Christianity, after a series
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of social struggles, in which liberty may succumb : but

tlio younger societies, still in process of formation in

another hemisphere, may escape these fearful trials,

if they sc-ek inspiration in the lessons of history and

adopt institutions which in certain countries have al-

l.\ved democracy to survive without compromising order

and liberty. In every commune a portion of territory

should be reserved and divided in temporary enjoyment

among all the families, as is done in the forest cantons

.vit/rrlaiul.

I trust the citizens of America and Australia will

not adopt the strict and severe right of property
which we have borrowed from Rome, and which is

leading us to social strife. They should rather return

to the traditions of their ancestors. If Western socie-

ties had preserved equality by consecrating the natural

riirht of property, their normal development would

have been similar to that of Switzerland. They would

have escaped the feudal aristocracy, the absolute mo-

narchy, and the demagogic democracy with which we
are threatened. The communes, inhabited by free men,

property-holders and equals, would have been allied by
a federal bond to fonn the State, and the States in

their turn would have been able to form a federal union

such as the United States. We should not forget this

important lesson taught us by the history of political

and social institutions : Democracies, which fail to pre-

serve equality of conditions, and in which two hostile

classes, the rich and the poor, find themselves face to

face, are doomed to anarchy and subsequent despotism.

The recent strikes in the United States shew that

the danger there is already near the surface. Such is
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the lesson which Greece teaches us by the mouth of

Aristotle, and of which history and our actual situation

alike give us proof. To preserve liberty in a demo-

cratic state, its institutions must maintain equality.

States, in which democracy and inequality are de-

veloped side by side, are therefore especially threat-

ened ;
and it has to be seen whether they contain the

wisdom, the energy, and the skill, necessary to change
their institutions. Younger societies, however, which

are springing up on a virgin soil, may escape the

danger, by adopting laws and customs, which, from

time immemorial, have secured liberty and property to

the small Swiss cantons, under the most radically

democratic government that we can conceive.

Need I add, that the object of this book is not to

advocate a return to the primitive agrarian community ;

but to establish historically the natural right of pro-

perty as proclaimed by philosophers, as well as to shew

that ownership has assumed very various forms, and is

consequently susceptible of progressive reform. Mr Mill

regarded this point as of the greatest importance, and

counselled the author, in a letter reproduced at the

end of the volume, to develope it at full length. The

present work was compiled in accordance with this

advice.

December, 1877.
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PRIMITIVE PROPERTY.

CHAPTER I.

THE GRADUAL AND UNIVERSALLY SIMILAR EVOLUTION OF

PROPERTY IN LAND.

quite recently dolmens and druidic stones were re-

garded as peculiar to Celtic tribes. But the discovery of these

monuments of the most remote ages in Holland, and in

Germany, in Asia, America, and even in the Asiatic Archi-

pelagoes, together with flint weapons and implements charac-

teristic of the Stone age, has established the opinion that the

human race has everywhere passed through a state of civiliza-

tion, or rather perhaps of barbarism, an image of which is

presented to us, even now, in the life of the natives of New
Zetland and Australia. In a work of the greatest interest

M. L. Konigswarter has shewn that certain customs which

were thought to be peculiar to the Germans, such as the com-

position for crimes, ordeals and trial by battle, were really to be

met with among all nations, at the same stage of civilization
1
.

Village communities, such as exist in Russia, were again

thought to be exclusively characteristic of the Slavs, who were

said to have communistic instincts. Slavophils boast of these

1 See Etutlfi historiquft tvr le dlcelonprmtnt At la Socittf humaine :
" '

re often been struck by the fact, that a particular custom or liMllhli

.

" We
hare often been struck by the fact, that a particular custom or institution

is constantly being represented as peculiar to a particular race or people, where-
as the custom or institution is to be found among many other nations and forms
one of the general customs, or necessary phases,

under which the human race

carries out ita work of development and civilization."
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institutions as peculiar to their race, and assert that they must

secure its supremacy, by preserving it from the social struggles,

which are destined to prove fatal to all Western States. Now,

however, it can be proved, and we shall here endeavour to

prove, that these communities have existed among nations

most distinct from one another, in Germany and ancient Italy,

in Peru and China, in Mexico and India, among the Scandina-

vians and the Arabs with precisely similar characteristics.

When this institution is found among all nations, in all climates,

we can see in it a necessary phase of social development and a

kind of universal law presiding over the evolution of forms of

landed property
1
. Primitive nations everywhere used the same

clumsy implements formed of flint, and regulated the ownership
of the soil in the same fashion, under the existence of similar

conditions.

Sir Henry Maine, who has held high judicial office in India,

was struck by finding at the feet of the Himalayas or on the

banks of the Ganges, institutions similar to those of ancient

Germany, and he has published these curious coincidences

in a book entitled Village Communities in the East and West.

He there brings into strong light the importance of the facts

described. It seems, as he says very truly, that from all sides

new light is being shed to illustrate the most obscure pages of

the history of law and of society. Those who were of opinion
that individual ownership was evolved, by gradual transforma-

tions, from primitive community, found evidence of the fact

in the ancient villages of German and Scandinavian nations.

They were more struck when England, always supposed to have

been from the days of the Conquest subject to the feudal

1 Two publications have recently directed attention to this hitherto little

known subject, in which many enquiries still remain to be pursued notwith-

standing the admirable works of von Maurer. The one, Ueber die mittclaltcr-

liche Feldgemeinschaft in England, is due to Professor Nasse of the University of

Bonn, who has lately established the fact, which very few Englishmen suspected,
that village communities were originally the general system of property in

England, and that numerous traces of this order of things survived till after the

middle ages.
The author of the second publication, Village Communities, Sir Henry

Maine, so well known for his work on Ancient Law, a masterly treatise on
the philosophical history of law and its connection with early civilization, says

(Lectures on the Early History of Institutions, p. 1),
" The collective ownership

of the soil by groups of men is now entitled to take rank as an ascertained

primitive phenomenon;" and he bears witness to the great value of the materials

collected by the author in support of this position.
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rfgtmt, wa* recently shown to contain as many traces of col-

1' rtive ownership and common cultivation OH the northern

countries. They were further confirmed in their convictions,

on learning that these primitive forms of ownership and

cultivation of the soil are to be found in India, and direct the

progress of the administration of that vast colony. Hence

juridical antiquities, which seemed as if they could only
be of interest to a limited number of savants, are of real,

practical interest. Not only do they throw new light on

fundamental institutions and on the mode of life of primitive

races; but, as Mill remarked, they raise us above the narrow

ideas, which make us regard that which is carried on around

us, as the only scheme of social existence.

The history of property has still to be written. Roman law

and modern law grew up in a period, when every recollection

had perished of the collective forms of landed property forms

which, for so long, were the only ones adopted. Hence wo
have great difficulty in conceiving of property otherwise than

as it is constituted in the Institutes or in the Civil Code.

When jurists want to account for the origin of such a right,

they fly to what they call the State of Nature, and from it

derive directly absolute, individual ownership or quiritary

dominiwn. They thus ignore the law of gradual development,
which is found throughout history, and contradict facts now
well known and well established.

It is only after a series of progressive evolutions and at

a comparatively recent period that individual ownership, as

applied to land, is constituted
1
.

So long as primitive man lived by the chase, by fishing or

gathering wild fruits, he never thought of appropriating the

soil; and considered nothing as his own but what he had taken

or contrived with his own hands. Under the pastoral system,

tli.- notion of property in the soil begins to spring up. It is

however always limited to the portion of land, which the h-

of each tribe are accustomed to graze on, and frequent quarrels

break out with regard to the limits of these pastures. Tin-

1 The evolution of property has bcn well described in it general feature*

by Dr Valentin Mayer, Dot Kigenthum naeh den renchitdf*fn tt'eltaittcha*-

Uirgi. B., 1>71.

12
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idea that a single individual could claim a part of the soil as

exclusively his own never yet occurs to any one; the conditions

of the pastoral life are in direct opposition to it.

Gradually, a portion of the soil was put temporarily under

cultivation, and the agricultural system was established; but

the territory, which the clan or tribe occupies, remains its

undivided property. The arable, the pasturage and the forest

are farmed in common. Subsequently, the cultivated land

is divided into parcels which are distributed by lot among the

several families, a mere temporary right of occupation being
thus allowed to the individual. The soil still remains the

collective property of the clan, to whom it returns from time to

time, that a new partition may be effected. This is the system
still in force in the Russian commune; and was, in the time of

Tacitus, that of the German tribe.

By a new step of individualization, the parcels remain in

the hands of groups of patriarchal families dwelling in the

same house and working together for the benefit of the asso-

ciation, as in Italy or France in the middle ages, and in Servia

at the present time.

Finally individual hereditary property appears. It is,

however, still tied down by the thousand fetters of seignorial

rights, fideicommissa, retraits-lignagers, hereditary leases, Flur-

zwang or compulsory system of rotation, etc. It is not till after

a last evolution, sometimes very long in taking effect, that it is

definitely constituted and becomes the absolute, sovereign,

personal right, which is defined by the Civil Code, and which

alone is familiar to us in the present day.
The method of cultivation is modified in proportion as

property is evolved from community. From being extensive,

cultivation becomes intensive, that is to say capital contributes

to the production of what was formerly derived from the extent

of the territory.

At first, the cultivation is temporary and intermittent.

The natural vegetation is burned on the surface, and grain
is sown in the ashes; after this the soil rests for eighteen
or twenty years. In this way, the Tartars cultivate buck-

wheat, and the inhabitants of the Ardennes rye, on the high-

lying heaths, to which they :ip]>ly the system of "essartage."
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Tin i cultivation is not incompatible uith the pastoral

system ami a nomadic life. Later on, a small portion of

the lan.l is successively put into cultivation, according to

tin- triennial rotation, the greater part remaining common

pasturage for the herds of the village. This is the system
of Russia anil Ancient Germany. Afterwards the cattle are

the manure is collected, and the fields are

enclosed. Roads and ditches are marked out, and the land U
permanently improved by labour.

Then the fallow is curtailed, powerful manures are pur-
i the towns or devised by industry; capital is sunk in

the soil and increases its productiveness. This is the modern

agriculture, the system of Italy and Flanders since the middle

ages; never coming into action until the individual ownership
of the land is completely established. This concurrent progress

of property and of agriculture is the important fact which the

most recent researches place in strong relief. Nevertheless, the

facts established as regards Peru formerly, or in the A IImends

of Switzerland or Germany at the present time, shew that tin-

collective ownership of the soil is not antagonistic to intensive

cultivation, so long as the right of individual occupation is

>r a sufficiently long term.

The marvellous discoveries recently made in Comparative

Philology and Mythology are due to the employment of the

historic method. Sir Henry Maine believes that the same

method, if applied to the origin of Law, would throw entirely

new light on the primitive phases of the development of civili-

zation. We should see clearly that laws are not the arbitrary

product of human wishes, but the result of certain economic

necessities on the one hand, and of certain ideas of justice on

! rived from the moral and religious sentiment.

These necessities, these ideas, these sentiments, have been very
similar and have acted in the same manner in all societies, at ;i

in period in th.-ir development, directing the establishment

of institutions everywhere the same. All races have not, how-

;, advanced at the same pace. While some had alre

passed out of the primitive community at the comme-

nt* their historic . ioo, others still continue to practise, in
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our day, a system which dates from the very beginning of civi-

lization.

From the earliest times in their history, the Greeks and

Romans recognized private property as applied to the soil, and

the traces of the ancient tribe community were already so indis-

tinct as not to be discoverable without a careful study. The

Slavs, on the other hand, have not yet abandoned the collective

system. Geology shews us that certain continents preserve a

Flora and Fauna, which have elsewhere been extinct for ages.

Thus in Australia plants and animals are found, belonging to an

earlier period of the geological development of our planet. It

is in cases such as these that the comparative method can

render great service. If certain institutions of primitive times

have been perpetuated till our own time among any nations, we
must turn here to the living forms, that we may better compre-
hend a state of civilization, which elsewhere is lost in the night
of time.

We shall first endeavour to describe the system of village

communities, as still existing in Russia and Java. We will

then shew that this was the system in force in ancient Germany
and among most of the nations known to us. Lastly we will

examine the family communities, which were so widely spread

in Europe in the middle ages, and a type of which can still be

seen among the Southern Slavs of Austria and Turkey.
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VILLAGE COMMUNITIES IN RUSSIA.

IN order to form a clear idea of the collective ownership of tho

soil, which is vested in the Russian village even at the present

day, we must picture to ourselves the social organization of the

tribe among the Nomads, from whence the Russian system is

obviously derived.

The following is the description given of this organization

by an accurate and thoughtful economist, M. Le Play, who has

made a careful study of the system of property among various

pastoral nations, and especially among the tribes on the Asiatic

side of the Urals. Among these Nomads, the members of the

same group or community join together their agricultural im-

plements, and collectively cultivate their land, and manage the

capital that is the cattle destined to make it productive.

There the system of common property is a direct consequence
of the pastoral life and the family organization.

"A group of tents is always the characteristic of a society of

shepherds, whether the flocks belong to a great proprietor, or are

joint property. Every individual forming part of this group has

always :in interest in the profits of husbandry : he is entitled, in

all cases, to a share of the produce, the maximum of which is fixed

by the imtutv of his wants.
"
Among the Nomads, the direct descendants of one father general-

ly remain grouped together : they live under tin- absolute authority
'f the head of the family, in ;i system of community. We limy say
that nothing is the subject of separate ownership except their clothing

\Vhen the increase of a family no longer admits of all

its niemlx T.S remaining united, the head of tho family directs Ell

amicable separation; and determines the portion of the common
possessions that should be given to tho branch which is separating
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from tlie stem. Ou the other hand, the community often holds

together after the death of the head of the family. In this case,

the collateral relations, even though connected only in distant de-

grees of relationship, remain united under the direction of the mem-
ber who can exercise the patriarchal authority with most influence.

" The principle of community is equally adapted to the organiza-
tion of tribes with settled abode Among the semi-nomadic tribes

subject to Russia...the arable land, although generally cultivated by
each family on an independent title, is mainly owned in a species of

indivisibility.

"Among the Bachkii-s, nothing of the nature of individual pro-

perty is seen, except as applied to the dwelling-houses and their im-

mediate dependences'."

The agrarian organization of the Russian village is exactly

similar to that of the Tartar tribe, except that the land is

improved by agriculture instead of being merely worked under

the pastoral system.

In all Russia, that is to say in the immense territory which

extends to beyond the Dnieper and contains a population of

from thirty to thirty-five millions; the land, which does not

belong to the Crown or to the lords, is the collective, undivided

property of the commune. The law of February 19, 1861,

defines collective property in the following terms. "Enjoyment
in common (obshtshinnve polzovanie) is the mode of enjoyment

regulated by custom, by virtue of which the soil is divided or

allotted from time to time among the peasants, either by head,

by tiaglo, or otherwise, joint responsibility being imposed upon
all for the fulfilment of the obligations attached to the occu-

pancy."
The commune is the constitutional atom of the Russian

nation. It forms a civil person, a juridical corporation, endowed

with a vitality very powerful and active, even very despotic.

It alone is proprietor of the soil, of which individual members

have but the usufruct or temporary enjoyment. It is jointly

responsible to the lord for his rent, and to the state for taxi-s

and recruits, in proportion to its population. It governs itself

fur more independently than the commune of France or Ger-

many. For all purposes of administration it enjoys as complete.

a self-government as the American township. The ukase of

1 Lo Pliiy, Les Owners Europ6en8.
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rVl.niary l!. iHlIJ, lias conferred on it a real, and it is said r

an excessive, autonomy.
Tin- lii-ails >t families, assembled in council undt r th.- prc-

siili ncy of the starosta or mayor, whom they have ele<

iliM-uss and regulate all the affairs of the commune, just as the

i vim n do in England, or the landcsgemeinde in the pritni-

cantons of Switzerland. The starosta is the chief of police ;

In- also has jurisdiction over lesser offences. He can prouoi;

sentence to the amount of one rouble fine and two days' hard

labour.

Tin- union of several villages forms the volost, a sort of largo

aune or district, resembling the township of the United

States, or the concelho of Portugal. The volost has from t !

hundred to two thousand inhabitants. The administrative chief

of the volost is the starshina, who is assisted by a council, com-

posed of the skirostas of the villages in his district. In concert

with them, he regulates all that relates to taxes, recruits,

roads or the corvfo. For important affairs, he summons the

great council of delegates from the villages, each of whom is

named by a group of ten families. This council elects fnnu

four to ten judges or jurymen, who meet in succession, three at

a time, to hear civil cases up to the amount of one hundred

roubles, and to punish misdemeanours.

The aggregation of inhabitants of a village possessing in

common the land attached to it, is called the mir\ This word,

1 Precise details concerning the Russian commune, especially of a juridical

nature, are difficult to collect. The beat sources accessible for those who do not
in. I. retand Buss, are the large work of the Baron de Haxthaosen, Etude* mr la

lluttie, and his more recent work, Die landliche Vcrfattung Rutland*, Leipzig
.-a curious treatise of M. Wolowski in the Jierue det Deux Mondtt of

August 1, 1858, and a study by M. Cailliatte in the number for April 15,

1871 :<fia, by Mr Hopworth Dixon ; the complete report of Mr Michcll

on the emancipation of the serfs, in a Blue Book of 1870 (Report! concerning the

>< of J.'ind in tli>' ><!,-ml Countries of Europe) \ I'Ai-fiiir de la Ruttie, by
8ch< ; a study by M. Tchitcherino in the St<itit*iti>rtfrbuch of Blunt-

sell! i .i.iclmjt in Ituiiiiliiiul); Kawelin, Einiget iiber die ruttiche Dorf-

hrift f!lr St.Ktttiriu. . 1, and the appendix by
rich on the same subject; Von Bi.strain, ];,;-litlich? .V.ifur d,-r Stmlt- und

'.jemeindf, Ailolj.h Wagner, Die Abtehajfung d i irnthurnt ;

Julius Kckardt, Hni' '.')
and his Kuttlnndt

!.i-i.i indf
(1870);

a paper of M. Julius : tho

.ian parliament, in tho Cobden Club Euayt; an M. \\yrouboff in

J. Ewora, Dot " ' <l>r Ruaen in teiner gt-
r <li,- gftchichtliche Atultil-

: ,l,r no* "I l:--clit*i.

agricultui . . aud liuallv tlic vx^
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which appears to belong to all Slavonic dialects, and is found in

Tzectic and Silesiaii documents of the thirteenth century,

answers to the idea rendered in the names commune, gemeinde,

communitas ; but, in its primitive sense, it denotes something
venerable and holy, for it also signifies the universe, like the

Greek word /cooyto?. The Baron de Haxthausen quotes a great
number of Russian proverbs, shewing the profound respect

which the mir inspired in the people :

" God alone is judge of

the mir ; All that the mir has decided, ought to be done; A
breath of the mir shivers the rock

;
The mir is the bulwark of

the country." It is, in fact, the primordial institution of the

nation,
" The original phenomenon

"
of the genius of the Slav

nations, as the "
old Russians

"
say.

Each male inhabitant of full age is entitled to an equal

share of the land of which the mir is proprietor. In primitive

times, there was no partition of the soil. The land was culti-

vated in common, and the produce divided among all, in pro-

portion to the number of labourers in each family. At the

present time, in the midst of the forest districts, among the

Roskolniks, some communes, bearing the name of skit, are

found, where this system is still in force. It is also said to be

met with in certain isolated districts of Bosnia
;
but the fact is

disputed. At a later period, a partition of the soil was effected

every year, or every three years, after each triennial rotation
;
and

in some parts this ancient custom is still maintained. 'The period

of partition varies at the present day in the different districts.

In certain localities partition takes place every six years; in

others, every twelve or fifteen years : every nine years is the

most usual period. At every public census, a new division is

regarded as obligatory. These general re-divisions have not

been made at regular intervals. Since 1719, there have been

ten of them, the last of which occurred in 1857.

The peasants, though faithful to the principle of community,
do not readily assent to this operation of partition, because the

parcels which they have occupied return to the common mass,

work of J. von Reussler, Zur Gcschichte und Kritik drr l'l iierlichen Gemeindcbe-
sitzes J. Deubner, Riga, 1876. This work comprises an analysis and criticism

of all the writings which have appeared on the question, whether in the form of

books, newspapers, articles, reviews or official reports.
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tho now allot in. 'lit froqacntly assigns others to them. Ac-

fag t th. r. port ofM.de Haxthauscn, they call the general
i' 'li vision "the black partition," tschernoi peredell. In many
communes, the hay meadows are divided afresh every year.

v thing that concerns the period and manner of par-

tition, the regulation of the number of couples who are entitl- <!

to a share, the disposition of lots falling vacant, and the grant-

ing of land to new households, is decided by the peasants them-

selves, assembled under the presidency of the starosta. At this

assembly, at least half their number must be present. Two-
thirds of their votes are necessary to pronounce the dissolution

of the community, and to divide the soil into permanent,
individual property; to effect a new partition and to expel
or hand over to the government "vicious and incorrigible"

persons.

The dwelling-house, izba, with the land on which it stands,

and the garden attached to it, form a private, hereditary pro-

perty. The owner, however, may not sell it to a person who is

a stranger to the inir, without the consent of the inhabitants of

the village, who have always a right of pre-emption. When a

family dies out this private property returns to the common
stock : and a family, on leaving the village, has for six months

a right of removing the house, or rather the materials, which

being only wood are easily carried away.
In the village communities of all countries, especially in the

German mark, a similar custom exists. It admits of easy

explanation. The commune is not merely an administrative

unit : it is rather a patriarchal association, an extension of the

family, in which the ties are so close, and the joint responsi-

bility so strict, that a stranger cannot be admitted without the

consent of the majority. Even at the present day in Swit

land, the freedom of a commune is not obtained by mere

lenco; it can only be acquired by purchase or grant with

the consent of the body of freemen. In the middle ages it was

the same everywhere. In the Russian commune there K th.-n.

no landed property completely absolute : that which exists is

still subject to the trammels of the eminent domain residing in

the community.
The Russian village is composed of a number of houses con-
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structcd of beams laid one on another, like the American log-

house or Swiss chalet. The gable facing the street is ornamented

with a balcony; and the roof, which projects, is decorated with

ornaments in carved wood. The dwellings never stand alone

in the middle of the fields belonging to them, as in Flanders,

England, Holland, and in all the countries where the soil has

for centuries been divided into hereditary patrimonies. The
name of the Russian village, derevnia, has the same root as the

German dorf, the Scandinavian trup, the Anglo-Saxon thorp,

and the French troupe, troupeau. It signifies, as M. Julius

Faucher remarks, union, aggregation, with a view to mutual

protection
1
. Men, in primitive ages, have to group together for

common resistance against the attacks of enemies and beasts of

prey, as well as to cultivate the soil by the association of hands

and the cooperation of individual forces.

To effect ths partition, surveyors, appointed by the com-

mune, proceed to the measurement and estimation of the

various parcels of land, and to the formation of lots. According
to the account of M. de Haxthausen, in certain localities they
make use of consecrated rods or wands, of unequal length ;

the

shorter ones being reserved for the lands of better quality, so

that the lot may be smaller in proportion to its fertility.

All the arable land of the commune is divided into three

concentric zones, which extend round the village ;
and these

three zones are again divided into three fields according to the

triennial arrangement of crops. More regard is paid to prox-

imity than to fertility, as this varies very little in the same

district in Russia. The zones nearest the village are alone

manured, every three, six, or nine years, in the sandy region ;

while in the region of the black soil the use of manure is

unknown. Each zone is divided into narrow strips, from 5

to 10 metres broad, and from 200 to 800 metres long. Several

parcels are combined, care being taken that there should be at

least one in each zone and in each division of the rotation.

Portions are thus formed, which are distributed by lot among
the co-partners.

1 Sec Tlic IlufKinn Atirnrinn Lff/inJatinn of 18fil, l>y Julius Fuucher of tho
Prussian Landtag, in the Hyttt'iius of Land tenure in niriuii* Cinuttrii*. puli-
lished by the Cobden Club.
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All tin- inhabitants, including women and children,

at the drau ing of lots, on which d.
j>.

uds tin- I. termination of

tli.- paivel (.1 Around, which each luw to cultivate until tin-

next period of partition. The drawing gives rise to but few

complaints, because the shares, being composed of several small

parcels, the values of which compensate one another, are for

the most part equal. If any one can shew he is injured, ho

receives an additional portion, taken from the land remaining

unappropriated.

Formerly the peasants held the forest and pasture in

common, certain services being reserved for the lord. The
lows were divided into lots every year and each family

mowed its own parcel, or else the whole was mown in common
and the hay divided. The act of emancipation of 1861

assigned exclusive ownership of the meadow and forest to the

lord, contrary to the ancient law, as originally they belonged to

the mir. It is an injustice, and an error in an economic point
t>i view. If the ancient communities are preserved, everything
essential to their commodious existence should be granted
them. They should seek their model in Switzerland, in the

villages where the system of Allinends procures for the usufruc-

tuaries "pasturage, forest, and field," Weide, Wald und Feld.

Tin- forest being assigned to the lord, the peasants are made
d.

|K
ii dent on him, and the results of emancipation are, in a

measure, nullified. The system of collective property can only

bear its full fruit, when it is applied in its integrity and the

cultivators are free citizens completely independent
On the lands of the Crown, where there is no want of space,

the mir generally holds in reserve a portion of the land, that it

may always have some for the new households that are formed
;

meanwhile these unallotted parcels are let for rent. By this

means the necessity of a new partition is rendered less freqt;

On the Crown domains, the division is carried out accord ing

ti. the number of souls. A certain number of densiittines
1

is

d on for each member, ilmclui, ami every father of a

tamily obtains as many of these parts as he has individuals

subject to him.

On the lands recently dependent on the lords, the ili

1 The dettiatint is about 2-7 acres.
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is effected by tiaglos. The meaning attached to this word

tiaglo, which represents the unit of labour, varies. Formerly it

denoted a group of two or three labourers in each family ;
at

the present time, the word is used to denote each married

couple, so that if several couples live in the same house and

labour in common, each of them is entitled to a share. Under

the system of serfage the unit for the corv&e to be performed
or for the payments to be made to the lord was the tiaglo.

This word, coming from the Russian verb tiamit, to draw, is

from the same root as the German ziehen, and signifies "a

person who draws," that is, who drives the plough or cultivates.

It was to the lord's advantage to multiply the tiaglos, as each

of them owed him a certain number of days' labour per week.

The patriarchal families, which united several couples under the

same roof, represented several tiaglos, according to the number

of working hands at their disposal. The corvee due to the lord

being assessed according to tiaglos, it was natural that the land

should be divided in the same proportion. Under the first

system, the allotment was by the number of heads
;
under the

second, by the number of married couples or of adult labourers.

As the various parcels assigned to each household were

intermixed, it followed that all had to be cultivated at the

same time and devoted to the same crop. This is what the

Germans call Flurzwang, or "compulsory cultivation." One-

third part of the arable land is sown with winter grain, wheat

or rye ;
one-third with oats

;
and the remaining third lies fallow.

Each family tills the ground, sows and reaps separately and on

its own account
;
but there is nothing to mark the boundary of

the parcels. The whole section occupied by one of the divisions

of the triennial rotation seems only to form a single field. The

several agricultural operations must be performed at the same

time by all
; because, there being no roads or ways of approach,

no one can get to his parcel of ground without passing over

those of his neighbours. The assembly of inhabitants of the

commune determines the time of sowing and harvest, just as we

see them do in the south, in Switzerland, in Italy, and in France

itself, for the time of vintage. It is another of the cases in which

individual initiative is fettered by the authority of the mir.

Before the abolition of serfage, the lord granted to the
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peasants about half the arable land, and kept the remaining
Lilt' for himself, which he hod cultivated by means of the labour

supplied by the corvee. The serf had to work three days in the

week for his master. The forest and waste lands supplied the

cultivators with wood and pasturage, for which certain supple-

mentary services were reserved.

In 1861, in Russia proper, 103,158 proprietors owned

105,200,108 dessiatines, with twenty-two millions of serfs, who
had a usufruct of one-third of (lie whole surface, or of some

'K),000 dessiatines; which allowed rather more than two-

and-a-half dessiatines a head, or about seven dessiatines for each

family.

In the region of the " black
"

soil, the population was

denser, and the share of each was consequently less. This

share was called the nadiell. The nadiell served as the basis

of partition between the peasants and the lords, decreed by the

act of emancipation. The lord was bound to leave as the

property of the enfranchised serfs a portion of the soil, reserv-

ing a money rent always redeemable 1
. The amount varied

\vith local circumstances; but in every village a minimum is

1 for each male inhabitant. This minimum varies. In the

steppe regions, it is from three to eight dessiatines; in the

industrial districts, it is smaller ; thus, in the province of

Moscow, it is as low as one dessiatine. In the region of the

"black" soil, it averages from two to three dessiatines. Prac-

tically, the portion of land, which the enfranchised serfs have

obtained, corresponds very closely with the nadiell, or the share

which they previously had to cultivate.

This is the position of an ordinary peasant family in the

province of Novgorod. It cultivates about 20 hectares, or -il)

English acres, of which half is arable, the rest hay or pasture

land. The triennial rotation of crops is generally practised in

Russia, so that one-third of the arable is sown with rye, the

second with oats, and the remaining one is fallow. The stock

consists of two horses, three cows, and four or five sheep. 1 1

pays to the lord seventy francs for the rent, or about a franc

1 The government makes advances to the peasants to enable them to redeem
the rent. The former serfs occupy on the average about an acre, paying a rent
of from twenty to twenty-four francs.
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and a half per acre; to the state, a tax of twelve francs for

each male, or about thirty francs in all on the average; and

to the priest another six or seven francs
1

.

So far from the emancipation laws proving the death-

blow of the collective existence of the mir, the new communal

organization established by the ukase of February 19, 18G1,

has rather strengthened it. For it has confirmed the principle,

which made each commune a corporation, jointly responsible

for the exact payment of all taxes due to the state, to the

province or to the commune from its inhabitants individually.

The heads of families, united in general assembly, may introduce

individual property and put an end to the system of commu-

nity; but to determine this transformation, a majority of two-

thirds is necessary.

It is asserted that, if the decision could be taken by a mere

majority, the communities would have soon ceased to exist.

Observed facts do not seem to confirm these predictions. The

peasants do not so readily abandon ancient customs; and it is

only by gradual and insensible changes, that old institutions are

modified under the influence of new ideas and new requirements.

Here is a curious example, which shews how strongly the

Russian peasants are attached to the agrarian organization of

the mir. Some years ago, on a property in the district of

Peterhof, the proprietor wanted, in the interests of the serfs,

to introduce the agrarian system of western countries. He
divided the land into independent holdings, on which he built

at his own expense separate houses for each family. Scarcely
was the abolition of serfage decreed, when the peasants ha?t-

ened to re-establish the primitive community, and to rebuild

their houses on the old spot, in spite of the very considerable

amount of labour which this entailed. There were public

rejoicings to celebrate the return to the old customs of the

mir. One peasant alone refused to give up his separate

holding : he was dishonoured and declared a traitor by the

whole village*. In the eyes of the Russian peasant every

attempt to withdraw from the bonds of the community is

1 See the interesting report of Mr Micbell in Reports respecting the Tenure of
Land in the several Countries of Europe.

Eckardt, Rustlandt landliche Zustiinde, 102.
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a desertion, a theft, a crime for which there can be no

pardon.

What is a still more curious fact, is, that the German
colonies established in Russia have spontaneously adopted the

periodic partition of the land. In the village of Paninskol,

near the Volga, peopled by colonists from Westphalia, M. do

li:uisen states that the commune effects a new partition
of the soil every three, six or nine years, according to the

increase in the number of inhabitants. The other German
colonies in the government of Saratoff have also demanded
and obtained permission to adopt the same system. Tartar

agriculturists practise this Russian method of partition. It is

also found among the people of Little Russia, in the district

of Voronege and in Bessarabia.

In spite of the periodic partition, inequality has been intro-

duced into the mir, and many peasants have no land. First,

certain inhabitants of superior intelligence or influence, by
means of brandy, acquired a larger share. The mougik calls

tin-in the " consumers of the mir" (miroiedy). Others were

too poor or too idle to cultivate a share
; they live by wages.

In a very instructive work of Prince Vasiltchikof, partial sta-

tistics from a province are given, from which it appears that

out of 1,193,000 households, 75,000 have no land at all, and

7,400 have only preserved the hereditary enclosure
1

.

The patriarchal family is the basis of the commune
;
and

the members of the mir are generally considered as descended

from a common ancestor. Family ties have maintained a force

among the Russians, as also among the Slavs of the Danube

and the Balkan, which they have lost elsewhere. The family

is a sort of perpetual corporation. It is governed by a chief

called "the ancient," with almost absolute authority. All

property is in common. There is usually neither succession

n. >r partition. The house, the garden, the agricultural imple-

ts, the stock, the produce moveables of every descrip-

tion remain the collective property of all the members of the

family. No one thinks of claiming a separate share. On the

li of the father of a family, his authority and administra-

1 See the excellent article of M. Anatole Loroy Beanlien in the Rtvut dtt

T>rur M, ,11,1ft of November 15, 1876.

M. '2
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tion devolve on the eldest member of the house : in some

districts, on the eldest son
;

in others, on the eldest brother of

the deceased, provided he live under the same roof. In some

parts, too, the members of the family themselves elect the new

chief. If all the survivors are under age, a relation establishes

himself with them and becomes a co-proprietor. The head of

the family is called Khomin, which signifies "the administrator,"

or Bolshaky that is, the "
great one 1

."

When, on a death, a division of property takes place, which

is less rare than in former times, it is not made according to

the degrees of relationship, but each adult male living in the

house takes an equal share. An orphan cannot succeed for

his father by representation ;
and those who have left the

paternal roof have no right of succession. The females remain

in the charge of one branch or other of the family, and receive

a portion on their marriage.
In the north, the house passes to the eldest son. In the

south, the youngest inherits it, because, ordinarily, the eldest

has set up a separate establishment during the lifetime of his

father. It is not blood, or descent, which gives the title to

succeed, but a much more effective title, co-operation in the

labour which has produced the property whose division is in

question. The adult uncle, nephew, and cousin, have laboured

together : they shall take an equal portion. The young girl

and the child have contributed nothing to production : their

wants will be provided for, but they have no right to a share in

the inheritance.

In the Russian family as in the Russian state, the idea of

authority and power is confused with that of age and paternity.

The word starosta signifies "the old;" the word starshina is in

the comparative,
"
older." The emperor is the "

father," the
"

little father." This is the real principle of the patriarchal system.

Since the emancipation the old patriarchal family has

tended to fall asunder 2
. The sentiment of individual inde-

pendence is weakening and destroying it. The young people

1 See Mackenzie Wallace, Russia, i.e. 6
;
and also, for description of the mir,

c. 8 and 9.
* The report of the commission appointed May 26, 1875, with the Minister

of the Domains, Waluzew, as president, contains much information gathered from
different provinces, which proves that the family division is being effected on all
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no li>n_r-r ol.ry tin anri.-Mt." The women quarrel about the

task th< Y It !.. to perform. The married sou longs to have his

own dwelling. Ho can claim his share of the land
; and, aa tin-

Russian peasant soon builds himself a house of wood, which he

shajKtt, axe in hand, with marvellous facility, each couple sets

up a separate establishment for itself.

dissolution of the patiian -hal family will perhaps bring
ahuut that of tin- village community, because it is in the union of

tin- domestic hearth that the habits of fraternity, the indiffer-

to individual interest, and the communist sentiments,

which preserve the collective property of the war, are developed.

:icrly, the method of overcoming the resistance of obstinate

memlirrs or of getting rid of incorrigible idlers was to hand

tin in over for the conscription. The fathers of families, in

conjunction with the starosta, tlms purged the community of

all nralcit rants. It is the habit of submission to the despotic

authority of the father which has given the Russian people the

spirit of obedience, of self-denial, and gentleness, characteristic

of them.

How marked is the contrast between the Russian and the

American ! The latter, eager for change and action, athirst

for gain, always discontented with his position, always in search

of novelty, freed from parental authority in his earliest years,

accustomed to count on no one but himself and to obey nothing
but the law, which he has himself helped to moke, is a finished

type of individualism. The Russian, on the contrary, resigned

to his lot, attached to ancient tradition, always ready to obey
the orders of his superiors, full of veaeratien for his priests and

his emperor, and content with an existence, which he never

seeks to improve, is perhaps happier and more light-hearted

than the enterprising and unsettled Yankee, in the midst of

his riches and his progress.

Animated discussions have been raised recently as to the

"i uin of the community of lands, which is the actual basis of

the mir. The Russian patriots see in it
" the primordial

institution" of the great Slavonic race. This opinion, propa-

gated in Europe by tin- writings of the Baron de Haxthausen,

. to the general disadvantage. For tho disastrous consequence* of tho pur-
,8oe tho work of Von Ifeu.t.-lrr already quoted.

22
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was admitted without dispute, until Tchitcherine and Bistram 1

lately maintained a directly opposite theory. According to

them, the peasants, up to the end of the sixteenth century,

were free and independent owners of the land they cultivated.

They made terms with the lord as to the rent to be paid, and

sold, inherited, let or bequeathed their holdings, without any
interference of communal or seignorial authority. Community
of land and periodical partition were unknown. The commune
exercised no supervision over its members. The independence
of the peasants, however, suited neither the sovereign, who
wanted taxes and soldiers, nor the lords, who required hands to

cultivate their land. A ukase of Czar Fedor Ivanovitch, in

1592, attached the peasants to the soil. The lords established

registers, in which were enrolled all the labourers living on the

land, which they regarded as their domain
;
and the peasants

were forbidden to remove without permission. Later laws of

Boris Godunof introduced serfage definitely. Under Peter I.

the poll-tax on every male inhabitant, the joint responsibility

of the commune for the payment of taxes and for providing

recruits, and the census, induced the peasants to put their lands

in community, and to divide them in proportion to the working

hands, that each might be in a position to contribute to the

communal expenses, in proportion to his strength.
"
Agrarian

community," says M. Tchitcherine in conclusion, "was the

product of slavery ;
it will disappear with it before liberty."

The theory of MM. Tchitcherine and Bistram was strongly

opposed by Professor J. Belazew in the Russkaja Besseda.

According to this writer, the Russian commune with periodic

partition of the soil has existed from the earliest times, being
in conformity with the genius of the Slav race. Families,

which could cultivate more land and pay higher taxes had a

larger portion allotted to them. No doubt, as Tchitcherine

shews, private property did exist
;

it even predominated in cer-

tain parts of Russia. But we must not therefore conclude that

it was the ordinary system. Common property was the rule.

Professor Hergei Ssolowzew 8 has lent the support of his

1 Staatsworterbuch von Bluntschli. Leibeigenschaft in Riisaland, p. 396
411. Von Bistram, Die rechtliche Natur der Stadt- und Landyemcinde, St Peters-

burg, 1866.
* See Xusiki Vextnilc, Lib. 22. p. 289.
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authority to Belazew's opinion ;
and now it is generally ad-

mitt* i in Russian literature, that collective property did exist

in ancient Russia. The more accurate knowledge of the

primitive history of the Russian commune is chiefly due to

tlx* researches of Professor Leschkow 1
. Originally the or-

ization is found to be exactly the same as in the Germanic

murk, under tho name of werw in Southern Russia, and of

poffost or guba further North. In the Werw, the elders, or
"
centeniers," administer justice and maintain order. But the

partition of the collective domain, and all questions of im-

portance, are decided in a general assembly. After the appear-
ance of the Waregue princes, a territorial aristocracy sprang

up ; it usurped many of the lands occupied by poor cultivators,

who remained free, but were bound to certain services. Tho
most ancient law of Russia, the Ruskaja Prawda, contains six

articles to protect this class of occupiers from the exactions of

their lords, and to regulate their condition. By the side of

the cultivators, or co-partners of the mark, and the tenants

of the seignorial lands, were a large number of independent

proprietors, who sprang into existence in the following way.
The extent of unoccupied soil being very great, the settlers

who brought it into cultivation acquired a life ownership, and,

in fact, even a kind of hereditary right in it. The same right

exists in Java, where the system of collective property is in

force under the same conditions as in Russia. The mode of

cultivation employed by the settlers was that always practised

when primitive forests are reclaimed. They built themselves a

rough log-house, made so as to be moveable. They then set

fire to the surrounding forest, and cultivated the soil until it

was exhausted
;
then they migrated further. In consequence of

th is nomadic cultivation a great number of small hamlets were

form. (1, which were not subject to tho rules of the mark. The

s.sity of periodic partition did not make itself felt, until the

p"l nil-it ion was permanently fixed and become so largo as to

make the system of intermittent cultivation insufficient This

1 Rtuiki Pared { Qo$oudontvo, p. 6971, Ac. M. Yon Renaaler mentions
the chii-f sounvs of tin- history of the agrarian syRtem and the rnral slaves

in KH--I.I. in his work already qouted, (J<tthichU de$ bautrltcltr* Gememdt.
i, p. 16.
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explains liow the lot of each family, the Utschastok, was at

first the subject of a life ownership, or even of hereditary

ownership, and how partition was only introduced at a later

period. Exactly the same process is being carried on, even

at the present day, among the Cossacks.

In the fourteenth century, we find the wolost, with its

council of elders, comprising several villages (selo), each with

their chief (golovi), their
"
centenier

"
(sofskie), and their elders

(starostis). In the sixteenth century, the communes still

enjoy great independence. The code of 1497, and that of 1550,

recognize and protect their privileges in the face of the nobles

and the representatives of the- prince. Soon after, however,

under John IV., and still more under his successor Feodor,

the taxes become excessive
; and, in order to check emigration,

a ukase of 1592 attaches the peasants to the soil, and in return

grants them a right in the soil which they cultivate. The
ancient communal system differed, in seme respects, from that

which is in force at the present day. Every member of the

commune obtained as much land as he could cultivate. This

portion was called Udel, Utschastok, and also Sherebi, a word

corresponding to the Loosguter, the lots,, and recalling the

drawing by lot. The whole of a peasant's property, with the

right of enjoyment attached to it, was the Dwor. The Dwor

comprised the house and garden, or orchard (usadbd), the

cultivated land (obsha), of an average extent of 9 to 15 des-

siatines, the meadows, tlie pasturage, the wood, the marsh, and

the river for fishing. .
It was precisely the German Bauergut,

or Ilube. There was however some difference between the

Germanic and Russian mark. The latter remained more

democratic
;

the right to a lot of land being recognized in

every one, even in the strangers, who could be adopted into

the families without difficulty. Among the Germans the

mere inhabitants, Beisassen, were excluded from the partition;

and at a very early period some families had usurped a larger

.share, while others had allowed their right to perish. In the

middle ages the Germanic mark, with the large village in the

centre, was a fixed organization, closed and, so to speak,

crystallized ;
while in Russia the Werw, with its immense

extent of uncultivated land, its widely scattered -houses, and
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nlti valors always extending the area of th.-ir nomadic

cultivation, \v;us still in process of formation
1

. The Russian

commune waa based on iho aarno |.rin.-iplea as that of the

nans ami other nations, but external circumstances, and

Milarly the more primitive system of cultivation, modified

th.-ir practical application. Even DOW, in the steppes of the

South, the agrarian organization has hardly advanced to the

l>int which it had reached in Germany in the days of Tacitus.

Mr Mac Wallace has observed a custom there which

was in force in Germany at the most remote period. When
the boundaries are traced between two neighbouring marks,

children are brought to assist at the operation, and smartly

that, the fact being impressed on their memory, they

may be able to give evidence on the matter all their livea

In the fourteenth and fifteenth century, when the increase of

population made it necessary to keep the soil in permanent
cultivation by the triennial arrangement of crops, the com-

pulsory rotation, or Flurzwang, became general. The idea

that the land of the commune belonged to all the inhabitants

collectively was part of the juristic instinct of the people ; but,

originally, there was no necessity for the application of the

principle, because every family could cultivate as much of the

steppe, or forest, as it required. We can thus grasp the very

important phase in economic progress and in the evolution of

landed property, where periodic partition is preceded by the

power of occupation, the clan's right of eminent domain

or never lost sight of. The transformation is going
on even in our own day. In the colonies established in this

century on the steppes in New Russia, there was at first the

system of free occupation : every one took as much land and

meadow as he required : but as the population increased

disputes arose, to put an end to which periodic partition was

introduced, and became general in the provinces of Kerson,

Tauride, \Vorouesh, and Ssamara.

same was also the case among the Don Cossacks.

Originally every one might cut down timber, cultivate land,

<>r depasture cattle at will; and all the territory was the nn-

1 According to TOD IlcusMcr, iho name of the Tillage, derewva, from dertvo,
land nowly reclaimed, indicates the onward march of coloniiation.
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divided property of the whole nation. Subsequently the ter-

ritory had to be divided among the Stanitsas. The domain

of each Stanitsa, called jart, was subject to the right of free

occupation. The population, however, increasing, it was

necessary to have recourse to periodic partition, which was

finally regulated in 1835. These partitions are made per
head. Every male over seventeen years of age is entitled to

15 dessiatines of arable land. Mr Mackenzie Wallace states

that this system has put an end to disputes, and, by re-es-

tablishing equality, has improved the condition of the poor.

The meadows are mown in common, and the hay divided.

Among the Cossacks of the Oural the right of occupying the

meadows is regulated in this way: On a fixed day every
member is entitled to appropriate all the grass within the

circle that he can trace out with the scythe between morning
and evening. In Switzerland, in the mountain cantons, we
find a very similar custom. On the thirteenth of August, the

"Wild mower" (Wildheuer) at sunrise occupies one of the

grassy ridges which are to be seen on the summit of the rocks,

in almost inaccessible spots, and is entitled to make the hay
on it, which he afterwards ties into bundles and throws into

the valley below. In Siberia, in consequence of the extent of

land unoccupied, the peasants transmit by descent the lands

which they cultivate. But they may not alienate them out of

the family, and the eminent domain of the commune is re-

cognized, for already in many localities, especially Slovina and

Tobolsk, where inequality had increased with the population,

periodic partition has been introduced *.

Some towns still have common lands, which they distribute.

Thus the town of Mologa, in the province of Jaroslaw, possesses

a pasturage, which is divided into eleven parts ;
and each of

the eleven sotnis, or groups of burgesses, successively obtains

each part, so that, in eleven years, each sotni has occupied
all the lots. These sotnis recall the Rhodes of AppenzelL

From the facts collected by Von Reussler, it would ap-

pear that in ancient Russia the right of every one to an

equal share of the communal domain was not as general as it

1 See RmsJcaja Penseda, 1860, v. n. p. 119, and N. Flerowski, Folojenie
rabotchazvo klassa vi Jtosai. Petersburg, 1869, p. 75.
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is to-day. The substitution of nn individual poll-tax for the

old hind-tax has given this right extension and increased

vigour. As every one had to pay the tax and the commit no

was responsible for it, it was to the interest of the latter to

provide every one with sufficient land to enable him to pay
his share of the sum total due, and this share being the same

for all, the lot of land was also made equal.

When we find village communities among all Slav nations,

among the Germans, and the nations of antiquity, in America,

in China, India, Java, in all societies, in a word, when they

quit the nomadic and pastoral state and adopt the agricultural

system, it is impossible to admit the theory that in Russia this

institution, which survives to the present day, was introduced

simply in consequence of the laws of FeMor, of Boris Godunof, or

of Peter I. The principle of collective property existed from the

first in Russia, as it did everywhere else. But the vast extent

of unoccupied land was favourable to the dispersion of families

and the establishment of several ownership. Periodic parti-

tion was not introduced generally, as we now see it, until the

growth of the population made it no longer possible for every
one to take at his will a vacant lot in the forest or the steppe.

The poll-tax and the joint responsibility of the commune
accelerated the movement, because every one, in order to be

able to pay his share of the tax, required his parcel of ground.



CHAPTER III.

ECONOMIC KESULTS OF THE RUSSIAN MIR.

THE advantages and inconveniences of collective communal

property have been for twenty years the subject of deep dis-

cussions between the partisans and adversaries of the system.

M. Von Reussler, in his book already often quoted, has col-

lected, from Russian sources, all the arguments adduced on

either side, as well as the discussions which took place on the

subject at the Agricultural Congress at St Petersburg in 1865-

The great agricultural enquiry in 1873, the results of which

have been collected by the Government in five volumes, also

contains much material for the study of this question
1
.

The Panslavists believe that the community of the inir

will ensure the future greatness of Russia. Western nations,

they say, have possessed similar institutions
; but, under the

influence of feudalism and the civil law, they have allowed

them to perish. They will be punished for it by social struggles,

and by the implacable contest between the rich and the poor.

It is contrary to justice, they add, that the soil, which is the

common patrimony of all mankind, should be appropriated by a

few families. Labour may be a lawful title of ownership in the

product created by it
;
but not in the soil, which it does not

1 This commission, presided over by a person of great eminence, the "minis-
ter of Domains,

"
P. Waluzef, received more than a thousand reports and more

than two hundred verbal depositions. Unfortunately, as M. A. Leroy Beaulieu

remarks, only persons of the higher classes were heard, who are generally hostile

to tho system of communities. M. Von Reussler sums up the opinions of the

writers, A. Butowski, J. Ssolozew, Th. Von Thorner, Von Buschen, Hcrtzcii,

Tschitacherine, Kawulin, Jurin, Ssawitsch, Koschelew, Ssamarin, Belazew,
Tscheruuschewski, Besobrasow, Panazcw, Ac.
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create. In Russia, the commune recognizes in every individual

aMe to labour the- right to claim a share in the soil, which

allows hint to live on the fruits of his energy.

Pauperism, the bane of Western societies, is unknown in

the //'/; it cannot come into existence there, for every one

!! means of subsistence, and each family takes care of it*

old and infirm members. In the West, a numerous offspring

is an evil that is avoided by methods which certain economists

advocate, but which morality condemns. In Russia, the birth

of a child in always matter of rejoicing ;
for it brings the family

strength for the future, and entitles them to claim addi-

tional land for cultivation. The population can increase.

Tli -re are vast territories in Europe to be colonised
; and, when

tli.se are stocked, the immense plateaus of Asia will open for

the indefinite expansion of the great Slavonic race. So long
as the race preserves the venerable institution of the mir, it

will escape class struggles and social war, the most terrible of

all contests, for it caused the fall and subjection of ancient

societies, and at the present day is threatening modern societies

with the same dangers. The Russian nation will remain united

and therefore strong : it will continue to increase on the basis

of the "primordial institution," which alone can guarantee

order, because it alone allows of the organisation of justice

among mankind.

Such is the language of the advocates of the mir; it

assumes various shades. First, there are the conservatives,

such as the Baron von Haxthausen, who would protect the

patriarchal system and the ancient institutions. Then come

the numerous group of Slavophiles, such as Aksakof, Byellyayef,

In-lyef, Samarine, and Prince Tscherkasski, followed by

ni.'uiy persons in high society, and distinguished women who
t:iki> very exalted views of the great destiny reserved for the

Slavonic race. Finally, there are the socialist-democrats of the

school of Herzen nnd Bakunin, such as Tschernischewski and

I' Kieff, who maintain that the agrarian organisation of the

mir contains the solution of the social problem, sought in vain

by Saint-Simon, Owen and Proudhon.

The institutions of the Russian commune are so cornel

at \ with all our .. noinic jirinripl.-s and with th.
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sentiments of individual property developed in us by habit,

that we can with difficulty form a conception of their existence.

The mir seems to us a kind of social monstrosity, a legacy
of barbarian ages, to which modern progress will not stay to do

justice. Yet a glance round us is sufficient to shew how the

principle of collectivity is invading us on different sides, and

threatening the independence of isolated individualism.

On the one hand joint-stock companies, a collective power
from which responsibility is entirely banished, not only mono-

polise all the large industries, but crush, under their irresistible

competition, even the artisans and small traders on a ground
where they seemed unassailable, the making of garments,
of boots, furniture, and retail business. Joint-stock compa-
nies are formed for every purpose, and multiply continually.

Every one soon will be a shareholder or in receipt of a salary ;

there will be no room for the small independent tradesman, or

the independent workman belonging to no society.

On the other hand, we see increasing in number, with

alarming rapidity, societies in which the principle of com-

munity is applied even more rigorously than in the Russian

mir, and where all distinction of meum and tuum is strictly

proscribed. I refer to religious houses. Once grant these

houses a civil personality and a right to take landed property
on the same title as individuals, and the struggle between

individualism and collectivity will not remain long undecided.

Within a hundred years religious houses will be temporal lords

of the land in every catholic country ;
and the whole soil will

be in their hands.

Under the old system, every sovereign, even the most

devoted to the church, such as Philip II. and Maria Theresa,

was constantly issuing law upon law to stop the encroachments

of mortmain. Modern laws forbid religious bodies to exist as civil

persons or to hold property as such : yet we see them multiply-

ing under our eyes in France, in Belgium, in Holland, Prussia

and England ;
in every country where violent revolutions have

not expelled them, as in Spain, Italy or Portugal. Their wealth

and power increase in proportion as the most firmly established

governments have recourse to exceptional measures for their

limitation. In Belgium they will soon be strong enough to
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hravo nil opposition and to dictat.- their wishes to the legis-

lature and the sovereign. With a legislation such aa that of

the United States on the subject of foundations and civil

persons, religious communities would eventually usurp the

whole soil.

The example of religious houses may help us to understand

the existence of village communities. Undoubtedly man always

pursues his own individual interest. He seeks happiness and

shuns pain ;
and the more perfect the organisation of respon-

sibility, tli. more will he bo compelled to do well and to labour.

But us faith discloses to him the perspective of eternal felicity

in another life, it may be, that to become worthy of this, he

will work here below obediently and devotedly, as in certain

monasteries.

Custom and tradition also exercised, in primitive times, an

influence of which moderns can scarcely conceive. It is tinder

the influence of these motives that agricultural labour is carried

on in village communities. Besides, notwithstanding the

periodic partition of lands, it is always to the advantage of the

cultivator to till it well, as he alone takes the harvest, be it

good or bad. This practice, therefore, strange as it appears,

does not prevent the usufructuaries giving the soil good
manure and proper dressings. The Irish tenant at will, or even

the tenant who has only a short lease of three or six years,

a term unfortunately too common, has still less security for the

future than the Russian peasant, from whom the mir, every
nine or twelve years, takes the field which he cultivates, only
to give him others of at least equal value.

If the soil of Russia is badly cultivated by the peasants,

it is because, until lately bowed beneath the yoke of serfage,

tln-y want instruction, motive, and energy. A visit to the

arable land of the allmends in Switzerland and the district of

Baden is sufficient to prove that the system of temporary

enjoyment is not the cause of the backward state of rural

economy. The allmends are also divided from time to time

among the usufructuaries, and yet they are in a perfect state

iltivati'.n. while, on the other hand, in Russia, the lam Is,

which are the private property of the nobles, are no totter

cultivated than the lands of the commute -s.
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What periodic partition does prevent, in great measuiv,

is permanent and costly improvement, which a temporary

possessor' will not execute, as another would reap the profits.

It is in this respect that the village community is evidently
inferior to individual property. None but the hereditary pro-

prietor will make the sacrifice necessary for the permanent

improvement of sterile soil, and for sinking the capital necessary
for perfect, intensive cultivation. In all western Europe we
have to admire the marvels accomplished by private ownership ;

while, in Russia, agriculture abides by the processes of two

thousand years ago.

Yet there would be nothing to prevent the commune itself

executing large permanent works, for irrigation, drainage or

roads, such as are carried out by the communal administration

of the towns and the Allmends in Switzerland. By the use of

collective resources and combined labour, much more complete
results are obtained than by the isolated, intermittent, and

insufficient efforts of individuals. If nothing of the kind is

done in Russia it is for want of information, and not in con-

sequence of any incurable defect in the agrarian system.

The results of community and periodic partition are not at

all alike in the two great agricultural divisions of Russia.

In the circle of the " black
"

soil the land gives abundant

harvests without manure and almost without labour. So long

as the peasants are content with growing corn, there is no

necessity to sink a large capital in the land
; they need only

till it and gather in the harvest. The system of partition is,

therefore, no obstacle to works of improvement, which the

cultivator would not execute in any case. The alluvial lands

of the Banat in Hungary, and those of Moldavia, although

subject to private ownership, are no better cultivated than the
" black

"
soil of Russia under the system of community.

In the light soil of the centre and the north, which would

require copious manuring and works of permanent improve-

ment, too frequent periodic partition undoubtedly hinders the

progress of agriculture. Central Russia is the country where

agricultural produce is the poorest in all Europe. It is estimated

that the cultivator only reaps three or four times what he has

sown. It is true that the laws of Von Tinmen might be called
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in to explain this fact In a thinly peopl. .1 muntry, where

tin TO arc no great centres of consumption, tlu-rc is no advan-

tage in carrying on intensive agriculture. It is better to call

into action the natural forces, offered by the vast space still

undisposed of, than to accumulate a large capital on a small

area, as one is compelled to do when the population becomes

denser. Thus it is that the Kn^li-h in Australia, while prac-

tising a most perfect system of market-gardening in the neigh-

bourhood of Melbourne, Sydney or Brisbane, devote themselves,

in the interior of the country, to the pastoral system in all its

primitive simplicity.

The point in the organization of the mir, which is really

calculated to alarm economists, is that, contrary to the maxims

of Multhus, it removes every obstacle to the increase of popula-

tion, and even offers a premium for the multiplying of offspring.

In fact, every additional head gives a right to a new share

on the partition. It seems, therefore, that the population ought
to increase more rapidly than anywhere else. This is the chit-f

ol'jfction raised by Mill to every plan of reform in a com-

munistic sense. Yet, strange as it seems, Russia like France

is one of the countries where the population increases most

slowly. The period required for the doubling of the popula-

tion, which is about a hundred and twenty years for France,

is ninety years for Russia
;
while in England and Prussia it is

only fifty years. What is the cause of this unexpected pheno-

ni'-non, which seems to contradict all the previsions of political

economy ?

There are various circumstances contributing to produce
the result. The first is the large mortality among young
children. The fertility of marriages is a little greater in Russia

than in other European states. The eminent Russian statis-

tician, Von Buschen, makes the number of children for each

married couple 4*96 in Russia; while in Prussia it is only

reckoned at 4*23
;

in Belgium at 4*72 ;
and in England at

377 '. According to M. Que'telet*, the number of births is

iv.-Iy nearly twice as large in Russia as in France. The

number of children, however, is not highest among the peasants.

1

/4/, rrii tlatittique dt$ font* productive* de la Ktuiit, Paris, 1807.
1

1'hyii.jue toeialf, HniflueU, 1809.
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Thus, in the province of Novgorod, which may serve as an

example for the rest, the number of children to each marriage
was 5*8 for the higher classes

;
5'5 for the peasants ;

5 for the

bourgeois; 4'8 for the smaller class of traders; and 3*75 for

the floating population.

The mortality in Russia, compared with the number of

inhabitants, is in the proportion of 1 to 26
;

while in Prussia

it is 1 to 36
;

in France 1 to 39
;
in Belgium 1 to 43

;
and in

England 1 to 49. The average length of life in Russia is,

therefore, very much less than that given for other countries.

Instead of being about thirty-five years, as in the countries of

Western Europe, it is only from twenty-two to twenty-seven

years. In the agricultural region of the Volga it sinks to

twenty years, and in the provinces of Viatka, Perm and

Orenbourg, even to fifteen. This unsatisfactory average is due

especially to the great mortality among young children. M.

Buniakovski, a member of the Imperial Academy of St Peters-

burg, states, in his work on the Laws of Mortality in Russia,

that out of a thousand male children only five hundred and

ninety-three attain the age of five years. Nearly half die

before that time, and about one-third die within a year of their

birth. There is yet another fact, which is well known, to be

taken into account, namely, that children dying before they

are baptized are not registered at all.

Thus the great mortality among infants is the principal

cause which prevents the increase of the population. It is

want of proper care that carries off so many people. According
to M. Giliarovski, who has made special researches as to infant

mortality in Russia, the mothers, overburdened with work,

are in many cases incapable of nursing their new-born chil-

dren. They give them with the bottle a kind of gruel of

bitter rye-meal, which produces diarrhoea. Custom requires

the mother, three days after her confinement, to take a vapour
bath

;
and this bath, for want of proper precaution, has often

evil results. The baptism, which consists of a complete im-

mersion, is also in winter the cause of many diseases, and even

of deaths. In summer the labours of the harvest are even

more fatal : 75 per cent, of the children who die succumb

during the months of July and August, because the mothers,
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d( t.iinod all day in the t'u-Kls, arc obliged to entirely

al>:u;.l>n tli.-ir nur-lings.

The difference of age frequently existing between husband

and wife is also a check to the increase of the population. This

<li -parity is the result of the patriarchal system of the family.

working hand is rare in Russia, and valuable in propor-
tion, h is, therefore, to the interest of each family to fiml

among its members the number of hands necessary for the

cultivation of the portion of land belonging to it The head

of the family, accordingly, is anxious to marry his sons as

early as possible, that the young woman may discharge the

duties of the servant, to whom high wages would have to be

paid. In this way young boys of eight or ten are married

to women of five-aud-twenty or thirty years of age.

Two very mischievous consequences result from these ill-

assorted marriages. In the first place, the woman is approach-

ing the decline of life, when the husband arrives at the flower

of his age. In the second place, the head of the family neglects

his own superannuated wife, and abuses the influence which he

exercises over the wife of his son, who is too young either to

enjoy his rights or to protect them. An incestuous promis-

cuousness is thus introduced as a consequence of serfage, just

as other kinds of immorality resulted from slavery in antiquity

and in America, Since the emancipation, this evil, they tell

us, is becoming less frequent, because the young couples refuse

to submit any longer to the ultra-patriarchal prerogative exer-

cised by the head of the family.

Although the village festivals usually terminate in games
ami debauches, in which drunkenness and gross lasciviousness

have full career, the number of illegitimate births is smaller in

Russia than elsewhere
;

for it does not rise above 3*5 per cent.

From this we may conclude that the immorality is not such

as depicted by certain authors
;
but they assert that the con-

sequences of misconduct are prevented by practices even more

reprehensible
1
.

It is evident that the increase of the population, to which

the partition of land seems calculated to be favourable, is only

checked by causes which will cease to operate with the progress
1 Bee Mr Michell's Report in the Blue Book before quoted.

M. :;
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of liberty, morality and comfort. To make room for the new

families which a more advanced civilization would call into

being, there would then remain but one resource emigration
and colonization.

The system of the mir was, in fact, formerly a powerful

agent of colonization. This is a fact recognized at the present

day, and brought prominently forward by M. Julius Faucher 1
.

When the mother village became overcrowded, a group was

detached, which advanced towards the east, into the profound
forest and vast steppes, where they found themselves face to

face with nomadic hunting-tribes. The individual was too

weak to clear the woods, or to resist the barbarians : united

efforts and the strictest combination were required. It is,

therefore, due to the principle of collectivity that all central

and Eastern Russia was peopled. The mir executed exactly

the same work of agricultural conquest that the monasteries

accomplished in certain parts of Germany and the Low Coun-

tries. There was the same principle of community producing
the same result of colonization.

While the Germans and even the Western Slavs gradually

passed away from primitive community, the Russians preserved

it, because they could continually occupy new territories as

they advanced into the immense plains of the East. So that,

as is well said by M. Faucher, the law of progress has been

for them not change, but expansion, as it is among the Chinese,

with whom they came in contact in Asia.

To sum up briefly the disadvantages charged against the

agrarian organization of the mir :

The system is opposed to the progress of intensive agricul-

ture, because it prevents capital being sunk in the land.

The intermingling of the various parcels assigned to each

family in the partition leads to compulsory agriculture, or the

Flurzwang ; and so favours routine, and maintains the old

methods of cropping.
The joint responsibility of all the members of the commune

for recruits and for the payment of the taxes, tends to make the

industrious pay the share of the idle, and so weakens the

motive of individual interest. The moment this motive is

1 In the volume of the Cobden Club : Essays on Land Tenure.
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weakened, it must be replaced by constraint, that the social

life may not stop. It is thus that the commune exercise*

so large a discretionary authority over its members, that the

peasant, as it has been said, if no longer the serf of the lord, i*

.-till the serf of the commune. Individual interest not being

sufficiently brought into play, men become idle ;
and the whole

social body is in a state of stagnation. Hence the extreme

slowness of progress in Russia. To estimate the relative value

of the collective principle and of the principle of individualism,

we need only compare Russia and the United States.

The partizans of the system of the Russian commune

reply :

Granted that the joint responsibility of the villagers to the

government is a bad thing; but it is not inherent in the

agrarian organization of the mir. Suppress this, and it will

no longer be necessary to grant the commune despotic autho-

rity over its members. If great works of improvement are

necessary, there is nothing to prevent the assembly of heads

of families from voting them, or the communal authority from

executing them, as is the custom in towns.

Instead of assigning to each family several scattered par-

cels, they might form compact shares, sufficiently equal in

value. Moreover, the majority of cultivators are able to adopt
for the whole territory a systematic rotation of crops; and

then the absence of enclosures and visible divisions would

allow of the whole surface being cultivated by means of power-
ful machines, as if it only formed a single farm.

According to M. Scheclo-Ferroti, the advantages which the

partizans of the mir claim for their system are five in

number.

First, every able labourer having the right to claim a share

in the land of the commune, a proletariat with all its miseries

and dangers cannot arise.

Secondly, the children do not suffer for the idleness, the

i tune, or the extravagance of their parents.

Thirdly, each family being proprietor, or, more strictly

speaking, an usufructuary of a portion of the soil, there exists

at of order, of conservatism and tradition, which
\

tin' moot] lVm si.ciiil disorders.

3 2
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Fourthly, the soil remaining the inalienable patrimony of

all the inhabitants, there is no ground to fear the struggle be-

tween what is elsewhere known as capital and labour.

Finally, the system of the mir is very favourable to coloni-

zation, an enormous advantage for Russia, which still possesses,

in Europe and in Asia, vast uninhabited territories.

It is stated that Cavour once said to a Russian diplomatist,
" What will some day make your country master of Europe is,

not its armies, but its communal system!" King Frederic

William IV. of Prussia exclaimed, in 1848,
"
To-day begins the

era of Slavonic history !

"

Schedo-Ferroti and Kawelin wish to reform this system

without abolishing its principle. They would give each family

the hereditary enjoyment of its parcel, which it might sell,

devise, or lease. The commune would retain only the eminent

domain; and, to avoid the accumulation of property in the

hands of a few people, a maximum would be fixed. At Rome
and in Greece we meet with laws of this kind

;
but similar

restrictions are scarcely in accordance with the spirit of modern

legislation.

The institution of the mir forms a perfect, traditional system,

which ought either to be respected or replaced entirely by

independent property. We may say of it, as of a celebrated

order, Sit ut est aut non sit. I think the government should

not rudely and authoritatively destroy an organization centuries

old, which penetrates with such deep roots into the whole life

and history of the Russian nation. Give free course to social

influences, and institutions which are obstacles to progress will

gradually disappear, or be more or less modified according to

new requirements. We should see with regret the suppression
of a system which, if improved, may be the safeguard of modern

democracy.
With regard to the Russian system of attributing the col-

lective ownership of the soil to the commune, and a temporary

enjoyment of an equal share to each family, there is no doubt

that, as practised in Russia, the custom presents insurmount-

able obstacles to agricultural progress. The intermingling of

the parcels forming the several lots and the consequent Flur-

zwang, the compulsory rotation and cultivation of the same crop
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on the whole of a particular xon.-, imposed on all the culti-

>re, prevents individual initiative introducing improvements
in agricultural processes on its own account. These improve-
ments might be decided on by the assembly of cultivators

;

but, for this, it requires the majority to possess an amount of

enlightenment, which is evidently wanting in them. Hence

routine must of necessity prevail.

These undeniable drawbacks are not absolutely inherent in

the system, which they have almost universally accompanied.
In the first place, an independent family lot might be given to

each family for it to cultivate as it liked for a period of twenty

years, or during the lifetime of the father. The position would

then be similar to that of a commune belonging to an indi-

vidual proprietor, who granted leases to tenants for terms of

twenty or thirty years, as is commonly done in England. The

advantage of thorough cultivation would be the same in the two

cases
;
there would be no obstacle to the employment of the best

agricultural processes. The only difference would be, that the

cultivators, instead of being tenants of a lord, would be tenants

of the commune ; and that, instead of paying a rent continually

increasing with each economic advance, they would enjoy their

portion of the soil gratuitously and in virtue of their natural

right of possession, which certainly would make their position

no worse.

The opponents of the Russian system always attack it with

regard to property, as if in the West the soil was always culti-

vated by its owners
;
whereas the converse of this is the case :

tin- larger part of the soil is cultivated by tenants who have

only the temporary use, and that for a term generally shorter

than that which is secured to the Russian usufructuary. I

admit that the condition of the proprietor is preferable to that

of the usufructuary ;
but I maintain that that of the usufruc-

tuary is better than that of the tenant. And the Russian

peasant has the usufruct of the laud which he tills, or, at any
rate, occupies it by virtue of a lease for a long term.

In England we often see small proprietors selling their

property, to apply the proceeds of the sale to the cultivation

of a large farm, \\liidi they take on lease and from which they

tits, by employing a n-latively large capital.
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The term is for twelve or eighteen years, at the outside
;
and

yet this limited enjoyment seems to them sufficiently long for

them to engage all that they possess in agricultural enterprise.

In this case leases lead to more intensive cultivation than

actual ownership, because they allow of the application of a

larger capital to the land. These facts shew that enjoyment
of land secured to an enterprising man for twenty years is

sufficient to make it to his advantage to cultivate on the best

methods possible. It is not, therefore, the shortness of the

term of enjoyment in Russia which checks the progress of

agriculture.

This system, moreover, offers a peculiar advantage. As he

has not to buy the land, but receives it gratuitously, the peasant

can invest all the capital belonging to him in the undertaking.

Elsewhere he must first expend the purchase-money of the

farm he intends to cultivate, or else pay the rent for it every

year, which is so much reduction in the profits. Under the

Russian system the cultivator has neither purchase-money nor

rent to pay. He may, therefore, employ his whole capital to

increase the fertility of the soil. In Russia, it is true, the

cultivators have neither capital at their disposal, initiative

spirit, nor the knowledge of rural economy necessary for the

introduction of intensive scientific cultivation. But if all this

is wanting, it is the fault of serfage, not of the system of col-

lective property combined with individual enjoyment. This is

shewn by an examination of the condition of the allmends,

which are subject to the system of Russian community, in

Switzerland and the country of Baden, and are nevertheless as

well cultivated as the lands of private proprietors. Under the

Russian system a man obtains the use of the instrument of

labour, not by title of succession as heir to the fruits of his

parents' toil, but by a personal title in virtue of his natural

light to the property. There is succession in the commune,
instead of succession in the family. It is true that one effect of

the system may be to weaken the motive for labour in the

father of a family, because he knows that his children are

always entitled to a share in the common property, and that

tliry will therefore never be reduced to absolute want. But,

in the first place, he can leave them the house, the instrumen-
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tnm fundi, capital to carry on cultivation, anl nil the moveablo

d together by him. Tho motive for economy
an. I saving is not therefore destroyed. Besides, right of succes-

sion in tin- commune and by personal title seem*, on principle,

more conformable to justice and nature. A man can claim

enjoyment of a shore in the productive soil the moment
lt< is capable of tilling it for himself and has need of it to

found a new family, instead of attaining to it by the acci

of a death, ju rhaps too late, perhaps in the time when he is

o young to cultivate his inheritance by his own labour.

Under the system of the civil law in force in the West,

children only succeed on the death of their parents. At the

moment they lose those who should be dearest to them, they
attain to their property. This tends to produce, and does

actually produce, unnatural sentiments. Literature and paint-

ing have often depicted in strong colours the immorality of

this state of things, shewing the heir consoled in his grief by
the thought of the money which it brings him. Often a hor-

rible crime, at which humanity revolts, occurs to shew the danger
of making the right of succession come to life with the death

of the parents. Institutions, which attach the acquisition of

property to the death of the father or mother, beget in the

mind unnatural greed, which, when grown to excess in vicious

natures, leads to parricide. If, on the contrary, a man is in-

vested with his shore in the inheritance, on attaining full age
or on founding a new family, impatience to obtain his property

will not arise to stifle or weaken his natural affections; and he

will not have to balance the profit accruing from the loss of

his relations.

Among the Slavs, where the ancient succession in the com-

mune and in the family is maintained, the family has remained

inn. h more united than in the West. A bond of brotherly

affection and patriarchal intimacy unites oil its members. \Yith

us family feeling has lost almost all its fonv. Weakened by
unwholesome cupidity, it constitutes but a very subordinate

iu the social order.

he Russian system personal responsibility is respected

much more than with us. At one time it was thought right

1 to descendant-. ua "to the tenth generation,'
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penalty of faults committed by their ancestors
;
as also to let

the children enjoy the honours and titles earned by the father.

In the present day we think it more equitable not to admit this

hereditary responsibility, and to treat every one, considered

alone, according to his merits or demerits. We no longer allow

of hereditary offices or places in the political system. But,

under the empire of the civil law, if the father has been ex-

travagant or unfortunate, the children have nothing; and, on

the other hand, if he has accumulated wealth, they may live in

opulence and idleness, contrary to nature and morality, which

demand that man should only live by the fruits of his labour,

and not by the fruits of another man's labour. In the Russian

commune the children are less liable to suffer for the faults of

the father, and also have less right to enjoy the fruits of his

merits and his energy. They obtain a share in the collective

inheritance, and so work out their own destiny. The prosperity

they may attain to they owe to themselves, not to their ances-

tors. The system is therefore more in accordance with the

principle of individual responsibility.

Where this system of collective property exists, not, as in

Russia, side by side with an aristocracy, which in its growth has

usurped half the soil and imposed serfage on the peasants, but,

in all its purity, as formerly among the Germans and Slavs, and

in Servia and Java even to the present day, it attains to such

democratic equality, that it is likely to produce in the society a

kind of uniformity and rigidity little favourable to new enter-

prise and rapid progress. The primitive cantons of Switzerland

afford us a picture of this social condition. On the other hand,
the fact maintained by von Haxthausen is incontestable, that

this system prevents the inequality of conditions becoming
extreme, and that it also offers great securities for social peace.

By retaining the soirl in the possession of the commune, it gives
no opportunity for a few powerful families to monopolize it.

Moreover, the periodical allotment prevents the formation of a

proletariat, as it assures to every one an inalienable portion of

the common property. We may see around us, in some families,

generation after generation transmitting the right of consuming
much without producing anything ;

and in other families,

generations continually toiling without ever attaining property.
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\Vh.-n tin- natural ri-ht to a patrimony is respected and esta-

Mi-lied in au institution, similar contrasts cannot present tl

selves : for there can bo no class without inheritance. Genera-

tion succeeds to generation in the enjoyment of the collective

domain, and in the obligation to labour to make it productive.

'I'd.' system is accordingly a preservative against social struggles

and wars of class with class.

To this it has been replied, that if it prevents a real prole-

tariat from being developed, it is by keeping every one in

poverty, and so creating a nation of proletarians. Look, it is

said, at the Russian peasant : his condition is hardly better than

that of the agricultural labourer of the West He is neitli- r

>T clothed, better lodged, nor better fed. Equality is main-

tain. .1, it is true, but it is the equality of destitution. To this

we can answer : the wants of the Russian peasant are simple
and few in number, but they are satisfied

;
his mode of life is

not refined, but he knows no other and is content. There is

this great difference between the Russian usufructuary and the

proletarian of the West, that the latter depends for his living

on his employer, while the former, enjoying a patrimony in his

own management, is his own master and labours for himself.

He has no fear for the future and lives in tranquillity ;
while

with us the labourer is always fearing the reduction of his

wages, the tenant the increase of his rent.

Moreover, we should not forget that the Russian system has

never yet been tried under favourable conditions. The peasant,

it is true, had his patrimony; but at the same time he was

subject to serfage : he was, that is to say, at the mercy of the

lord, to whom he owed half his time. At once proprietor and

slave, the burden of this service was likely to discourage his

zeal for labour and to stifle in the bud initiative spirit and the

taste for improvements. Agriculture has never been fully

<1> \eloped where serfage existed. The abolition of serfage has

put other impediments in the way of progress, by compelling
tln> peasant to purchase the land which he occupied at an

excessive price, and by depriving him of the use of the forest

and pasturage which he had before. To form a correct estimate

..( tin- mir we should regard it under its normal conditions.

that tin- Russian peasants, now that tlu-y are
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enfranchised, were to receive such instmction as is given in the

American school, and that they were put on a level with the

recent progress of agriculture : by an understanding such as we
have indicated, they could apply the most advanced processes of

large cultivation as carried on in England. As it is, in conse-

quence of the Flurzwang, or compulsory rotation, all the terri-

tory of the commune is treated as if it only formed a single

farm. One-third part of the arable land of a particular tenant

is sown with winter-grain, one-third with summer-grain, and

the remaining third is fallow. Each has his share in the vast

fields
;
but there are no boundaries, hedges, or ditches to sepa-

rate them, and the division of the property is not shewn by any
break in the' cultivation. Nothing therefore would be easier

than to execute the work of cultivation by means of a steam-

plough bought at the common expense and used for the com-

mon profit. As every one has his share, or, as one may say, his

stock, in the collective patrimony, the basis of co-operative culti-

vation is ready to hand. The Flurzwang and the absence of

inclosures, which were impediments to small individual cultiva-

tion, would, on the contrary, become an element of success for

associated agriculture on a large scale. Already the Russian

peasants execute the different agricultural operations at the

game time, after deliberation and decision come to in full

assembly. This is exactly how they would proceed in a co-

operative cultivation formed on the lines of the commune.

There would then be a kind of joint-stock company, in which

all the usufructuaries would be shareholders, and which would

take measures for making the land productive according to

scientific principles.

In France the complaint is that the subdivision of property

prevents the application of machinery to agriculture. In

England, on the other hand, the excessive concentration of

property in a few hands is the cause of alarm. The Russian

system, judiciously applied, would combine the advantages of

small property and large cultivation. There would be more

proprietors than in France, because all the cultivators would be,

and are already, proprietors ;
and agriculture would be carried

on on even a larger scale than in England, as the whole of

every commune would be cultivated as a single farm. To
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arrive at this result, the only thing necessary is to maintain

collective property and allotment, while improving the legal

organization, and, at the same time, to give the cultivators tin:

instruction necessary for them to profit by it, by the adoption
of an improved system of agriculture.



CHAPTER IV.

VILLAGE COMMUNITIES IN JAVA AND IN INDIA.

THE magnificent Dutch colony of Java, with more than seven-

teen millions of inhabitants, possesses a communal organiza-

tion exactly similar to that of Russia. In some districts of

the island private property as applied to the soil is to be met

with; but, as a general rule, the laud is the property of the

commune. By virtue of the principles of the Koran, accepted

in all Mohammedan countries, the sovereign possesses the

eminent domain. He is the true and only proprietor ; and,

by this title, he levies the taxes in kind which represent rent,

and exacts the corvee.

In Java, according to the adat, or custom, the cultivator

was bound to hand over to the sovereign the fifth part of the

produce, and to labour for him one day in five. The native

princes went so far as to demand the half of the crop in the

irrigated rice-fields, and the third part from the other fields.

The Dutch re-established the old adat; and contented them-

selves with one day's work in seven, applying the labour to the

cultivation of sugar and coffee, according to the system of

General Van den Bosch.

As in Russia, the village community is jointly responsible
for furnishing the required number of days' labour and for the

payment of the taxes. The use of a portion of the wood and

waste land is common to all the inhabitants. But the property
of these unoccupied lands is considered as belonging to the

state. In the districts, where the soil is not the property of

the commune, it often happens that the inhabitants have not

the enjoyment of any common pasture. It was even asserted
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tint, in tliis cage, no such right existed. But M. A. W. Kii.

(!. <'aman-o[ lias provt-.l, tliat t-v.-n in villa-j.-s \vli. -p- pri'.af.-

property is to be met with, a right of common pasturage is

also to be found. He quotes among others the village of

Serabis in the district of Soemedang, in the Government of

Preanger, where the sawahs are private property, and the

tegals, or dry lands, common property, and where the hamlets

<>r k'unponrjs exercise the right of pasture on the unoccupi* 1

lands
1
. The sawahs, or irrigated rice-fields, are divided among

the families, every year in some districts, every two or three

years in others. As in the Russian village, the houses with

the gardens attached to them are private property.

They cultivate principally rice, which forms almost the

sole food of the Javanese. To conduct on to the fields the

water coming down from the higher grounds, great labour is

indispensable for the formation of canals. It is also necessary

to surround all the fields with dikes to keep in the requisite

amount of water, and to dig numerous trenches, with great

care, to distribute it. These works, which require much intel-

ligence, are executed by the inhabitants under the direction

of the communal authorities.

The division of the sawahs is carried ont according to

families, but not everywhere on the same plan. In some

villages, or dessas, the simple labourers who have no draught

beasts, the arang-menoenipangs, are excluded from the partition.

According to the rules, which the Dutch Government is endea-

vouring to introduce, all the heads of families are to have a

share, that they may all be able to furnish their payments in

kind and the requisite number of days' work. The general

custom seems to have been that, to obtain a share, a man must

own a yoke, that is to say, a pair of buffaloes or oxen. Hence

it follows that generally the menoempangs, or mere labourers,

excluded from a share"in the allotment, are a numerous body,

and that every family has not its parcel of ground, as is

sometimes supposed.

1 See the interesting work, entitled Tlydrage tot At kfnnit dtr Volktinittl.

lingen in de oo$telyk* Sotnda-landen, published in the Tydtekrift voor indiifht

taal- land- tn volkmkundt. uitgtgtvt* door ket Bataviaatch Grnootifhap ran

Kunttfn rn Weteiuchappen.
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A law of 1859 ordains that the allotment should be made

by the chief of the dessa, under the supervision of the com-

missioners of the district and of the " Residents
"
or prefects.

A kind of rotation is observed in the assignment of the

portions, so that each family in turn possesses all the lots to be

disposed of.

The chief of the dessa is elected for the term of a year by
those of the inhabitants who are entitled to a share in their

soil; the election has to be ratified by the Resident. The
chiefs or mayors (Loerah or Koewoe) are usually chosen from

among the richest and most respected inhabitants, age being
also a ground of preference. They obtain, almost everywhere, a

larger share of land or one of better quality. The elders of the

village (kemitoeas), who assist the chief with their advice, enjoy
the same privilege, as also the secretary (djoeroetoeli), the priest

(moediri), his assistant (kabayari), and the surveyor of irrigations

(kapala bandonyan). The same custom existed among the

Germans; the chiefs and principal men of the tribe obtained

a larger lot : Agri occupantur, quos mox inter se secundum dig-

nationem partiuntur
1
.

The sawahs are generally well cultivated, although the

peasants are obliged to put part of their time at the disposal

of the government for the seignorial corvees (heerediensten)

applied to public works, and also for the agricultural corvees

(kultuurdiensteri) devoted to the State coffee and sugar planta-

tions. After the rice the people of Java obtain a second crop

of a fast-growing nature, such as tobacco, or more especially

maize, which is ripe in two months after it is sown. The raw

produce of a bouw, which is about 1'75 acres, is estimated as

worth for the two harvests from 170 to 200 florins, or from

1G to 17. This is a very good result, which the lands

sown with grain in Europe seldom give*.

I know of no complete treatise on the tenure and owner-

1
Tacitus, Germany, c. xxvi.

* The first crop of rice, paddi, gives per bouw about 40 picols of nearly

140 Ibs. each, which, at 8 francs the picol, makes about 320 francs. The

second crop of maize gives 10,000 ears at 6J francs per thousand, which makes

C5 francs, that is to say about 385 francs, or between 15 and 16. The cul-

tivation of a bouw of rice requires about thirty days' labour ; that of the maize

in the second crop twenty days.
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ship of hii'l in Java. To fonn on idea of it, we roust gntli- r

together tin- hints scattt n (] through official reports and in the

excellent collection entitled Tydschrift voor nederlandsch

"a
1

. A note communicated to the Dutch chambers in 1

by the colonial department contains some details on the agra-
rian constitution of the diHVn ut parts of the island

1
.

In the provinces of , Krawang and 1 , the

woods and waste lands are common; but the arable l:m<l is

private property, and is sold, devised, mortgaged, or devolves

by succession. There is no annual partition. Ancient registers

exist containing the names of the proprietors and the descrip-

tion of their property : they are a sort of primitive cadastre*.

Any one who reclaims a part of the common land becomes the

owner of it.

In the provinces of Cheribon and Tagal private property
and collective property exist side by side. The sawatis jassas,

or cleared lands, belong to him who has brought them into

cultivation, and are transmitted by succession as long as they
continue to be cultivated. Collective property, however, is

gradually absorbing private property, because the communal

authorities find it to their advantage to enlarge the communal

domain which they have to divide. They also find in it

facilities for furnishing the corvdes to the state. Thus, in the

district of Talaga, out of 8,884 bouws, only 43 are known as

sawahs jassas, or private hereditary property.
In Su mar;ing all property is held in common. There are

no sawahs jassas. Any one who reclaims waste land has merely
the enjoyment of it for three years. After this time the sawah

returns to the domain, which is subject to the partition efft

by the chief or loerah every year. In Pekalqngan, sawahs

poesakas, or hereditary property, is the exception. The effect

1
Interesting hints, however, are to he found in the capital work of Sir

Stamford Baffles on Java; in Pienon's book lift KultuunttUtl; in Java, by
J. W. Money ; in the numerous publications of M. Tan Wondriohem van

'

on the colonial system, and in an article by M. Sollewyn Oclpke, in the Dutch

Boview De Gidt, Jan. 1874.

Session 1868, 9, no. 126. Grondbtzit op Java, intoitdtrhtid in vcrband

met art. 1 1, i 111 het induch StaaUllad, 1819, no. 5.

*
[An official statement of the quantity and value of realty made for purposes

of taxation.]
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of the corve'es demanded by the state, for the furnishing of

which each village is jointly liable, is to favour putting
land in community, like the joint-responsibility for taxes in

Russia.

In Japara, 8,701 bouivs, in the hands of 7,454 proprietors,

are found existing by the side of village communities. The

clearances, which create these small properties, are executed by
the richest inhabitants, frequently in combination, as they

alone have sufficient means to carry on the works of irrigation,

indispensable in the cultivation of rice. But it is reckoned

that small properties, newly created, do not remain long in the

hands of their proprietors. Fifty years, on an average, sees

them united to the collective domain. If a proprietor leaves

the dessa his property goes to the commune. And it is the

same if he ceases to cultivate it, if he has no direct heirs, or if

he fails to pay his contribution.

In Rembang, out of 158,425 bouws of arable land, 48,185

louws were found subject to private ownership, which was

acquired over half of them by right of clearance, and over the

other half by succession or purchase.
In the majority of dessas the partition is executed annually.

In some villages it only takes place every five years ;
in others,

from time to time, as the number of families increases. Those

who have draught beasts receive a larger portion.

In the province of Bagelen, the inhabitants of the kampongs,
or villages without arable lands, can sell their houses with the

land to whomsoever they wish
;

but the inhabitants of the

dessas cannot sell theirs to strangers. The same rule existed

in the German mark, and still exists in Russia.

In the provinces of Madioen, Patjitan, Soerabaya, Madoera,

Pasperoean, and Kedirie, all the sawafcs are common property,
and subject to annual partition. Any one who clears a parcel
of land in the forest or waste land keeps the individual posses-

sion for three or five years. After that time the land returns

to the common stock, and is subject to periodic partition. To

encourage clearing the Dutch government endeavoured to

extend the enjoyment by the person reclaiming land to eighteen

years, or even till his death
;
but the adat, or custom, in many

cases prevailed. As the sentiment of private ownership in the
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is not yet awakened, quickly absorb* ill-

drlincd and ill-dcfrnd.-d indi\ idual rights.

The gogols, or cultivators entitled to a share in the soil,

liKl to the periodic partition, because by its means they suc-

cessively occupy the best lots. Sir Stamford Raffles, the

< ininent administrator, who governed Java from 1811 to 1810,

in the name of England, th.-n mistress of the Dutch Indies,

wished to introduce individual property, by assessing the taxes

no longer on the commune jointly, but on the cultivators in-

dividually, in ]>n>j)"rt in t<> the land which th.-y tilled. The

latter submitted apparently to the new regulation, and paid the

sums exacted; but afterwards mode a fresh apportionment of

the tax among themselves, conformably to the old custom.

A law of April 3, 1872, systematically regulated the land-

tax to be levied on the lands of Java. The lands are divided

into ten classes, according to the revenue they return, from

10 to 100 florins; and the tax is levied at twenty per cent, on

the registered revenue. The amount of the total contribu-

tion to be paid by each dessa is made known to the mayor,
or loerah, who, with the concurrence of the inhabitants, fixes

the quota due from each member, on account of the parcels

which he possesses, or of which the temporary enjoyment
has been allotted to him. The mayor keeps a register of

this assessment, and gives an extract from it to all the contri-

butones.

There has been much discussion as to who is the actual

owner of the soil in Java. As the native princes seem to have

made what disposition they pleased, both of the soil and of

the labour of the inhabitants, the Dutch, succeeding to their

authority, concluded that they were now the real owners of

the soil. In a report of August 31, 1803, a special commission,

instituted to inquire into colonial affairs, asserts that the

sovereign possesses the sole right of property over the whole

t-
rritory, and that the Javanese had no conception of the right

of property as applied to the soil
;
but that, this notwithstand-

ing, ancient customs ought to be observed. The regulation of

January 27, 1806, does not even mention this last restriction,

and the Governor, Daendels, was of opinion that "not only was

landed property entirely unknown to the Javanese, but that

M. 4
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from time immemorial they had been accustomed to labour

for their princes and chiefs."

When the English became masters of Java they wished to

introduce a regular system of taxation
; and, accordingly, were

induced to inquire into the nature of ownership in the colony.

Who were owners of the soil ? The cultivators, the State, or

the intermediate "Regents," who were very similar to the

Zemindars in India ? In India, contrary to all justice, the

question had been decided in favour of the Zemindars, who

were merely functionaries, charged with levying the taxes,

reserving a certain deduction for themselves. In Java, Daen-

dels had clearly established the subordinate position of the
"
Regents." The English could not, therefore, regard them

as proprietors of the soil. The Governor, Raffles, recognised

the fact that " there existed no right of property between that

of the sovereign and that of the cultivator
1

;" and was of

opinion that the eminent domain was vested in the State, just

as is allowed to be the case in England by every jurist whose

opinion has any authority
2
.

Raffles wanted to give the cultivators a more permanent

property in the soil, by granting them the enjoyment of the

land in consideration of a fixed rent. The cultivator, it is

true, would be the tenant of the Government, but would have

a kind of usufruct, a lease, in fact
;
and the rent, which he

would have to pay the State, would be nothing, one may say,

but a land-tax. The lease, however, could in the first instance

only be granted for a year, because of the difficulty of deter-

mining fairly the rent to be paid by the cultivator (Revenue

Instructions, Feb. 11, 1814).

When the Dutch government recovered possession of Java,

it did not express in any precise terms in what aspect it

regarded the dominium, which Raffles had attributed to the

State. J. Van den Bosch, the governor, expresses himself on

the subject in the following terms :

" The right of the sovereign

1
Baffles, History of Java, i. p. 136.

2 Blackstono says on this point :
" This allodial property no subject in

England has, it being a received and now undeniable principle in the law, that

all the lands in England are holden mediately or immediately of the crown.

The sovereign, therefore, only hath absolutum et directum dominium."
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1

niiin ,1 (. 1. \\ing a portion of tin- produce of the soil,

\vhi.-h !)!. m U's t<> him in acn.n lance with the adat or custom,

<>i .-l.so in exacting a certain amount of labour as an equival. nt

In other respects lands are transmitted by sale or succession,

according to the principles of the adat."

In 1849. the Dutch government submitted to the chambers

a proposed law authorising the sale of lands in Java. The

impost, paid by the natives, is here spoken of as "a rmt

.\v<l by the state for the letting of lands belonging to it."

A representative, Baron Sloet tot Oldhuis, vigorously attacked

c expressions and the idea which they embodied
; and,

from that time, official documents have avoided using any
t. nns which might seem to attribute to the State the civil

right of property over the cultivated land.

This ri^ht was not, however, recognised any more fully in

tin.- cultivators. It seems that all that they are recognised as

having, is a iisufructuary enjoyment, an emphyteusis or heredi-

tary lease (erfpacht). The state renounced the right of arbitra-

rily taking from the cultivators the soil which they tilled,

but did not give up the eminent domain
; and, at the same

time, claimed the right of disposing absolutely of unoccupied

lands, whether by cultivating thorn immediately, by selling

them, or by granting them on lease. In several parts of the

colony, however, lands and houses are inscribed in the registers

of the cadastre as the private property of the Javanese
1

.

Under the British rule lands were sold to Europeans.

But since Holland has recovered possession of the colony, they
have only been granted leases for terms of greater or less dura-

tion, frequently of twenty-five years. The governor, Du Bus,

4ht that land should not be sold, for two reasons: first,

to avoid introducing a principle borrowed from Europe, into

tin 1 midst of a totally different system ;
and secondly, to enable

leaseholder to expend in reclaiming the ground what be

would have had to employ as purchase-money. The gov
tnent retained this system ; and, under the new law, grants

os (erfpacht) for seventy-five years, with exemption from

1 See the note presented to the Dutch Chambers in MMIOH of 1865 6,

VatUtfUing der Gronden, waarop ondtrnemingfn, landbotne rn nyrtertuid in

mdtch Indie kunnen vorden gevettigd. Mtmorit van totlichting.

42
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land-tax during the first seven years, and of half the tax from

then till the twelfth year.

This seems to be an excellent system, and very superior

to that of perpetual grants, generally practised in English

colonies, in Australia and America. A lease of seventy-five

years is sufficiently long for the lessee to execute all the works

of cultivation which a proprietor would perform. On this

point there can be no doubt, when we see magnificent build-

ings in England erected on lands leased for sixty or seventy

years. The immense works of art required for the construc-

tion of a railway incomparably surpass those which must be

executed to bring the productiveness of the soil to its highest

pitch ;
and yet the millions necessary for these gigantic enter-

prises are never wanting. In Java, many lands have been

cultivated at great expense, notably in the Residences of Cheri-

bon, Tagal, Samarang, and Banjoemas, even with leases of

twenty-five years. It is by these means, especially, that tea

plantations have been formed: and they have been so well

worked, that, at the expiration of the term, the lands could

be re-let for an annual rent of 80, 100, and 130 francs the

hectare
1
.

The lease has a great advantage over perpetual grants,

inasmuch as at the expiration of the term the land returns

to the state, which disposes of it again, to the profit of all.

The revenue arising from the soil is the taxation. All the

income can be applied to purposes of general interest, instead

of being employed to satisfy the fancies of a few wealthy
families. It is an actual realization of the system, advocated by
the "

physiocrats," of a single tax on land.

During the session of 1866 7, a member of the Chamber

of Representatives in Holland expounded the position of pro-

perty in Java, according to Asiatic and Mahommedan ideas, in

terms which it may be useful to summarize here :

" The soil

belongs to the creator, God, and, in consequence, to his earthly

1 In 1856 the tea-plantations in the domain of Djatienangar and of

Tjikadjang were let to Baron Band for a rent of 50 florins the bouw of 71 ares.

The government tea-plantations at Lodok, in the presidency of Bagelen, are let

at from 45 to 32 florins the bouw. See Memorie van toelichting, quoted above.

[The ktctare in about 2J acres, and the are about 4 perches.]
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r.
i -rosentative, the Sovereign. Tho enjo3rmont of the soil U

granted to the commum 1 in general, and in particular to him
\S!H> has reclaimed it, for such time as he or his descendants

observe the conditions detcnnined by the adat, or custom.

1 1 ho ceases to fulfil them, the right of enjoyment reverts to

the community, the dessa. If the soil has been reclaimed by
tin comliiin'd efforts of all, it is on the same principle common
t all. This common territory is divided annually among the

members of the dessa. In making the allotment, regard is

to the quality of the different parcels, and to the working
and the number of draught beasts which each family

has at its disposition, and also to rules consecrated by custom.

A portion of the common domain is reserved for the chiefs and

piirsts; but they are bound to support, out of the produce
of this portion, the mosque (mesdjid), the sick and the aged.

In certain districts it is the priests' duty to superintend the

canals and the whole system of irrigation. Certain lands are

an appanage of the sovereign for his support : these he may
not alienate. The whole soil is granted out by him to tenants,

a certain rent being reserved in kind or in labour. The fami-

lies, which have more land than they can cultivate, keep

labourers, menoempangs, who are their servants and form part

of the domestic circle. When the communal domain is en-

. < 'd by new clearances, or when lots fall vacant, the menoem-

panys receive a share in turn.
" This agrarian system is in close harmony with the mode of

cultivation. Rice, which forms the staple food of the Java-

nese, requires a general system of irrigation, which is impos-
sible without association, and which leads to cultivation in com-

mon. The system really establishes a kind of communism, but

it secures to the cultivators their chief means of subsistence ;

and, as they cannot alienate their right of enjoyment, they are

preserved from pauperism.
"If the Javanese wishes to increase his comfort or In

come, he can do so by obtaining a second crop, of which the

cultivation is entirely free and independent"
different times the Dutch chambers have discussed

the question of introducing in Java individual property, by

j.i"in"t
;

.ii-- tin partition of the common domain of the desna
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among the inhabitants. The partizans of this measure pointed
to the example of Europe. The village communities to be

found in Java, they said, are not peculiar to Asia : they existed

formerly in the majority of European countries, where they
were met with in the form of the mark. The same customs,

which are still observed in the dessas of Java, were formerly
in force in the Slavonic and Germanic marks. Agricultural

processes have been improved, and agricultural produce has

increased in proportion as individual property has replaced

common ownership in Europe. Why should not the same

be the case in Java ? Property is the best stimulus of labour
;

for it gives full efficiency to the essential principle of responsi-

bility. Besides, the system of collective possession of the soil

cannot be maintained indefinitely. The population increases

annually by from 300,000 to 400,000 heads
; and, consequently,

the lots assigned to each family are continually diminishing.
No doubt there remains much cultivable land as yet unre-

claimed. According to Raffles, only one-eighth part of the soil

capable of cultivation was occupied ; according to other authori-

ties there might be one-fifth or sixth part. In any case, vast

spaces remain to be brought under cultivation
;
but this is

only to defer the difficulty without solving the problem. The
time must arrive when the partition will only give each holder

an inadequate portion. It is, therefore, advisable to provide

against this final crisis, by adopting at once individual pro-

perty, which would be less favourable to the increase of popu-
lation.

The partizans of the Javanese system of community replied

that a blow should not be lightly struck against an agrarian

organization, which dates from time immemorial, and is in

close harmony with the system of agriculture practised in the

country. The proper irrigation of the rice-fields demands works

of art: canals to bring the water, and ditches to retain and

distribute it. These are objects of common interest, the ex-

penses of which ought to be supported by the whole village.

To derive full benefit from the irrigation, the different agricul-

tural operations of planting, weeding, and watering, are exe-

cuted by common consent
;
and collective cultivation thus leads

naturally to collective ownership.
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'I'll*- Javanese, like all Asiatics, is improvidmt : ho is

induced to sacrifice the advantages of a secure position in the

future for present enjoyment Give him property over wliirli

lie has absolute power of disposition, and he will soon sell it t<>

Chinese speculators, who in a very short time will have accu-

mulated in tlit-ir hands the whole soil. In the 33,000 dessax

tli. TO are at the present time some two million families of

agriculturists having a share in the ownership of the soil.

They form the solid basis of society, as being interested in its

maintenance; for their life is happy and contented. Once

make a definite division of the communal property, and at tli<-

cud of a certain time a class of proletarians will be formed

with nothing to attach them to the social order, which will

henceforth be constantly harassed and threatened.

Such are the principal arguments employed in a discussion

which is still being carried on.

Hitherto the Dutch government has respected the ancient

communal institutions of the colony, and has acted wisely m
so doing. No attempt has ever been made to impose on the

Javanese the partition of the collective domain; there was

only the wish to authorise the inhabitants themselves to decide

by the vote of the majority, whether a definite division should

be effected, exactly as was done in Holland for the marks,

which still existed in considerable numbers in that country,
at the time of the introduction of the civil code. In Java

tin.' communal territory is absolutely inalienable; it is extra

commercinm. Its unimpaired preservation is a matter of

public interest Hence it results that even a majority can

strike no blow against it It is the inheritance of future

generations, and those of the present may not dispose of it at

tli- ir will Persons well acquainted with the manners and

id. as of the Javanese assert, that a law, which authorised

partition, would remain a dead letter: and that in no dessa

("u Id a majority be found to attack this primordial institution,

which they venerate as much as the adut or custom itself
1

.

1
Cases, however, arc quoted to which villages have renounced periodic

partition. M. Kinder do Camareeq, formerly resident in Java, mentions a

dt$t*i in the country of Kadoo, where the cultivators have introduced a new

system of landed property more like the principle of allodial property than that
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'

Opinions differ as to the origin of village communities in

Java. Some writers trace it to the conquest and to Mussul-

man laws : while others maintain that they come from India.

The latter opinion is probably the correct one. The same

institutions existed, as a matter of fact, in India ;
it is to this

country that Java owes all its ancient civilization ; and, moreover,

those districts of the island, where Hindoo influence has been

strongest, are the parts where the system of village communities

is most general Yet, community of the soil being the system

natural to primitive peoples, it was probably already in existence

before the influence of Indian institutions made itself felt.

In Java the collective system seems favourable to the

increase of population, although the case is quite otherwise

in Russia. In Java, the number of inhabitants increases more

rapidly than in any other country in the world, owing to the

excess of the births over the deaths, a very exceptional fact in

the tropics.. The population amounted in 1780 to 2,029,500

souls; in 1808 to 3,730,000; in 1826 to 5,400,000; in 1863

to 13,649,680; and finally, in 1872, to 17,298,200. It is

estimated as doubling itself in thirty years. In the United

States this requires twenty-five years, but immigration there

contributes a considerable contingent. The effect of this

increase of population is to reduce the share of each cultivator

in the periodic partition of lands. M. W. Bergsma recently
drew an alarming picture of the situation in this respect

1
.

In certain regions, he tells us, the peasant only obtains the

third or fourth part of a bouw, or from 1 to 2 roods. The
cultivators say they have no more than the half or quarter of

the aawahs, which their fathers tilled. They even ask that the

government should forbid subdivision into parcels smaller than

a half bouw.

of communal property. (Se Tydtchrlft voor Indische taal- land-

X. 190.) In other districts, especially in the provinces of Madura and Cheri-

bon, the system of collective property has been recently introduced or general-
iMd. In Manilla, In the cultivated parts of the island, the system of individual

fn^mij ha* supplanted collective property, but there remain numerous traces

:i* old agrarian organization See J. Wiselins, Een bezoel aan Manila, La
H. *

1 See firm* Jaranain : Tydtchrift van het Iiulitch landbouic-yenootschap,
HI .

i. .. / . BMNMN ./,,-.. ,.
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Tli.- principal merit attribute! to the periodic partition 14

that it pix-vt nt.s a proletariat Whereas, M. Bergsma assert*,

tli<- system will soon result in converting all the Javanese

into a people of proletarians. There will still be equal
but it will be equality in misery. Dutch conservatives, and

i moderate liberals, such as M. Thorbecke, have always
nl. .1 the system of collective possession, as did conserva-

> of the shade of M. de Haxthausen in Russia. They are

opposed to the introduction of private ownership, borrowed

l"n>m i lu- \\Vst. The reformers, on the contrary, maintain that

th< v .shoiil'l at once put into force in Java the laws which

regulate landed property in Europe, because the economic ad-

vantage thereof will be the same there as here.

In Java, as in Russia, this collective system is favourable

to colonization. Several families leave their native village to

found a new community. For this purpose, they construct a

system of irrigation by means of labour carried on in common.
The water having been brought by the co-operation of oil, it

follows that the aawahs, or rice-fields, so fertilized, become the

undivided property of the communal group. It is a kind of

partnership. To encourage individual clearances, enjoyment
for life or for a long term, thirty or forty years for instamv,
as in the case of a railway concession, must be guaranteed.

In India the primitive community of Java and Russia no

longer exists, except in the most retired and least known parts

of the country. According to Sir Henry Maine, one of the

causes which has made collective ownership of the soil dis-

appear here, is that pasturage plays a less important part in

the rural economy than in Europe, and that the use of meat as

an article of food is almost entirely excluded. The Slavonic

and Germanic races maintained numerous herds on large

undivided pastures: and this common tenure, which has sur-

vived in many countries to our own times, even after the arable

land has become private property, formed the basis of village

o>ni!:iii!iiti.-<. In India, \\hm- there were fewer herds and less

pasture, undivided co-operative cultivation had less ground i'

existence.

ivlms, however, the lieutenant of Alcxamli r, writing in

the fourth century betWe ^'1- us th;it in certain onm-
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.f In.Ha the lands were cultivated in common by the

tribes, who, at the end of the year, divided the crops and

luce among their members 1
. We see in Elphinstone that

M communities survived till a period very near to our

own*, and they exist even now in some remote parts of the

country.

Although the periodic partition of lands has generally gone

out of use, most of the other characteristics of the ancient

itution have been preserved. I have no hesitation, says

Sir H. Maine, in asserting that, in spite of certain differences,

the mode of occupation and cultivation among peasants,

grouped together in village communities, is the same in India

as in primitive Europe. The English did not at first notice or

understand these communities. Although the laws of Manu

mention them, the Brahmiuic code of the Hindoos, which the

English jurists first examined, was not sufficient to throw light

on institutions and customs so different from those of modern

Europe. It is only quite recently that they have appreciated

the importance of this ancient organization, even for present

purposes of administration.

In its relations with the state, the village is regarded as a

jointly responsible corporation. The state looks to this corpo-

ration for the assessment and levying of imposts, and not to the

individual contributor. Sir George Campbell relates that there

are villages in the presidency of Madras, which have for half a

century apparently submitted to the system of individual taxa-

tion, but which really pay the impost in a lump, and afterwards

allot the payment according to their special, mode of division
8
.

The village owns the forest and uncultivated land, as undivided

property, in which all the inhabitants have a right of enjoy-
it. As a rule, the arable land is no longer common pro-

perty, as in Java or in Germany in the days of Tacitus. The
lots belong to the families* in private ownership, but they have

> Strata, 1. XT. e. i. 66.

MoonUtnart Elphimstone, Hi$tory of India, 6th Edition, pp. 7172, 263.
1 Tenure of Land in India, in Systems of Land Tenure in various Countries,

poMUhed by the Cobden Club in 1870.

IL Mfiinc, however, tells na that, in tho central provinces,
" there are

rumple* of the occasional removal of tho entire arable mark from one part of

UM vdlago domain to another, and of the periodical redistribution of lots
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t-> )>< cultivated according to certain traditional rules which arc

ting on all.

In some remote regions the most archaic form of com-

munity is to bo f'lMiiii!, of which ancient authors make such

fivi|u.-ut nu-ntioii. The land is cultivated in common, and the

m- divided among all the inhabitants. At the present

time, however, collectivity no longer exists generally, except in

jinnt-famili/. This family community still exists almost

everywhere, with the same features as the zadruga of the

hern Slavs, which we shall describe at length presently.

Each family is governed by a patriarch, exercising despotic

authority. The village is administered by a chief, sometimes

elected, sometimes hereditary. In villages where the ancient

>ins have been maintained, the authority belongs to a council,

which is regarded as representing the inhabitants. The most

necessary trades, such as those of the smith, the currier, the shoe-

maker, the functions of the priest and the accountant, devolve

hereditarily in certain families, who have a portion of land

allotted them by way of fee. The soldiers of the in-delta in

Sweden receive, in a similar manner, a field and house for their

support In England, there are numerous traces' to shew that

a custom formerly existed there exactly similar to that practised

within tbo cultivated area. There is no information of any systematic removal,

and still less of any periodical re-partition of the cultivated lands, when the

cultivators are of Aryan origin. But...though the practice of redistribution may
be extinct, the tradition of such a practice often remains, and the disuse of it

is sometimes complained of as a grievance. If English influence has had

anything to do with arresting customs of repartition, which are, no doubt,

quite alien to English administrative ideas, it is a fresh example of destructive

influence, unwillingly and unconsciously exercised....The probability, however,

is that the causes have had their operation much hastened by the English, but

have not been created by them."
1 In an article in the Contemporary Review, May, 1872, On Village Comma-

nitiet, M. Nasse mentions, on the authority of Mr Williams' Archaologia, a

manor, in which the meadows, divided into parts or hami, were annually

allotted among the inhabitants. Of these parts, one was called the Smitk'i

ham; another the Steward
1

! ham; and another tht Corutable'i ham. The old

English register, the Doldan Book, dating from 1183, speaks of craftsmen and

indicates the portion of land they received for their services ; thus N. N. faber

C> aerat pro tervitio tun. There is the same custom in Java and in India.

See art. De Gidt already quoted, and Maine's Village Communitiet.
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in India, a remarkable instance of the persistency of certain in-

tions in spite of time and national migrations.

This intimate association which forms the Hindoo village

rests even at the present day on family sentiment; for the

tradition, or, at least the idea, prevails among the inhabitants

ioscent from a common ancestor: hence arises the very

general prohibition against land being sold to a stranger.

Although private property is now recognized, the village, in its

corporate capacity, still retains a sort of eminent domain.

Testamentary disposition was not in use among the Hindoos

any more than among the Germans or the Celts. In a system
of community there was no place for succession or for legacies.

When, in later times, individual property was introduced, the

transmission of property was regulated by custom.

As Sir H. Maine remarks, in the natural association of the

primitive village, economical and juridical relations are much

simpler than in the social condition, of which a picture has

been preserved to us in the old Roman law and the law of the

Twelve Tables. Land is neither sold, leased, nor devised.

Contracts are almost entirely unknown. The loan of money
for interest has not even been thought of. Commodities only
are the subject of ordinary transaction, and in these the great
economic law of supply and demand has little room for action.

Competition is unknown, and prices are determined by custom.

The rule, universal with us, of selling in the dearest market

possible and buying in the cheapest, cannot even be under-

stood. Every village and almost every family is self-sufficient.

Produce hardly takes the form of merchandise destined for

exchange, except when sent to the sovereign as taxes or rent
1
.

Human existence almost resembles that of the vegetable world,

it is so simple and regular.

In the dessa of Java, and in the Russian mir, we can grasp,
in living form, civilization in its earliest stage, when the agri-
cultural system takes the place of the nomadic and pastoral

system. The Hindoo village has already abandoned commu-

1 BM an excellent ukctch of the Hindoo village in Karl Mane' Dot Capital,
f. H!M. I.i, ut. -C<.1. Mark Wills' Historical Sketches of the South of

India, London, 1810, Vol. I. p. 118; and Sir George Campbell's Modern In,li<i.
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nity. Imt it still retains numerous traces of it. Wo most now
shew that r.mopean nations have started fn>m tin.- same point
ami passed through the same phases of development We
>!iall thus see, that in spite of diversity in external events,

in t'liinlaim-ntal laws have in all cases presided over tlio

evolution of human societies.



CHAPTER V.

THE ALLMEXDS OF SWITZERLAND
1

.

Is the primitive cantons of Switzerland, institutions of the

most democratic character conceivable have secured the inha-

bitants from the most remote times in the enjoyment of liberty,

equality and order, and as great a degree of happiness as is

compatible with human destinies. This exceptional good for-

tune is attributable to the fact, that ancient communal insti-

tutions have been preserved, and with them the primitive

communal ownership.

The French revolution committed the error, every day more

apparent, of endeavouring to found democracy by crushing the

1 The materials for this chapter were collected with the greatest difficulty.

A visit to the villages of Berne, Oberland, and the borders of the lake of the

Poor Cantons, was of no use to form a general view of the subject, as the

rtuioms were everywhere different. A few Swiss publications were of use ;
but

RtigUn^ France and Germany afford no information. Maurer and Roscher,

generally so exhaustive of all that concerns ancient agrarian customs, say

hardly anything of the Swiss Allmenden. Professor Nasse, who has much
information on this subject, thinks German economists have paid no special

attention to it. The chief sources used in the chapter are : 1. A collection of

regulations for the Allmenden of the Schwytz canton. 2. A complete study on

communal property in Unterwald, Die Rechtsverhfiltniste am Gemeinland in

VmUrwaldfH, by Andreas Heusler, professor of law at Basle. 3. A pamphlet
fall of original and sound views, by Doctor B. Becker, pastor at Linthal, in the

canton of GUris, Die Allmeinde, dot Grundttiick zur Lotung der socialen Frage.
4. A study of Professor de Wyss, Die Schweizeritclie Landsgemeinden, in the

hrift fiir Schweiz. Recht, 1 Bd
. 6. Snell's book, Handbuch der Schweiz,

Zurich 1844. 6. Dai Landbuch von Schvnjz, herausgegelen von Kothiiig,

Zurich I860. 7. Dot Landbuch oder Sammlung der Getetze des Cantons

FMUUn 1818. 8. Private information, due to Professor Konig of Berne, and
M. Schenk. chief of the federal department of the interior.
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only in>tituti..iis which ran make it possible. It set up abstract

in.-iii, the i-..latrd individual, and theoretically recognized in

him all his natural rights, but at the same time annihilated

everything that could attach him to preceding generation*, or

t-> his xi>ting fellow-citizens, the province with its traditional

lil>Tties, the commune with its undivided property, and the

crafts and corporations, which united in a bond of brotherhood

workmen of the same trade. These associations, the natural

extension of the family, had sheltered the individual : though

perhaps sometimes a fetter, they were always a support; while

landing men down, they also strengthened them; they were

the hive in which individual life was carried on. In times of

adversity there was a guarantee of assistance; in ordinary

times, a supervision which kept men in the right path, a power
of defence when their rights were attacked, and a tradition fr

new generations. The present was connected with the past by
the privileges and advantages derived from the institution.

In modern days the individual is lost within the nation, an

abstract idea which is only realized for most of us under tho

form of the receiver who demands the taxes, or the conscrip-

tion which imposes military service. The commune has lost

all local autonomy, and is become a mere wheel in the ma-

chinery of administration, obedient to a central power. Com-
munal property in almost every case has been sold or dimin-

1. Man, coming into the world with wants to be satisfied,

and with hands to labour, can claim no share in the soil for

the exercise of his energy. Industrial crafts are no more:

the joint-stock companies which have taken their place are

a means of associating capital not men. Religion, a powerful

bond* of union, has lost most of its fraternal power ;
and the

family, shaken to the foundation, is little more than a system
of succession. Man is a social creature

;
and the institutions

have been destroyed or weakened in which his sociability

could express itself and form a solid basis for the state.

Attempts are made, now-a-days, to fill in the blank made

by the centralization of the primitive system and the Revo-

lution, by founding trades' unions : but these have no feeling

of brotherhood or religion, no tradition and no juridical princi-

ples; too often they are merely aggressive associations for
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maintaining a struggle with the capitalists. At the risk of

being thought "reactionary," the author has no hesitation in

asserting that two institutions formerly existed, which should

have been preserved and improved as the foundation of modern

democracy, viz. communal autonomy, and communal property.

Politicians have striven to destroy the former, and economists

to banish the latter
;
but it is an immense mistake, and will

everywhere hinder the establishment of democratic institutions,

at any rate until a remedy is devised.

If in any country these institutions have been preserved,

and, at the same time, liberty, equality and order have been

maintained for centuries, we are induced to think that these

facts are connected as cause and effect
;
and it may be useful to

study under what conditions the country has enjoyed these

rare advantages. The remarkable point is that these insti-

tutions existed among all nations originally ;
but in almost

every case they have been destroyed or radically modified with

the lapse of time. In Russia alone the property of the com-

mune has been preserved, although the nobility, created in the

sixteenth century, deprived it of half its possessions, and re-

duced the inhabitants to serfage. In France feudalism de-

pressed the communes, but did not destroy them
;

it was

reserved for royal despotism and the subsequent passion for

uniformity at the time of the French revolution, to deal their

death-blow. In Germany the commune was mutilated by the

nobility and by administrative centralization. In England,

by a strange contrast, while the towns preserved all their

liberties and obtained a voice in the Lower House, the rural

commune was consumed by the manor, so that no vestige

remains, except in the ecclesiastical element, the vestry or

parish. Hence arose the profound degradation of the agricul-
tural labourer, who is only now awakening to enter on a

struggle with his employers.
There has never been a more radical democracy than that

which has existed for a thousand years in Switzerland
;

its

application in a more absolute form cannot even be conceived.

In the cantons of Uri, Schwytz, Glaris, in the Appenzells,
and in the two Unterwaldens, the people govern themselves

directly, without any intermediate representative body. In the
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:i_r, all tin- rin/.-ns of full age moot in a single assembly, in

tin-
.>].,!! ;iii, to pass laws ami to nominate the officers charged

with their execution. This is the old "May Field" of the

aaii-i. \\hnv all the warriors assemhh ! in arms, and ex-

pressed their .l.-.-i-i. >n by tin- wnpentak, or clash of arms. To th<-

present day, the inhabitants of the outer Rhodes 1
of Appen/rll

c.'iiif to th,- general assembly, one year nt Humlwyl ami tin-

other at Trogen, each carrying in his hand an old sword <>r

ancient rapier of the middle ages, which forms a quaint

trast with their black clothes ati-1 family umhrrlla. These as-

Mies are called landesgenieinde, that is "national commune,"
a strictly precise term, implying that the whole country forms,

so to say, a si . imuiie. This was the case originally. }\\<

torical documents shew us, in the early part of the middle ages,

nan tribes occupying, one the territory of Unterwalden,

another that of Uri,and the third that of Schwytz, as undivided

marks. Later, as different villages were formed, they con-

stituted separate autonomic communes; but the great com-

mune of the canton with the general assembly of all the

inhabitants, the landesgemeinde, was maintained. We find,

th.-refore, a form of government perfectly free and democratic.

This absolute self-government, dating from the most remote

times, has been transmitted uninterruptedly to the present day.
Nations did not start with patriarchal royalty, as has often

been asserted from an exclusive study of heroic Greece, but

rather with republican institutions. Madame do Stael was

Liberty is ancient, despotism modern.

Direct government, which Rousseau considered no longer

possible, can subsist in the primitive cantons, partly because

1 The canton of Appcnzcll in divided into two halves, tho Inner and Outer

Rhodes. The word Rhodtn denotes a very ancient and cnri< >ns institution. Each

Rhode is made np of a group of a certain number of inhabitants more or lew
scattered throughout the Tillages, who assemble to choose deputies for tho two

councils and to administer certain collective property. The Rhode therefore

corresponds to tho clan, except that this kind of political corporation is not

attached to a fixed portion of territory. The institution, which lias certain

analogies with the Iloman gent, date* from the highest antiquity. For the

tfjtmfimlt, see an excellent article by M. Rambcrt in the 11f rut *

(1873), and the Studies of Mr Freeman on the primitive forms of political

organisation.

M. .".
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territory is very small, and also because the duties of

legislation are reduced to a very small compass. Most kinds

of business are carried on in the commune. Foreign relations

are the province of the confederation. The manner of life is

simple, and custom still exercises a considerable empire. Ac-

cordingly there are but few laws to be made. The landamman

presents them to the assembly, every citizen having the right

of initiative or amendment. The discussions are at times very

animated, and even violent; but an early division is demanded,

as every one is anxious to get home again. The abuse of

parliamentarianism, the peculiar curse of States governed on

the representative system, is thus avoided.

Almost everywhere deliberative assemblies remain too long

together: they irritate and weary the country; sometimes

communicating to it the passions by which they are themselves

animated, and sometimes arousing an extreme movement in

opposition when they have ceased to represent public opinion.

When the assemblies are prorogued, the country is at rest, and

devotes itself to business, to art, literature, industry or com-

merce. Scarcely, however, have parliamentary discussions re-

commenced when everything is once more called in question :

exasperated parties are at issue; and the government, com-

pelled to devote its whole power in warding off the attacks

of its adversaries, has no time to consider questions of general
interest. The passions of the nation are aroused over contests in

which a portfolio is the prize. The parliamentary system thus

degenerates into contests of intrigue in the chambers, and con-

tests of influence, too often corrupt, in the elections. America,

Germany, and England have been preserved from the abuse of

parliamentarianism, which, in France and Italy, has become
an absolute cause of disorder. The best means of escaping it is

to reduce the functions of the central power by extending those
of local powers, of the province, that is to say, and the

commune.
In Switzerland, the communes enjoy almost absolute auto-

nomy. They not only frame their own regulations, but even
their own constitution, so long as it is not contrary to the laws
"f the State. They administer independently everything relat-

ing to their schools, churches, to the police, the roads, and the
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"f tli,. poor. They have free power of nominating all

t li.-ir officers,- and of fixing their local taxation. Tho State only
in- 'ddlrs with the communal administration so far as to pre-
serve the hereditary patrimony of the commune from destni--

tintj, and to prevent the violation of general laws. The in-

ference of the centra] power is rather greater in certain cantons,

-n. h as Fribourg, Geneva and Berne; in others, such as

A||.rn/.-ll and the Grisons, it is reduced to nearly ii.tliin-_'.

Tlie State is only a federation of independent communes, wlm-li

ted before its birth, and can live without it. The central

power exercises no administrative control over the local autho-

rities
;
the violation of a general law is the only ground for

interference. It can only reach the citizens through the

medium of the communes
;
and it is the latter which vote the

taxes and pass the laws, the establishment of which belongs to

the people, in virtue of the Constitution. Decentralization here

is excessive. Communal federalism pushed to this extreme

degree takes away all consistency from the State, and reduces

the nation to dust. As Tocquevillo has demonstrated, the

superiority of the United States' constitution consists in the

fact, that, while the independence of the federated states is

respected, the central power, for the duties which it has

reserved towards itself, addresses the citizens directly, by
means of its own agents, Dominated and distributed by it-

Srlf.

1 The organization of society in Barbary, as described in the works of

MM. Hanotcau and Lctourncux, of which there is an admirable rttumi by

M. Ernest Benan in the Revue dtt Deux ilondet, Sept. 1, 1873, is identical with

that of the Germanic mark and the Swiss democracies. The government i-

direct : the people self-administering. The supreme authority is the general

assembly of citizens or djemaa, which exercises alike legislative, executive and

judicial power. It nominates a mayor (Amin), who is nothing but the SWIM

amman. Landed property is no longer common, as in the primitive mark; but

the community still binds private property in very dose fetters. The latter

owes to the poor the thimeeheret, or distribution of meat. Hospitality is a

common charge of the djrmaa, as it was of the mar*. A Kabyle has a right

to demand the assistance of the whole village for the construction of bis house.

Agricultural works are also carried on by the aid of mutual assistance. Every

one in need claims help of the village and is in turn liable to a similar

claim. The result of thin organization, based on such strict principles of joint

lity. is, M M. Benan remark*, to himl. r tli. .h-vrlopraent of wealth,

52
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The reason that the republican system is so firmly esta-

blished in Switzerland is. that it has its roots in minute dis-

tricts. If for centuries it has been a guarantee alike of order

and liberty, this is due to the fact that, most matters of public

interest being decided in the commune, the changes, which

elections bring about in the composition of the government,

exercise only a secondary influence. It is impossible to found

a republic, as has been attempted in France, by maintaining

a centralization, which leaves in the hands of an assembly

or a president the power of deciding everything. A civilized

country can never tolerate a system, which, at every general

election, and at every renewing of the executive power, once

more calls into question the whole political and social organ-

ization. If all the organs of national sovereignty are to be

elective, some limit must be put on their authority, and some

r -traint on the functions of the central power. In the United

States, as in S\vitzerland, the commune, or township, is the

principal focus of political and administrative life. In the

township most of the common interests are managed. The

State is composed of a union of independent and autonomic

townships, just as living creatures are made up of an infinite

number of connected cells, each of which is endowed with

individual activity.

The characteristic distinguishing the Swiss commune from

the American commune, and imparting to it a much greater

importance, is that it is not merely a political and adminis-

trative institution; it is also an economical institution. It

does not simply give its members abstract rights ;
it procures

them also in some measure the means of existence. As else-

where, it supplies the expenses of the school, the church, the

police and the roads; but more than this, it secures to its

bat at the same time to throw an obstacle in the way of the formation of a

social residuum, destined to misery by a fatal decree. The similarity between

the djemaa of Barbary and the Swiss landcigemeinde is an additional evidence

that everywhere human societies were originally constituted in the same way.
We may therefore assert that the democratic and autonomic commune is the

natural form of society. The superiority of the Swiss communes is due to their

having, under the influence of the sentiment of Christian brotherhood, arrived

at federation, whereas the djemaat have remained in a state of war with one

another.
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^ i IK- i n .f property, the essential condition of

and iii'l.
p.-ii.l. nrc. This curious aspect of the

primitive Swiss communal organization wo will endeavour to

U-.

\\ < h.ive seen bow, in all nations, by a slow and univer-

sally similar evolution, the commune and property were

developed iu the mark. The mark we have seen was the com-

mon domain of the clan. Under the. pastoral nyst*

cnjowucnt of the pa.sturage and forest was undivided. Each

lMtii.irch.il family cut the wood necessary for its wants, hunted

its game iu the forest, and sent its cattle on to the pasture

land

On the introduction of agriculture, the enjoyment of the

portion of the murk brought under cultivation ceased to be

undivided : it became imli\ idual property, but only temporary

pio|H)rty, for the space of a life at most There was only a

usufruct ; a jus possessioHis, similar to that which the Roman
citi/.cn exorcised over the Ayer Publicus ; the domiuium, the

* i ni n< nt domain continued to belong to the tribe. This change
in the mode of enjoyment was the necessary consequence of

the change from the pastoral to the agricultural system. The

cultivation of grain requires labour, manure, and the applica-

i of a certain outlay to the soil: this work cannot be

piop.-ily carried out, unless he who executes it is sure of reap-

ing the fruit of his outlay. Hence the necessity of individual

occupation. On the other hand, as an equal right to .live by
his labour was recognized in every head of a family, a new

allotment had to be made from time to time, that every one

alike might be put in possession of the part which fell to him.

Thus the clan retained a sort of eminent domain, and periodi-

cally effected a new partition of the soil As we have seen,

this primitive organization of the mark has been perpetuated
in several countries, particularly Java, and Russia. Elsewhere,

a few families, attaining greater power, retained their portion,

which has been transmitted by hereditary descent. So private

property, the type of which we must seek in the quiritary

:p of the Romans, came into existence.

Among nations of German origin, or in countries conquered
the Germans, the feudal system made gradual encroach-
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ments on the mark. In England, where, in consequence of the

Norman conquest, feudalism was organized more completely

and systematically than anywhere else, the manor finally ab-

sorbed the forest and pasture-land of the communes. The

cultivated lands, tilled by the peasants, were soon released from

jK-riodic partition. Hence there remain hardly any traces of

tin- primitive mark in England. The complete and absolute

donrinium of the Roman law, however, has never been recog-

nized. In strict law, the English soil, conquered by William,

and distributed by him to his vassals, still belongs to the

Sovereign. The possessors of it are mere tenants of the

Crown 1
.

In France the peasants, remaining for a long time associated

in family groups, succeeded in preserving their communal pro-

perty. This property, however, attacked as it is by economists,

broken in upon by laws of compulsory partition, and always

badly managed, hardly yields anything. The use of it is badly

regulated, and it only survives as a relic of the past, in strong

contrast with the existing agrarian economy. In Switzerland

the case is quite otherwise. In the high valleys feudalism was

not introduced till late
;

it never attained to much power, and

before the end of the middle ages it had completely disappeared.

The democratic institutions of the primitive mark were there-

fore maintained in all their vigour. Although private property
has by degrees spread considerably, communal property has

not disappeared. Under regulations, continually increasing in

precision, it has followed a regular juridical development, and

.-till plays a very important part in the economic life of the

Alpine cantons.

The lands of the communes in Switzerland are called All-

memlcn, which seems to signify that they are the common
domain of all. In a restricted sense, the name Allmend is ap-

plit.-d to that portion of the undivided domain, situated near

the village, which is devoted to agriculture.

1 This principle is laid down by Blackstono and all English jurists.

Williami, in his treatise On Real Property, says :
" The first thing the student

luu to do ui to get rid of the idea of an absolute ownership. Such an idea i.s

luitv unknown t<> tin- Kn^li-h law. No man is in law the absolute owner of

i". He can only hold nn c-Htatr in them."
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common tnritorv cmi.sist.s of thn-r distinct portions

forest, meadow, and cultivated land \Vald, Weide und Feld.

tin villages, such as those in the cantons of Zug and

S.-liwvt/, where there are marshy plateaus, possess besides

l:nnl where rushes are cut for litter (Uit-thern), and others

where turf is cut lor tiring (T<>rj]>laetze). Commonablc land is

n >t th. -iv. as with us, a bare waste, or sterile heath, pasturing a

few miserable sheep, and presenting a picture of neglect and

lation. It is a domain managed according to strict rules

tli -t;ited by the requirements of systematic agriculture. All

the inhabitants regularly take part in its management, and the

produce is as great as on private domains, for the cultivated

laud of the allmend will let at 250 or 300 francs the hectare.

This domain provides those, who are entitled to the use of it,

with the means of satisfying the first wants of life. It supplies

turf or wood for firing, timber for the construction or repairing

of the chalet, and the construction of household articles, tools

or agricultural implements in a word lodging and furniture
;

a summer pasturage for the sheep and cows, which yield milk,

butter, meat and wool or animal food and clothing ;
and finally

a plot of cultivated land, yielding corn, potatoes and vegetables.

In many villages the portion of cultivated land which falls

to each family is abundantly manured and used as a kitchen

garden : it is sufficient to contribute largely to the vegetable

portion of the food supply. At Stanz every occupier is entitled

to 1,400 klafter, which amount to 45 ares, or more than

an English acre. In the canton of Saint-Gall the village of

Buchs allows each of the cultivators 1,500 klafter or about half

a hectare of excellent land, as well as firewood for the whole

year, and alp for a considerable head of cattle ;
and besides

this, it derives from its communal property a revenue sufficient

to support the schoolmaster and pastor, and to meet all public

expenses without imposing any tax. At Wartau, also in the

i land of Saint-Gall, every occupier receives 2,500 klafier or

ires in usufruct.

M TO habitation within the commune, or even the exercise

of political membership, is not sufficient to constitute a title to

tin enjoyment of the communal domain
;
descent from a family,

whirl) has possessed the right from tiim- immemorial. <
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least from before ihe commencement of the present century,

K-ing iiecess. llective succession is based on succession

in the family, that is to say, descent in a privileged family gives

right to a share in the collective inheritance. In theory it

he association of descendants of the original occupants of

the mark continuing to enjoy what remains of its domain.

Thus, in the same village, side by side with a group of persons

using the commonable land, may be found inhabitants excluded

from all the advantages which so materially improve the

position of the former, and there are thus, as it were, two

distinct communes involved one within the other. The Bei-

sassen, or simple residents as they are called, have often com-

plained of this distinction, which has given rise to violent

ingles between the reformers, who demand equal rights for

all, and the conservatives, who endeavour to maintain the old

exclusion
1
. Even in those cantons where the most absolutely

equal democracy that has ever existed is established, there is

ground for a struggle between the spirit of tradition and the

spirit of levelling. As there is no general law on the subject,

the results of this struggle have not been everywhere the same;
but generally arrangements have been adopted securing certain

rights to the mere residents, or Beisassen. Thus they may
1 A project was recently submitted to the Grand Council of Berne to facili-

tate the dissolution of communities and to allow of the realization of their

property by the communes. One sees with regret this hostility to a system
which should be fostered and cleared of abuses. For the study of this question,

constantly under discussion in Switzerland, the following works may be
consulted:

lUittimann, Gesehichte des Schweiz-Gemeindebtirgerrechts, Zurich, 1862;

Leuenbergcr, Studien zur bernischrn Rechtsgeschichte, 28
; Stettler, Versuch

einer arkundlich geichichtl. Entwicklung der Gcmcinde und Burgerrechtsverhiilt-

ni**e im Kt. Bern, in der Zritschrift fiir vaterldndisches Recht, Vol. Ill; Wirth,
Bftchrfilling und Statistik der Schiceiz, Vol. 11. ; Quiquerez, Observations sur

I'lirii/ine et la dettination des biens appeU de bourgeoisie dans le Jura bcrnois ;

Blosch, Betrachtungen iiber das Gemeindewesen im Kt. Bern und dessen Reform.
Bern 1848

; Gutachten iiber die Reorganisation des Gemeindewcsens im Kt. Bern
vom 9 Juni 1851. Bee also Vortrage der Direktion des Gemeinde- und Arnun-
wesent iiber den Rekurt Lammlingen (vom 11. November 1872), and the Report of

the ninth Congress of the Swiss Juristic Association on the question. 1st die

Authebung der Burger- oder Genossengcmeinden und die Verwcndung des JYr-

mZgens dtrtelben zti allgrnu-inm Grinnndezwecken staatsrcchtlicli ^iilfi^ig und
-nomisch zu rmpfeMen ! (Verf. Obergerichttprasident Dr Biihler sel.
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have firewood front t but not timber. They may only
!<-, and iu some cases one or two milking

cows, hut no more, on to the alp. In the Allniends of tho

plain they are allowed evcu less: they are often mtin-ly ex-

( lii.lr.l
;

in some cases they only participate in the drawing of

lota of cultivated laud or gardens.
Wo have but little documentary evidence as to the primi-

tive mode of occupying the Allmenden. When the population
was very slight in proportion to the territory at its disposal,

regulations were hardly necessary. Every one cut what wood
In- iv< pii red in the forest, and depastured on the alp all tho

tattle he possessed. It was only later on, when the number of

rs became too large to allow of an unlimited right of

user, that the interposition of rules was called for, and they
in. i.ly sanctioned ancient custom. These regulations became
.stricter and more precise in proportion as the wants of the

community increased. There has thus been a certain juridical

evolution; but the fundamental principles of the law have

changed as little as the alp itself, or the pastoral economy

practised on it The Swiss Allmend thus affords us even now
a picture of the primitive life of the ancient inhabitants of the

plateaus of the Iran.

The oldest rules of the Allmend which have been published

date from the fifteenth century. Every community possesses

.-in old chest, or ancient trunk, in which are preserved all the

documents relating to the domain of the corporation. Besides

the fundamental regulation, which may be called the constitu-

tion of the society, Einung or Genossenordnung, this chest

ains the judgments deciding any contested point, agree-

in. -nts with neighbouring villages, and the official reports of

(i> isions passed in the ordinary assemblies of May and De-

l>er. This respect for ancient tradition is a great source of

strength in Switzerland
; for, as they are more democratic and

equal the higher they go bock into antiquity, these traditions

are exactly in harmony with the requirements of the age which

seeks to establish democracy. They have this great advantage
r the innovations attempted in the present day, that t

ted for thousands of years, being maintained and per-

\\ill of men who appreciate their advantages.
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This K-ails us to suppose that they are conformable to natural

law, tl Kit is, to the wants of human nature.

The mode in which the inhabitants exercise their right in

(he Albnend differs more or less in the several communes. It

also varies according to the nature of the property. It is not

the same for the alp, for the forest, for the turf and the cul-

tivated lands. When the group of habitations in the centre of

the mark was transformed from a village into a town, it became

difficult to maintain the ancient method of enjoyment. Never-

t In-less, at Berne, the woods are still allotted among the persons

entitled. In the industrial town of Saint-Gall each of them

receives annually half a fathom of wood and a hundred fagots,

or a plot of arable land. The town of Soleure distributes

among the occupiers a considerable supply of firewood, varying

from five fathoms to a half fathom of beech and fir, according

to the class of persons entitled. In many localities the com-

munal lands are let, and the profits applied to defray public

expenses. Sometimes there is a surplus, which is apportioned
in money; but nearly all the communes which have arable

lands allot them among the commoners. There are infinite

varieties of detail in the manner of enjoyment of the several

communes. The methods can, however, as the Pastor Becker

remarks, be classed with sufficient accuracy according to the

types afforded by the three cantons of TJri, Valais and Claris.

Uri is, as seems to be signified by the root of the word, Ur,

pre-eminently the primitive district. At the present day it

forms a single mark, without any division into communes.

Villages have been formed, Fliielen, Altdorf, Biirglen, Erstfeld,

Silenen, Amstag, Waset, and Andermatt
;
but except for the

of the power, which is to some extent in their charge, these

villages do not form distinct political corporations. They are

not true communes
;
the inhabitant exercises his right of user

in any locality to which he may remove. The inhabitant of

Silcni-n may send his cattle into the valley of Schaechenthal,
ami the inhabitant of this valley may send his on to the alp of

tin- Surenes. In this system there is no other division than

that traced by nature itself, which has divided the canton into

two distinct parts, the district of Uri, and that of Urseivn,
-
paraU'd 1-v the .1- . p x"i'X t! of the Seha'lleucn, bordered on
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l>v iKTjK'inlicular granite rocks, with the- RCUM roar-

ing at the bottom. Th.-iv an-, therefore, as it were, two mark*,
tin- upper mark above the Uruer Loch, and the lower mark
U-lnw it.

la the lower mark, a great part of the plain has become

private property; the woods, alps and a few allmends, in th.

Jibourhood of the villages, alone remaining in the primitive

'mmiinity. In the high valley of Urseren, fifteen kilometres

in length and two at the most in breadth, the splendid pas-

tures, watered by the Keuss and by the mists of the glaciers,

I > long to the body of commoners of Urseren.

A touching legend is attached to the method in which tin-

1>. .imdary between the marks of Uri and Claris was formerly
ii\.'.l. The two cantons are separated by frozen peaks and

a lofty chain of mountains everywhere except at the Klausen

passage, through which one can easily pass from the valley of the

Until to that of the Reuss. In times past, there were disputes
and struggles between the people of Uri and Claris as to the

di-lateable boundary of their pastures. To decide the question,

tli.-y agreed that, on St George's day, a runner should start at

tin- first cock-crow from the bottom of each valley, and that the

frontier should be fixed at the point where they met. The
start was to be superintended by inhabitants of Claris at Alt-

dorf, and by inhabitants of Uri at Claris. The people of Claris

I- <! the cock, which was to give the signal to their runner, as

much as possible, hoping that, being in full vigour, it would

crow early in the morning. The people of Uri, on the contrary,
starved their cock

; hunger kept it awake, and it gave the

ial for the start long before dawn. The runner started from

Altdorf, entered the Schaechenthal, crossed the top and began
to descend on the other side towards Liuth. The Claris cock

'. ed so late that their runner met the one from Uri far down
tin- slope on his side. Desperate at the thought of the disgrace
which would be reflected on his countrymen, he begged earn-

y for a more equitable boundary.
"
Hearken," answered the

othrr,
"

I will grant you as much land as you can cross, asc

the mountain with me on your back." The bargain was

struck. Tin- Claris man a.Mvmlnl as tar as he could, wh-n In-

I'-a-l from tatiu'i'- n tin- Lank- ftli.- -ti-.i'n .-all.-.i
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buechli (the boundary brook). This is why Urnerboden, situ-

ated on the slope facing Claris, beyond the division of the

\\ater, belongs to Uri. It is a curious legend, in which, as so

oi'u-u in Swiss history, the citizen gives his life for the good of

his country.

There is no precise measurement of the extent of the all-

mends in Uri. An estimate made in 1852 reckons the alps

belonging to the lower district of the canton as containing

5,417 kuhessens
1
. As the district numbers about 2,700 families

of commoners, this allows about the keep of two cows on an

average for each family.

The communal forests are of great extent, valuable and well

kept up ; they are worth at least 4,000,000 francs, which makes

a i-apita! of about 1,400 francs for each family. To shew how

the partition of the wood is effected, we will give the table of

that made in 1865, in the village of Schaddorf, near Altdorf
2
.

The first class is that of citizen shareholders who have had for

a whole year "fire and light," Feuer und Licht, who heat an

oven and possess property : they are entitled to fell six large

firs
;
their number amounted to 120. The second class com-

prises those who have fire and light, an oven, but no property :

they are entitled to four firs. There were 30 in this category.

The third class is that of persons living alone, and having no

property : there were nine of them, each being entitled to three

fir trees. Finally, in the fourth class are those commoners who
have had fire and light, but who have no house of their own :

they can only claim two fir trees. There were 25 of them.

The total number of commoners was therefore 184. Of these,

'}'! had obtained, in addition, timber for new buildings or fur

repairs ; 178 large trunks having been allotted for this purpose.
These distributions are large, and enable the families to live in

comfort : and nowhere are the cultivators so well lodged as in

Switzerland. This explains the origin of the chalets which the

stranger admires. The communal forest allows of their con-

struction and their maintenance.

1 The Kuhftten is the quantity of keep necessary for a milking cow during
the summer months. There is the same measure in 1'risia and all Germanic

countries.

* See Dr B. Becker, Die Allnuindt, p. 37.
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Besides its n!j> and i'.,i,-.t the mark of Uri poosenee 400
IM- tares of cultivated land, which wh.-n p.juully distributed give
about 14 ares of garden to each family, from which to rautc

vegetables and fruit, and flux or hemp for the household linen.

All this does not make a competence, but it is a guaranteed
means of attaining it: in any case, it is a certain preservative

again : extreme distress. Add to what is supplied by the com-

munal property the produce of private property and individual

labour, and all essential wants are amply provided for.

The principle which here directs the partition of the pro-
duce of the communal possessions is that of the most remote

times: to every one according to his wants: as, however, wants
v not according to personal requirements, which are nearly

identical, but according to those of each individual property,
which dirVer widely, it follows that the rich are benefited and
tin- poor sacrificed. In practice, he who has no cattle gets no

profit from the alp : while he who has twenty or thirty cows to

send on to it derives a considerable revenue from it The com-

moner, who has a large chalet in the village and another on the

mountain, with large lofts and stalls, requires much wood for

repairs and for burning. He is entitled to six large trees for

firing, and to as much timber as experts shall deem necessary.
The commoner who lives with another has but two fir trees.

Kipiality only asserts itself in the allotment of cultivated land.

As the Pastor Becker says, in the words of the Gospel, "to him
that hath shall be given, and he shall have more abundantly;
hut fnnn him that hath not, shall be taken even that which he

hath." The system was strictly just at a period when there was

ii- > private property, and when consequently each family could

derive the same profit from the common stock, but at the pre-
sent time each commoner profits by the communal domain in

proportion extent of his private property.

The general principle being that a commoner can only send

on to the common pasture the cattle which he has kept in his

stalls during the winter, it follows tint unless he has a sepa;

meadow of his own to grow hay he has no fodder for cattle in

winter, and consequently in the spring has no cattle to send np
on to the

af]). To put some limit on the privilege of the
\

n most rich in herd>. it was decided that no one should semi
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more than thirty cows or their equivalent on to the alp. This

rule, howcvi-r, was inadequate, and for long past, here, as in

Florence, Athens, or Rome, the great and the small, the fat and

the lean, have been at issue. The matter in dispute bears a

strong resemblance to that which set patricians and plebeians

at strife with regard to the occupation of the ager publicus.

There is, however, this difference that, contrary to what is the

case in most of our large States, in Uri the "fat" are in the

majority. Out of 2,700 families, 1,665 own cattle: there are

only 1,035 without any. The malcontents are therefore in

a minority, and neither by their vote nor by use of force to

which in fact they have never thought of resorting have they

been able to obtain an alteration of the primitive system, which

dates from the time when there was no distinction of rich and

poor. To silence the most clamorous demands, 15 or 20 ares of

garden have been granted to each commoner for the growth of

vegetables ;
besides which they have wood for fires and baking.

As a right of equal enjoyment is, in theory, recognized in

every commoner, which he can enforce the moment he fulfils

the requisite conditions, to secure greater equality the extent

of the arable Allmend should be increased so as to realize as

large a revenue as the alp. This is very much what has been

done in the canton of Claris, which presents the type of the

second mode of enjoyment.

Among the primitive cantons, Claris is the one which has

departed furthest from the ancient modes of partition. The

produce of the greater part of the communal lands, instead of

being divided directly among the inhabitants, is employed to

cover the expenses of the commune. There is here no longer

any trace of the primitive mark comprising the whole district.

What remains of the collective domain has become the pro-

perty of the communes, which have attained full development.
These communes have ceased to possess alps; which were

nearly all sold, after a great calamity which nearly ruined the

district. At the present day, the commonable alps are let by
auction for a certain number of years ; and, in complete oppo-
sition to ancient principles, strangers may obtain them as well

as citizens. The rent goes to the communal treasury. For-

m<-rly, the lessees had to render annually a certain quantity of
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but: /, which was divided among the commoners; nnl
n.-wlv -ii, u|.lis were also entitled to a chamois for the

marriage-feast. But now the chamois is rare, and the butter is

>rted to a distance, instead of being distributed among the

inhabitants. Some communes also sell by public auction the

timl><r cut from the forest: others divide it among the com-
iii .ners, reserving a certain proportion. The dry leaves for litter

are equally divided
; they are distributed by lot, or else every

one goes on a fixed day and collects what he can of them. Ax
t lu forests, in which they may be gathered, are generally situat< .1

on the steepest slopes, it frequently happens that some of tic-

inhabitants are killed by falling from their giddy heights.

The point which merits attention in Claris, is the care the

communes have taken to preserve a sufficient extent of arable

land for distribution among the members. If the number of

inhabitants increases, or if any parcels are sold for manufactories

or private building purposes, the commune purchases fresh land,

that the portion of each family may remain the same. A
widow, children living together without parents, or even a son

or daughter of full age, provided they have had "
fire and light

"

within the commune for the space of a year, are alike entitled

to a share. These shares vary from 10 to 30 ares, according to

the extent of the communal territory. Each member retains

his lot for ten, twenty, or thirty years: at the end of this period,

the parcels are re-formed, measured, and again assigned by lot.

Every one makes what use he likes of his plot, cultivating

whatever he requires. He can even let it or lease it to the

commune, which will pay him rent for it. These parcels, which

lie close to the dwelling-houses, are admirably cultivated. They
are actual gardens ;

and commonly let at the rate of 3 francs an

member may send on to the common pasture the

cattle which he has kept through the winter; but he pays a

tax per head, except for goats, which are the poor man's cow

a ml the favourite animal in the canton, to which it gives the

famous cheese, schabzieger.

re are also in this district many private corporations

which own lands. Ten, twenty, or thirty cultivators form an as-

sociation possessing pasture and arable land 1
. The produce of

1 In the canton of Appenxell alao the peuants hare recently founded two
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the joint property is divided among the associates in proportion

to tin' number of shares which each possesses. In the village

of Schwaendi, the commune can only assign to each family a

few ares of cultivated land
; hut, thanks to these joint-proper-

ties, each member farms on the average 12 ares of land; and

many of them have double that quantity. We have here, then,

a perfect type of cooperative societies applied to agriculture,

which have lasted for centuries, and which contribute in no

small degree to the well-being of those who participate in

them. The same spirit of association led the inhabitants of

Schwaendi to establish a cooperative society for consumption as

well as production ;
and such a society exists now in the ma-

jority of the industrial communes.

It is remarkable to see in this country the agrarian organi-

zation of a most remote period in combination with the con-

ditions of modern industry, and how the right of occupation in

the common mark betters the lot of the workman in the great

manufactures. Claris is not, like Uri and Unterwalden, a

purely pastoral canton
;

it is one of the districts of Europe
where relatively the largest number of hands are employed in

industrial occupations. Out of 30,000 inhabitants, 10,000 live

directly by such occupations, and nearly all the others indi-

rectly. Here, thanks to the communal property, the workmen

of the commune obtain, of right and without payment, what the

workmen's building societies at Mulhouse secure to their mem-
bers on payment of a certain sum, viz., a garden for the growth
of vegetables. There is, moreover, this difference : at Mulhouse

the garden is a scrap of a few square yards ;
at Claris it is a

field for the cultivation of potatoes, vegetables, and fruits.

Nearly all the members of the commune can keep a cow, or at

any rate some goats. They have their house, and pay little or

no taxes. The expenses of the public service are defrayed out

of the revenue of property set apart for the purpose. The

school, the church, the board of charity, have their separate alp,

forest and arable, the produce of which is sufficient for their

maintenance.

otictiM to purchase two pastures, the Wiederalp and the Fahlen. The
farming in carried on in common; and the sharea of the societies are at a

tiura. Seo Journal </< gtatutiqtte Suitr, 18GG, p. 58.
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How great is the difference between the lot of the Man-
mi -rliaiiir. .i<i<l tint of the Swiss commoner. The one

I in :ui atmosphere thiek with smoke, with a dirty garret in

an unhealthy lane ns his only lodging, and the gin palace as his

only distraction. The other, breathing the pure air of the

i'li'l Until valley, at the foot of the pure snows of the

(Jlarnisi'h, is subject to the healthy influence of magnificent
natural surroundings. Ho is well lodged; is the cultivator of

his own field, \\lii.-h he holds by virtue of his natural and in-

alienable ri-ht of property; he grows a part of his food supply;
and is attached to the soil which he occupies, to the commune
in whose administration ho takes part, and to the canton whose

laws he makes directly in the general assembly of the Landes-

gemeinde, feeling himself connected with his fellow-members by
the bonds of a common ownership, and to his fellow-citizens by
the common exercise of the same rights.

The gloomy condition of the English workman begets in his

mind hatred of social order, of his master and of capital ;
and

consequently a spirit of revolt. The Swiss workman, enjoying
all the rights natural to man, cannot rise up against a system
which secures him real advantages, and which his vote helps to

perpetuate. With him the fair motto of the French revolution,

liberty, equality, fraternity, is no empty formula inscribed on

the tablets of public documents. His liberty is complete, and

has been handed down from remote antiquity; equality is a

fact sanctioned by all his laws
; fraternity is not mere senti-

ment
;

it is embodied in institutions, which make the inhabi-

tants of the same commune members of one family, partaking,

by equal right, in the hereditary patrimony.
A third type of enjoyment by the commoners is found in

Valais. In that <li>tri t, the fraternal relations of the patri-

archal epoch are still to be found in all their simplicity. Almost

all the communes have property of considerable extent, consisting
of forests, alps, vineyards, and corn laud. As in Uri, the right

of using the alp is dependent on private property, insomuch as

the number of head of cattle, which each may send on to the

common pasturage, depends on the number he can keep
through the winter: the forest, however, is divided into par-

wliich are distributed by lot among the occupiers. Very
M. 6
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minute rules now regulate the management of the woods
;

and the Union forestitre suisse has succeeded in introducing its

ideas. It was time for such a measure, as Valais has destroyed

its woods in the most disastrous manner. Almost all the

gorges, which open into the valley of the Rhone are diswooded

to a terrible extent, and are consequently stripped and ravaged

by storms and torrents.

The communal vineyards are cultivated in common. Every
member of the commune devotes a certain number of days'

labour until the wine is bottled. In different localities there

are also corn-lands cultivated in the same manner. Part of the

communal revenue is expended in the purchase of cheese.

The wine and bread, which is the fruit of their joint labour,

forms the basis of the banquets, at which all the members
of the commune take part, Gemeindetnnket. These are exactly

identical with the common meals of Sparta and Crete, or the

agapce of the primitive Christians. By these banquets, at

which prevails a cordiality animated by the generous wine of

Valais, a real brotherly intimacy is maintained among the inha-

bitants. The women are often present, and moderate the

excessive drinking and the words to which, as Rousseau avows,

the Swiss wine is apt to lead.

Independently of the communes, societies of riflemen also

own common lands, growing wheat and vines, bread and wine

answering, in the view of the "seigneurs tireurs," to the first

necessities of man. Each member of the association furnishes

his number of days' work, and the produce is consumed in

common repasts, which take place every Sunday, after the rifle

competition. The cur^ of Varne, M. Kaempfen; who supplies

these details, says much in favour of the influence exercised by
these brotherhoods, alike in a moral and economic aspect.

Much is said, in the present day, of fraternity ;
but little is

done to create or maintain the sentiment, which is the soul of

human societies. The banquet of equals, the Ccenum of the

early days of Christianity, is now, unfortunately, nothing more

than a liturgic ceremony, a cold symbol instead of being a

living reality.

Although taxes increase every year, and the communes have

often been pressed to sell their lands, tbe occupiers have ahv
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^od to do so
;
and havo done wisely. As the cure* Kempfen

ivmark-. a \ commoner, I ter, would rath-i

lii> \vif> ;in,| chiMrou starve than give up these common ban-

<|ii-ts. In a few localities, for the assistance of the most neces-
:

io aUmends of the plain have been divided into parcels,

which an- <listril>ut.-.l by lot, to be held for life.

I n French Switzerland the communal lands have been reduced

since the fifteenth century by partition among the inhabitant*
1
.

There are still, however, 202 communes owning common lands,

which, in 77 villages, represent a revenue of 20 fr. for each

inhabitant On July 13, 1799, the Swiss Republic forbade all

partition for this very just reason :

" These lands are the

inheritance of your fathers, the fruit of many years of toil and

care ; and belong no.t to you alone, but also to your descend-

ants." The regulations for the enjoyment of the meadows, the

woods, and the arable of the commune are the same as in

German Switzerland. In 1826, the commune of Fully-Petit

put all its lands, previously divided, once more into community,
and subjected them to a periodic partition among all the inha-

bitants every 15 years, a part being reserved for distribution

among new families. In the work of M. Rowalewsky, we see

how the communal lands became private property by the peri-

odic partition becoming more and more rare, and finally falling

into desuetude.

There seem to be no complete statistics of communal pro-

perty in Switzerland. We must, therefore, be content with what

data can be collected concerning certain cantons or certain towns.

In the canton of Unterwalden, the value of the communal pro-

perty is computed for Obwald, with 13,000 inhabitants, at

11,350,000 francs. In Appenzell, the seven Inner Rhodes, with

9,800 inhabitants, own property estimated at about 3,000,000

francs. The property of the commoners of the town of Sol*

consists of 5,409 juchart of forest (the jnchart being equivalent
to 3J roods) ; 1,041 juchart of pasture land, and 136 juchart
of cultivated land; with the capital and buildings they are

estimated at 2,330,338 francs, but they are actually worth

three times as much. In the canton of Saint Gall, communal
1 See the intcraiting work of II. Rowalewsky translated into Gorman,

Umriti einer Gtichichtc der ZentUckelung dtr Feldgemciruchaft im Kanto*

-. Zurich .

G 2
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lands are very extensive. Out of 236 alps in the district,

which contain 2-1,472 stoessen
1

,
143 alps with 12,407 stoessen

are common domain. The common property of the citizens of

(ho town of Saint-Gall itself is valued at 6,291,000 francs. In

the canton of Schaffhausen, communal lands comprise 28,140

juchart. The whole territory of the canton being only 85,120

jucliart, collective property occupies one-third of it. The

iter part of the forests belong to joint owners, who possess

S8 juchart out of 29,188. In the cantons of Uri, Zug and

Schwytz, the allmends are also very extensive.

We can see in Switzerland how the State is born of the

mark. The political association is developed on the basis of

the economic, agrarian association of the allmend. In primitive

times a tribe of Germans (Alemannen) settled in the valleys

of Schwytz. In the twelfth century, when documents first

notice this group of free men, on the occasion of a dispute with

the cloister of Einsideln as to the limits of their mark, they

occupied the valley of the Muta, the Sihl, and the Alb. They
formed a markgenossenschaft, a society of commoners sharing
as joint patrimony Allmends of great extent, the remnant of

which at the present day is still called Oberallmeind. In the

valley of Arth, another group occupied the villages of Arth,

Goldau, Busingen, Rothen and Lauerz. This group also formed

a small independent State, which possessed a common domain,
the Unterallmeind. The Unterallmeind also exists to this day :

it comprises cultivated land, forest and alp, and amongst the

rest all the southern portion of the Rigi. Gersau, with its

AUmend, likewise constituted an independent state, a republic,
which in 1390 was exempted from all suzerainty, on payment
of 690 pfund pfenninge, and was only united to Schwytz in

1817 by a free convention*.

In the Baden district, as formerly in Alsace, the Allmends

were as extensive as in Switzerland
;
and the system of allot-

ment to which they were subjected was the same. In the

plain of Baden and the Rhine valley, the share of an adult

member was two or three morgen (from 1*2 to 1'8 acres).

1 The Stoit, like the Kithessen, is the indefinite extent necessary to support
one cow in Hammer.

^ See Dot dlte SUuittvermdrjfn de Kantont Schwyz Bericht des Regierungs-
ratht an dsn II. Kantontrath, Schwyz, 1870.
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In r. it a iii villages, such as Heddesheim and Landenbach, it wan

as much as fivo ntoryen
1
. The enjoyment of the parcels of

arable was seldom granted for more than a very short term.

A fresh partition was effected every year, or in some places
i y three years. It followed that the soil was not cultivated

with the necessary care, as the holder was not certain of

niii'4 hi* possession. Ran, from whom these details are

borrowed, regards the AUmends with great favour. According
to him, the motive, which leads to the sale of common lands,

\ix. the greater produce which individual owners would derive

t'n.iu tli. -in. does not exist here, because the AUmends are

.tlivady under cultivation, and, as a rule, are well farmed. Tin,-

system, he says, affords this very important advantage, that it

provides a valuable resource for iudigent families, and preserves
(linn at least from the last extremity of distress. Rau entreats

the communes to retain their common arable lands; and quotes
cases where the final division of these lands has led to most

mischievous results*. He proceeds to offer advice as to the

mode of regulating the partition of the AUmends. According
to his view, each family should have an equal share

; but every

one should pay a certain proportional rent, the produce of

which should be used to indemnify such members as cannot

cultivate their part. The enjoyment should be secured for

a t.-rm of considerable length, and might be for the life of the

occupant. A fault to be avoided is the division of the share of

any occupant into too many parcels, which is often detrimental

to agriculture. When a lot returns to the common stock for

re-apportionment, the outgoing occupant, or his family, if he

be dead, should be compensated for the improvements executed

by him, for manure, drainage, enclosures, and plantations, that

the laud may not be neglected during the last years of occu-

pancy. This is a precaution of great importance, which is

almost everywhere neglected, and which the inhabitants should

endeavour to introduce into the rules of all AUmends.

1 See Baa, Ltkrbueh drr polititchfn Otconomie, Vol. n. p. 171.

r \/.r\tchrift fSr die landw. Vtrtine det Or. H. llettrn, 1848. p. 62,

213, 269) quotes several examples in the Sooth of Germany, where, after Uie

definite partition of the communal land*, the poorest of the cultivators could
not preserve their sharo. They sold their portion, and fell into distress. The
common patrimony, rcpartitioncd from time to time, hod boon an obstacle to

pauperism.
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According to information which the author owes to M.

Karl Bucher, who intends devoting a special treatise to the

subject, the Allmends still occupy a much greater area in

Southern Germany than is generally supposed. They extend

as far as Hesse, where they are often constituted on less

exclusive principles than in Switzerland. Not only the here-

ditary burgesses, but all inhabitants, are entitled to a share in

the collective property. For instance, the system in force in

the small town of Reppenheim, which numbers some 5,000

inhabitants, entitles every inhabitant, after four years conti-

nuous residence, to the benefits of the allmend. The whole

extent occupied by each family is about four Hessian morgen,
or about a hectare. The members cannot claim their share

immediately on their marriage or coming of age, but must

wait eight years, and then only have a quarter of their entire

share. The remainder is granted them from time to time, so

that they obtain the full enjoyment when nearly sixty years of

age. Every inhabitant may send a cow and some goats on to

the common pasturage. He also receives two cubic metres of

timber, and one hundred fagots ;
and if he grows tobacco on his

plot of arable, the produce is sufficient for his whole main-

tenance. It follows from this system that there is no pauper-

ism, and that the aged are always maintained by their relatives.

For the right of occupation is extinguished by their death.

In the organization of the allmend, the death of the parents is

a loss instead of being a gain, as it is made under the system
of quiritary succession. Accordingly, the former system tends

to strengthen natural affection, while the latter has a contrary

tendency. The lands of the allmend are not inferior to others

in point of cultivation. Those in the neighbourhood of towns

are, in fact, carefully cultivated as market gardens, and give

very valuable returns. Thus collective property so organized
Avill compare well in an economic point of view with private

property.



CHAPTER VI.

jriHSTIC FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES OF THE ALLMEND.

WE will now endeavour to determine the juridical nature of

>e communities of owners to whom the AUmends belong ;
but

it is very difficult to do so in a few words because the terms,

which we are accustomed to use, are borrowed from the Roman

Law, to which this kind of association was unknown. It does

not correspond exactly with either the dominium, the condo-

minium, or the universitas of the Roman jurists. The jurists of

the middle ages at first refused to notice them
; afterwards, they

attempted to bring them within the compass of the laws of the

Digest Finally, after the Renaissance, in proportion as the

influence of antiquity became more decided, they shewed

themselves more hostile to these primitive institutions, which

formerly existed everywhere, but which had already disap-

peared from the Empire when the Roman law was formed.

In France, this hostility of the jurists destroyed the peasant

family communities even before the French Revolution : it

likewise prevented the communities of occupiers being de-

veloped as in Switzerland, where they had already escaped the

solvent action of feudalism. This is the explanation of their

having preserved their integrity there, and having even accom-

plished a regular evolution and a progress determined by new

wants, arising from time to time.

According to a learned professor of the university of Basle,

M. Andre'as Heusler, the association of commoners does not

form a universitas, as that term was understood at Rome, but a

civil {KTson, a juristic corporation, such as the German law has

established so widely. It is not constituted by the union of
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individual rights, associated in pursuit of gain, as are modern

commercial companies. The corporation has within itself a

peculiar vitality and a distinct object, which is the economic

prosperity of the country. It subsists of its own force, for the

permanent advantage of the village, and not for the immediate

and transitory benefit of its several members. For this reason

the latter are forbidden to sell or to diminish the value of the

common property. This prohibition is generally the first

article of their statutes, and the commune or the State is

charged with the task of enforcing it. These civil persons are

developed within the State under its control and with its

support ;
but they are anterior to it. The mark preceded the

commune and the State, and its administrative organization

served as a pattern for them. The communities of occupiers,

which are lineally descended from the ancient mark, have pre-

served a public character. Their regulations, like English bye-

laws, or the decisions of the assemblies of the polders in

Holland, are applied by the tribunals. Resolutions passed by
the majority are binding on the minority, and public force can

compel submission by the latter. For the alienation of any

part of the territory, however, or for the admission of new asso-

ciates, unanimity is necessary.

According to M. Heusler, the right, exercised by the com-

munities over their domain, is not a right of "
collective owner-

ship," Miteigenthumsrecht ; it is a right of
" common ownership,"

Gesammteigenthumsreclit. The domain does not belong to a

collection of individuals : it belongs to a perpetual corporation,

which is preserved unchanged for centuries, whatever may be

the number of persons who form part of it. The individual occu-

pant has no share in the landed property, he has merely a right

to a proportional part of the produce of the common domain.

Private ownership is, in more ways than one, subordinated

to the ownership residing in the community. Thus, at certain

periods, the commoners are entitled to depasture their herds on

the lands of individuals. The latter may not cut the woods

belonging to them, as they please ; for, if they destroy them

completely, they will have to come to the communal forest for

more firewood. There are many regulations, forbidding them
t-> i n!ur<rc their house or their outbuildings, without the consent
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of t! rtl of tin? corporation, because such enlarged build-

ings would require more timber to keep them in repair. In all

times ami places, communal property gives a right of way over

private property. This is not a servitude in the sense attached

t.. the word by the Roman l;iw
; it is a remnant of the primi-

tive agrarian otgauoUiftOii. Private property developed out of

mon property; it is not yet completely free, and is still

subject to the trammels of the hitter. There are abundant
:'s of this fact. We know from history that the districts of

Uri and Schwytz originally formed a single common mark.

The Tratrccht or ri^ht of common pasturage, klauwengang in

aid, is still called by the inhabitants of Schwytz Gemein-

murk, the " common mark," from which it is in fact directly
derived.

The economic corporation, which owns the allmends, is dis-

tinct from the political body which constitutes the commune.
Thus at Stanz in the Nidwald, the inhabitants of the commune

i a body called die Dorfleute zu Stanz. They meet in a

general assembly and regulate directly the affairs of the com-

mune; and they take part in the communal banquet, which is

held every year, in commemoration of the battle of Rossberg

fought in 1308. The economic corporation is called Theil-

sanie, and is composed of the commoners of Oberdorf and

17, together. The separation between the inhabitants who
have the right of common and those who are without it, dates

from 1641, and is always respected. This example shews that,

absolute, or actually equal, democracies are very conservative.

Thus the constitutions of the states of New England, which

are likewise ultra-democratic, are the oldest in existence.

Anciently the whole canton of Unterwalden formed a single

community, the members of which had a right of common over

the whole territory. When seignories and abbeys were formed,

gradually usurped a portion of the common domain of the

k. Separate jurisdictions were constituted in this way, and

<>f tin-in wanted to have its separate property. Such was

tli. origin of the existing associations of commoners, which

lined separate, even a: suppression of the seignori.-^.

The feudal lords had not sufficient power to invade the ri_

..i' the pea.sunt paitners, .]f<irk>/i'iwssen. On the contrary, the
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latter maintained their right of common over the lord's land,

which never entirely freed itself from the eminent domain of

the community. In his character of markgenoss, or "commoner,"

the lord had his share in the enjoyment of the Allmends. Thus,

M. Heusler quotes a deed of the year 1227, by which Dietrich

von Opphau sells to the monastery of Schoenau, "praedia sua in

Sunthoven, agros, prata, curtes, areas, almeine." Mone copies

another text, which has nearly the same sense: "Hoba cum

omnibus utilitatibus, ad eamdem hobam rite attinentibus, id est

marca, silvae, sagina, acquis, pascuis
1
." Land was sold with the

rights of common attached to it, cum omni utilitate, or with

the communio in marchis. In a suit between the bailiff and

the inhabitants of Kiissnacht, in 1302, the judgment recognized

no greater right in the representative of the feudal seignory

than in the other commoners. The free peasants had already

gained such an ascendancy at this period, that, in 1355, we find

the inhabitants of Arth purchasing all the rights of seignory of

the place
8
.

Is this right of user over the common property a real or a

personal right ? Is it attached to the quality of the person, or

is it appendant on landed property? Originally, there is no

doubt, the right was purely personal, as it belonged to every

Markgenoss, to every member of the association of commoners.

It was the natural right of property belonging to the associated

inhabitants of the mark. Later, however, when it was decided

that, in order to exercise the right of common, the inhabitant

must support cattle, which he wished to send on to the common

pasture, on his individual property during a certain period, cer-

tain jurists, especially in the thirteenth century, declared it to

be a real right; and speak of it as appendant to private property.
This is altogether a mistake. In order to exercise the right of

common, it is not enough to have property within the commune,
or even to be a member of it; it is further necessary to be a

member, by descent, of the association of commoners. The

right of common cannot be assigned or transferred, which would
be allowable if it were a real right. When the commoner has

not kept cattle himself through the winter, he cannot exercise

<-lirit't fiir die Geschichte dfx Oberrlieim, v. i. p. 391.
* Sec A. Header, Die ItcchtsvcrltHlt. am Gcmeinland in Untcrwalden.
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r to common pasturage by means of cattle borrowed or

1 in tin- spring. His right exists none the leas,

although its exercise K t'.n- tin- time, suspended. It is th--

same \\ln u he leaves the commune, ho cannot 1,-t his right of

common; but, if he returns, and keeps cat th- through the wit;

be is once more allowed to exercise his rigiit This right is

inherent in his person, and he does not lose it except by

entering another community, which is of very rare occurrence.

As a rule, the right of common belongs to every separate

couple of hereditary usufructuaries, who have had "fire and

liijht" within the commune, during the year or else at some
fixed date: thus, at Wolfenschiessen, the commoner must have

passed the night of March 15 there. In strict theory, it is

only when he marries and founds a new family, that a young
man can claim the right of common in "forest, pasture and

arable"; but by an extension of this rule, the right is also

recognized of a widow, or orphans living together, sometimes

even of every son of an associate who attains the age of twenty-

five, provided he live in a separate house. In the Nidwald

unmarried daughters, living apart, Laubenmeidli, have the same

right. Generally, natural children, whose parentage is known,

may also claim their share in the "wood, alp and field,"

(Holz, Alp und Feld): sometimes, however, their right is

ticted. Thus, at Beggenried, they are excluded from the

use of the alp. The right of common may be purchased, but

only with the unanimous consent of the commoners. Its price

increased very rapidly, even during the middle ages : thus, at

Stanz, it was purchased in 1456 for 5 sols; in 1523 for 50; in

15G6 for 100; in 1577 for 400; in 1630 for 800; and in 1684

for 1200.

The regulations, determining the mode of enjoyment, vary
in different communities; the general principles are these. On
the J/y>, as we have seen, every one may send the cattle, which

he has supported through the winter on his private property.

If the alp is limited in extent, every one's right is reln

i lortionally. In the spring general assembly, before the

herds go up to the mountain-pastures, every commoner declares

:ith the number of cattle ho has kept through the winter.

All fraii'
1

i. lc. 1, because tl;< hi know exactly how
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many every one can manage to support. The slightest attempt

at fraud is punished by a heavy fine or by suspension of the

right of common. At Giswyl and Sachseln the alps are assigned

by lot among the commoners. At Alpnach, a rotation has been

established, so that the herds of all pass successively, year by

year, over each alp. In many villages, in order to restore

greater equality, they have, for some time past, imposed a tax

on each head of large cattle, the amount of which is distributed

among those who have no cattle.

When the forests were extensive and the population slight,

every one took what wood he pleased: but now there are very

stringent regulations determining the mode of use. Certain

forests are placed under "ban," Bannwaelder, either because

they preserve the valley and villages from avalanches, like the

one which rises to the east of Altorf
;
or else, because they must

be left for some time, to allow of their growing again. In the

forests that are worked, Scheitwaelder, juries fix the annual

cutting. Parcels are then formed, in proportion to the rights

of each class of commoner. Lots are drawn for these parcels,

and every one cuts and carries his own share, or else the

communal administration delivers it at the dwelling. In some

communities, as for example Uri, the firewood and timber are

distributed according to the wants of the members. Elsewhere

every one receives an equal part of the firewood; but the timber

is necessarily allotted according to the requirements of the

dwelling-house and out-buildings of each family. The necessary

quantity is, however, determined by juries: any extra supply
has to be paid for at market value. The sale of the wood from

the communal forest outside the community is stridftly for-

bidden; and this prohibition extends even to timber derived

from demolitions.

The right of common in the Allmends of the plain is regu-
lated according to different principles from those in force

for the forest and alp. The pasturage in the neighbourhood
of the village was set apart for the maintenance of the cattle

in autumn, when they returned from the heights ;
or of the

few milking cows kept near home to supply the milk for daily

consumption. Gradually the custom sprang up of allowing
iv family of commoners, whether they had private property
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t. to turn one or two cows on to the Allmend, or

let it to for this purpose. At Kerns, in UnterwaM- n.

ill.- iiili- of \\\~
n

l entitled every commoner to send two cows

on to the Allrnen<{ , Imt, l>y 17<><!, the population had so in-

-. ! th:it they could only send one. If any one sent a

second he paid a llorin
;
and members, who had no cow, were

entitle.! to 100 toisea of cultivable land. In iM'ti, the tax was

put on all cows. In 1S.~>1 it was fixed at 7 francs, and tho

pro,luce was'divided among those who had no cow. At Sachseln

v member is still allowed to turn two cows on to the All-

inend. All, who do not use the dl}>, receive an indemnity,

Allinendknnie, and a tax of 3 florins is imposed on every head

of larjje cattle
1

. This is a great benefit to the poorer class, who
have no stock to send on to the alp. The right is by this

i us made more and more a personal right : it is even trans-

formed into a money rent for such as prefer it or cannot profit

by the right of user in kind.

In order to give each family the means of obtaining, by its

direct labour, a portion of its vegetable food, the custom has

everywhere grown up, of devoting the Allmend in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of the village to cultivation. It is divided

into a large number of small parcels, five or six of which are

united to form a lot, or else it is divided at once into as many
lots as there are commoners. The shares so formed arc distri-

buted by lot The occupier holds them for ten, fifteen or twenty

;s; or sometimes for life. At the expiration of each

period, all returns to the common stock, and a new distribution

by lot is carried out. On the death of a commoner, if his son

or widow has the right of common, either of them may retain

the parcel until the new allotment. As every new household

that is formed is entitled to claim a share, and as the shares

falling vacant by the death of the holders may be insufficient,

some reserve lots are kept for disposal, which are let in the

meanwhile. Kvery member is entitled to an equal share,

which he may cultivate as he likes, or even let to others,

provided they be commoners. He may plant fruit trees on it :

ami, in certain communes such as Wolfenschiessen, he is even

i.ellud to do so under pain of ii

1 See A. Hauler, Rtchttverh. am Gtmfinlaml in I'ntenealde*.
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Although they are only held in temporary occupancy, the

Allmends are always admirably cultivated. In this respect

they are quite different from the communal lands of the

Russian village, although under exactly the same agrarian

system. To be convinced of this, there is no necessity to go

to far-off valleys. Two steps from Interlaken, the focus of

fashion which so many thousands visit every year, the Allmend

of Boeningen may be visited : it covers the whole delta formed

by the Lutschine at the point where it falls into the Lake

of Brienz. Looking at this surface from a neighbouring height,

the Ameisenhttgel on the Scheinige-Platte for instance, one

sees it divided into a large number of small squares of land,

occupied by different crops, potatoes, vegetables or flax, and

here and there planted with fruit trees. They are so many
small gardens of a few ares, cultivated with the spade, well

manured, and well cleaned. The produce answers to the

excellence of the cultivation. The Allmend contains 270

jucJiart; 343 families have a share in it, and each lot com-

prises 7 parcels. This extreme morcellement is retained, that

every one may have a part in the different kinds of land.

These associations of commoners are real republics. Their

form of government deserves attention, as they might serve

as the model for the political organization of autonomic com-

munes. To give some idea of it, we will analyze the constitu-

tion of the community of Gross in the canton of Schwytz. The
constitutional rules of the land communities of several villages

in the canton, Egg, Trachslau, Einsiedeln, Dorf-Binzen,

Enthal, Bennau, Willerzell, contain nearly identical dispo-

sitions. They are subject to revision from time to time.

In the Gross community, all the commoners above the age
of eighteen assemble, of absolute right, every year in April
to receive the report of accounts, and to regulate current affairs.

In case of necessity, the president convokes the assembly,

Genossengemeinde, for an extraordinary session. All officers are

re-elected every two years ;
and no one may refuse to discharge

the office to which he is nominated. An official report is kept
of all resolutions. The executive power is vested in the hands
of a council of seven, elected by the assembly. This council

directs the management of the forest
;
divides the timber and
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firewood; apportions '!
; represents the corporation fur

judicial purposes ;
and executes works not exceeding 60 franc*,

all others h;u mi,' to be voted by the general assembly. It im-

poses fines and damages in case of a breach of the regulations ;

and, when necessary, presents imln tm. nts to the judicial au-

t limit it s. The council assembles on the summons of the presi-

dent. Members, not unavoidably prevented from attending,

are fined in case of absence; they are rewarded by exemption
from the days' work which they would have to render with tip

other commoners.

The president is elected by the general assembly, which he

has to convene at any time on the requisition of a hundred

members. He receives 80 francs, and for extraordinary days
he receives a further payment. The other officers are the

cashier, who keeps the accounts, and receives and pays out the

common fund
; the secretary, who draws up the official reports

and carries on correspondence; the overseer of works, the

forester and the auditor of accounts. All are paid, and are

responsible for their acts.

Thus the administration of these land communities is, it

will be seen, very complete ;
it stands midway between that

of a political body and a joint-stock company. The commoners

manage their own joint interests and collective property, accord-

ing to precise and well-known rules. The constitutions date from

the earliest days of the middle ages ; but, having been con-

stantly modified and improved, to suit the necessities of the

period, they may be safely said to fulfil adequately the mission

entrusted to them. The collective domain is well managed,
and the produce equitably divided.

In the author's opinion, the advantages afforded by these

institutions of the middle ages and primitive times are so great
th;tt he attributes to them the long and glorious existence of

Swiss democracy. The advantages are alike political and eco-

nomical.

In the first place, the commoners, by sharing in the ad-

ministration of the joint domain, undergo an apprenticeship for

political life, and are accustomed to take part in the conduct of

public atTain*. They assist at deliberations, and may join in

th in : they elect tlicir delegates, and hear the annual accounts
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rendered for their discussion and approval; all which is an

excellent initiation into the mechanism of parliamentary go-

vernment. They are members of real agrarian cooperative

societies which have existed from time immemorial, and there

is thus developed in them all an administrative aptitude, indis-

pensable in a country of universal suffrage. We should not

forget that it is in the township that American democracy also

has its roots.

When the natural right of property is really guaranteed to

every one, society rests on a firm foundation, for no one is

interested in its overthrow. There is no country where the

people are more conservative than in the primitive cantons of

Switzerland, which have preserved intact the Allmend system.

On the other hand, in a country where there are only a small

number of proprietors, as in England, the right of property is

regarded as a privilege or monopoly ;
and it is before long ex-

posed to the most dangerous attacks. While, in England, there

are a million paupers living on official charity, and the agricul-

tural labourers have neither proper lodging, instruction, nor

comfort, the commoners in Switzerland are at least removed

from the evils of extreme destitution. They have materials for

firing, keep for a cow, and the means of growing potatoes,

vegetables, and a little fruit.

Moreover, when, in consequence of certain economic causes,

the price of coal and wood is doubled, as in the winter of 1873,

it is a cause of unspeakable distress to the poorer families
;
to

the Swiss commoner, however, who has his direct share in the

produce of the soil, these fluctuations in price matter little.

Whatever happens, he has the means of satisfying his actual

necessities. This produces a happy security for the future of

the labouring classes.

There is a further advantage in the Allmends : they retain

the population in the country districts. A man who is entitled

to a share in the "
forest, field, and pasture

"
in his commune,

will not lightly forego all these advantages to seek in the towns

a higher salary, which is far from securing him a better con-

dition. The immense cities, where thousands of men are accu-

mulated without hearth, altar, or security for the morrow, and

in which is formed the immense army of proletarianism, con-
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stantly panting for social revolution, are the peril and the curse

of modern societies. If men have but some share of comfort

and property in the country, they will abide there, for that ia

really the place provided for them by nature. Towns, the

haunt of pride, luxury, and inequality, foster the spirit of re-

volt
;
the country begets calm and concord, the spirit of order

and tradition.

When the labourers are attached to the soil by the powerful
bonds of collective ownership and partial enjoyment of it, industry

is not fettered as Claris and the Outer Rhodes of Appenzell
will testify but it is obliged to establish itself in the country,

where the workmen may combine agricultural and industrial

labour, and where they will be surrounded by better conditions,

moral, economic and sanitary. It is to be regretted that so

many thousands of men depend for their daily subsistence on a

single occupation, which is liable to interruption, from time to

time, by every kind of crisis. When they have a small field

to cultivate they can bear a stoppage of their trade without

being reduced to the last extremity.

The workman in the great modern industries is often a

cosmopolitan wanderer, to whom 'country' is a word void of

meaning, whose only thought is to struggle with his employer
for an increase of wages ;

this is simply because there is no tie

to attach him to bis native soil To the commoner, on the

contrary, his native soil is a veritable alma parens, a good
foster-mother. He has his share in it by virtue of a personal

inalienable right, which no one can dispute, and which the

lapse of centuries has consecrated. The patriotism of the Swiss

is well known in history : it has worked wonders for them, and

even now it brings them from the ends of the world home to

their native place.

It has often been said that property is the true condition of

liberty. He who receives from another the land which he

cultivates ia dependent on him, and cannot be completely inde-

pendent In England, France, Belgium, everywhere, where

they wished to secure liberty of voting, they were obliged to

introduce the ballot and to take great precautions that the

tenants might be able to conceal from their landlords the know-

ledge of the vote they had left in the box. In this respect it

M. 7
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was logical not to give the suffrage to those who did not exer-

cise the right of property. In Switzerland, by means of the

Attmends, a solution is arrived at : every one has the suffrage,

but every one likewise enjoys the right of property.

Hitherto all democracies have perished, because after esta-

blishing equality of political rights, they have failed to create

an equality of conditions such as to prevent the struggle between

the rich and the poor leading to various revolutions, finally

ending in civil war and a dictatorship. Macchiavelli declares

this truth in striking terms :

" In every republic, when the

struggle between the aristocracy and the people, between pa-

tricians and plebeians, is terminated by the final victory of

democracy, there remains but one contest, which can only end

with the republic itself: it is that between the rich and the

poor, between those who have property and those who have

none." This danger, so clearly indicated in the above passage,

and perceived by all great politicians, from Aristotle to Mon-

tesquieu, in part escaped Tocqueville, who had not sufficiently

studied the economic side of social problems. In the present

day, the danger is apparent to every one, and recent events

tend to shew once more that in this lies the real difficulty

of definitely establishing a democratic government. By allow-

ing the distribution among all of a part in the collective

prosperity, the Allmends prevent excessive inequality opening
a gap between the higher and lower classes. The struggle

between rich and poor cannot lead to the ruin of these demo-

cratic institutions, for the simple reason that no one is very

poor or very rich. Property is not threatened : who could

threaten it, where all are proprietors?

In America and Australia, the new democracies, which are

growing up on unoccupied lands, should reserve in each com-

mune a collective domain of sufficient extent to establish the

ancient Germanic system : otherwise, when increase of popula-
tion creates distress, there will have to be established a poor-
rate as in England. Surely it is a thousand times better to

give, instead of relief, which only demoralizes the receiver, laud

an instrument of labour by which, by his own efforts and in

virtue of his natural right, he can obtain his means of subsist-

ence. A comparison between the degraded inmate of an
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English workhouse and the proud, active, independent, and
industrious commoner of the Swiss Allmend, is sufficient to

illustrate the profound difference between the two systems. In

all that regards the civil law, Anglo-Saxon colonies derive their

inspiration from nothing but the feudal law of England : they
would do better if they turned a glance towards the primitive
institutions of their race, as seen still in full vigour in demo-

cratic Switzerland.

In Europe, economic reformers have everywhere insisted on

the alienation of common lands, in spite of the opposition of the

peasants and the conservative party. It was a right instinct

that led the peasant to defend this legacy of the past, for it

answered a social necessity. It is often imprudent to lay the

axe to an institution hallowed by immemorial tradition, espe-

cially when its roots penetrate far into an age older than the

establishment of great aristocracies and centralized monarchies.

Before compelling the communes to sell their property, it would

have been well to examine whether it could not be turned to

profitable account, either by regularly planting woods, or by

temporary grants of arable. The example of Switzerland shews

us how this would have been possible. In the author's opinion,

the increase of the communal patrimony should be fostered, but

improvements should be introduced in the method of its culti-

vation.

7-2



CHAPTER VII.

THE GERMANIC MAEK.

VILLAGE-COMMUNITIES with periodical division of the lands,

such as are still met with in Russia and Java, existed likewise

in ancient Germany. The economic condition of the German

tribes and the agricultural process employed by them afford a

perfect explanation of these institutions so anomalous at first

sight.

In primitive times, men lived solely by the chase, as the

Indians of North America do at the present time
;
when game

failed, under the pressure of hunger they sought sustenance in

the flesh of their conquered enemies. The savage is a cannibal

from the same motive which incites shipwrecked sailors on a

raft to become so, namely hunger. Human bones of the stone

age, discovered by Professor Schmerling in the grottoes of

Engihoul, near Liege, still bear the mark of human teeth, which

had broken them to extract the marrow. Hunting tribes are

warrior tribes; they can only live with their arms in their

hands, and the limits of their hunting-ground are a constant

source of bloody contests. Aristotle has caught this feature

of early societies. "The art of war," he says, "is a means
of natural acquisition, for the chase is a part of this art.

Thus war is a species of chase after men born to obey, who
refuse to submit to slavery."

When, at a later period, man has succeeded in taming
certain animals suitable for his sustenance, a great change
takes place in his lot; he has no longer any fears for the

morrow, having the means of subsistence always at hand. The

quantity of food produced on the same space being larger, the
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social group can become more numerous: and so the tribe is

Man has ceased to be the carnivorous, cannibal animal

of prey, whose only thought was to kill and eat

More peaceable and affectionate sentiments have come to

lit'.-; for, in order to the multiplication of the flocks, there is

need of forethought, care for their sustenance, attachment to

them, even a sort of love for them. The pastoral system is not

therefore incompatible with a certain stage of civilization.

Although the use of arms is not excluded, there is not the

perpetual struggle, the combats, the ambuscades and daily

massacres, characteristic of the preceding period. The culti-

vation of certain alimentary plants is also compatible with the

nomadic life. Thus the Tartars cultivate the cereal bearing
their name, the polygonum tartaricum, or buckwheat. They
burn the vegetation on the surface ; sow and reap the harvest

in two or three months, and then betake themselves elsewhere.

The Indians cultivate a kind of wild rice in the same way.
Such is agriculture in its earliest stage; Men do not leave

the pastoral system for the agricultural from choice, the con-

ditions of the latter being infinitely harder; they only do

so compelled by necessity. When the population increases,

agriculture is the only means by which it can obtain sus-

tenance. In his excellent work on Russia, Mr Mackenzie

Wallace seizes the passage from the pastoral to the agricultural

life among the Bashkir and Kirghiz tribes while in actual

process, and he shews how periodic partition of the cultivable

land was originally introduced among the Cossacks. We thus

see in actual development the successive stages which mankind

has traversed
1
.

The Germans, when the Romans first came into contact

with them, were a pastoral people, retaining the warlike habits

of the primitive hunters, and bordering on the agricultural

system. It seems generally admitted that the tribes of the

Aryan race, before their dispersion, had no knowledge of agri-

culture, for the terms designating farming implements and

culture of the land differ in the different branches of the Aryan

languages, while words relating to the management of flocks are

1 Mackenzie Wallace, Rtutia, Vol. 11. c. xxi. p. 46.
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similar. The Germans, the last race to enter Europe, had not

yet increased in numbers sufficiently to require any large

portion of their support from the rude labour demanded for

tillage and harvest. Except under the pressure of necessity,

man never devotes himself to long and arduous labour.

Certain German writers have maintained that the Germans,

in the time of Tacitus, practised the triennial rotation of crops,

reserving a third part of the arable land for winter grain, and

another third for summer grain, while the remaining third

lay fallow. M. Roscher has proved this opinion to be erroneous
1

.

Agriculture, at this period, was on the contrary in the highest

degree "extensive." The phrase of Tacitus describes this

method of cultivation very faithfully, nee enim cum ubertate

et amplitudine soli labore contendunt, "they do not attempt

by their labour to vie with the fertility and extent of the

soil." Csesar before him had remarked that the Germans

applied themselves very little to agriculture, agricultures

minime student, and that they never cultivated the same

land two years together. The magistrates, who annually allot

to the several families the share which comes to them, make
them pass from one part of the territory to another. Tacitus

tells us the same thing: Arva per annos mutant et superest ager,

they cultivate fresh lands each year, and there always remains

a portion undisposed of.

To understand these passages, often incorrectly translated,

we must take into consideration an agricultural practice, still

in force in our day, in certain villages possessing large tracts

of common land, as in the Ardennes in Belgium. Part of the

heath is divided among the inhabitants, who obtain from it

a crop of rye by the process of "essartage
"
or "e'cobuage*" The

1 Antiehten dtr Volkswirthschaft: Ueber die Landwirthschaft der altesten

DeuUchen. A French translation of this work has recently appeared bearing
the title " Recherche* sur divers sujett d'tconomie politique, by M. W.
lloscher." The entire passage in Tacitus is as follows : Agri pro numero cul-

torum ab universis per vices occupantur, quos mox inter se secundum dignationem
partiuntur; facilitate partiendi camporum spatia prastant. Arva per annos
mutant et tuperest ager ; nee enim cum ubertate et amplitudine soli labore con-

tnidunt, ut pomaria conserant et prata separent et hortos rigent : sola terra seges

imperntiir.
1
Etsartage or essartement is a method of cultivating forest land, still

employes! in some districts of the north-east of France. It is performed by
digging up all the vegetation on the surface, and then submitting the soil to
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following year, another part of the common land is parcelled
out and cultivated in the same manner. The portion so worked
is afterwards abandoned to the natural vegetation; and it

becomes common pasture again for eighteen or twenty yean,
after which period it is again subjected to "esaartage." Suppose
the population so small as to allow of the annual allotment of

a hectare
1

(about 2} acres) to each inhabitant, and the village
will be able to subsist by means of this primitive method of

cultivation, which was exactly that of the Germans. It will

not be necessary to manure the soil or to expend capital on it
;

its extent will serve instead
; spatia prasstant, as Tacitus says.

In the southern parts of Siberia, the land is cultivated in this

way. Barbarous as it may appear, it is the most rational and

economical method of cultivation, for it is the one which yields

the largest net profit. So long as space suffices, there can be

no object in concentrating capital and labour on a small

surface. It is the rule, that a second application of capital
to the soil produces relatively smaller profit than the first. It is

only density of population that can render "intensive" cultivation

necessary or profitable. Under a system of temporary cultiva-

tion, where the same land is only tilled once in twenty years,

and which occupies different portions of the territory in succes-

sion, the annual partition of the soil is obviously a natural, and

almost a necessary, result. The labours of cultivation are so

simple that this redivision can work no manner of harm to any
one. The mode of tenure is in accordance with the mode of cul-

tivation. The Germans cultivated, for the most port, the cereal

(edtnuige. The soil is afterwards cultivated for two or three yean, and then
left for fresh ettartage after fifteen or eighteen years.

ibuage is an operation which consists in raising the surface layer of soil,
and burning the organic matter contained in it. LITTKK, Diet.]

1
Allowing 10 hectolitre* of corn as the produce of a hectare, a village of

300 inhabitants would require 300 hectares a year ; which demands a cultivable

territory of 4,000 hectares for a rotation of twenty years. The Germans had a
relatively Urge number of cattle, and one most, therefore, add another 1,000
hectares of pasturage and 1,000 hectares of forest. The density of the popu-
lation would be reduced to three or four inhabitants to the square kilometre, or
hundred hectares. On this computation, Germany would have contained two
millions of inhabitants.

[ Adopting English measures: on the supposition that an acre wonlil

yield 11 bushels of corn, 300 inhabitants would require 600 acres a year. And
the whole cultivable land would have to be 10,000 acres, with an additional

3,500 acres of
pasturage

and the same amount of forest. The population would,
therefore, bo about one to every 180 acre*.]
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which occupies the soil for the shortest time, and is best suited

to newly cleared lands, namely oats. As it is sufficient to sow it

in spring, it escapes the severity of the winter, and was, there-

fore, especially suitable to the severe climate of Germany.

Pliny tells us that the tribes of this country lived exclusively

on oatmeal, which was also formerly the principal food of the

Scotch, and is so at the present time in the Highlands. The
Germans also cultivated summer barley, to make a fermented

liquor, Tacitus tells us, somewhat resembling wine, that is to

say, beer. The observation of Pliny is correct as regards the

cereals grown by them
;
but they looked to animal food for

the greatest part of their sustenance. "
They eat wild fruit,

game and curds," says Tacitus : while Ca3sar tells us "
They

live for the most part on milk, cheese and flesh." Agriculturce

non student, majorque pars victus eorum in lacte, caseo et carne

consistit
1
. They were, therefore, still hunters and shepherds

rather than agriculturalists. Their numerous herds, ill-fed

and of poor quality, constituted their chief wealth.

For the chase, they had the depths of the common forest,

where, besides the stag and deer, there was then abundance of

larger animals, since disappeared, the reindeer, the elk, and the

wild ox : while for the maintenance of their cattle they trusted

to the common pasturage, which consisted of permanent mea-

dows in the valleys, and of waste or fallow land, eighteen or

nineteen times as extensive as the land under temporary culti-

vation. Not only was all the territory the undivided property
of the clan, but their collective enjoyment extended over nearly
the whole of it. Only a small portion was subject to private

occupation for a year. The tenure characteristic of the pastoral

system still embraced almost the whole land. Hereditary

ownership was only applicable to the house and enclosure

belonging to it, as in Java or Russia. Suam quisque domum

apatio circumdat, says Tacitus. This was the salic soil, terra

salica*, which was transmitted by succession to male children

De Bell G< I 1. vi. c. 22.
'

.lilrrrtenduni in hoc temporum antiquitate Germanos habuisse domum quam
ritrnJiinit Sal; circa domum fuisse Salbuck sen curtim, gallicS courtil, spatiumve
terra dmnui cirnimdatum et secpe cinctum sjtatium, illud cum domo est seliland,
$fu terra talica qua ad tolas filios pertinebat ; nee immerito, quum filice in aliam
iliiinitm terramqne talicam transirent. Brotier, tur I'acite, quoted by M. J.

Simonnet, Histoire de la Saitine, p. 54.
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and relations, hut could not be inherited by females. The
iiH'losure, surrounded hy a quickset hedge, could not be

entered by any one without the consent of its owner. In this

sacred domain he was sovereign. In his own house, as our

proverb says, every one is king.

The common territory of the clan bore the name of Mark or

Allmend, Almennings Maurk 1

among the Scandinavians, Fok-
ld ml among the Anglo-Saxons. Sometimes, too, it is denoted

by the name of gau, from the same root as 717, yala. The
ifirken were called geraiden in Alsace, or hundschaften or

hu ntari among the Alamanni. They included cultivated land,

pasturage, wood and water. Originally they were of vast

extent, and embraced whole valleys, as in Switzerland and the

Tyrol, and elsewhere immense countries, where states such as

Austria, Bavaria, Carinthia, Carniola and Brandenburg have

subsequently grown up. Each family was entitled to a tem-

porary enjoyment of a portion in each division of the mark;
but no one could exercise any permanent or hereditary right

over it It is what Caesar* and Tacitus* tell us of the Ger-

mans. Grimm asserts that in the ancient German language
he has found no word rendering the idea of property. The
word Eigenthum is of recent origin. It springs from the epi-

thet eigen, proprium, that which is peculiar to the individual.

Individual dominion only appears in the allod (from od, goods,

and all, complete) of the Saxons. Merum pr&prium odit;

there is no mention of ownership till after the Germans have

entered into relation with the Romans. The names Sondergvt
and Sondereigen, given to private property, indicates that it

arises by separation (sonder) from common property. The

portion of the mark occupied by one of the groups of com-

mon origin, called by Caesar cognationes, and by Tacitus pro-

pinquitate*
4
,
was designated by the name of geburscip, vicinium,

1 In Sweden the term Land* aJmanningar diBtingmahed the common domain
of the whole nation from that of the communes Hy* almanningar.

i ue quitquam modum cfritim ant fine* habet proprioi, ted mayittratut ae

prineiptt in annot tingulot yrntibut cognationibutque hominum, qui una coirrunt

quantum et quo loco vitum ett agri attribuunt ; atque anno pott alio trantire

eoffunt (De Bel. OaL I rt. e. 29).
1 .N.i/i catut ntc fortuita conglobatio turmam out cunrum facit ted familia ft

propinquitatet (Germ, o. TIL). This propinquitat was alike the military and
economic unit.

4 The Greek -y/rot, and the Roman gent, equally with the Tillage of JaTa or
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the vicus of the Romans, the voysint or visnet of the middle

ages in France, the vindve at Lidge up to the present day.

We possess an edict of Chilperic of 581, which proves that at

this date hereditary ownership was but just introducing itself

among the Franks. This edict declares that sons and daugh-

ters, brothers and sisters, are to inherit the goods of the

deceased in preference to the other inhabitants of the village,

vicini
1

.

At the time of the Salic law private property in land seems

scarcely to have been developed. This law nowhere mentions

any action relating to property in the soil : it does not recog-

nize seizure of lands
;

execution only applies to moveable

goods, which constitute the alodis
3

. If the moveables of the

debtor are insufficient, the creditor loses all his remedy, as he

cannot seize land. When the payment of the Wehrgeld, which

admits of no abatement, is in question, the insolvent debtor

may be compelled to alienate, by the formality of Chrenecruda,

his rights in the collective domain to his nearest relative, who
is then obliged to pay for him.

Even when arable land had been gradually converted into

private property, the forest and pasturage remained common

property. In documents of the middle ages there is constant

reference to rights of enjoyment in forest or pasturage.
" Manses" are bequeathed or sold cum terris cultis et incultis

et silvis communibus. The campus communis, referred to in

the law of the Burgundians, Tit. 31, is preserved in Germany,

England, and France, under the names of attmend, common,
and communaujc respectively.

The Mark, like the ancient Gens, had its altars and its

sacrifices
; and, in later days, after the introduction of Chris-

tianity, its church and common patron-saint. It had a tribunal

which took cognizance of moral offences, and even, in the early

times, of crimes committed within its territory.

The families, forming the community, had only a right of

enjoyment, the ownership of the soil resting in the community

India, and the Russian mir or Slav gmind, were only patriarchal groups
founded on common descent.

1
Pertz, Leg. n. 10, art. 8.

* See Bohm, Altdeuttche Reicht- und Gerichttverfattung.
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itself
1
. In course of time, however, portions of the com-

mon land were granted for a term more or less long, either

gratuitously, or in consideration of a rent Grants of this kind

are met with everywhere, of the Folcland in England, of tho

Hammerka in Krisia, of tho Almanniger in Sweden and Norway,
and of the Allmend in Germany, just as of the ager publicut
and terra wctigales at Rome. Such is the origin of the portions

granted out for enjoyment for life or years, which we still meet
with in different countries, as in the AUmendgcerten of Uri and

Gersau, the GmeinmerkguUr of Lucerne and Schwyz, the

Gemeinfglder (Campt communes) of the Treves district, the

Gemeinen Loosgiiter of Peitingau in Bavaria, the Markfelder of

Westphalia, the Geraidengiiter of Alsace and the Palatinate, the

Hubbmannschafton of Hundsriick, and the SolUtheiU in Eichsfeld.

It is these parcels of common which have, by gradual usurpa-

tions, given birth to Sondereigen, or private property.

We have few details as to the manner in which the allot-

ment of the soil was effected in early times. Caesar tells us :

"No one has fields marked out or hind as his own property.

But the magistrates and chiefs assign lands every year to the

clans, orgentes, and to the families living in association." These

families, living in association and cultivating the land in

common, are the exact picture of the patriarchal families, which

are to be found at the present day among the Russians and

Southern Slavs, and which in the middle ages existed through-
out Europe, and especially in France and Italy. It is the

primitive group of the pastoral period, whose existence has

been perpetuated from the days of the Aryans in Asia up to our

own. To understand properly what is said by Roman historians

on this subject, we must never lose sight of the institutions of

nations whose economic condition resembles that of ancient

Germany. According to Caesar, the chiefs effect the partition, as

they think fit. In the distribution, regard is paid, according to

1 Thin appear* clearly in texts of the middle ages. For example : In hae
tilra nulltu nottrvm priratim habtbat aliqiml, i><l communitfr pertinebat ad
omntt villa nottra incolat. DIPL. of 1173. Bodmann I, p. 453, quoted by Von
M turtT. The association of inhabitants was called community or eomuntnio.

LEX BUBO. Add. L Tit. 1, c. vi. Sylrarum, montium et patfMomm rommu-
nionfm. DIPI.OMB of 1234, quoted by v. Manner, Kinleitung, ttr., p. 141, com-
munioitfm qua vulga Almenda rocatur. DIPL. of 1291. Id. In cvmmunitaU

Merle, qua Allmend vulgariter apprllatvr.
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Tacitus, to the number of cultivators: pro numero cultorum;

and to the rank of the co-partners: secundum dignationem

partiuntur. Of these two features one represents itself in

Russia, where the division is made by tiaglos, that is, by units

of labour, according to the number of adult labourers; while

the other reappears in Java, where the chief of the dessa,

the loerdh, the elders and other officers of the commune

actually have a portion of land proportionate to their rank.

Horace, too, depicts in the following terms the annual division

of lands, as practised in his time among the tribes dwelling

on the banks of the Danube:

Et rigid! Get

Immetata quibus jugera liberas

Fruges et cereicm ferunt ;

Nee cultura placet longior annua ;

Defunctumque laboribus

Aequali recreat sorte vicarins.

He is here rather speaking of the division of labour between

two groups of inhabitants, which alternately cultivate the soil

for the entire tribe. Caesar tells us exactly the same thing
of the Suevi, the most warlike and powerful of the Teutonic

tribes
1
. "Those who remain in the country cultivate the soil

for themselves and for the absent members, and in their turn

take arms the next year, while the others remain at home.

But none amongst them can possess the land in severalty as

his own, and none may occupy for more than a year the

same land for cultivation. They consume little corn; but live

chiefly on milk and the flesh of their herds, and devote

themselves to the chase." These are the habitual features

characteristic of the economic condition of the German tribes.

The chase and the rearing of their herds provide the greatest

part of their food; agriculture takes but the third place. The

soil is only cultivated for a year: landed property is unknown:

and the arable land is divided among the inhabitants for mere

temporary enjoyment. There was the custom, apparently pecu-
liar to the Getse and Suevi, which leads one to suppose that

the produce of the soil was originally gathered in mass to be

subsequently divided; each half of the inhabitants worked

1 Com. iv. 1, 8.
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alternately for the other. Community hero, then, is more

intimate than among the other German tribes, and belongs to

a more primitive system, such as we cannot meet with in the

wildest forests of Russia, or the most remote districts of Bosnia.

Aristotle seems to have recognized two forms of community.
"
Thus," he says in The Politics, lib. II. c. 3,

"
the fields would

be private property, while the harvest would belong to all.

This practice exists among some nations. The land, on the

other hand, might be common, but the harvest would be di-

vided among all for private ownership. This kind of com-

munity is to *be found among certain barbarian tribes." In

fact, Diodorus of Sicily and Strabo bear witness to the exis-

tence of this custom in several passages, which will be found

in Chapter X. The periodical partition of the land must

have been a very general custom in the ancient world, to have

been noted in so many different quarters, among nations so

different in race, in origin and in ways of thought
In Germany, every inhabitant was entitled to a portion of

land large enough to supply the wants of his family. Except
for the chiefs, who obtained a larger share, this portion was the

same for all
1

;
and to insure complete equality, each part of

the arable land was divided into as many parcels as there were

co-partners, and lots were then drawn for these parcels. The
measurement was made with a cord, per funiculum, called in

German Iteeb, or Iteepniate*. This word gives the name to

the Reebnings procedur, a custom which lasted for a very long
time in the north, and particularly in Denmark, even after the

periodical partition had fallen into disuse. The equality of

1 It seem*, however, that, either in certain districts or at a later period, the

portion of land depended on the importance of the house, for Grimm quotes a
curious maxim of ancient German law :

" The habitation, tompt, is the mother
of the field ; it determines the portion of arable, the portion of arable deter-

mines that of pasture, the portion of pasture that of forest, the portion of forest

that of rushes to thatch the roof, the portion of rashes divide* the water in

the stream*."
* M. TOO Manrer, whose profound researches have thrown so much light on

this subject, quotes some curious texts in bis book Einlfitung nor Gtichichte

der Hark- IIof. Dor/- uxd Stadtvtrfatnmg. Thus: Kinltituny, p. 278, "In
divitionem mantorum mart thrutonico txfrcitui teugitanam vel proconsular**

prorinciam funiculo hereditatu diritit." Victor Vitensis, llitt. prrtfc. Vandalica.
. . "1/rnricut comet d Raettburg adduxit multitudinem populontm d

Wfftfalia ut incoltrent Urram Polaborum et divitit tit Urram in funiculo du-
tributionit." Helmed, Chronic. Slav. Lib. L c. xxxi.
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the portions seemed so essential, that, when, in course of

time, the portions had become unequal (pro incequalitate man-

eort/m), any one who had a smaller portion than his neighbours,

could demand a new measurement, reebning, that the primitive

equality might be restored. In the law of the Burgundians

we find a passage which refers to the same practice :

" The

claim of co-partners to have the lots in the common land made

equal cannot be refused
1
." It seemed so necessary for every

free man to hold property, that even in later times, when the

sale of land was introduced after the conquest, every one was

forbidden to sell his lot who did not possess others elsewhere.

The law of the Burgundians, Tit. 84, c. 1, runs : Quia cog-

novimus Burgundiones sortes suas nimia facilitate distrahere,

hoc prcBsenti lege credidimus statuendum, ut nulli vendere ter-

ram suam liceat, nisi illi gui olio loco sortem aut possessiones

habet.

The arable land was at first divided into separate fields

(ager) called in German Wang, Kamp, Gewanne, or Esch. This

field was surrounded by a wooden fence or by a ditch, in the

construction of which all were bound to assist. The chief of

the village summoned all the inhabitants for this purpose, at

certain fixed periods, and the work was the occasion for a

public holiday. This practice has been preserved almost up to

our own days in the Dutch province of Drenthe and in West-

phalia. There we find the Eschen distinctly marked out in the

midst of the heath
;

as masses of litter are being constantly

brought from the stables to manure it, the earth is raised

several yards. When the triennial rotation of crops was in-

troduced into Germany, which must have taken place before

the time of Charlemagne, as it appears in the Capitularies as

completely established, the winter, summer, and fallow fields

were distinguished by different names : Winter/old, Sommer-

feld, and Brachfeld, or campus apertus. Each of these fields

was in turn sown with rye, then with oats, and finally left to

lie for a year. It was divided into long strips all bordering,
on one side, on the road left for agricultural purposes. These

1 Lex Burgond., Add. i. Tit. 1, c. v. Agri communit null is termini* limitati

fxirquationem inter eomortei nullo tempore denegandam. See also Yon Maurer.
Lin'.eitung, p. 278 : Saxone$ earn terrain torte dividentet.
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parcels were called deel, tchiften, in the North; in England,

oxgang and shifting aeveralties ; elsewhere, loos, luz or lots.

Traces of the system are still visible on all sides in Germany.
\Ve have but to cross the country, and see the long strips of

cultivated land, stretching parallel and side by side with one

another, often arranged round a circle. The parcel* in each

field had to be tilled at the same time, devoted to the same

crops, and abandoned to common pasture at the same period,

according to the rule of Flu.rzwa.ng, or compulsory rotation.

The inhabitants assembled to deliberate on all that concerned

the cultivation, and to determine the order and time of the

various agricultural operations. This custom, which, is general
in those provinces of Russia where village communities exist,

was, until quite recently, in practice in certain districts of

Westphalia, Hanover, and Holland.

Some writers have refused to allow that there were lots

cast for the parcels to be distributed
;
but there are numerous

evidences of the fact
1
. In the first place, the parcels were in

German called Loosgut, for which the Latin translation is gors.

In the Burgundian law, the terms sors and terra are used

1 M. Fnstel de Coulanges recently wrote in the Unite det Deux Mondtt of
15 MAT, 1872 :

" The word tort was applied to all land that passed by descent
The idea of casting lots was not implied in it." Undoubtedly, at a more recent

period, the word tort, or tortft, implied neither casting of lots, nor periodical

partition, any more than does the phrase lot of land in the present day ; bat
the terms obviously originated in the drawing of lots, customary in early times.

All the land of Gaul was not confiscated and distributed by lot ; here M. Pastel
is certainly correct. But there is no doubt, that after the conquest it was by
means of lots that the hind taken from the vanquished was apportioned. See
Yon Maurer, Einltitung, p. 82. M. Pastel de Coulanges, in an excellent article

in the Revue det Deux Mondet, 15 May, 1873, himself quotes several facts which

prove that in ancient times the apportionment of the soil was effected by mean*
of lots. "Sort patrimonium tignificat, says Festos the grammarian. Compare
Livy i. 34. This sense of the word tort was a very ancient one in the Latin

language ; it was the same with the Greeks, who from a very remote period
attributed to the word \7Jpot the double sense of decision by lot and of patri-

mony. It is clear that the word tort, which we meet with in the Merovingian

period, had originally the sense of decision by lot." " Decision by lot was an
old custom, which the population of Greece and Italy had always made use of in

the apportionment of the soil, without which it doe* not appear how private

property could have been established."

It is an undoubted fact, that the word ton at a certain period denoted here-

ditary property ; bat if there had been any apportionment by lot, the soil most

evidently have been originally common property ; for a division by lot is not
resorted to except to pass oat of communism. Originally the portion to be

occupied for temporary enjoyment was assigned by periodical drawing. Sub-

eqoently, portions
so obtained were transmitted by descent ; private property

sprang op in fact from the last apportionment by lot.
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synonymously. Possessors of portions in the same village com-

munity were called consortes, some, in many cases, being Ger-

mans, and the others Romans. The law of the Vizigoths X.

t. 1, c. 2, 1 speaks of sortes Gothicte and sortes Romance. From

this practice of drawing lots our word lot is derived, which at

the present day merely denotes a portion of land. The German

conquerors, however, probably soon abandoned the periodical

partition, which was an institution little in harmony with the

condition of the Roman society in the midst of which they
established themselves.

Of this there seems to be no doubt, that periodical partition

by lot remained in practice, from the most remote ages down to

our own time, in certain villages of Germany, and in some

localities in Scotland. In the villages of Saarholzbach, Wadern,

Beschweiler, Zerf, Kell, Paschel, Lampaden, Franzenheim,

Pluwig, and others, in the district of Treves, the houses,

with the gardens adjoining them, were alone subject to private

ownership
1

. Arable land of all kinds was periodically divided

by lot. This system was kept up in Saarholzbach until 1863.

In the other communes private property was introduced be-

tween 1811 and 1834, by means of the operation of registra-

tion. In the majority of communes in the valley of the Moselle

and the Saar, partition by lot ceased about the end of the last

century to be applied to arable land : but was still practised for

the meadow and woods.

Many of the communes of Eifel, a cold and elevated dis-

trict, lying between the Rhine and Belgian Ardennes, divide the

large wastes belonging to them in the same way. Each lot is

put in cultivation for a year and then returns into the common

pasture land. In the district of Siegen, the communes possess

splendid oak coppices, which are cut every twenty years, and

supply fuel, and bark for tan. When the underwood is carried

away, the surface is burned, and so yields without further

manuring a good harvest of rye. The portion of these woods to

be cut each year is divided into parcels, which are distributed

by lot among the inhabitants.

1 The accurate description of these curious customs is due to M. Hanssen.
See Die Gehmschafttn im Regierungsbezirk Trier. M. A. Meitzen, in his

great work Der Boden dei preuiiiichen Staates, has completed the study of
them.
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In the viila^-i "f the Soar and the Moselle the partition

was effected at first every three years, tin i MX, ami

tiii.illy every twelve or oighte -n. Tin-
p. Hods of ro-dktribatioa

thus constant 1\ tending to grow longer, tho custom of individu.-i!

ownership began to establish itself, and insensibly took the

place <>t the ancient community. The custom of partition was

however so deeply rooted, that it was resorted to from time to

time after long intervals. Thus in the village of Losheim no

division was effected from 1655 to 1724: but in the latter year
the commune determined to re-establish the division of the

land,
"
seeing that, in consequence of deaths and marriages, tho

parcels have become so small that even the richest inhabitants

cannot properly manure and improve their portions of land, by
reason of their being so small and scattered." M. A. Meitzcn

has given, in his great work Le Sol de la culture en Prusse,

a plan of partition in the commune of Saarholzbach, in which

the method of division is clearly shewn. The arable land is

divided into rectangular fields, each of which is subdivided into

parrels. A lot is formed by uniting several of these parcels.

In 1.SG2, the commune counted 98 co-partners, and its 104

1 1' tares (or 260 acres) of arable land were divided into 1,916

parcels. But every holding was not necessarily of the same

nt : one was 23 morgen, another 5|, and another only 2.
It also possessed forest and a great extent of waste land : these

were divided every year. In Nassau the commune of Frichofeu

possessed several common tracts, which were divided every year

among the inhabitants by lot
1
. The same custom was main-

tained, until our own times, in several communes of Hundsriiek

and uf the districts of Ohtteiler and of Saarlouis, between the

and the Moselle. The same custom is also found in the

Bavarian Palatinate.

The division of land by lot was still so generally pnu
in Germany in the middle ages, that Silesian documents of the

thirteenth century, quoted by M. Maitzen, call this custom mot

the' The collection of Danish laws, compiled about the

middle of the same century, speaks of the partition of lands by
lot as a custom generally followed. In many English villages

iws are still found divided into parts, which are annually
1 8e Cwnirr, UYf.-/nr \r/-n*/. ]>j>. 354, 864.
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assigned by lot among the co-partners
1
. They are called lot

meadows and lainmas land. In Friesland and in Over-Yssel in

Holland, meadows are also found, in which the various parcels

are mown by the different co-proprietors in succession. More

rarely portions of the arable land pass from one to the other in

succession, and for this reason are called shifting severalties in

England. It is not uncommon for a group of cultivators to

rent land, of which they occupy each part in turn : this is the

custom known by the name of run-ring. Sometimes the appor-

tionment is not effected by lot, but according to a rotation

determined once for all. When the hay is cut and carried, the

rights of the common pasture revive, and all the inhabitants

come and throw down the inclosures which have been erected.

It is an occasion of holiday and public rejoicing, called lammas

day. According to M. Dareste de La Chavanne, tradition of

the equal division of certain portions of the soil was constantly

preserved in France. Thus, whenever a new agricultural

colony was formed in the middle ages, we find the ancient com-

munal system. There is a curious example of this fact in a

grant made by the Abbey of Saint Claude to the inhabitants

of Longchaumois : experts, elected for the purpose, were to

divide among the younger members the lands to which they
were entitled.

Sir H. Maine quotes, from a document submitted to parlia-

ment, an example of rural organization, which exactly repro-
duces the characteristics of the ancient village communities of

primitive periods. The borough of Lauder in Scotland pos-
sesses common land of about 1,700 acres. There are also

within its limits 105 portions of land, called burgess acres.

1 Mr Blamire, who, in his capacity of commissioner for the commutation of

tithes, had a perfect knowledge of the rural condition of the country, mentioned
these peculiarities at the time of the enquiry, in 1844, on the subject of the

partition of commons. Report of the Select Committee on Common* Iiiclosure,

tni/ftlifr irith the minutes of evidence (1844). The customs regulating the allot-

ment of common pasture varied from village to village, but they can be reduced
to two main systems. 1. Where they are divided into as many lots as there
ure inhabitants entitled, which are then assigned by lot. 2. Where the allot-

t is permanent, and each person entitled, occupies, by means of a refill sir

m of rotation, all the parcels successively one after another, to gather
in the hay. These two classes are called respectively lot meadou-s and rotation

town. According to Mr Blamire, the same system was also applied to

arable land, with this difference, that the usufructuary occupied the same lot

during the three successive years of the triennial rotation of crops, and not
merely fur oue year.
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\Vlioever owns one of these portions is entitled to the enjoy-

ment of ,udrcd-and-fitth part .f the common land. A
seventh part of th.- cultivable area is submitted each year to

tli- plough, ami for tlii- purpose divided among the owners of

tli- i i --88 acres. The portion of land to be tilled is first

<1< <iiied on: it is then divided into parcels which are assigned

by lot among the persons entitled. The common council,

having improved the upper lands by means of roads and drain-

impose a special tax on them and direct their cultivation.

portion of common laud which is not in cultivation be-

comes pasture, on which each burgess has the right of sending
two cows and fifteen sheep. As Sir H. Maine remarks, we have

h.-re an archaic type of a village community, in which cultiva-

tion is transferred from one portion of the land to another, ami

th.- shares are decided by lot. Before the Scotch villages sold

their common property this rural organization was frequently

met with. To make a portion of the soil, their collective pro-

perty, pass successively into the hands of each family, must have

n a very general custom in England as late as the sixteenth

century : for the Puritan emigrants on the other side of the

Atlantic carried it there with them. Permanent grants were

made of the land intended for arable : lut the meadows re-

mained common property, and weiv divided again each year,

like the lot meadows and lammas land of the mother country
1
.

Sir Walter Scott, visiting the Orkney and Shetland i>!-s

with the li^lit-house commissioners, was struck with the form

of property called tidal tenure, which he observed there. He
;ks of it in his notes and in his novel of The Pirate. All the

domain of the tuii'f.xlnps was the common property of the

inhabitants: the arable was divided among them: the heath

and moor were left as common pasture for the cattle. In The

Monasti t Scotch novelist describes the rural orga-

nization of the small communes of his country as tin \

anciently, resembling, he tells us, those of the Shetland

The inhabitants always r. nd.-r.-l one another mutual aid and

protection. They possessed the soil in common; but to rulti-

1 ' Wh. n tli- F.npIUh PuritanR colonized New EnRlanrt. the courts of the

i lands for cultivation an<l permanent poaaewion.

yrar tin- <-<>mtn<>n mcadow-pround for ino*

ii> :::.

8-1'
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vate it they divided it into lots, which were occupied tempo-

rarily as private property. The whole corporation took part

equally in agricultural labours, and the produce was divided,

after the harvest, according to the respective rights of each.

The more distant lands were cultivated in succession, and then

left until vegetation grew again. The flocks of the inhabitants

were driven to the common pasture by a shepherd, who was

an officer of the commune at the service of all its members.

In the eyes of the Germans, as of all primitive nations,

property in land, or rather the right to occupy a portion of it,

was an indispensable attribute of freedom. Several economists

have propounded the same idea. Without property there is

no real freedom, says M. Michel Chevalier. The free man
should be able to subsist on the fruits of his labour

; and, as

the only labour which can procure him the means of living is

the cultivation of the land, a portion of land should be assigned

to him. To allow him to lose this portion, or to refuse it to a

newly-formed family, would be to take away their means of

existence, and to condemn them to sell themselves into slavery.

The only plan, then, of ensuring a constant means of existence

and independence to all the families of the tribe, was to effect

a new division of land among them from time to time
; and, as

all had an equal right, the only mode of assigning to each his

portion was by lot.

Freedom, and, as a consequence, the ownership of an un-

divided share of the common property, to which the head of

every family in the clan was equally entitled, were, then, in

the German village originally essential rights, inherent, so to

say, in one's personality. This system of absolute equality

impressed a remarkable character on the individual, which

explains how small bands of barbarians made themselves
masters of the Roman empire, in spite of its skilful adminis-

tration, its perfect centralization, and its civil law, which has

received the name of written reason. How great is the dif-

ference between a member of one of these village communities
and the German peasant, who occupies his place to-day ! The
former lived on animal food, venison, mutton, beef, milk and
cheese

; while the latter lives on rye-bread and potatoes ;

meat being too dear, he only eats it very rarely, on great
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holidays. The former mode his body hardy and hi* limbs

MI|,|,I,. hy continual exercise; he swam rivers, chased the wild

ox the whole day through in the vast forests, and trained

liim.M-lf in the management of arms. He considers himself the

"|ii.-il
<>f all, and recognizes no authority above him. He chooses

his chiefs as he will, and takes part in the administration of

t!i" interest of the community; as juror he decides the differ-

Is, and th< criim -s of hU fellows; as warrior, he

r lays asi-K- tiis arms, and by the clash of them signalizes
tin- adoption of any important resolution. His mode of life is

barbarous in the sense, that he never thinks of providing for

the refined wants begotten by civilization
;
but he brings into

active use, and so develops all the faculties of man
; strength of

body first, then will, foresight, reflection. The modern peasant
is lazy; he is overwhelmed by the powerful hierarchies, politi-

cal, judicial, administrative, and ecclesiastical, which tower

above him
;
he is not his own master, he is an appanage of

society, which disposes of him as of its other property. He is

seized by the state for its brigades ;
he trembles before his

pastor, or the rural guard ;
on all sides are authorities, which

command him and which he must obey, seeing that they

arrange all the strength of the nation so as to enforce his

obedience. Modern societies possess a collective power incom-

parably greater than that of primitive societies; but in the

latter, when they escaped conquest, the individual was endowed

with far superior energy.
The dwelling-house of the freeman is called in the Latin

of ancient documents curtis, hoba, mansus, and in the German
dialects hof, hube, tompt, bool. The undivided portion of arable

land appendant to it was commonly designated by the term

pflug, or plough, being the extent that could be tilled with a

single plough. As this portion was destined to supply the

wants of a family, it was larger in extent according as the

land was less fertile. Thus in the region of the Rhine and

tin- Lnhn, it was 30 morgen (the morgen being rather more

than half, or about six-tenths of an acreV, in the neighbour-
hood of Troves 15 morgen, in Odenwald 40, and in Eifel 160.

whole parcel was also called manmcerk, or that which a

man tills for \\
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The passage in which Tacitus says of the Germans, colunt

discreti ac diversi ut fons, ut campus, ut nemus placuit, led to

the belief that they dwelt in isolated houses in the midst of

fields belonging to them, whereas in the Roman empire the in-

habitants arranged their dwellings side by side, in villages. At

the present day, however, it is generally allowed that the

Germans also grouped their houses together, but surrounded

each with an orchard or garden
1
. Isolated farms are hardly to

be met with in Germany, except in the north-west, and there

they are of recent origin. Everywhere else the houses are

collected in a group occupying the centre of the domain. The

village, called boel, by in the north, dorf, torf in the centre

and the south, was surrounded by an inclosure, often a quickset

hedge, with self-closing gates, such as one commonly sees on the

upper pastures of Switzerland. The Saxon villages of Transyl-

vania maintain the same arrangement to the present day.

In Germany, as in Russia or India, the village community
was based on family relations due to a common origin. Like

the Scotch clan, or Roman gens, the inhabitants of the dorf

preserved the tradition of descent from a common ancestor.

In northern Scandinavia, where Danish savants have found so

many traces of primitive agrarian organization, the land was

originally cultivated by groups, the name of which indicates the

most intimate relation: they are called skulldalid and frandalid,
associations of friends. Members of the mark community bear

the name of Markgenossen, Cummarcliani, or Beerlten; this last

name is significant, it means those who take part in the in-

heritance. The free citizen was never disinherited; he had an

indestructible right to a proportional part of the common patri-

mony. The ancient family group, which constituted the social

unit among nomadic nations, was preserved after the tribe had

settled on the soil to devote itself to agriculture. As a result,

the community exercised a right of eminent domain, even over

what was private property. No one could sell his property to a

stranger without the consent of his associates, who always had

1
Tacitus, in fact, in the same passage, mentions villages, vici ; he could not,

tin ii, lisive IHCH alluding to dwellings scattered over the country. The entire

passage is : Cutiait (Uxcirti ac dircrxi, ut Jons, nt ctiinpiiK, nt tirinu* placuit,
tiro* lix-itnt linn in iiu*triiM mori'in, coniu.rix ct cohtcrenlibus edificiis ; suam quix-

que domum tpatio circumdfit. GEKU. c. xvi.
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ft ri^'ht i.f piv.-nij.tioi,
1

. The portion of the common land re-

r the pasturage of c:.tt|. u;i.-, tin- murk or mnrfce, marctt

> ini'l.lle ages. As pasture composed far tin-

greater part of the territory, this term was applied also to tin:

"hole mass of arable land, waste or forest. When a trih,-

1 a valley, it was the whole of this that constituted the

/,-. Countries, too, where colonies were formed, on the

borders of the German territory, were also called marken. Thus

;md Carinthia were marken. This is the origin of the

title innr<jni.t, the markyraf, or chief of the mark. The word

had nearly the same import as mark: it is found as a

iiiation in the names of a great number of districts, whose

chiefs were Gauyrafen, or counts of the g
Tin- limits of the mark were indicated by stones, stakes or

s planted with great ceremony. According to a strange

custom, still maintained in Bavaria and the Palatinate, childn n

brought as witnesses, and were beaten, that the recollection

of this act impressing itself upon their minds in a lasting

manner, they might at a later time be able to give evidence of

it*. Once or twice in the year the inhabitants of the mark, or

uutrkgenossen (commarchant), assemble and solemnly visit the

boundaries of the mark, and restore them when they have been

i
< moved or displaced. This visit, made on horseback, assumed

in later days a religious character. A procession went round

the fields, which were blessed by the priest; altars were erected

i the boundary-stones; the monstrance was placed upon
them, and mass said. The ancient custom of a heathen age

survived, but assumed an entirely different form. The fate of

many mythological traditions was the same.

Among the Germans, as among the Hindoos, juridical and

economic relations were very scanty. Testamentary disposition

1 Von Maoror quotes a curious text, which shows that in conqnered Gaul
Germans and Gallo-liomans formed an agrarian community, reuniting fn>m

ci'iiiin >n ]>HHt>*xii>n of uinlivi.lril land, in which tin- (iallo-Roman had a right -f

-ram qnam Ituniondio rfnalt-m habft, nullut ftlraneiu llma*o
i ]>r,rpnnatur, nee fjrtninso per quixUilxt aryumrntum Iftram Herat com-

x Burg. tit. H4, c. 2.
* The Hamo is the practice in Russia ; nee Mackenzie Wallace, Rtutia, T. ir.

The reader will recognize this custom as identical with the practice in English
. t-f "Beating tii .

," which phrase correctly ex]iress the

in has assumed witli I -f l'inir tlM-msclvea Uie

OB, the rliiMn-n arc armed with wauib>, with which they belabour the

parish boundary marks.
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was unknown in Germany, as in India before tlie English con-

quest. Succession only applied to the dwelling-house, with the

appendant inclosure, and this passed to the eldest. The

brothers in many cases remained with him, thus forming a

patriarchal family dwelling under the same roof. Sometimes

they constructed separate habitations in the same inclosure for

the brothers who married. The women had no right of suc-

cession. M. Hanssen, who was one of the first to throw light

on this subject, asserts that in Denmark five or six families

often lived together on the same farm. It is the same family

group which we find in France in the middle ages, in Mexico

in times past, and in Lombardy even at the present day.

Originally at Rome, as well as in Germany and India, the

paterfamilias could not dispose of the family property by tes-

tament. The clans dwelt in houses grouped together into a

village: this was the vicus or pagus. The aggregation of clans

formed the nation (populus), and the state (civitas), which had

in its centre a fortified place or citadel, nearly always situated

on an eminence. In Greece a very similar organization is met

with. The method in which the institutions of legislators and

the treatises of philosophers deal with property, shifting it and

dividing it again without scruple, shews that the recollection of

a periodical partition of land had not been effaced. In Crete,

according to Aristotle, all the families lived by means of public

meals, on the produce of the land cultivated by serfs or perioeci.

There was, in fact, the system of common ownership applied to

the land
1
.

During the middle ages the right to a share in the collective

domain gradually ceased to be a personal right, and became a

real right, a mere dependence on habitation. Only the owner

of an entire farmstead (Hube, Hoffstatt] had a whole share in

the mark; he was a vollhufner, vollmeier. Side by side with

this class, we find "half-tenants" (halbhufner, halbmeier), who

consequently had only a half or quarter of an entire share in the

enjoyment of the communal property. Then there were the

hintersassen, or settlers, who had been allowed on sufferance to

stay on the collective territory, or else on private domains, and
had no right of enjoyment except by paying an indemnity

1 See Mommsen, Rctmische Getchichte, Vol. i. p. 183.
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, viehgeld}. Tin- descendant* of houseless mcinbcra

of th.- murk became like the hinteraassen, mere proletarians,

with n.-irhi-r lands of their own, nor rights over any. The right

MJ.'vim -lit in tlf ti. Ms, wood, meadow and water, was gold

as an appendage of the hube. Ifoba cum omnibus utilitatibua

ad camdcm hobam rite attinentibus id est marca, rilva, sa<j

'it, po9cu\8
l

. Iii this way the German commune gradually
lost its character of democratic equality, but traces of the <>1<1

j>iincij>K- nf tin- land 1> ing the common property of all, appear
in tin- custom ly which the alienation of laud could only take

place in the assembly of the people*, like the (juiritary sale by
n-ipatio at Roma Throughout the middle ages the sale

could only be effected by the intervention of the communal

magistrates: the seller surrendered to them the property, which

tln-y subsequently transferred to the purchaser*. This was in

recognition of the eminent right of the commune over its

territory.

1 Mone,Zt*./Br Qetch. det Oberrheint, Vol. i. p. 391, and Von Mauror, Getek.

der Dorfcerftunny, and Qetch. der Markenverftutung, ptittim.

The law of the Ripuariau Franks (sixth century) runs: c. 59, 1 : *> '/""

altfri ali-ini'l rtndidfrit ft emptor ttttamentum (i.e. iustrumeutum) tenditiuiiit

accipfrt roluit, in mallo hoc factre debtt.

AB the representative of the members, who formerly granted thorn their

parcels, the mayor, on a transfer of property, received and re-granted the land,

M represented by the branch and olod, ramo et cctpiU. Sets Vaudorkindere,

Nntice tur Vorigine det magiitrat* communaux, p. 40, and the chapter in thu
Common Land* in Belgium,



CHAPTER VIII.

THE AGRARIAN SYSTEM OF THE IRISH CELTS.

THE little knowledge we possess of the customs of the primitive

Celts, seems to shew that the same institutions existed origin-

ally among them as among other nations, joint property, and

even community of wives, and cannibalism
1
. Professor Sul-

livan, who has devoted his life to the study of the ancient

Celtic laws, allows that in early times no one had a right of

usufruct in the soil, except by consent of the clan, and that

a fresh distribution was made every year. At the much more

recent period, with which the Brehon Laws make us ac-

quainted, the social organization of Ireland resembled that of

India, and of modern Servia. The population was divided

into clans or tribes (fine), the members of which claimed to be

connected by descent from a common ancestor. At the head

of the clan was a chief, whom Irish traditions call a king.

When the clan was numerous, it was subdivided into groups,

each united by closer ties of kinship, and also having a chief,

called by Anglo-Irish jurists caput cognationis. These groups

corresponded to the Roman gens, and the Greek yevos ;
and

to the cognationes hominum of Germany, amongst whom,
Caesar tells us, the soil was redistributed every year

2
. The

1 Mr Cliffe Leslie quotes the following important passage of St Jerome,
concerning two ancient Celtic tribes, the Scoti and Atticotti: Scotonnn jintio

uj-nri'n propriax linn hdlx-t, xi-d ut citiijM libitum fuerit pecudum more /*< -'r/i/wf.

Ipte ail'li -ic.jitnhK riili .Ittirottos, yentem britunnicam, humnni* resci amulm.*.
* De Bell. G//. vi. 29. The same social organization was found among the

Scotch as among the Irish. Mr Skene, in his book, The Il-ii/hliintlern of S,-,,t-

latui, qiiotcH the evidence of an English officer in 1730. " The Highlanders are
divided into trilics or clans under Irach rs or chieftains, and every clan is sub-
'lividud iuto 'stocks' likewise subject to chieftains. These ' Blocks

'

are again
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jurist i,- .ui.l political unit in the social order was not, as at

present, th. individual, l>ut tin- family group call-- 1

the srpt. This was precisely similar to the Zadrnyu, the

family community, which the (Jcrmans appropriately call

// I'tskommutrion. The sept also resembled the family groups,
the socirti.-s of compani or Frareschenx, the "coteries" and

," which in the middle ages in France lived in

one large building, cella, tilling the land in common and

dividing its produce, living
" au mettie pot" and "ou rtienie

chanteau."

Modern India affonls us, in its joint-family, the exact

image of the Celtic sept of ancient Ireland. The joint-family

is a juristic person, which holds and acquires property and has

a perpetual existence, like a society in mortmain. It presents
a perfect type of the archaic mode of joint occupancy which

we meet with in all primitive agricultural societies. It consists

of an association of all the persons who would have taken part

in the funeral ceremonies of the common ancestor; and is the

agnatic family of the Romans, comprising all those who would

have been subject to the authority of the common ancestor,

were he alive to exercise it. According to the decisions of the

Indian courts, no member of the family can claim a share of

the common property. The produce has to be brought together,

and then divided among all according to the rules of joint-

ownership. The members of the family are united, as they

say in India, "for maintenance, religion, and the soil" In

Ireland the joint responsibility of the members of the sept

is complete; they are bound to pay the composition for all

offences committed by any member. The resemblance between

the Hindoo and the Irish joint-family extends even to details.

By the Brahmin law, whatever a member of the community

gains by any special scientific knowledge, or by the exercise

.f the liberal arts, belongs to him in several ownership, unless

he acquired his knowledge at the cost of th. family. One of

th.' old treatises on the Irish laws, the Corns Bescna, establishes

j into branches of the same race, which contain fifty or sixty men related

by common descent."

a Laws see Ancifnt IMICI of In-lnml, pul>li>hed ate the

dim I >w (.'oimiUBtdou, aiul Sir iivury Maiue, Lecture* ON

Ike Early Ilit<jry / liititutiotu.
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the same distinction. A member of the tribe may give the

church two-thirds of what he gains by a liberal profession,

it is different, however, if the profession be that of the tribe

itself. In this case the emolument belongs to the community.
The tribe, at the date of the Brehon Laws, is a civil person,

which, as the texts say,
"
is self-supporting." It is perpetuated,

in the first instance, by the possession of land,
" the land is a

perpetual person." But it can also exist without cultivating

the soil, by the exercise of some trade. A portion of the tribe's

domain, probably the arable, is divided among the different

families of the clan
;

but these parcels still remain subject

to the control of the community.
"
Every one," says the law,

"
shall preserve his land intact, neither selling it, burdening it

with debts, nor giving it in satisfaction of crimes or contracts."

As in all primitive customs, alienation is only allowed with the

consent of the whole community: in India this is still the

rule
1
. The necessity of following the same rotation of crops

the German Flurzwang is as strict here as in the Russian mir,

or the ancient German village. This, with marriage, says the

Corns Bescna, is one of the fundamental institutions of the Irish

nation. The statement of Tacitus with regard to the Germans,

apud eos nullum testamentum, is as true of the Irish Celts as of

all primitive peoples. Gifts and legacies were borrowed from

the Roman Law of the clergy, that the pious might be allowed

to enrich the church for the salvation of their souls.

The agrarian system of Ireland, at the time of the Brehon

Laws, shews us the state of transition between the primitive

collectivity and private ownership. At the period of the

Brehon Laws, the whole territory of the tribe is still regarded
in theory as belonging to the whole community ; but, as a

matter of fact, a very considerable portion of the soil has been

permanently appropriated by certain families.

There are, however, very extensive common lands, covered

with grass and heath, which serve as pasture for the cattle.

Portions of the communal domain are cultivated in turn,

1 " The alienation of landed property," says Sir G. Campbell, "is very rare,
and the village community has a right of veto." (HyKtrms of Land Tenure, p.

Ififi.) See also for tho droit dr retrait, the curious work of M. Viollet, Carac-
tire collcctif dei premiere* propriety immobiliires, p. 30.
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according to the practice- utill in fun- in nmny count ii-H, an. I

especially in the Belgian Ard-nnes: the occupancy is, how.

only temporary, ami tin- ownership still remains in the ti

Tlu- systnii of p.'iiodir ivdist rilintion. with alternate occupn;
11 maintained iiml* r the form of rundale

1

. A great part
of the soil was subject to methods of tenure and agrarian cus-

toms, strongly impregnated with traditions of the old joint

ownership. At tin- tinn- of the Brehon Laws, private ownership
had hardly been evolved from the primitive community of the

soil. An Irish manuscript of the twelfth century, the Lebor na

11 >iiilre, has preserved the memory of this transformation, and

indicates its cause, as an economist might do. It contains this

curious passage: "Round the fields there was neither ditch,

hedge, nor stone wall, and the land was not divided until the

time of the sons of Aed Slane. It was in consequence of the

great number of families at this time, that divisions and

boundaries of the soil were introduced in Ireland." This is, in

truth, one of the chief causes which give rise to private pro-

perty. When the number of co-partners becomes excessive,

the lot which accrues to each in the common domain is too

slender for the "extensive" agriculture which they practise.

They have to adopt a mode of cultivation which demands per-

manent improvements and the sinking of capital in the soil;

and this cannot be done without the guarantee of hereditary

possession, or, at any rate, of a very considerable term. Hence

arises several occupancy, of permanent duration, and traus-

1 The word rundale is Raid to come from the Celtic roinn-diol, which sig-

nifies a share in the distribution, or the portion of one member. Under the
ritn.lnlc system, a certain portion of land was occupied by a group of families.

(George Sigerson, Hittory of Land Tenure* in Ir?l<itul, p. 161.) The pasturage
and bog were subject t<> joint occupation, and the arable, di\i i- ! into holding*,

pafwed periodically sometimes as often as every year from one family to

another. Other traces of the mark system were also frequently met with ; the

arable was .1. . , i. ! into three zones of different qualities, and every family had
one or more lots in each zone. (See tt'aktjleld't Account, Vol. i. n. 260, and

-<>n /.-. fit.) Quito recently the same agrarian system was to be found in

^ootch Highlands. Sir H. Maine states, that in the Western Highlands,

village communities, which have been recently dissolved, used to divide the
land periodically among the inhabitants by lot Mr Skeue, who i* of great
authority on this subject, expresses an opinion that thin agrarian system once

k'enerally among thu Scotch Celts. (See his note on I ni,,- I'mnmiiHiiiet

ti'ind in the second volume of his edition <( FbnMfc ClffMftffc)
-ocieties,

"
knott," for agricultural purposes were established among

MM and also among stranger*; uiul, wording to Mr Sigerson, results

were thus obtained, which :- l.it.tl familtrx could never have arrived at
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niissiblc within the family. The periodic partition, every year

or every three years, evidently allows of only a rudimentary

cultivation, which consequently produces little, and so requires

a large extent of ground.
In another Irish manuscript, older than the Lebor no. Huidre,

and bearing the title Liber Hymnoruin, a method of occupying
the soil is mentioned, which exactly recalls that which is still in

force in the Swiss Allrnends. There is a periodical allotment

to each family of a share in the bog, the forest and the arable.

The tveide, wald und feld of the Germanic mark correspond

exactly to the bog-land, wood-land, and arable-land of the

Celtic tribe. The Liber Hymnorum (probably of the eleventh

century) contains the following passage :

"
Very numerous were

the inhabitants of Ireland at this time (the time of the sons of

Aed Slane, from the year 651 to 694), and their number was

so great that they only received in the partition three lots

of nine '

ridges
'

of land, namely nine ridges of bog-land, nine

of forest, and nine of arable." Every family in the Swiss

Allmend receives, in the same manner, certain parcels in each

of the zones of the communal domain. This passage of the

Liber Hymnorum clearly shews that it was the increase of the

population which put an end to the periodic re-distribution of

the collective property. Tacitus, describing the customs of the

Germans, also shews the close connection that exists between

extensive cultivation and the temporary occupation of the

soil. "The extent of their fields," he tells us, "facilitates these

partitions ;

"
and he adds,

"
They do not labour to contend with

the fertility of the soil, which bears nothing but corn : every

year they change the part for cultivation, and some always
remains unoccupied."

The system of succession in force among the Irish Celts,

called by English jurists gavelkind, resembles that which is still

to be found in the family communities or Zadrugas of Servia.

When a member of the sept or Irish clan dies, leaving property,
the chief makes a new distribution of all the lands of the sept

among the different households, who thus obtain a larger num-
ber of parcels

1

. Succession in the direct line is accordingly still

1 The word finrrlkind comes from Gabhail-eine, which denotes "accepted
from the tribe." Jt refer* therefore to the partition among the members of the
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unknown : tin- r..|l. etive succession of the clan is tho 'system in

, and women are entirely excluded. The Irish garcll

:ll l>e seen, is i|iiite ditV.Ti-nt fr.im tin- <l customary
in the county of Knit. Tin- latt.-r meivly njoins the division

bt inheritance in equal parts among the children, as in tl-

rli law. If we wish to form an idea of the agrarian or-

ganization prevailing among the Irish Celts at tin; time of the

/.
'.v, we must look for its typo, nut in the village

communities as still existing in Russia or Java, but ratln r in

tii.- system of family communities, such as are to be seen among
tin Fr.nch peasants of the middle ages, or the modern Servians.

'I'll.- 1 1 Mi sept is almost exactly similar to the Slav Zadruga :

the primitive community has given way to the family property
of tin' yens. There is however one very great difference to

notice. In Ireland the chief of the sept has already acquired
the authority and privileges of a feudal lord, whereas in Servia

an aristocracy is not yet developed, and the democratic equality
of primitive times is maintained.

irpt. This system of BnccoBsion was in force an late as the time of James I.

Sir John Davis, the attorney-general at the time, thus speaks of it at tho
commencement of the seventeenth century :

" Issint les terres de nature do gavelkind ne fueront partibles enter le

prochen heiree males de cesty qui morost seisie, mes enter toots les males d
son sept en cest manner. Le canfinny, on chief del sept (this is the cuput

eognationii), fesait toutes les partitions per son discretion. Cost canfinny,
apres le mort de chescon tertcnant que avait competent portion de t

assemblait tout le sept, et aiant mis touts lour possessions en hotchpotch fesait

nouvel partition de tout : en quel partition il ne assignait a les tils de ccsty que
monrast le portion que lour pere avait ; mes il allottait al chascun <!

solonqne son antiquity. Et issint per reason de eenx frequents partitions et

removemcnts ou translations des tenants del un portion al auter touts lea

possessions fueront incertaines, et le uuccrtainty des possessions fnit In verey
cause que nul civil habitation fueront erected, unl enclosure on inipr<>vim.-nt

fnit fait du U-rres." Davis, Ileports, L? iri~li customs <lf Uavrlkind. We can
see here the struggle commencing between economic ideas and the archaic

forms of property. Htttdii><>t<-h, the Flemish l't*tpt, i* the Spanish olla

i, a mixture of various intuts und



CHAPTER IX.

AGRARIAN COMMUNITIES AMONG THE ARABS AND OTHER

NATIONS.

THE agrarian system of Algeria strongly resembles that of

ancient Germany, because the Arabs have arrived at very much

the same point in economic evolution as the Germans had in

the time of Tacitus.

We find a pastoral tribe, cultivating the soil subsidiarily,

and on the threshold of the agricultural system. There is this

difference, however, that the Arabs have remained at the same

point from the commencement of history, while the Germans

have arrived at individual property and intensive cultivation.

In Algeria the agrarian systems vary considerably. In Kabylia
the fields are marked out, and in many cases enclosed with

hedges : there are regular and very minute titles to property,

which mention even the number of trees of every kind com-

prised in the inheritance. In the oases planted with palm-
trees we also find individual property. According to Mussul-

man theories the soil belongs to the sovereign, but in fact the

eminent domain resides in the tribe. The portion of each

family, meclietas, remains undivided between the members
who cultivate it in common and divide the produce. A partner

may sell his share
;
but the other members of the family have

the right of cheffa, that is to say, of reclaiming the portion sold

on tendering the price. This is the retrait-lignager formerly in

force throughout Europe, which is found in the village com-

munities of every country. In certain tribes, especially in the

Constantino district, the lands are re-divided annually by the

sheik : in others, the families retain them, but without power
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of alienation. The lands are divided into lota called djebdcu,

corresponding to the area which a pair of oxen can till, that

is to say from seven to ten hectares, or from seventeen to

twenty-four acres. Mussulman jurisprudence recognises four

classes of property, that of the State, blad-el-beylfck ; that of

religious corporations, blad-el-habous ; that of private indi-

viduals, blad-el-melk ; and finally that of the communities,

l>l,i<l-cl-(tj
t'in1a. This lost class of property corresponds to the

1 man mark 1

.

When the Arabs created the system of irrigation in Spain,

they also established institutions of collective administration

for the distribution of the water, very similar to those which we
tii id in the German mark for the administration of the forest.

The regulations of the aceqnia of Quart, near Valence, dating
from the days of the Moors, but enacted afresh in 1350, es-

tablished the following organization. All, who were entitle I

to share the water, assembled in a junta in the spring of every
second year. The junta framed rules, and nominated the

syndic, the eight electos and the judge (contador). These

elected officers formed the ordinary junta, and had executive

1 The Turkish dominion in Algeria comprised 40,000,000 hectare*:

14,000,000 in Tell, 26,000,000 in Sahara.
In Tell, 1,500,000 hectare* form the dominion of the state, as beytick

property ; 3,000,000, comprising forest, waste-land, steppes, brushwood, rock*,
riv.T and torrent beds, and ravine*, were the reputed property of the Mussul-
man community (liltd-tl-Itlam) because they had not been the object of any
individual, family, or collective appropriation.

6,000,000 hectare*, called arch, were appropriated to the tribes, by title of

joint occupancy.
8,000,000 hectare*, called mtlk, of traditional Roman origin, might be held

to constitute private individual property.
1,500,000 hectare*, also melk, of Mussulman origin, were only family

appropriations, over which a paramount claim was reserved to the sovereign.
In the Sahara, 8,000,000 hectare*, of oatit or kewur, gained by the labour

of man from the desert, were private property, conformably to mussnlman law,
as waste lands brought under cultivation.

23,000,000 hectare* of common land, especially the alfa districts, w< re

classed among the property of the mussulman community, in default of re-

clamation, or individual, or collective appropriation.
With the exception of 3,000,000 hectare*, held by the independent Kabyles

as private property, acquired or preserved from the Roman period, and of

8,000,000, also held in private ownership by the Oasians and Kenourians, as

waste lands reclaimed, the Pasha of Algiers, in 1830, disposed of an nncon-
tested and almost incontestable right over the remainder of the soil of Algirn.

By the Senatas-oonsnlt of 1868, the Emperor renounced all these rigbia,

characterising them as "obsolete;" and declared the tribes and dnuar com-
munities to be the proprietors of the lands they held, whatever their title, with*

out power of alienation. (See Report of M. Warmer, Algerian deputy in the

National Assembly, 1873, and La Vrofri/U en Alyfrit, by R. Pareste.)

M. 9
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and judicial authority. The syndic, who must be a cultivator,

was nominated by the general assembly from a list of three

candidates, prepared by the ordinary junta, in concert with the

out-going syndic. He superintended the works, collected debts

and fines, and submitted an account of his administration to

the general assembly. Every Thursday, he sat before the porch

of the cathedral with the electos, to try offences and disputes

relating to the water. The contador examined the expenses,

and received a remuneration. His authority was for an un-

limited period, but was revocable. In the huerta of Valence,

the tribunal or cort of acequieras was composed of the syndics

of the seven acequias, which served for the irrigation of the

Imei-ta. This tribunal, called cort de la Seo, assembled before

the cathedral, or, in the time of the Moors, before the mosque,

every Thursday, and tried all offences and disputes touching

the distribution of the water. The wisdom of the decisions

of this tribunal, composed solely of peasants, was celebrated

throughout Spain. This organisation of acequieras among the

Moors, is exactly similar to that of joint-stock companies, or

of the Anglo-Saxon Township. The associates are self-

governing and their own judges ; they administer their own

concerns without restraint; they elect their officers, deliberate

upon and frame laws. There is at the same time a combination

of republican government with the parliamentary system
1
.

Among many African tribes, the system of village com-

munities is likewise in full force. Vice-Admiral Fleuriot de

Langle tells us that among the Yoloffs of the Gorea district

the soil is the common property of the villages. Every year
the village chief, with the assistance of a council of elders,

executes a re-distribution of the arable laud, calculating the'lots

according to the wants of each family. It is precisely the

same custom as we find in Java, and in Russia. In the midst
of the Pacific Ocean, travellers have met with an identically
similar social organization

8
.

In Mexico, the nations were found devoted to agriculture,O *

and living in villages which own the soil as common property.

1 See Voyage en Espagne, by Janbert de Passa.
* Hi.-t.r,i ,,/ Pelew Ulu, oonij.ilra from Journal of Captain Wilson by

George Reade. (Quoted by Yiollet, Caractcre collect if des premieres
iitimubiliere*).
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The dwelling-house and garden attached were the only subject*

of private property. One portion of the domain was divided

.uimially among the inhabitants; another portion was culti-

vated in common, and the produce applied to public purposes.

In tvrtain districts, not only the arable land but even the

dwelling house was common property. "In New Mexico and

in Aii/ona, among the Pueblo Indians, a state of society is

found in which the characteristic feature is a mode of dwelling,

<[iiite uni'|iu> in its nature. Imagine a vast building, of mas-

sive quadrangular form, consisting of three or four storeys,

each storey being divided into small cells, containing separate
families : in this singular construction, the whole community
is concentrated. These villages are quite peculiar in th ir

nature. The building, as a whole, bears some resemblance to

some of the large edifices which are seen further South, such as

the palace of Falenque' or the ' casa del Oubernador,' at Uxmal.

These common buildings were in use at the time of the con-

quest, and there are still some found inhabited in several

districts. The Pueblos possess a degree of culture very su-

perior to that of the wandering tribes of the north, with whom

they are constantly at war 1

."

" The most absolute communism," says M. Giraud Teulon ',

still prevails in some districts of New Zealand, of South

America, of the Andaman Isles and Nicobar. If any one

traverses the territories of the Centre and South of the United

States, he will frequently meet with villages, which comprise

only tone or two houses, a hundred and a hundred-and-fifty feet

in length, in which forty or fifty kindred families live together.

The Minitarees and the Mandans live in polygonal buildings,

in which several families are housed ;
and the long huts of the

Indians on the Columbia River contain hundreds of persons.

Certain Indian villages, such as Tumachemootool, in the

Columbia valley, or Taas, in New Mexico, are solely made

up of one or two colossal houses, rising to a height of five

or six storeys, by a series of terraces, each of which in suc-

cession is built some way behind the former, and containing

from three to four hundred persons. In the canon of the Rio

1 Annfe gfogmphiqw (1878). by M. ViTfcn de Saint-Martin, p. M7.
* Let origint* dt la funiillf, p. 51.

92
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Chaco, to the North-West of Santa Fe', there still exists a

ruined group of seven pueblos or communal edifices, each of

which was capable of holding seven or eight hundred people
1
.

It was edifices of this nature that the first Spaniards often

took for palaces, and which, in reality, were nothing but mas-

sive buildings filled with Indians, living in community. Mexico,

Yucatan, and Guatemala, before the arrival of the Europeans,
were occupied by numerous villages of this kind. The present

Indians of these territories are the direct descendants of the

indigenous population discovered by the Spaniards. Their

civilization even now affords in some respects the spectacle

of the transition from the nomadic to the settled mode

of life.

Among the Aztecs, as among all the North American In-

dians, the gens is the primordial element of the tribe
;
and the

confederation of tribes forms the nation. It is exactly the same

with them as with the Germans or the Celts at the time of

the Brehons. The rights and obligations among the members

of the gens were the following: a reciprocal right of inhe-

ritance or common possession of the landed property ;
a com-

mon burial place ; joint responsibility for crimes
; obligations of

mutual assistance
;
election of the chief or sachem ; and equality

of all in the council. None of the Indian tribes has arrived

at the notion of exclusive property as applied to the soil.

The Iroquois constructed large houses, more than a hundred

feet in length, which were inhabited by ten or fifteen families,

living together in common on the produce of the chase. Caleb

Swann, who visited the Creek Indians in 1793, remarks that

the smallest of their towns contained thirty or forty houses,

in groups of from five to eight; and in each group dwelt a clan,

living and eating in common. Lewis and Clarke mention the

same of the Columbian Indians. Mr Stephen says that in

Yucatan these communities each contain a hundred labourers,

who cultivate the land in common, and divide its produce

among them*.

Among certain tribes of Russian America, all the men live

1 Morgan Smith's Contrib. to Knowledge, Vol. xvii. 254 258, 2C2, and 488.
* Incidents of travels in Yucatan, Vol. n. p. 14. These quotations with

regard to the Indians are borrowed from an article by Lewis Morgan, in the
American Review, April, 1876.
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in the same building
1
. Among the Caribbces, at the time of

tlf discovery of their island, property and even produce were

common'; all laboured and ate together. The same custom is

found in the Aleoutian* islands, and among the Indians on the

banks of the Orcnoco
4
.

In Peru, the soil was divided into three part*. One of

tli- so parts was devoted to the maintenance of religion; the

second to that of the sovereign and government; and the thinl

was divided among the cultivators. When a young man

married, a house was built for him and a lot of earth assigned

to him. A supplementary portion was given him at the birth

of each child : the portion for a male child being twice as great

as for a female. Re-distribution was executed every year in

proportion to the number of members composing each family.

The lands of the nobles, or curacaa, were also submitted to par-

tition ;
but they received a share in proportion with their dignity.

As in Java, works of a permanent nature, requiring large expen-
diture of labour were executed in common by the inhabitants

of the villages. This is how the irrigation canals, which struck

the Spanish conquerors with astonishment, were dug ;
and also

the terraces, arranged in steps, on the side of the hills, which

allowed rich harvests to be obtained on steep and rocky slopes.

Idleness was regarded as a crime, and punished as such. Men-

dicity was forbidden. All who could not labour received

assistance ;
but every able-bodied man had to procure the

means of satisfying bis wants. Spanish historians tell us that

ambition, avarice, and the appetite for change were all un-

known. The labourers passed their lives in submission to

custom, tradition, and authority. The gentleness of their cha-

racter, and their passive obedience recall the character of the

Russian peasant. The same institutions produce among all

races similar results *.

Among the ancient Britons, the land was common property,

and a new partition of lands took place whenever the floods

1 Von Wrangel, Nachrichtfn, p. 129.
1 Edwards, J/ittory, of the Wt$t Inditi, I. p. 42.
* Von Wrangel, p. 185.
4
Deporu, Voyage, etc^ p. 295.

See Prescott'a Conqtuit of Peru, where the contemporary evidences are
well summed up.
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carried away any portion of the domain. Among the Anglo-

Saxons, conquered lands were the common property of the

nation, whence it took its name folkland, or land of the people,

ager publicus in opposition to private domain, or bokland, land

inrolled in the book.

In the north of France, in Flanders, in Artois and in the

bishopric of Metz, the marshy lands were also periodically

divided among the joint owners. In Switzerland, the all-

mends were and still are common lands, sometimes divided

among the inhabitants, and sometimes let for a rent which is

divided among them. Among the Hebrews, the land was the

collective property of the family, and was, in some degree,

inalienable, as every fifty years property which had been sold

was restored to its old proprietor.

In Wallachia, the land did not devolve by succession in

families. It belonged to the State, the State alone having the

absolute dominium. The soil was divided into two parts : that

of the terrani, and that of which the produce belonged to the

Commune
;
this latter, the ager publicus, was cultivated by the

labour of all in common. The terrani alone were entitled to

the property of the commune
; they had no ownership in it, but

only possession. At the death of persons entitled, the family
did not succeed ;

but the property returned to the collective

domain, and was allotted afresh to occupiers. It was thus

necessary to have recourse from time to time to a new partition.

In course of time the strong usurped possession of the soil,

and appropriated to their own purposes the labour of the

peasants, in the form of corve'es.

Among the Afghans, there is the same collective domain of

the village, divided among the inhabitants by a periodic parti-

tion. Some of the customs are so similar to those of the

Hebrews, that they have been supposed to be borrowed from

that people. "The equal allotment of lands among the dif-

ferent families of a tribe is effected among the Afghans, just as

we see it described in the last chapter of Numbers; and, in

consequence, marriages are frequently contracted between mem-
bers of the same tribe, to avoid alienating, by a foreign union,

any portion of the common inheritance. Within the tribe

i-xdiangcs of property are effected, by virtue of stipulations
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rntiivly vt.luntary, in consequence of the unequal value of th.

lands granted to the several families. Every five or six yean,

according to custom, the lands pass from one hand to anotl

and, at the end of a certain lapse of time, each has occupied in

turn the good and bad portions of the common soil. Hence

arise emigrations of entire- villages, after which the newly*

occui'i'-'l
t- rritory is divided among the settling families, by

means of a new allotment which the Afghans call sometimes

pucha, and sometimes purra. This last word is of Jewi-h

origin, pur in Hebrew signifies a lot, or proportional part,

nee the commemoration feast of Purim 1

".

M. Roscher also quotes many other examples of agrarian

communities, Feldgemeinschaft*. It may be well to give them

here. In the country of Lowicz, down to the beginning of this

century, private property in land was unknown, arable land

being subject to a new allotment each year*. In the island of

Sardinia, also, collective property with annual re-partition of

lots was to be found 4
. There is a similar system among the

Creek Indians
8
. Among the Tcheremiss all agricultural oper-

ations are even executed in common, at a fixed time, no one

being able to claim exemption. The harvests are subsequently
divided among the families'.

In certain districts of Norway, the partition of lands by lot

had survived
;
but in 1821 was brought to an end by lands so

divided being subjected to a double land tax
7
. According to

John Mill", in certain parts of the province of Madras, arable

lands were subjected to a new partition every ten years.

Among the Cossacks of the Ural, an agrarian community exists

in all its entirety. In Thuringia traces are still found of the

old equal allotment according to families *.

Throughout the whole of ancient Scandinavia the same

system was in force. In Denmark, the collective communal

> See La vit dtt Afghan*, by Forgoes, Revue det Deux-Mondei, Oct. 1863 ;

and Elphinstone, Cubul, u. p. 17.

Suttem dfT I'olkucirtluchnft. B. II. p. 190.

Krng, Getchichtr dtr Staatiicirth. (ieieti-Qeb. Preiutfiu, I. p. 187.

Schubert, Staattknndt, i. 4, j-

\Vappaen8, Nord-Amfrika, p. 998.

Yon Haxthaanen, Studirn. i. p. 448.

ui, Statintik von Norwtgen, I. p. 143.

John Mill, Ilinti-ry ,.( India, i. p. 348.

Laugethal, Getchichte dtr dtuttchen Landutirtfuchaft, I. p. 13.
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property was maintained till nearly the end of the last century.

As in the Swiss allmend, the soil was divided among the in-

habitants in lots, but each lot contained several parcels, in order

that every family might have lands of each quality and that no

one might be unfairly portioned. Hence it happened that a

cultivator had as many as thirty, forty, or even eighty parcels.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, under the influ-

ence of the ideas of individualism then prevalent, a series of

laws were adopted with a view to putting an end to the col-

lective possession. The law of April 23, 1781, abolished the

system of community for arable lands
;
that of 1805 abolished

it for the woods
;
and that of December 30, 1858, for the bog.

The partition, called in Danish Udskiffning, was effected, by

definitely assigning an equal part to every member of the

commune. There no longer remain any common lands, except
here and there a few peat bogs and a few pasturelands called

overdrevs. Every cultivator may send on to the overdrev all the

cattle which he keeps on his holding. The allmenden, or

akminding in Danish, are no longer to be found, except in

certain names. Thus, for instance, in the isle of Bornholm,
there is still a forest called Kongens Almind 1

.

Quite recently traces might still be found even of the

labour being carried on in common. Thus Von Haxthausen

says that, in Altmark, the heads of families assemble under the

presidency of the chief of the commune, to decide on the work

to be done by them all the next day
2
. The same custom also

existed formerly in Jutland 8
.

The numerous facts just quoted prove the existence of

village communities with identically the same characteristics

among the most widely different nations. If the juridical tra-

ditions and archaic agrarian institutions preserved in isolated

districts were carefully studied in each country, there would

undoubtedly be found supplementary proof even more complete,

though not more decisive.

1 For these details the author is indebted to a distinguished Danish econo-

mist, M. AJeksis Peterson, who has translated this work into Danish.
* Von Haxthausen. Lfindliche Verfas, i. 237.
* Hausseu, Archiv der pol. Oek. t iv. 408.



CHAPTER X.

THE GOLDEN AGE AND COLLECTIVE PROPEBTY IN ANTIQUITY.

TUB question, whether the ancient population of Greece and

Italy also lived in village communities, and passed through
a system of collective property in land, before being acquainted
with individual ownership, seemed doubtful. Certain authors,

such as Lange
* and M. Fustel de Coulanges, think, that the

Greeks and Romans had not traversed the primitive epoch, in

which the soil was the common property of the tribe or village,

as is now the case in Russia, and was formerly among the

Germans and Slavs. In his excellent work, La Cit4 Antique,
M. Fustel de Coulanges allows the existence of common property
in the Roman family : but, he cannot find, either in Greece or

Rome, collective property in the tribe. He can see
"
nothing

in the village similar to the promiscuousness, so general in

France in the twelfth century
1
. The populations of Greece and

Italy, from the most remote antiquity, were acquainted with

and exercised private ownership
1
." It would be very strange,

if these two nations alone had not passed through a system,

which, as we have seen, existed in primitive times among all

1 nzmitchf AltfrthBmtr (1856), i. p. 108.
1 La CM antique (new Edition), p. 67.
* La Citf antique, p. 68. M. Fnatel de Coulanges anew* decisively that the

dwelling-house and the land round it, containing the family tomb and altar,

were private property ; but this is also the ease in Russia, Java, and the Ger-
manic mar*, everywhere, in fact, where there is community of the soil, this

r system being only applied
to the arable, forest, and pasture land. The

htredinm, or domain transmissible by hereditary descent, prevailed to the same
extent in Germany. At Rome, it is beyond dispute that private property was

very limited in comparison with the common territory, or ager pulAicu*. Bee
Mainz, Court de dtoit remain, i. 119, 168.
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other races. After the decisive treatise of M. Paul Viollet, on

the Caractlre Collectif des Premieres ProprieUs Immobilizes
1

,

it is impossible to adopt the opinion of M. Fustel de Cou-

langes.

In Germany, Puchta in his studies on the Roman law 8
,
had

already pointed out numerous traces of the eminent domain of

the state over individual property; and Heineccius, in his

treatise on Natural Law, Elementa juris Naturae et Gentium,

cap. IX. 237, even enumerated populations living in common.

Mommsen says, that, in primitive Italy, village communities

owned collectively the territory in which they were settled.

" Since the arable land among the Romans was long culti-

vated upon the system of joint possession, and was not distri-

buted until a comparatively late age, the idea of property was

primarily associated not with immoveable estate, but with

'estate in slaves and cattle' (familia pecuniaque*)." "The

mancipatio, originally the universal form of purchase, dates from

the time, when there was no property in land, for it is prima-

rily applicable only to objects, which are acquired by grasping

with the hand." " In the earliest times the arable land was

cultivated in common, probably by the several clans
;
each of

these tilled its own land, and thereafter distributed the produce

among the several households belonging to it. There exists, in

fact, an intimate connection between the system of common

tillage and the clan form of society, and even subsequently in

1 The author has borrowed considerably from M. Viollet's excellent -work

published in the Bibliotheque de VEcole des Charles. It may be well to tran-

scribe the note at the beginning of this publication, as shewing how, working
from different points of view, and independently, the author as an economist,
and M. Viollet as an archaeologist arrived at the same conclusions. In this

note, M. Viollet says :

" A fortnight ago I handed to our editing committee the first two chapters
of the book now offered to the public, when there appeared in the Eerue des

Deux-Monde* (July 1, 1872) the first part of a study by M. de Laveleye on
Primitive Property. M. de Laveleye's views are identical with mine ; and for a
moment I hesitated whether I ought to carry out my intention of publishing.

" I decided in favour of doing so, because, although we agree in our con-

clusions, there is little chance of our always selecting the same proofs. This

agreement, moreover, if it existed, would render the argument more striking.
I will add, that the third chapter of this essay is probably quite without the
outline which M. de Laveleye seems to have traced for himself."

M. Viollet did collect a great many facts which had passed unnoticed, and
which the author here reproduces in support of his position.

3 Curuu der Inst tut. (1841), i. p. 129134, n. p. 581.
1 Mommsen, History of Home, Bk. i. c. xi. p. 160.
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K.mir, joint n-si.l.-no- :iul j<>int huslcui.lry WIT--, in th-- QM6 of

co- proprietors of very frequent occurrence. Even the traditions

of Roman law furnish tin- information that wealth consisted at

first in cattle and the usufruct of the soil, and that it was not

till lat.-r that land came to be distributed among the burgesses

as their own special property
1
. More reliable evidence that

such was the case is afforded by the designation of wealth as

"cattle-estate," or "slave and cattle-estate" (pecunia, fan

pecuniiujue), and of the special possessions of the children of

the household, and of slaves as "lesser cattle" (peculium) ; also

by the earliest form of acquiring property, the laying hold of it

with the hand (mancipatio), which was only appropriate to tin-

case of moveable articles
;
and above all by the oldest measure

of land, the "lordship" (heredium, from herus, lord), consisting

of two jugera (about an acre and a quarter), which can only

have applied to garden-ground, and not to the hida When
and how the distribution of the arable land took place, can no

longer be ascertained. This much only is certain, that the

oldest form of the constitution was based not on freehold-

tenure, but on clanship as a substitute for it, while the Servian

constitution, again, presupposes the distribution of landV
The heredium was somewhat larger than the private enclo-

sure of the Germans, but two jugera not being sufficient to

support a family, it was obliged to receive a portion of the

common property of the tribe or state. This common property

was the original ager publicus, enlarged from time to time by
the conquests of the kings and the republic, and at a very early

period usurped by the most powerful. We can understand how

this usurpation gave rise to centuries of strife, which lasted to

the time of the empire, between the patricians and plebeians.

For the latter it was a question of existence. A group of

families, forming the clan, inhabited a village, the vicus or

pagus. The union of the clans formed the nation (populus) or

ro (de Rep. ii. 9, 14, eomp. Plutarch, Q. Rom, XT.) state*: T*m (in the

time of Knmuln*) erat re$ in peeore tt locorum poutuionibiu, ex quo ptnmiori

upltttt voeabanhar.Numa primum ayrot, qwu Mlo Romultu ceperat,

:
> tiritim ciribtu. In like manner Dionysius represent* Romaics as

dividing the land into thirty rurial districts, and Nnma as establishing

boundary-stones, and introducing the festival of the Terminalia (L 7, 8, 74 ; and

thence Plutarch, .Yum-
< Mommsen, History of Rome, Bk. x. o. xm. p. 198196.
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State (civitas) ; the central point of the State was a fortified

place or citadel (arx\ nearly always situated on a height.

Ancient citadels of Etruscan cities, built of Cyclopean blocks,

are still standing.

At the time when Roman history begins, the proprietor-

ship of the commune had already given way to the joint

proprietorship of the family (gens). This is the second phase
in the development of property. We may see further evidence

of the primitive collectivity of the soil, in the fact, that cattle

served so long, both in Rome and in Greece, as the medium of

exchange. In the time of Cicero, fines were still reckoned in

heads of oxen and sheep, according to the ancient practice.

This is another curious feature in the manners of the primi-

tive societies of the Aryan race. It is well known that among
the nations of Graeco-Latm antiquity, the sheep and ox were

the medium of exchange and the common measure of value.

In Homer, the value of things, of arms particularly, is estimated

in heads of cattle. The etymology of the word pecunia, which

signifies "riches", "money", and is obviously derived from

pecus, leaves no doubt on the point. The first metallic coins

bore the impress of an ox or sheep, of which they were a kind

of representative symbol, just as the bank note now is of the

coin currency. In northern languages we find similar etymolo-

gies and synonyms. The word fd, fe, in Icelandic and Norwe-

gian, denoted riches; in English the word denotes the reward

of a service, honorarium. These words obviously come from vee,

vieh, cattle. Cattle was, in fact, pre-eminently wealth, and

afforded the best means of exchange. The Germans, who had

settled near the frontiers of the empire, were acquainted with

the use of money ;
those in the interior, Tacitus tells us, had

recourse to barter for the exchange of their wares. Strabo

says the same of the Dalmatians: "The use of money is

unknown to them, which is peculiar to them alone of the

nations in these parts; although they resemble many barba-

rous nations in this respect
1
." These barbarians, however, had

a medium of exchange ; but, as it was not metallic coin, histo-

rians assert that they were not acquainted with money. The
tribute which the Frankish conquerors demanded of the van-

1
Strabo, 1. vn. c. vi. 7.
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quished Prisons ami Saxons, consisted of a certain numlxT of

oxen. It v toyood dispute tl <li<l serve as a m^lium
of exchange; we even know that the respective values were

six sheep for one ox at Rome, and twelve sheep for an ox in

Iceland, and probably in Germany as well. The fact, however,

always seemed strange. Still it may be easily explained, win -n

u. ivinrmli, r tlie agrarian organization of village communities;
but except in this way it cannot be explained. The essential

quality of the instrument of exchange, is that it should be

useful to all, accepted by all, and should, consequently, circulate

from hand to hand without impediment. It is for this reason

that furs have served as money in Siberia, codfish in Newfouml-

laml, blocks of salt or strips of blue cotton in Africa, tobacco in

America during the war of independence, and postage stamps
often among ourselves at the present day. In primitive com-

munities, every family owns and consumes cattle: it is, there-

fore, in a position to pay it away and satisfied to receive it.

As it may make use of the common pasturage, it will be in no

way incommoded, if sundry sheep or oxen are given by way of

payment, it will send them on the waste with the rest of its

herd. By the agency of the herdsman, whose duty it is to drive

to the pasturage the common herd of all the inhabitants of the

murk, payments in sheep or oxen can be effected by the

banking operation known as " virement de parties" which the

London clearing houses have brought to perfection. If A owes

B 1,000, and they have the same banker, payment is effected

by mere entrance in a book : the 1,000 are token from A'a

iit, and carried to that of B. In the primitive community

payment could be effected in the same way. If one man owed

another ten oxen for a sword, he informed the herdsman, who

took them from the debtor's herd and added them to the

creditor's. The use of cattle as a medium of exchange, which

seems general among Aryan nations, shews that before tin ir

dispersion they lived under the pastoral system ;
and economic

history thus comes to corroborate the results at which compara-
ti\. philology had already arrived.

At the time when the Greeks and Romans make their

appearance in history, they have reached a more advanced and

in<>re modern stage of civilization than that of the Germans in
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Tacitus. They have long since abandoned the pastoral system ;

they cultivate corn and the vine, and live less on flesh : agricul-

ture furnishes the chief part of their subsistence. There are

still, however, very clear traces remaining of the primitive

system of community. Thus cattle could not have been used

as a medium of exchange, if the greater portion of the land had

not been common pasturage, on to which every one was entitled

to send his herds. The two customs are so closely connected,

that we cannot conceive of one without the other. Given sepa-

rate and limited property in land, and I can no longer accept

oxen in payment ;
for how am I to keep them ? If cattle

Berve as the medium of exchange, we may at once conclude

that a great part of the soil is collective property. This system,

accordingly, must have existed in primitive Greece and Italy.

Yet another proof of the existence of community in Greece

and Italy is to be found in the universal tradition of a golden

age, when private property was unknown. Generally nothing
is seen in it but a mere poetic fiction

; but, when once the

incontestable facts of the economic history of mankind make us

understand the necessity of this system, we are forced to admit

that the ancient poets, in this as in many other points, were

depicting a state of society, the recollection of which survived

in their own time. We will quote some well-known passages
from the Classics, which celebrate, in almost the same terms,

the happy age when the earth, the common property of all,

knew nothing of the limits traced and the boundaries set up by
the quiritary law.

Listen to Tibullus, 1. I., Eleg. 3 :

Quam bene Saturno vivebant rege pritisquam
Tellus in longas est patefacta vias!

Nondum caeruleas pimis contemserat undas;
Effu'sum ventis prabueratque sinum ;**

Non domns ulla fores habuit ; non fixus in agris,

Qui regeret certis finibus arva, lapis.

Ovid (Metam. 1. 135) expresses himself in similar terms :

(Jommnnemque prins, ceu lamina solis et auras,
Cautus humura longo signavit limite mensor.
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Virgil, Gforgies I. 125, says:

Ant* Jovein nulli tnbigobant rr colon i,

Ne lignare quidem aut partiri liinito cainpnm
FM erat: in medium qanrabant; ipfiaque tellos

Oiauia liberiuB, uullo poeoento, fere-bat.

"In the time of Saturn," writes the abbreviates of Trogus

Pompeius,
" was neither slavery nor private property : lands

were common and undivided: and all men had, as it were, the

same patrimony. This was the Golden Age so dear to poesy,
tin- age of ease and happiness, and universal concord."

:. -ntly have here the popular tradition of a primitive

epoch, anterior to the institution of private property.

Plato, in the third book of the Laws, describes well the

characteristics of this primitive period, when the pastoral sys-

tem prevailed exclusively.
"
Originally there was abundance of

pasture from which mm derived their chief means of existence.

They thus wanted neither flesh nor milk." This is the exact

image of the Germany of Tacitus' time, and the counterpart of

Caesar's phrase : carne et lacte vivunt. Plato also speaks of the

equality of the primitive partition of the land, and he expresses

the idea, common to all the politics of antiquity, that equality

of conditions is the indispensable foundation of purity of morals,

of virtue, and of liberty.

We also find in ancient historians passages which shew that,

even in the world known to them and contemporary with them,

the system of collective property had not entirely disappeared.

Diodorus of Sicily tells how the inhabitants of Cnidus and

Rhodes, flying from the tyranny of the Asiatic kings, arrived in

Sicily about the fiftieth Olympiad. They joined the Selinun-

tians, who were at war with the Egesteans. They were con-

quered, and quitting Sicily landed in the Lipari Isles, where

they established themselves with the consent of the inhabi-

tants. In order to resist the Tyrrhenian, or Etruscan pirates,

they constructed a fleet and adopted a social organization after

this manner:

"They divided themselves into two separate classes: one was

charged with the cultivation of the soil of the islands, which was
declared common property : to the other was entrusted the work of

1 Living thus put all tln-ir jiroju-rty into one lump, :itul
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eating together at public repasts, the inhabitants of the islands

lived in common for some years (KOI rds ovo-uxs 8e Koivas Troojera/ievoi

KOI uWes Kara (rvfrorria, StrreAecrav liri Tivas \povovs KOIVOJVIKWS

/?io{Wcs) ;
but subsequently they divided the soil of Lipari, where

their chief town was
;

as for the other islands, they continued to

be cultivated in common. Finally, they divided all the islands

among them, in the same way, for twenty years j at the end of this

term they again divided them by lot
1

."

Thus, at the time when Diodorus of Sicily wrote, that is to

say, under the first Roman Emperor, private property in land

was not yet completely established among the Greeks in the

small Lipari islands : at the gates of Rome they practised the

periodic partitions noticed in Germany by Caesar and Tacitus.

A curious point to notice is that the Suevi, according to Caesar,

acted in the same way as the people of Lipari :

" Those who

remain at home cultivate the soil for themselves and their

absent countrymen ;
and themselves take arms in their turn the

next year, while the others remain at home
;
for no one pos-

sesses land in separate ownership." M. Viollet thinks it beyond
doubt that the system of collective property had left deep traces

in Southern Italy, even in historic times. He says :

"
Might we not assert as much of some of the first settlers in

Magna Grsecia ? It is a pure conjecture that we shall now offer,

but conjectures should not always be neglected. Let us transport
ourselves for a moment to Magna Grsecia, and consult the bio-

graphies of Pythagoras, handed down to us from antiquity. We
know that Pythagoras gathered together a number of disciples, who

practised the system of community of goods. It is not to these

small assemblages of pel-sons that we would direct attention, for

surely we may accept the testimony of biographers on this point,
who regard the institution as the work of the philosophers, and
as in no way connected with the historic origin of Magna Grsecia.

But there is another fact attributed to Pythagoras, which is more

general, more important, and more difficult to understand. At the

bidding of this eloquent personage, says a writer, more than two
thousand persons adopted the system of community and organized
a political order in Magna Grsecia. More than this

;
if we consider

the expressions of the historian, we may conclude that he is speaking
of the actual origin of several cities of Magna Graecia*. Thus,

according to the text, subsequently to the foundation of Rome,
one, or even several towns in the South of Italy, was founded
and established on the system of joint undivided property. This

1 Diodorus, Bibl. histor. v. 9.
*
PorpLjri I'ytftagoree vita, ddit. Didot, Parisii8, 1850, p. 91.
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IB a social fact of great itn|tortanoe, attributed to a remote era whirli

U.HIM have left but feeble trace* in history. May we not, tln-n.

enquire whether an ancient tradition, concerning the origin <>f

i tain towns in Magim Gnecia, may not have taken form in tho

later, half-legendary accounts of the life of Pythagoras 1 Un<I r

tin- ii. mi. ami protection of Pythagoras a very valuable hi.storicnl

tnulition may thus have come down to us. A fact in confirmation

of this idea, in thut the passage of Nicomaclius, quoted by PorphyruM,
stain Is quite alone in the biographies of Pythagoras ; everywhen
the disciples merely of the philosopher are mentioned, that is t >

say, an inconsiderable body of men, amounting at most to some six

hundred persons. In an entirely different source we find a point.
which is probably connected with what we are speaking of. I

with regard to the inhabitants of Tarentum, where the citizens seem
to have retained something of the ancient community of the soil

until the time of Aristotle. 'At Tarentum the common use of tin*

soil is allowed to the poor; and by this means the allegiance of tin

mob is secured,' we read in the Politics
1

. Thus the town of

Tarentum practised, for the benefit of the poor, a custom which
recalls the periodic partition of land in the Lipari Isles. The custom
is much better explained by history than by philanthropy ; and we

probably see in it a relic of remote antiquity."

Aristotle seems to have been acquainted with the two pri-

mitive forms of communtiy ;
that where the produce is gathen-l

in common, and that in which the land is divided among the

members. Thus, he says, "the fields would be separate pro-

perty, while the harvest would .be the common property of all.

This custom is in force among some nations. Or else the soil

might be common property, while the harvests were divided

among all in several ownership. This kind of community is

found among several barbarian nations'." Aristotle does not

indicate very clearly the characteristics of the two systems which

he is describing : but the first seems to belong to certain Greek

cities, where the produce of individual lands was consumed in

common at public repasts, while the second would be that of

periodic partition of the common soil, such as we find it de-

scribed in several ancient writers.

Diodorus of Sicily says that the Vaccaeans, a Celtiberian

tribe, "annually divide the land among them for cultivation,

and then, bringing tbe produce together, give every one lii-

share. The penalty of death is established against any culti-

infringing these dispositionsV
1

Politic*, 1. IT. c. 8. PoliHct, 1. 11. r. 3. BIN. Hittor. I T. e. 41.

M. 10
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Diodorus of Sicily
1
further relates, that, among the islands

in the Arabian Ocean, along the coast of Arabia Felix, there are

several worthy of mention. One is the island of Panchaia. In

Chapter 45 of Book V. he explains the political and social

organization of this island. He there says, among other things,

that the population is divided into three orders (pep?)} : the

priests and the artisans (re-^vlrai) form the first, the cultivators

form the second, the soldiers and shepherds the third. The

priests are chiefs and judges of the inhabitants.
" The cultiva-

tors till the soil, and afterwards bring the produce together in

common. Whichever of them is adjudged to have tilled his

portion the best, receives a choice part in the distribution of the

harvest
;
the first, the second, and so on to the number of ten,

being proclaimed by the priests to serve as examples."
" No

one, in short, is allowed to own anything as separate property,

except a dwellinghouse and garden," This agrees with the

agrarian system of Russia, of ancient Germany, and India
2
.

Strabo, speaking of the Dalmatians, says :

" The Dalma-

tians have a custom, peculiar to themselves, of making a new
division of lands every eight years

8
."

M. Viollet sees in the custom of common repasts, sussitia, so

general among all ancient nations, a remnant of the primitive

community, and his conclusion seems to be correct. In fact,

even now we find common repasts and common property, as we
have seen, in Switzerland. The passage in which M. Viollet

expresses his opinion on this point is so important that we will

give it, as it stands.

"If the produce of the earth is consumed in common, it is

because originally the soil was not regarded as the domain of an

individual, but as the foster-mother of all mankind. *

They bring
all their possessions into a single lump, and eat together in public

repasts,' writes Diodorus of Sicily, when speaking of the inhabitants

of the little Lipari Isles. In my opinion, these valuable lines

reveal the origin of the public repasts to us. The custom springs
from the community of lands

;
it is closely connected with it as

effect with cause, and it even enables us to go further back still,

l. Ili*t. v. 41.
2 Strabo and modern authors believe Panchaia to be a mere fabulous islo,

and treat the subject as a fiction of Diodorus. This may be the case
;
but in

describing the golden age, Diodorus was evidently describing the features of the

agrarian system of the early ages. St-c l-lrhi'-mlre, by 11. de Block, p. 51.

Strabo, I vii. c. 6, 7.
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Ix'yond the establishment <>f the earliest 6xed rommunitirft, to tin-

wandering lit< trclml ftiiiiilit-M. Tin- practice of public rcpaxtM
WM general in Greece and Italy. Acconling to Arixtoth-, tin-

trians, at the time when they abandoned the nomadic li:

agriculture, received from their king I talus the institution of

common repasts. The philosopher would have been more correct,
liad he told us that the (Enotrians, on becoming settled, preserved,
instead of adopted, tin- institution of common repasts. For i

1

in all probability, a relic of the nomadic lif<>. The Opici, li\it>2

on the Tvnlii niun coast, also ate at a common table; and, in

time of Aristotle (some four hundred yours, that is to say, after

the foundation of Rome), the Chonians on the coast of lapygia,
and the inhabitants of some districts of Bmttium and Lu<

remained faithful to the old tradition'. And every one knows how
long this practice was maintained in the island of Crete*.

"Among the Spartans tin- unrii-nt pul>li<- n -pasts left a double

trace, alike on their laws and their manners. On the one hand,
the legislator took hold of the old custom

;
he sanctioned and j>er-

]
Minted it by fonnal commands, obliging all the citizens, including

the kings themselves, to sit down at the same table; and on the

other hand, the people retained a religious remembrance of these

primitive customs; and, side by side with the Suxnilia, or legal

ivjiasts, they had other meetings, entirely spontaneous, which pre-
served the old tradition in even greater purity. This popular rejwst
of the Spartans, which is far less known than the official banqiu t,

was called Copis. Athenams has preserved the description given by
Polemon, a writer of the second century before our era :

"When the Spartans celebrate the mm'?, they begin by
setting up tents near to a certain temple ; they then make beds

of grass, on which they stretch carpets, and there hold tin-

banquet, all lying down. They entertain not only people of

our country, but also travellers who are staying there. In

these copis banquets they sacrifice kids, and no other animal.

They give every one a portion of the meat, and also what is

called the physicillon, that is, a small piece of bread like an

encridoii, but more spherical in form. They also give to evn y
one present a freh cheese, a slice of the jMiunch and fat intestine

<>f the victim, and dessert of dried figs and benns. Kvt-ry Spartan

may give a cnjri* when he pleases ;
hut in the town they are

only given at the feast called Tithenidia, celebrated for the

preservation of infants. At this time tln> nurses bring the

male children into the country to present them at the temple
of Diana Coruthullis, situated near the river Tiassa, by tin

side of the grace Cleta. There they celebrate the copt*, as we
have just described it. They sacrifice on this occasion sucking

pigs ; and \pnettt, or baked bread, is served at the banquet'."

1
Arifttotle, Politic*, 1. m. e. 9.

1 See especially Athemt-us, Bantu?! dtt Savantt, M. Pindorf, Vol. I.

pp. 822, :

J
Athcmrus, Vol. i. rr 31 1- 31-

r
>. 1. IT. 5 16.

102
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"Everything here is primitive; and we see the common repast
in its ancient simplicity.

" In other countries also this tradition can long be recognized,

though subject to much alteration. At Athens for instance, and in

several Greek cities, the magistrates, and those who are distinguished
for especial services, take their meals in the common hall, or Pryta-
neum 1

: and when a young man is newly admitted into the tribe,

all the members partake of the sacred food with him 2
. At Home,

too, every curia had its banqueting-hall, and all the curice have a

common hall, very like the Prytaiiea of the Greeks, says Dionysius
of Halicamassus 8

. May we not naturally refer all these recollections

to the primitive custom of common rejxastsl Aristotle, struck with

the great antiquity of the custom in Italy, concludes that it originated
in this country, and thence passed to Greece 4

. Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, on the other hand, afier mentioning the public repasts of

the Roman curice, recalls the Lacedaemonians, and concludes that

Romulus borrowed them from the legislation of Lycurgus. Not

so, however : Romulus borrowed nothing from Lycurgus, as

Dionysius supposes, nor did Greece copy Italy, as Aristotle would
affirm. Alike in Greece and Italy, the custom of common repasts
was established quite naturally, or rather was maintained. In
both countries it remained, as a lingering evidence of the old

nomadic life*, and the primitive community of the soil : in both
countries religion and custom preserved the memento."

Aristotle eulogizes the common repasts as a means of main-

taining equality :

" In Sparta and all Greece the legislator had

the wisdom to base the community on the custom of public

repasts." (Lib. II. c. 2.)
" The common repasts of the Cartha-

ginian Hetairies resemble the Lacedaemonian phidities." (Lib.

IL c. 8.)
" The establishment of these common repasts is gene-

rally regarded as applicable to every well constituted state.

I am of this opinion myself, but it is necessary that every citi-

zen, without exception, sbould take part in them. The ex-

penses of divine worship are still a common burden of the state.

The land, therefore, should be divided into two portions:
the one for the public, the other for private individuals. The
first portion will then be subdivided to meet the expenses of

religion and of the common repasts." (Lib. IX. c. 9.)
" The

establishment of common repasts is quite as ancient : in Greece

Athenians, Vol. i. p. 402, L v. 2.

Demosth, Oratio adversui Macartatum. Parians, Didot, 1845, p. 565.

Dionysius of Halicarnassns, Roman Antiquities, 1. n. c. 23.

Aristotle, Politic*, L vn. c. 9.

It is surprising that there is no chapter devoted to the common repasts
in the work of Dora Sciffen, Vettigia vita Nomadica, tarn in moribiu quum
Itgibiu Romannrnm eorupicua.
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it goes back to the reign of Minos, and in Italy it can bo

traced to a still more remote period." (Lib. iv. c. 9.)

Not only i the primitive community preserved to us in

: it i<>ns concerning the golden age and in certain radically

communistic institutions, such as that of the common repasts;

but it has also left its impress on the constitution, the laws,

the manners and the ideas of antiquity. In Greece the indivi-

dual is always sacrificed to the State, and political writers, like

Aristotle and Plato, have continually in view the maintenance

of equality of conditions, by imposing certain limits on indivi-

dual activity, and especially on the accumulation of landed

property in the hands of a certain number of persons. Great

legislators, such as Lycurgus and Minos, are said to have based

the constitutions attributed to them on a new division of pro-

perty. The idea of regulating the distribution of wealth, so as

to check excessive inequality, recurs at every moment in the

writings of the ancients, and it is from them that Montesquieu
and Rousseau have derived it. As M. Viollet correctly remarks,

the origin of individual property is nearly always referred to

an original division, effected on the footing of equality, which

makes us suppose, that before this distribution the soil was

collective property, or that it was at least thought to be so by
those who related these facts. M. Viollet quotes a great num-

ber of these distributions noticed by ancient authors.

" The tradition of this distribution is common among the Greeks :

we meet it among the inhabitants of the Cyclades
1

,
of Tenedos,

Lesbos and the neighbouring islands'. It also exists in Sardinia';
.-iii'l it is to be found in the Peloponnese when overrun by the

I >nri.iii.s.''

\V. may here remark that minute discussions have been

d with regard to the division of the soil by the Dorians4
:

it seems that we can separate history and legend on this point

with considerable certainty. There was a nearly equal division

of lands (iarorrjra nva) at the time of the Dorian invasion.

This is the history of the matter, and we have evidence of the

facts in Plato's Laws.

s. T. 84. J
I>i.*lorus, T. HI, 88. Piodorns. T. 15.

4 See Thirlwall, Hittory of Greece; Grot*, llutvry of Greece; Dundter,
Gr$chii-hte det Altertliumi.
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But this distribution of lands has been attributed to Lycur-

gus, which is the legendary part of the account. Lycurgus, a

semi-traditional personage, would thus have absorbed an an-

terior fact. This supposition is corroborated by the existence

of a tradition, in other respects erroneous, which makes Lycur-

gus contemporary with the Heracleidse, and by a critical con-

jecture of Timreus, who is compelled to assume the existence of

two Lycurgi.

To return to M. Viollet :

" Aristotle mentions several countries, Locri in Magna Gitecia
',

Thebes*, Leucadia 3

,
in which the original number of properties were

carefully maintained. This idea hardly admits of any explanation,
but that of a primitive division : an explanation all the more pro-

bable, inasmuch as it can be verified with certainty, for a town
that we have not yet mentioned, Thurium. Here we have two
distinct evidences : one, that of Aristotle

4
,
who mentions the

usurpation of the lands by a small number of patricians in spite
of the law forbidding such acquisitions ;

the other, that of Diodorus,
who relates the early tradition of such a distribution

5
. This primi-

tive tradition evidently explains the legislation to which Aristotle

alludes. In Sparta, the tradition which we find presents a remark-
able feature. Here there is not a mere division, but a division into

equal shares, or at least, a distribution which involves a certain

degree of equality (iaorrjra. rivd).
" We also find this recollection of equality among the Romans.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Varro, Festus and Pliny, all furnish us

with evidence, with regard to this people, of great interest and of

indisputable historic value.

"According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus* Romulus divided each

1
Aristotle, Politics. *

Politics, n. 9.
3

Politic*, ii. 4. As represented to us by Aristotle, these Greek laws as to

the preservation of the original parcels seem to be connected with an aristo-

cratic sentiment, and to have been generally intended to prevent the plebs
from attaining to property, and so to magistracies and honours. Are we
therefore to conclude that the lower classes were originally excluded from these

distributions, or must we suppose, that, by the number of primitive parcels
remaining invariable, and the population at the same time increasing, lauded

property became, in consequence, an aristocratic privilege, and the maintenance
of the original parcels a safeguard for the higher classes? It is difficult to

answer these questions with the aid of some few lines of Aristotle. We should,
however, lean to the second solution.

4
Politics, v. 6. Here the prohibition against acquisition seems to be

regarded as a safeguard against oligarchy, which is always apt to be created

l>y the purchase of land. There is no doubt that, in consequence of local

circumstances, acquisitions were made at Thurium for the benefit of those who
already had property, while elsewhere the proletarians were purchasers. Thus
the same primitive law may become, in one case, an aristocratic guarantee
aguiiiht democracy, and, in another, a security against the development of an

.tfV.

5
Diodorus, xn. 11.
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lireo tribes which composed tho population into ten curio,
.in. I divided the territory int.* thirty jmrU. Ha diittrilintod me of
these parts to each curia by lot, a p..rti..n ( th. lorritory being
nwen.-d f..r th<- expenses of religion mid public donmin 1

. Varro
twice gives the same tradition :

*

Ager Romanus primum dirutus
iu iNurtes ires a quo tribua appeUata Tatiennium, Rauminm, Luoe-
iiiiu'.' r.iiui jugera quod a Rouiulo primum divisa (diet;ban tui

)

vintiiu
.|it.r (.JUIH!) heredem sequerentur, hnredium appellarmitV

\\'e alao find in Festus and tli.- Kidrr I'liny mention of the

original survey of the Roman domain: 'Centuriatus ager in

ducmita jugeni drtinitus. Qtiiu Romulus centeuis civil. n.s duccnta

jugera tribuit' (Pestus.)
' Bina tune jugera populo Romano satis

oraut, null 14110 majoreiu moduui attribtuV (Pliny )*.'*

M. Viollet also sees a proof of the previous existence of tho

community of the soil in a practice, which is very common in

antiquity, and is found in early times among all modern nations,

atul is, in fact, derived from the joint possession of the soil

According to this custom the alienation of land to any one, who
is a stranger to the village, is not allowed without the consent

of the inhabitants, who have even the right of purchasing the

land on tendering the price offered. First, we may notice tho

ancient Hindoo custom :

"At a very remote period the alienation of land in India was
not valid without the couaent of the inhabitants of the place, of

relatives, of neighbours, of shareholders, and of heirs*. The texts

are very precise, and leave no room for doubt on the point. We
here find ourselves in presence of the village community pointed out

by Ncarchus, on the authority of Strabo, of which we have spoken
above. The neighbours have certain rights over the land. It

cannot be alienated without their authority, and their consent is

necessary for the admission of a new possessor. These are the

natural consequences of the old joint-ownership of the tribe. Every-

1

Dionysins of Hivlicnrnassas, Ant. Rom. IT. 3.

Vam>. i Latina, T. 56. ' Varro, D* re ruttica, t 10,
4

I'liny, S'tttiral Ilittoru, XVHI. 2.
3 "Land U couveyed by six formalities, by the assent of townsmen, of

kin.lrod, of neighbours, and of heirs, and by the delivery of gold and of water."

('..[.l.rooko, A Digett of Hindu Law, n. 101, Art. xxxiu.). Conf. Orianne,

original Aft tuceeniont d'aprtt If droit hindnu; extrait d* Mitacihant
./^ I ijnyattvara, Paris, 1844, p. 49. ProM'onno Coomar Tagore, A tuecinct

nt-tnj of thf llimlnt Law preralrnt in Mithila, from the original Sanscrit

of VACH LSI-ATI MIHRA. Calcutta, 1868, p. 810. See Caract. collect, det prtmitrrt

proprictt* immobilitrei, by Vi,.ll, t. p. 30. " According to Mr George Campbell,
the alienation of landed property is very rare. The Tillage community has a

. to, ami would not nllow tint entry of any stranger who might be
mul sale of liind for tho jmyinrnt of n <l-l>t U an idea

unknown to the liiudooa." Syittmi of Land Tenure in variutu L'ouiUrift, p. 106.
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thing in the system is simple and logical, the moment we refer it to

this historical idea."

In Greece the neighbours take part in the act of sale, either

as witnesses or as guarantees. Sometimes, as at Thurium, they

received a small coin, Theophrastus tells us, which seemed to

be the price of their assent, or the acknowledgment of certain

rights of joint-ownership. According to the German civilian

Puchta 1

,
the ancient mode of acquisition by a fictitious vindi-

catio before a magistrate, called in jure cessio, can only be

explained by the State's right of eminent domain over all

moveable and immoveable property.

The retrait, or right of claiming land, in case of sale to

a stranger, recognized in the inhabitants of the village, is found

everywhere. It exists in most Mussulman countries, in Algeria,

in India
8

,
and Java. The retrait by the townsmen was still in

force in Illyria and Italy under the emperors ;
for a constitution

of the year 391, concerning these provinces, abolished the cus-

tom. We have seen that it exists in Russia. It is also to be

found among the Southern Slavs, and in primitive times was

common among the German tribes.

In Switzerland it still exists for the AUmends. In France,
this primitive custom survived until a very recent period. In

the district of Angle (Saint-Omer), and at Fillievre (Hesdin)
3
,

the inhabitants had the right of retrait against every stranger

purchasing lands in its territory. Traces of it are also to be

found in the Libri feudorum*. We may, therefore, assert that

the right of retrait formerly existed everywhere as a remnant of

the previous collective property.

When the -right of alienating land was introduced among
the Germans, the transfer of property continued to be a public

act, which could only be effected in the assembly of the inhabit-

ants of the district. According to title Lix. of the law of the

Ripuarian Franks, sales had to be performed in the Mallum.

Gifts, also, were authenticated in this assembly.

In England, during the Saxon period, the transfer of landed

1 Pucbta, Curtut der Institnt.
* Sir William Hay Macnaghten, Principles of Himhi and Mahommcdan Larc,

i. iv. pp. 204, 205.
3 M. Viollet borrows these facts from Bourdot de Ricliebourg, Vol. i. ]\ .'5M

ami :M7.
4 Libri ftiidnritm, lib. v. tit. xui. xiv.
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property was effected in tho general assembly, after public

proclamation
1
.

In the provinces of the Low Countries, in the middle agon,

sale of laud preserves the character of a public transaction. It

was carried out in the presence of the sheriff of the commune,
a i i.l an official report was kept in the Hotel-do-Ville*.

,':ml the fact that immoveables, even when they have

become individual property, are originally in every case inca-

pable of being sold or devised, as an additional proof of the

primitive community of the soil. M. Fustel de Coulanges,
hum whom we borrow further on the passage in proof of this

fact, attributes it to the influence of primitive religion. This

explanation is insufficient, as there was no sale or devise of

lands in Germany, nor is there at the present time in Russia,

or the Swiss Allniends. For a fact of such universality we
must seek an equally general rule. Its origin seems to have

been this. Originally the right of possessing a portion of the

soil is a natural right, inherent in a man's person. The land is

divided among all, according to an unalterable custom, which

no one can modify at pleasure. The individual attains to pos-
session of the soil, not by virtue of a contract of sale or testa-

mi ntary devise, but by reason of his character as a member of

the human race, and his inalienable right of living by labour

applied to the soil, the common foster-mother of his kind. An

agrarian organization, founded on such a conception of property,

obviously allows of no alienation of immoveables, whether by
sale or testament. It is not human caprice, but a principle of

public order, which controls property.

We will now borrow from M. Fustel de Coulanges some

proofs of the original inalienability of the soil :

"Plato, in his treatise on the Laws, did not claim to be ad-

vancing a new rule when lie forbade the proprietor to sell bis land
;

he was only reviving an old law. Even-thing leads us to suppose
th.it in ancient times property was inalienable. It is well known

1 Gnnlon, On Court* Baron, and Kdham, Domttd<ty Book, p. 21.'

* Fur the towns of Amiens and Lille, see tho sources quoted by M. "V

ittmru of Amitnt (first half of tho thirteenth century), Art. ', in

V 1 ; . n v. RfcutUde* Man. inttlit* du Tirrt-L't<it, district of tlu- Nc.rth, V..|. 1.

i custom pn \i<>na to 1292. ihiil. pp. UM. liVl. (.'..nf. a sale

ffected in 1 17O In-fore tho commune of Amiens; a gift in 1105 of the same km. I.

lis. n -..
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that in Sparta a citizen was formally forbidden to sell his lot of

land
l

. The same prohibition was included in Locrian and Leuca-

di;m laws*. Phido of Corinth, a legislator of the ninth century,
ordained that the number of families and of properties should remain
fixed*. This ordinance could not be observed unless the sale and
even the division of lands had been prohibited. The law of Solon,
later by seven or eight generations than that of Phido of Corinth,
no longer forbade the sale of property, but it subjected the seller

to a severe penalty, the loss of all the rights of citizenship
4
. Finally,

Aristotle informs us in general terms, that, in many towns, the

early legislation prohibited the sale of lands. Our knowledge of the

Roman law only begins from the XII Tables; at this period it is

clear that the sale of property was permitted. But there is reason

to suppose, that in the early times of Rome, and in Italy before the

existence of Rome, the soil was inalienable, j ust as in Greece."

In ancient India the sale of immoveables was unknown 5
,
and

is still rare in the districts not yet
"
anglicized." The same was

the case in ancient Germany. The sale of land does not appear
till the barbarians were acquainted with the principles of the

Roman Law. The first law of the Visigoths, published by
Blume 6

,
does not mention land among the things that may be

sold; and the revised text, promulgated later, adds the word

"lands." Sive mancipia sen quodlibet animalium genus ven-

ditur, said the original text : sive terrce, adds the more recent

one. Several German laws seem to concede the power of

selling land as a new right
7
. Others even put considerable

restraint upon the right. If the necessity of the sale is not

proved, immoveables cannot be alienated. Thus in the law of

the Saxons: "Liber homo qui sub tutela nobilis cujuslibet

erat, qui jam in exilium missus est, si haereditatem suam neces-

sitate coactus vendere voluerit, offerat earn primo proximo

suo, ...
8
."

1
Plutarch, Lycurgus, Agis. Aristotle, Politics, n. p. 10.

2
Aristotle, Politics, n. 4, 4. 3 Id. n. 3, 7.

4 Machines, Contra Timarchum. s Mitacshara, trad. Orianne, p. 50.
6 Bloine, Di:' iccttgothische Antiqua oder das Gesetzbuch Reccartd des Erstcn,

1847, ch. 294, p. 18, 20.
7 See Law of the Thuringians, tit. xin. :

" Libero homini liceat haereditatem
Ktmra cui voluerit tradere." Ganciani, Bar. leg. antiq., v. in. pp. 31 36, and
Walter, Corpu$jur. Germ., v. i. p. 380.

Law of the Saxm*, tit. xv.,
" Traditiones et venditiones omnes legitimaa,

stabiles permaneant," and the following with Canciani's commentary, v. HI.

]>. 51. Cf. Lex. Ilurg. t. I., and tit. LXXXIV. 1, in Pcrtz, Mon. Germ. Ley,,
tit. in. pp. 532 5(8. Lex Aleinaunonun, in Pertz, Mun. Leges, t. in. p. 45.

(iH)rrowod from M. Viollct).
8
Cauciani, Harb. leg. ant., t. in. p. 59.
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And in Scotland (Lgea Bnrgorum, cap. CXXXVHI.), "Et
testabuntur iu<i vcndens voulilit ilium tcnram rationo pau-

|i. TJ> iti-t, et ilia paapertas fuit probnta, auto venditiunt-m, per
duudocim legatee et tuK-les homines 1

."

By the customary law of the island of Gothland (cap.

xxxvin. 1),
"
Landeigcnthutn mag niemand verkaufen ohne

Noth. Tn-il.t iim die Noth dazu, so soil er naageiO
aaechsten Verwandten im Beiseyn seiner Kirclispielgenc
uml il.'t- Ubrigen Familienglieder, und diese sollen untersuchcn,

welche Noth ilm dazu treibt*."

And in the custom of Ribnitz (Mecklenburg-Gustrow),
\Yinl allhic eincm jeden, der dazu qualificirt, und demo es im

Rechten uicht sonderlich vcrbotla-n, seine Giither in Noth-

fa-Urn /u veneussern, zu verpfaenden, oder zu verkauffen er-

stattet, yedoch ober also das, ...*."

Primitive law is as intolerant of testamentary devise as it is

of sale, because the transmission of land is a matter of public

interest, the regulation of which must not be left to the decision

of individual caprice.

In the earliest period, as in Germany formerly, or in Russia

at the present day, the soil belongs to the tribe, and is periodi-

cally re-distributed among the families, according to fixed

traditional rules. In the second period the soil belongs to the

patriarchal family, such as we see it in France in the middle

ages or among the Southern Slavs in our own day. In neither

of these two systems is the individual allowed, during his span
of life, to interfere with the natural order of the hereditary

transmission of the soil.

In an agrarian organization so conceived the notion of a

testament cannot even arise. Plato again accurately under-

stands the reason why the testament could not be admitted in

the system where property belongs to the patriarchal family.

1 Honard, Trnitft ntr let couhimtt Anglo-normandt*, t. n. pp. 449, 450.
. r' translation, Guta-l.U'jh, (In ifs\\ . 69, and compare

Mirror of Saxony, \. i. art. 84 : Ohne dec Richtera Urlaub, mag ein Mann
*ein Eigen wold vargetxra mit genehm Miner Erben ; nor dan er eine balbe

Hufe davon behalte uud ein Gehoeft, da man cincn Wagen daranf nmwenden

mag." (Trannlation by Saohase, Sachttntpiegtl oder Saechtitcke* Landreclit,

J, ,.. 72.)
H-illiu jiirinm riritntum mfgapolcnrium df an. 1859, in Weatphalen:

.i/.'imm.nM nii-ilitu rtrnm ijermanicarwn priccipue, cimbricarum et megapoltmi*m,
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" Ye Gods, says the man on tlie point of death, is it not

hard that I may not dispose of my property as I desire, and in

favour of whom I please, leaving more to one, less to another,

according to my regard for them ?" But the legislator replies,
" Thou canst not promise thyself more than a single day ;

thou

art but a sojourner here below
;
and is it for thee to control

such matters ? Thou art neither master of thy goods nor of

thyself; thou and thy property alike belong to thy family

to thy ancestors and thy descendants V
This primitive idea seems far superior to the modern idea

of the freedom of testamentary disposition. The principle

governing the transmission of property forms the very basis of

social order. For a certain period, at least, it is a rule which is

better than any other. It is the most conformable to justice

and the best guarantee of general happiness. This rule is for

juridical science to discover and for the lawgiver to publish; it

should not be lawful for individual desires, often dictated by

caprice or folly, to infringe it.

The ancient Hindoo law did not recognise any testament
;

and until the arrival of the English even the idea was un-

known. It was only introduced as the judges, deriving their

inspiration from the English law, admitted it
8
. "The Athenian

law, before Solon, absolutely forbade all testamentary dispo-
sition

;
and Solon himself only allowed it to those who left

no children
8
. The testament was long prohibited or unknown

in Sparta, and was only authorized subsequently to the Pelopon-
nesian war. The memory has been preserved of a time when
the same was the case in Corinth and Thebes. It is certain

that the power of absolutely devising property was not

originally recognized as a natural right." "Before the law of

the XII Tables we have no legal text either forbidding or

allowing testamentary disposition, but the language preserves
the remembrance of a time when it was not known

;
for it calls

the son hceres suus et necessarius 4
." Even after testamentary

disposition was allowed, the wish of the testator had to be

1
Plato, Lav*, TI.

1 See Sir George Campbell's Essay iu the Cobden Club's volume, System* of
Land-tenure in various Cuuntricg, p. 172.

3
Plutarch, Solon, '21.

4 Fiihtfl de Conlanges, La cite antique, 3rd edit., p. 89.
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ratified hy the sovereign autlnTity. tli.it is, by the people

assembled in tli. on-ie.*, nnl-r the presidency of the pontiff.

The most ancient form of testament is that camitiia calatis. In

Germany the testament was unknown, nullum testamentum
'

;

and tlio barbarians only made use of it after the conquest,

un<l<-r the influence of Roman ideas and of the church, which

found in it an abundant source of wealth*. " The best autho-

rities," says Sir H. Maine, "agree that there is no trace of it in

those parts of their written codes which comprise the customs

practised by them in their original seats, and in their subse-

quent settlements on the edge of the Roman Empire '."

Originally the clan, or village, is the collective body owning

the soil
;

later on, it is the family, which has all the character-

istics of a perpetual corporation. The father of the family is

in' rely the administrator of the patrimony : when he dies, he is

replaced by another administrator. There is no place for the

testament, nor even for individual succession. We shall see pre-

sently that this is still the case among the family communities

of modern Scrvia. Such was also the law everywhere where

these communities have existed
; and, probably, every nation

has passed through the system.

So far from being a natural right, testamentary disposition

is a novelty in the history of law. As Sir H. Maine remarks,

the Romans invented it. The testament was not at first con-

ceived of as a means of distributing wealth or effecting the

division of property, but only for better regulating the interests

of the family.

Customary law, and the great jurists, who have interpreted

its spirit to us, are equally hostile to the testament. The fun-

damental maxim of the customary law on this point is, Institu-

tion cTMritier na point lieu. Legacies were but tolerated. The

indulgence of the law, says Bourjon, allows a man at his death

a sort of empire over his property ;
but the law is wiser than

the individual. Therefore he shall not interfere with the onl. r

established by it Human wishes should not trouble the divine

order, says Domat All customs impose more or less limitation

on the right of testamentary disposition.

1 Taritnfl, Ofrmania, n.
* Labonlaye, De la condition civil' ft politiqve Utt Femmti, p. 00.

An.-irnt Lair, p. 172.



CHAPTER XL

PROPERTY IN GREECE.

THE Roman idea of a right of absolute property was always

foreign to Greece. The territory of the state was regarded

as belonging to it alone; the citizens had merely an enjoy-

ment of it, subordinate to the general interest, hence the

frequent partitions of the soil and the constant intervention

of the law to regulate the distribution of property. The philo-

sophers, the politicians, and the legislators of antiquity, all

evinced the same desire, that every citizen should have a

portion of landed property, and that the law should prevent
excessive inequality. In the Republic of Plato the land is

divided in equal parts among all the citizens. In order that

all might be interested in the defence of the country, Aristotle

would have every one hold two plots of land, assigned by lot,

one near the city, the other near the frontier
1
. In the majority

of Greek states we find measures intended to maintain equa-

lity in landed property. In Leucadia the sale of hereditary

property was absolutely forbidden
; among the Locrians it

was only allowed to meet a necessity on proof of such necessity.

At Corinth, the legislator Phidon, to maintain the equality of

the lots, endeavours to make the number of citizens invariable.

Philolaus, a Corinthian by birth, who gave laws to Thebes,
endeavoured to attain the same end by regulating adoptions,
and Phileas of Chalcedonia hoped to re-establish the equality
of property by enacting that the rich should give portions to

1 Arist. rolitics, iv. 0, 7.
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daughters, but should not receive them; while the poor
n <-.-i\t> thorn, hut not give tli in '.

Sparta, at the tinu- \\li.n it npji. ars in history, had already
<1U<-. nitimii <1 the system of primitive community. It had,

apjcin-ntly, arrival at the system of collective property in the

yens, or clan. The elementary unit of society was the yei>o<f,

tli<- same word as the Roman gens, and corresponding to the

li'jutes and gcschldchter of the towns of the middle ages. It was

a group of families, connected by traditional descent from a

common ancestor, whom they worshipped in common, tin ir

religious ceremonies being celebrated at the same altar. The

patrimony was inalienable. There, as among the Jews, the

object of all land legislation was the preservation of the family.

When a daughter was the only heir of a family, the nearest

i' Lit ion was obliged to marry her, and even to divorce his

\isting wife for the purpose. He might also claim her, even

against her will. In theory, every inheritor succeeded by
individual title

;
but the community was generally maintained

between brothers. There was no partition.
" All the children

remained grouped round the same hearth," M. Jannet tells us ;

" one of the brothers, the most capable, and, as a rule, the

eldest, by reason of the sacred privilege of his birth, regulated
the community and bore the expressive name of etrno-Trdfjuov,

the preserver of the hearth. Plutarch, in his Treatise on

Paternal Affection, shews that these communities played a

very important part in the ancient social condition of Greek

nations. They were probably the pivot of the family organization.

Partition among the children was only effected in exceptional

cases. In course of time this was reversed; but tlun tin-

principle of compulsory partition was at variance with the

other institutions, all of which had in view the preservation of

the patrimony in the family. Hence arose the incoherence of

the Greek law, which Cicero notices, in comparison with the

Roman system based on the testamentary institution of an heir."

The sons and their male descendants completely excluded

the daughters, as at Athens and in other Greek states. The

testament here, as in all primitive Greece, was unknown.

Right and the interests of society, not the arbitrary will of the

i
Aristotle, Politic*, n. 4. 4 ; -n. 8. 7 ; -II. 4, | 1, _'.
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individual, fixed the succession. The constitution of property

was, therefore, the same at Sparta, as among the Southern

Slavs of the present day, or in the rural districts of France in

the middle ages.

The primitive community left deep traces on the social

organization of Sparta. Plutarch, in his Life of Lycurgus,

c. XVL, tells us that, at the birth of each child, the elders of

the tribe assigned to it one of the 9000 lots of land in the

territory of the state. The truth of this statement is denied,

because it would follow that there was no right of succession,

and that the earth was common, which is contrary to esta-

blished facts. But, side by side with the family patrimonies,

there may very well have existed a collective domain, like the

Germanic Allmend, in which every one obtained his share.

Sparta had a communal domain of great extent, the pro-

duce of which served in some measure to maintain the public

repasts. There, as in the majority of the other Greek states, it

comprised forests and mountain 1
. The public repasts, Syssi-

ties, which were arranged in messes of fifteen persons, were the

basis of the military and political organization, under the name
of Phidities and Andries. A similar institution existed in

almost all of the Greek states. Its economic importance was not

everywhere the same, but depended on the common revenue.

At Sparta every one had to contribute towards it a certain

number of measures of oil and barley. In Crete, according to

Aristotle, the Phidities contributed most to the maintenance

of equality.

Grote and other historians regard with doubt the famous

division of property into 9000 equal parts, which, according to

Plutarch, was effected by Lycurgus. There may be some

doubt with regard to the details, but the division, in itself, is

entirely in harmony with the spirit of ancient politics. A division

of property seems to have taken place at the time of the founda-

tion of the state, about the year 1000 B.C., and after the

conquest of Messenia under Polydorus (700 B.C.). However
this may be, Aristotle reproaches Spartan legislators for not

1 See Herodotus, n. 57; Pausanias in. 20; Plato, Laws, I. The Cretan
towns derived from their common lands, cultivated by a particular class of serfs,
sufficient to provide the public repasts. The citizens had therefore at least the
means of subsistence.
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having taken efficient steps to maintain equality of condition.

The population, he says, was divided into rich and poor : all

the wealth was in the hands of a few individuals, possessed of

colossal fortunes. According to Aristotle this concentration of

lauded property was carried so far, that in the time of Agis III,

the whole of Laconia was the property of one hundred persons.
The population rapidly decreased. The number of men capable
of bearing arms was reduced from 10,000 to 1,000 even in tin-

time of Aristotle, and was only 700 in the time of Plutarch,

totle saw no other remedy for the decay of the state than a

partition of lands, with a view to the re-establishment of

r<
I
ii.
-ility of property. The struggle between the rich and the

poor hod already begun at the period when the Stogyrite
wrote. In several towns, he says, the rich had taken this

oath :
" I swear to be the enemy of the people, and to do them

all the harm in my power
1
." At Sparta, and in many other

Greek states, the kings placed themselves at the head of the

people in opposition to the aristocracy. Caesarism was demo-

cratic and socialistic. Agis advocated a division of property,
but was killed. The king Cleomenes (238 222 B.C.) carried

out the popular programme : the abolition of debts, the parti-

tion of property, and the grant of political rights to all who had

been deprived of them. Laconia was divided into 15,000 parts

allotted to the Periceci, and 4,500 to the citizens. Cleomenes,

overthrown in foreign war, was succeeded by other "
tyrants,"

who continued to oppress and despoil the rich, to retain the

favour of the people. The economic history of Sparta, repeated
in the other Greek states, is very similar to that of Rome. So

long as equality was maintained by the families preserving

their patrimony, political liberty survived. When once the

rich usurped the soil, the struggle of classes began, and was

only ended by the establishment of despotism and the destruc-

tion of the state.

Aristotle, in his Politics, sums up in a few words the con-

clusion derived from the economic history of Greece. " For

them (the legislators) the crucial point seems to be the organi-

zation of property, the one source, in their opinion, of revolu-

ti. us. Pink-sis of Chalccdonia was the first to lay down the

Politic*, Tin. 7.

M. 11
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principle that equality of fortune was indispensable among the

citizens." In fact, when the division of property is too unequal,

democracy leads to social revolution ; for the man who has the

suffrage, seeks also to have property. Democratic institutions

have only brought man peace, when, as in Switzerland and in

primitive time, manners are simple and conditions very equal.

In the other Greek republics we find the same economic

evolution as at Sparta, the concentration of landed property,
the advance of inequality, cultivation by slaves, whose number
is continually increasing, and finally depopulation. When
Greece became a Roman province it was transformed into a

desert, where the flocks wandered at will, and wild beasts

lurked in the ruins of temples and cities. At the end of the

first century of our era, the population was so reduced that

the whole of Greece could hardly produce 3,000 fully armed

warriors, the number which Megara alone sent to the battle of

Platea. Equality was the basis of Greek democracies; in-

equality was their ruin
1
.

1 See the instructive work of Karl Biicher, Die Aufstfinde der unfreien
Arbeiter, 1874, ch. rv.



CHAPTER XII.

PROPERTY AT ROME.

THE Romans, after passing the two success!vo stages of the

village community and the family community, were the first to

establish exclusive, individual property in land
;
and the prin-

ciples they adopted on this subject still serve as the basis of

law for continental states. Scarcely, however, was quiritary
dominion established, when it threatened the existence of the

democratic institutions and of the Republic, by its power of

encroachment. It was in vain to set limits to it: la grande

proprMM consumed la petite. The economic history of Rome is

little else than a picture of the struggle against the encroach-

ments of quiritary dominion 1
.

The philosophers and legislators of antiquity knew well, by

experience, that liberty and political equality can only e.\i>t

when supported by equality of conditions. The Politics of

Aristotle enumerates a number of means employed by the

Greeks to maintain this equality. At one time they limit the

maximum amount of land, which a citizen may possess; at

another, they declare property inalienable to prevent its accu-

mulation; at another, individual property is modified by
common repasts, of which all partake. There is one constant

struggle against inequality. "Inequality," says Aristotle
1 with

much perception,
"
is the source of all revolutions." According

to Bockh, the war between the rich and the poor deatn

Greece". So long as landed property preserved its collet-

1 See an interacting essay by O. Arendt, DM regime At la proprMtt trrri-

torialf, conridtrt dans tei rafportt avec It moMWuml politiaue.
v.l.

* Staatih. <far Jfft., I. p. 201.

112
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character, equality resulted from the periodic partition, as we

still see in Russia. This was the golden age, of which the

ancients preserved a recollection and which continued to be

their ideal. Even later, when the several families lived on

their common, indivisible and inalienable patrimony, as in

Judaea or ancient Greece and Italy, at the time when the gens

and 76^09 preserved its primitive character, inequality was

confined within limits. But at Rome, when quiritary, that is

to say, individual and exclusive property, capable of indefinite

extension, was developed, none of the precautions contrived by
the Greeks were adopted to limit it. On the contrary, every

newly conquered territory gave it a vast area over which it

could extend. Thus the inequality increased which was to

destroy the Republic, and subsequently the whole Roman

Empire. We will state briefly the attempts made to check

its progress.

The writers of greatest authority think that in Latium the

soil was originally the collective property of the clan. At the

time when the history of Rome begins, we find, it is true, lands

belonging to citizens in private ownership, qgri privati, as well

as extensive lands belonging to the people collectively, ager

populi, ager publicus. But private property was of small extent.

It only comprised the space necessary for the house, court-yard

and garden, that is, two jugera '. This was the heredium, the

land which was transmitted hereditarily, while the rest of the

territory was collective property, ager publicus.

The heredium, like the lot assigned to the Spartans, was

regarded as inalienable, because it was the necessary home of

the family, and even to the last days of the Republic it was a

disgrace to sell it*. The heredium was not sufficient for the

support of a family
8

,
and accordingly they had to obtain the

rest of their means of subsistence by cultivating portions of the

ager publicus, and by turning on to the common pasturage the

cattle, which was originally the principal form of wealth. This

1 Varro clearly marks this distinctive feature: Bina jugera a Romulo primum
diviia dicebantur viritim qua, quod heredem sequerentur, heredium vocantur.

See Schwegler, R'fanische Gesch. Tubingen, 1856, n. 6, 444: and Moritz

Voigt, die Bina jugera, Rhein. Museum fur Philologie, 1866.
8 The Bina jugera, which are about an acre and a quarter, according to

Mommsen, could only yield 800 kilogrammes of corn, or only 400 annually, as

they would have to lie fallow every other year.
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agrarian system
'

n '- th.it <>t m-><l<Tn lLuia

orpriiiiiti\< (l.iininv, v, In ! the lii reditary domain acorns to

h;ivo been much tho same in extent as the Roman licredium.

There is, however, this difference, that we do not find that the

collective domain was subject to periodic partition at Rome, as

among tho Germans or Slavs. The custom, if it ever existed,

has loft no traces in history. The ager publicus was subject to

the five rijit of occupancy, as in Java, or in Russia before the

1>
u titiou was introduced to establish equality. Every member

of the populus every patrician, that is might occupy such

vacant portion as he found convenient, on the one condition of

conforming to the rules governing this method of occupation '.

This did not confer any right of property, but a mere possessory

right, in theory always revocable, which, however long it ex-

isted, was never transformed into full ownership, or dominium

ex jure Quiritiitm. As a matter of fact, however, the patricians

retained the enjoyment of the lands which they cultivated,

because there was no fixed period at which they were to return

into the common stock. The lands thus occupied by the patri-

cians became so extensive, that they surrendered a portion to

clients, precario, that is to say on the request of the clients, a

portion of the produce being reserved. Later on, when succes-

sive conquests increased the number of slaves, the patricians

cultivated by their labour the portions which they occupied of

the ager publicus.

They had also the right to depasture their cattle on the

public pasturage (pascua publicd) on paying to the treasury a

nut, from which they soon freed themselves. The plebeians,

like the hintersassen of the Germanic mark had no right of

occupancy over the public domain. From time to time, how-

ever, lands were distributed among them, and their lots seem

to have been ordinarily about 7 jugera in extent*. The plebeian

lot was greater than tho patrician heredium because it had to

suffice for the maintenance of a family, whereas the Irinajugera

merely comprised the hof or dwelling-house and its accessories,

arable land and pasturage being taken from the ager

1 For proof we Maynx' excellent work, Court dt droit remain, f 14 and 88.
> Bee kayns. Varro, de He Rtutica, i. 3, 9 : Livy, v. 34, 80: Pliny. //. N.

\viit. 3. 4 : Columella, de Re Rtutica, i. 8.
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publicity. As in early times agricultural labour is the sole

source of wealth, every free man must have a portion of land to

be able to subsist. Hence, in default of the periodic partition

which maintained equality in the German and Slavonic com-

mune, it was constantly necessary at Rome to have recourse to

distributions of land which the plebeians never succeeded in

retaining. According to the traditions collected by historians,

there was a division of the soil made by Romulus. He divided

the territory among the three tribes. Each tribe was divided

into curice, and each curia into centuries. The century, like the

Anglo-Saxon hundred, contained a hundred warriors or heads of

families, and each of them had a private domain of two acres.

This was, according to tradition, the quantity allotted to each

citizen by Romulus. Dionysius adds, that Romulus reserved a

portion sufficient for the maintenance of religious worship, and

that another portion remained the domain of the State. This

last portion was far the largest. Numa, Tullus Hostilius,

Ancus Martius made distributions of land viritim according to

Cicero, that is, in equal shares per head. Viritanus ager dici-

tur, says Festus, qui viritim populo distribuitur. Servius Tul-

lius orders all those who have taken possession of public lands

to restore them
;
and gives those who have no land seven

jugera, in order, as he tells us in the speech attributed to him

by Dionysius, that the plebeians might no longer cultivate the

lands of other people, but their own, and might be so made

more courageous in the defence of their country. Under the

Republic there are constant efforts to keep the land in the

hands of the plebeians. In 404 B.C. Spurius Cassius proposes
to distribute among them the conquered lands of the Herni-

cans
;
but he lost his life for this proposition, which Livy calls

the first agrarian law : Turn primum lex agraria promulgata
est (n. 41

'). Some years later, the tribune Icilius effected the

1 For the agrarian laws, consult Romische Rechtgeschichte of A. F. Rudorff,
p. 88

;
Dr Wilhelm Ihne, Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der Romischcn Verfas-

sungtgeschichte, p. 75. Ihne shews that if the plebeians were constantly indebted
to the patricians, it was not from having borrowed money of them ; but because

they had obtained lands from them, for which they owed rents, which they were
often unable to pay. Ludwig Lange, Rimische Alterthiimer, p. 140. The first

volume of the Corpus inscriptionum latinarum : de agro publico populi romani
i Mom insen). Laboulaye, Des lois ayrairet cliez les Remains. Revue de

legislation, vol. n. p. 385 and vol. in. 1
; and especially Antonin Macd, Histoire

de la propriM, du domaine public et des lois agrairet chez let Romains ;
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partition of the lauds of the Avcntino (I*x Icilia dt Aventino

publicando). During the century which clapeod between Spu-
Cassius and Licinius Stolo, M. Antonin Mace" reckons

twenty-eight bills (rogatione*) of the tribunes to obtain an

assignment of lands in favour of the plebs. The patricians,

however, defeated them, or else rendered them ineffectual. The

continual wars tended more and more to the ruin of the small

proprietors, and at the same time tended to favour the accumu-

lation of land and wealth, by increasing the extent of land

token from the enemy, which the patricians took possession of

and cultivated by the labour of the conquered inhabitants, who
were reduced to slavery. The famous Licinian laws were

intended to limit the advance of inequality, by checking the

diminution in the number of freemen which hod become alarm-

ing. The Lex Licinia forbade any one to possess more than

500 jugera of public land : no quis plus quam quingenta jugera

agri possideret, are the words of Livy (vi. 35). The Greek his-

torian, Appian, gives the other clauses of the law: "No one shall

depasture on the ager publicus more than a hundred head of

large cattle, or more than five hundred sheep on his own land.

Every one shall support a certain number of free men. The

portion of the public land taken from those who have more

than 500 jugera, shall be distributed among the poor." The

Republic was saved for a time by the better distribution of the

soil, which increased the number of free proprietors and of

soldiers. Historians are unanimous in commending the good
effects of the Licinian laws.

u The century which follows the

Licinian laws," says M. Laboulaye, "is the one in which the

soldiers of Rome seem inexhaustible. Varro, Pliny, and

Columella continually refer to these great days of the Republic,

as the time when Italy was really powerful by the richness of

its soil, and the number and prosperity of its inhabitants. The

law of the five hundred jugera is always quoted by them with

admiration, as being the first which recognized the evil, and

sought to remedy it by retarding the formation of those vast

BftTigny, Traitt At la pottfttion (Taprb let prineipet du droit romain;

Girand, RechrrcHet tur U droit Ae propriiU ehei let Komaint tout la rfpubliqve
ft tout Vempire; Niebuhr, Hutory of Rome; Antonin Mttl, Hittoire dt
loit agrairti ; W. Dronuuro, Dit Arbfiter vnd CommunitUn to Griechtnland
n ml Rom,
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domains, or latifundia, which depopulated Italy, and after Italy

the whole empire." (Des lois agraires chez les Romains.) Un-

fortunately, after the conquest of Macedonia, the clauses of the

Licinian law were no longer enforced. Shortly after the first

Punic war, the tribune C. Flaminius demanded the distribution

of the lands recently taken from the Gauls, to relieve the

misery of the plebs, which had again become excessive. The

small proprietors had disappeared, and their property had gone
to swell the latifundia.

In the country, free men were no longer employed for the

cultivation of the soil. In consequence of the foreign- wars,

slaves were sold at a low price, and free men could not compete
with them. The latter lived in idleness on distributions of

corn, and made a traffic of their votes or their evidence.

Pasturage replaced agriculture
1

,
and Sicily and Africa were

made to provide the corn supply as their tribute.

Tiberius Gracchus reproduced almost exactly the Licinian

law 8
. The father of a family could retain, this time on a com-

plete title, 500 jugera of public land
;
with half that amount in

addition for each son. For the lands which he had to restore,

he received an indemnity proportional to the improvements he

had executed. The lands taken back by the State were to be

distributed among the poorer citizens, who were already for-

bidden to alienate their share. The law was passed, but its

execution was, in great measure, eluded. Cams revived it with

the same result. It was almost impossible for the State to

recover possession of lands which had been occupied for so long
as to be indistinguishable from private property. It could only
have done so successfully by a great effort based on some secure

support. It is well known with what skill the patricians,

using fraud and violence by turns, managed to- rid themselves

of the Gracchi, the greatest citizens and most clear-sighted

statesmen that Rome produced.

1
Varro, u. 10. Ciecilius Claudius suffered great losses during the Civil

wars, and yet left at his death 3,600 yoke of osen, and 257,000 head of other

cattle (Pliny, xxxm. 47).
1 In the magnificent harangue put into his lips by Plutarch, after saying

that one might travel for several days in Italy without meeting a single free

man, he exclaims :
" The wild beasts have dens and lairs to retreat to, while

thoKo who fight and phed their blood in the defence of Italy, have nothing of

their own but the light of the sun and the air which they breathe; houseless,
and homeless, they wander in all directions with their wives and children."
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But, for the salvation of Rome, an agrarian law wai not suf-

ficient. It required a series of such measures and a consistent

policy, having in view the suppression of large properties, and

the re-constitution of small ones. Unfortunately, fresh con-

quests were continually putting new lands, and slaves for the

rultivation of th< m, at the disposal of the rich; and conse-

i|tii-ntly it was impossible to stop the growth of latifundia.
After the death of the Gracchi, the higher classes succeeded

in passing three agrarian laws, between the years 121 and

100 B.C., which Appian makes known to us. All three were

intended to be and were effectually favourable to the in-

crease of large estates. The first, contrary to the laws of the

Gracchi, allowed every one to sell the portion of land which he

had received. The result was that the poor sold their shares,

which they often did not know what to do with
;
and the rich

gradually monopolised the whole of the ager publicity. The
second law forbade any new division of the public land. It

was to remain in the hands of its present holders, a rent being

paid by them, the amount of which was to be distributed

among the citizens. The latter, therefore, received in the place
of the land which would have compelled them to labour, an

allowance in money, which induced them to remain idle and

live at the expense of the public treasury. Finally, the third

law abolished even the rent ; so that there remained nothing of

the laws of the Gracchi but a single clause, favourable to the

aristocracy, which gave a definite title to the possession of pub-
lic land. Independently of these agrarian laws, an attempt was

made to re-establish the class of proprietors by settling citizens

and soldiers on the conquered lands. In 422 B.C. when a

colony was founded at Labici in Latium, 1,500 plebeians, fathers

of families, were sent out, and each obtained the biiui jugera

(Liv. iv. 47, 5). Eighty-nine years later, 300 colonists sent to

Terracina receive similar lots (Liv. vin. 21, 11) : and the maxim
is proclaimed that lots of two jugera each are to be given to

plebeians in all conquered lands
1
. In 369 B.C., 2,000 colonists

blished at Satrieum in Latium obtain 2} jugera apiece
1
Livy, TI. 86, 11, Audtrfntne pottulart patrtt ut cum Una jugtra agri

plebi diriderentur iptu plut quinquagenta jugera habtre licrrtt f SiouL FUoe.
edit. Lachm. p. 153, Anti-jiti agrum ex kottt eaptmm victuri pupulo per bimt

jiiyerd partiti lunt.
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(Liv. VI. 16, 6); in 859 B.C., 3,000 colonists sent to the Volscian

country receive 3^ jugera (Liv. V. 24, 4) ;
and after the victory

of Veii, which doubled the territory of Rome, the Senate allotted

to every colonist 7 jugera (Liv. V. 30, 8), Pliny tells us that

the consul, Manius Curius, after his victory over the Samnites,

accused every one who was not content with seven jugera as

being a dangerous citizen : perniciosum intelligi civem, cui sep-

tem jugera non essent satis (Hist. Nat. xvm. 4). In 200 B.C.,

after the return of Scipio from the conquest of Carthage, lands

were distributed among the soldiers.

The tribune Apuieius Satuminus, in the year 100 B.C.,

passed a law which gave to the Roman citizens the lands of

Cisalpine Gaul, reconquered from the Cimbri. He also pro-

mised 100 jugera of land in Africa to the veterans of Marius.

This law, however, seems to have been never carried into exe-

cution. Marius contented himself with giving 14 jugera to his

soldiers, saying :
" Please God, there be no Roman, who finds a

portion of earth, sufficient for his sustenance, too small for

him."

In the year G5, the tribune Servius Rullus proposed a new

agrarian law, which M. Antonin Mace* (Hist, des lois agraires)

characterises as just and well framed.

Rullus endeavoured to reconstitute the public domain, with-

out having recourse to confiscation. For this purpose, he pro-

posed to sell the lands conquered in Asia, Africa, and Greece,

and with the produce to purchase lands in Italy for distribution

among the citizens. Cicero attacked this scheme in the

speeches which have come down to us, and which are master-

pieces of eloquence. The people themselves were induced by
them to reject the rogatio, or bill, advocated by Rullus. Three

years afterwards, Cicero supported the agrarian law proposed by
Flavius. Its object was to purchase lands, and establish colo-

nies on them, but it was not passed.

Csesar revived the ideas of Rullus and the Gracchi. As
Dio Cassius tells us, he wished to restore agriculture ;

to re-

people the wastes made in Italy by the latifundia; to take

from Rome the idle and starving proletarians, by giving them

land to cultivate
;
and to arrest depopulation, by re-forming

fresh families of peasant proprietors. With this object, he in-
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traduced a law which distributed tho public domain especially
t It-it in Campania hitherto let on farm among all poor citizens

with tli roe or more children.

Tho public domain, proving insufficient, hod to be supple-
mented by the purchase of private estates, with tho treasure

Pompey derived from his conquests. According to Suetonius,

this law was carried into execution, and 20,000 fathers of fami-

lies received land. He subsequently gave lands to 60,000 more

colonists. At the end of the Republic, Sylla, Caesar, Antony,
ami Oetuvius, to reward tho soldiers who had won them power,
distributed among them the treasure and the lands of the con-

(jut-red ;
but these were not economic agrarian laws. Neverthe-

less, they had the effect of re-populating towns ruined by tho

rivil wars, and of leading to the formation of new colonies.

The emperors also endeavoured to increase the number of pro-

prietors. Augustus sent colonists to all the provinces, and

founded 28 colonies in Italy. In a single year, 30 A.D., 120,000

rans obtained lands. Nero himself, also, adopted the same

policy.

According to M. Mace*, agrarian laws, that is to say, the dis-

tribution of public land among the citizens, produced the best

ilts every time they were really carried into execution : and

the aristocracy, by their opposition to them, caused alike their

own ruin and that of the empire.

Pliny says, with much wisdom: latifundia perdidere Ita-

liam, jam vero et provinciaa (Hist Not. xvm. 7). Italy was

handed over to slaves, and no longer subjected to the plough.

A few sumptuous villas, and immense pasturages, replaced the

varied cultivation, which had been carried on by small pro-

prietors of Latin, Samuite, Etruscan or Campanian origin, and

had maintained so many flourishing cities.

To maintain the populace of Rome and to support the lux-

ury of the great, it was necessary to pillage the conquered

countries. Praetors, proconsuls, and public farmers, fell on the

provinces like birds of prey, and ruined them to support tho

idleness of Rome. The free citizens disappeared ;
and the Ro-

man world, literally devoured by its plutocracy, became the

sport of its armies recruited from strangers and barbarians.

The fate oi' the empire was decided by military prununciamentoi.
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When the Germans appeared, the country districts and the

towns had alike lost great part of their inhabitants.

From the commencement of the Republic the concentration

of property had been increasing, and towards the close was

rapidly accelerated. Cicero was not one of the wealthiest citi-

zens, and yet he possessed numerous estates, one of which alone

had cost 3,500,000 sesterces (nearly 30,000). When the tri-

bune L. Marcius Philippus introduced his agrarian law, he was

able to assert, that there were only 2,000 citizens to be found

in the State, who owned property : non esse in civitate duo ruil-

lia hominum qui rem haberent (Cic. de Offic. n. 21). Crassus,

the triumvir, besides many houses in Rome, owned lands valued

at 200,000,000 sesterces; and his wife, Cecilia Metella, was

buried on the Via Appia in the splendid tomb, which in the

middle ages served as a fortress.

At the time of the first census under Augustus, one Roman

citizen, Claudius Isidorus, was found to have 4,116 slaves,

60,000,000 sesterces, 360,000 jugera, and 257,000 sheep (Pliny,

//. N. xxxni. 9).

Half of Roman Africa belonged to six proprietors, when

Nero made them disgorge (Pliny, Hist. Nat. xvin. 7). Pliny

also tells us, that in other provinces the whole of the ager pub-
licus was owned by a few families

;
and Dio Cassius (Lib. xxix.)

says, that the whole Thracian Chersonese belonged to Agrippa.
An aqueduct, six Roman miles in length, only traversed eleven

estates, belonging to nine proprietors! "A country," says

Seneca (letter 49),
" which once contained a whole people, too

narrow for a single individual ! How far would you drive your

plough, if the boundaries of a province may not limit your
estate ? Its rivers run for one man

; and, from their source to

their mouth, their vast plains, once powerful kingdoms, are

your property."

In the Satiricon of Petronius, written under Nero, we find a

passage which gives some idea of the extent of a Latifundiwm :

" On the 26 July on the lands of Cumae belonging to Trimal-

chion, there were born thirty boys and forty girls. They took

from the threshing-floor, and shut up in his barn 500,000
bushels of com : they collected in his stalls 500 oxen. The
same day they placed in his coffers 10,000,000 sesterces, which
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'ul.l not invest" Appian describes exactly luw tlu-w

fundia were creut.-tl. "As tin- ll-mans subjugated the various

parts of Italy, they took a portion of the conquered soil. The
cultivated part was assigned or let to tenants. As for the un-

cultivated part, it was abandoned undivided to any one who
wished to cultivate it, an annual rent of one-tenth of the gi

or one- fifth of other produce, being reserved. The object was

to multiply the Italian race, which was patient and courageous,
so as to increase the number of citizen soldiers. The contrary,

however, of what was intended, took place. For the rich, who
were masters of greater part of the undivided lands, embold-

ened by length of possession, obtained by voluntary purchase
or actual force the inheritance of their poor neighbours, and

created vast estates of their holdings. They employed slaves

for their labourers and shepherds. Military service took free

men from agriculture : the slaves, who were exempt from it, re-

placed them, and rendered the new properties productive. The
rich thus became disproportionately wealthy, and the number
of slaves rapidly increased. In the meanwhile, the Italian race

was impoverished, and disappeared consumed by taxes, by

misery, and by war. The free man was destined to sink into

idleness : for the soil was tilled by slaves, and entirely in the

hands of the rich, who had no need of him."

We find then, originally, village communities, which sup-

ported a numerous population in Italy of commoners, who were

both warriors and cultivators, and lived under free, democratic

institutions. The absolute right of individual property, or qui-

ritary dominiiim, was constituted at Rome, and a powerful landed

aristocracy was formed on this basis. It gradually invaded the

ager publicits, the common domain, which still represented the

primitive collective mark. Continual conquests, always furnish-

ing new lands for usurpation and slaves to cultivate them, con-

stantly augmented their wealth and power. The attempt t<>

institute the old class of small free proprietors by means of

agrarian laws failed. By the side of the large estates cultivated

by slaves, there was no place for them : just as in the Southern

States of the American Union, small independent property
rould not subsist by the side of the large plantations work. .1

by negroes. The plob.'i:ui< l>tained political rights: but as
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they succeeded in establishing no moans of obtaining property,

they soon derived no other benefit from their vote than that of

selling it. The concentration of property in a few hands, by

multiplying the number of slaves, dried up the natural source

of wealth, free and responsible labour
;
and by destroying the

sturdy race of proprietor cultivators, at once excellent soldiers

and good citizens, who had given Rome the empire of the

world, it destroyed the foundation of republican institutions.

Latifundia perdidere Italiam, the irremediable fall of the Ro-

man Empire justifies the phrase, which re-echoes through the

centuries as a warning to modern societies
1
. The French Revo-

lution, and most continental legislation, has been inspired with

the feeling, which dictated the Licinian laws and those of the

Gracchi. It endeavoured to create a nation of proprietors ;
such

had been the actual result of primitive communities. To-day,
in presence of the democratic movement, by which we are im-

pelled, and of the equalising tendencies which agitate the la-

bouring classes, the one means of averting disaster and saving

liberty, is to seek an organization, which may confer property

on all citizens able to labour.

1 The eminent German economist, Bruno Hildebrand, sums up an instruc-

tive treatise on the distribution of landed property in antiquity as follows :

" The agrarian history of antiquity shews us that all ancient lawgivers en-

deavoured to secure to every one a certain inheritance, and to make every

family participate in the benefits of landed property. Everywhere, however,
the proprietors were too independent, and succeeded in centralizing and

monopolizing the possession of the soil, and thus the ancient world was
ruined." Vertheilung des Grundeigenthums im Alterthum. Jahrbiicher filr

NationaWk&n., 1869, xn. p. 129, 139, 153.



CHAPTER XIII.

FAMILY COMMUNITIES SUCCEED TO VILLAGE COMMUNITIES.

WITH the progress of -what we are accustomed to call civiliza-

tion, family sentiments and family ties are weakened and

exercise less influence over the actions of mankind. This fact

is so general that we can see in it a law of social development.

Compare the constitution of the family among the Romans in

time past, or among the rural classes of Russia, who have not

yet emerged from the patriarchal period, with that which we
meet with among the Anglo-Saxons of the United States, who
have pushed the modern principle of individuality to its ex-

treme limits. Mark the contrast. In Russia and in Rome,
alike, the father of a family, or patriarch, exercises a despotic

authority over those who are subject to him. He regulates the

order of labour, and apportions its fruits
;
he marries his sons

and his daughters without regard to their inclination
;
he is the

arbiter of their lot, and, one may say, their sovereign. In the

United States, on the contrary, paternal authority is almost

a nullity. Young lads of fourteen or fifteen years of age choose

their own career, and act in a manner completely independent.

Young girls are allowed to go out free from all restraint, to

travel alone, to receive alone whom they like, and to select

their husband without consulting any of their friends. The
new generation disperses at an early day to the four corners of

the world. Thus the individual is developed in all his energy;

but the family group plays no part socially: it has only to

shelter the children until the moment, never very late in

coming, when they take their flight. These domestic h;>
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of the Americans are one of their most striking features to

strangers.

In primitive societies all social order is centred in the

family. The family has its worship, its particular gods, its

laws, its tribunals, its government. It is the family which

possesses the land. It is a true, perpetual corporation, which

transmits its patrimony from generation to generation. Every
nation is composed of a union of independent families, feebly

held together by a lax federal bond. Except in such groups of

families the state has no existence.

Not only among the several races of Aryan origin, but

among nearly all nations, the family in its origin presents the

same characteristics. It is the 761/05 in Greece 1

, the gens at

Rome, the clan of the Celts, the cognatio (to borrow Caesar's

word) of the Germans. As M. Fustel de Coulanges has very

clearly shewn in his work La Cite' Antique*, the Roman gens,

which played a great part so late as the first days of the

republic, has descent from a common ancestor as its basis. The

ancient Roman law considered members of the same gens

mutually capable of inheriting. By the law of the XII. Tables,

in default of children and agnates, the gentilis is the natural

heir. The gens had, accordingly, a kind of eminent domain

over the possessions of the family. Family communities are

found among all nations with similar characteristics, alike

among the Indians of North America, and the Irish Celts in

the time of the Brehons or in the joint family of modern

India. In Scotland, among the highlanders, the clan is re-

garded as a large family, all whose members are connected

through an ancient common ancestor. In Wales they still

count eighteen degrees of relationship. Cousinship among the

Bretons is proverbial : and in Lower Brittany it extends inde-

finitely, the fifteenth of August, when all the inhabitants of a

parish assemble together, being called the Feast of Cousins.

Among any people, whose isolation has excluded it from the

1 Plato in his day retained the early notions on this point. "In my
capacity of lawgiver," he says,

" I tell you that I regard neither you nor your
goods as belonging to yourselves, but as belonging to your whole family, and
your whole family with all its goods as belonging to the state." Plato, De
Leg. 1. v.

1 La Citi Antique, cap. x.
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in tli i. !!, <>f modem ideas and modem sentiments, we may still

form an > of the power formerly possessed by the ancient

organization of the family.

In remote times, when as yet the state with its essential

attributes had no existence, individual man would have bad no

means of subsistence or of self-defence if he lived in isolation.

It u;is in the family that he found the protection and assist-

ance indispensable to him. The " oneness" of all the members
of the family was, consequently, complete. The vendetta is not

peculiar to Corsica; it is found among all primitive nations,

being the primordial form of justice. The family takes upon
itself to avenge wrongs of which one of its members has been

the victim : and this is the only means of repression possible.

Without it crime would go unpunished, and the certain im-

punity would multiply misdeeds to such a degree as to put an

end to social life. Among the Germans, it was the family
which received or paid the Wehrgeld, or compensation for

crime
;
and there is exactly the same practice among the Alba-

nians at the present day, and among all Indian tribes.

We have seen that everywhere, in India or Java as in Peru

or Mexico, alike among the negroes of Africa and the Aryans
of Europe, the elementary social group was the village commu-

nity, which was in possession of the land, and divided equally

among all the families its temporary enjoyment At a later

period, when common ownership with periodical partition fell

into disuse, the soil did not immediately become the private

property of individual owners, but it was held as the hereditary
and inalienable patrimony of separate families, who lived in

common under the same roof, or within the same iuclosurc.

We have no data to discover the exact moment of transition in

the long economic evolution, by which enjoyment of the soil

passed from the primitive form of community to that of quiri-

tary dominium ; but even at the present day we may study the

system as actually at work among the southern Slavs of Austria

and Turkey. We possess circumstantial details regarding the

system in the middle ages, and, even after it disappeared, it

I* ft many traces in customs and laws. Thus, there was gener-

ally a prohibition on the alienation of land without the consent

of the family.

M. 12
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Originally, testamentary disposition was completely un-

known: primitive nations did not understand how the mere

wish of an individual, taking effect after his death, could decide

the ownership of property, the transmission of which, in the

patriarchal group, was regulated by the sacred authority of

custom. Even later, when wills were introduced, the testator

could only dispose of that which he had acquired, not of that

which had come to him by descent. He was absolute master

of all that his own industry and economy had created
;
but the

land which he took as his patrimony was the hereditary product

of the accumulated labours of the family, which he was bound

to transmit just as he had received it
1

. So early as the Assize

of Jerusalem, remarks Gans 8
,
we see a distinction between those

things which can be freely disposed of by will, and those which

are not subject to the caprice of the testator, but become by
force of law the property of his direct heirs. Property acquired

by the testator can be transmitted just as he thinks good.

The same distinction appears both in the old and new customary
law of France between the heritage and the acquets ainsi qi>e

les meubles
3

; for the first kind of property the amount that may
be disposed of never exceeds one-fifth

;
for the others it includes

the whole. This limitation imposed on the right of testators,

which was subsequently adopted to some extent by the Code

.Napoldon, is the expression of an idea essentially sound and

equitable. It is the German principle of which Tacitus tells

us; respect being paid alike to the freedom of individual intent

and to the rigid and immutable rights of the family. Over all

that he has acquired the testator has free power of disposition ;

but his power is checked the moment he attempts to touch

the land of his inheritance, the family property which he has

administered rather as a mandatory than as absolute owner.

The sound reason for these provisions, which are found uni-

versally at a certain period, is that civil society is based on

1 It is exactly the same in the Irish sept (Corus Jiecsna, Ancient Laws of
Iri'ltmil, in. 5), and in the joint-family of Modern India. See Sir H. Maine,
Kuril/ History of Institutions, p. 111.

-
7/i/if. dit droit de succession en France au mayen-age, par Edouard Gans.

Traduct. de Loin6uie, 1846, p. 204.
;1 \\ find the same provision in an ancient English statute of Henry I.

"
AdqafetttanM Ruas det cui magis velit

;
si boclaml autcm hubeat, quam ei

pureutos sui dederiut, iiou uiittat earn extra coguationem suain.
"
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family groups regarded as perpetual corporations, whose pre-
servation it is bound to secure. The same motive led to the

exclusion of women from succession to land. It was necessary

to prevent its passing by their marriage into the hands of a

strange family. As we have seen in India, in primitive Greece

and among the Germans, as also at the present day among the

family communities of the southern Slavs, females cannot in-

herit. They have only a right to a share in the moveables, to

a dowry.
Just as, under the system of village communities, no one

could dispose of his private property, his house and enclosun-,

without the consent of the other inhabitants of the mark; so

in later times he could not alienate land, except with the

consent of the other members of the family. In default of

such formality, the alienation was void, and the land could be

claimed back. The retrait-lignager, which was maintained in

Germany till the sixteenth century, and in Hungary almost

till our own time, was based on the ancient principle which

attributed the eminent domain to the family. If the members

of the family could enforce the re-transfer of the land to them-

selves on re-paying the price, it was obviously because they had

a superior right over it which had been disregarded.

Trusts and entails, which make the possessor a mere usu-

fructuary, are the aristocratic form of the family community.
The property still forms the inalienable and indivisible domain

of the family, but the eldest alone enjoys it, and no longer all

the descendants in common. We will first consider the family

communities among the southern Slavs; and will then en-

deavour to construct them as they existed in the middle ages.

1-22



CHAPTER XIV.

FAMILY COMMUNITIES AMONG THE SOUTHERN SLAVS.

ALTHOUGH the Slavs probably settled in Europe at an earlier

period than the Germans, they have yet preserved the in-

stitutions and customs of a primitive age for a greater length of

time than the latter people. On their first appearance in

history, they are described as a nation living chiefly on the

produce of their herds, of gentle though brave disposition, and

remarkably fond of music. They had not, that is, yet emerged
from the pastoral system, although they had in part renounced

a nomadic life. The land belonged to the gmina the German

geineinde, or commune which effected annually in its general

assembly (vietza) the partition of the soil among all the members

of the clan. The yearly possession was allotted to the patri-

archal families in quantities proportional to the number of

individuals composing them. Each family was governed by a

chief, or gospodar, whom it elected for itself
1
.

The feature which the old Slav historian, Nestor, especially

praises in them, is the force of family sentiment, which, he tells

us, was the basis of society. He adds that it was preeminently
the national virtue. He who broke away from family ties was

regarded as a criminal who had violated the most sacred laws

1 For a more detailed account of ancient Slav institutions, consult for

Bohemia the excellent history of M. Palacki and his Slawisclie Alterthiimcr,

Leipsig, 1843; for Russia, Ewers, Aeltestes Recht der Russen, Dorpat, 1826;
for Poland, Rossell, Polnische Geschichte, and Mieroslawski, La Commune polo-
naite du dixieme au dix-hnitiftne siecle ; and for the Southern Slavs, the
exhaustive treatise of M. Utiesenovitch, Die Haitskommunionen der Siid-Slaven,
and also the admirable work of M. Bogisitch, Zbornik sadasnjih pravnits obit-

chaja ujuznitt Slovena, Agram, 1874. M. Fedor Demelitch has just published
a summary of this excellent treatise, Le Droit coiitumier des Slaves mCridiunaux

d'aprei let recherchet de Af. V. Bogisitch, Paris, 1877.
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of natniv. Tli.- individual .-..uld exorcise no right* except ai

nit inbcr of the family. Tho family was in fact tho elementary
social unit, ami in its bosom reigned community without con-

fus i.>n
;

t ,1,1 1, in grant eu conimunia, says an old chronicle.

'I'll'- aiu'irnt national poems, whoso discovery at Knniginhuf
in Bohemia has given the great impulse to the Tclu-k literary

movement, enable us to grasp this am-i.-nt family constitution.

In the poem called Liburin Sud, or the Judgment of Lihuso,

two brothers, Staglav and Urudos, quarrel about an inheritance,

ami this appears so monstrous that the Moldau mourns and a

swallow laments over it on the heights of tho Visegrad. The

queen Lilmsa pronounces judgment: "Brothers, sons of K!

she says, "descendants of an ancient family which came into

this biassed country in the train of Tchek, after crossing three

rivers, you should agree as brothers on the subject of your

inheritance, and you shall hold it in common according to the

sacred traditions of our ancient law. The father of the family

governs the house, the men till the ground, the women make
the garments. If the head of the house dies, all the children

retain the property in common and choose a new chief, who on

great days presides in the council with the other fathers of

families."

In Poland, in Bohemia, and even among the Slavonians of

Carinthia and Carniola, these family communities disappeared

in the middle ages under the influence of the civil law, which,

dating from an epoch when private property was established in

all its rigour, was destined gradually to undermine the ancient

communism, by means of the adverse decisions of the jurists.

The southern Slavs escaped the influence of the civil law, by
reason of the perpetual wars which devastated their territory, and

more especially in consequence of the Turkish invasion. Beaten,

isolated, and thrown back on themselves, their only thought
was the religious preservation of their traditional institutions,

and <>t th.-ir local autonomy. This is the cause of their family

communities surviving to our own times, without being sub-

d to the influence either of the Roman law, or of that of

Udism. At the present day they still form the basis of

agrarian organization among all the southern Slavs, from the

ks of the Danub nd the Balkans. In Slavonia, in
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Croatia, in Servian Voivodia, in the Military Confines, in Servia,

Bosnia, Bulgaria, Dalmatia, Herzegovina and Montenegro, the

ancient institution presents itself with identical characteristics.

In Bosnia the Mohammedan beys themselves often live in

community even in cities, as at Serajevo.

Except in the towns, and in the very restricted portion of

the Dalmatian littoral, where owing to Venetian influence the

Roman law has found its way, the vicissitudes of history, which

have subjected one half of the Slav empire of Douchan to the

Turks and the other half to Hungary, and the difference of

political institutions consequent upon this division, have wrought
no harm to rural customs, which have continued to exist in

obscurity, without attracting the attention of the conquerors.

It is only recently that the system of family communities has

been regulated by law, as for example in Servia. Otherwise

it only exists by virtue of custom
;
but everywhere its principles

are the same, because the national traditions are similar. As
M. Utiesenovitch remarks, the queen Libusa might erect her

throne of justice in every part of the Southern Slav district,

and pronounce, amid the applause of the village chiefs, the

same judgment as in days gone by on the slope of Visegrad,

in the legendary dispute between the brothers Staglav and

Hrudos.

We will now examine more closely this curious institution,

which, in these countries, impresses on property in land so

different a form from that which it has assumed with us in the

West. The social unit, the civil corporation, which owns the

land, is the family community, that is to say, the group of

descendants from a common ancestor, dwelling in the same

house or in the same inclosure, labouring in common and

enjoying in common the produce of agricultural labour. This

community is called by the Germans Hauskommunion, and by
the Slavs themselves druzina, druztw, or zadniga, words which

have much the same meaning as
"
association." The head of

the family is called yospodar, starchina, or domatchin. He is

elected by the members of the community, and has to transact

the business of the community. He buys and sells the produce
in the name of the association, in the same way as the manager
of a joint-stock company. He regulates the work to be done,
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I H it acts in concert with those subject to him, who are always
summoned to deliberate on resolutions to bo formed, whenever
th*> subject is an important one. There is, in fact, a free

parliamentary government in miniature. The chief represents
the community in its transactions with any third party, an. I

in its relations with the state. He settles all disputes which

arise within the family circle, and is the guardian of all infants.

The goftpodar has the executive power, while the united asso-

ciates exercise the legislative power. The authority of tli<

head of the family is far less despotic than in the Russian

family. The spirit of independence here, too, is much more

pronounced. The gospodar, who attempted to act without the

advice of his associates, would be an object of detestation, and

would not even be tolerated. In Bulgaria every inhabitant has

the right of veto on important questions. When the head of

the family feels himself growing old he usually resigns his

office, agreeably to the Servian proverb: ko radi, onaj valja,

da sudi, "he who toils should govern." His successor is not

always the oldest member of the group ;
but is that one of his

brothers who seems most capable of managing the common
interests. The elders are respected, and their experience
secures a ready hearing for their advice

;
but they do not enjoy

the almost sacred prestige which surrounds them in Russia.

The wife of the gospodar, or some other woman, chosen from

the family group, the dotnatchica, regulates the household and

takes care of its domestic interests. She directs the education

of the young and chants the national poems to them in the

evenings. Her place at table is by the side of the gospodur.

She is consulted in all marriages, and is respected by all.

The dwelling of a family community consists of a consider-

able number of buildings, often constructed entirely of wood,

especially in Servia and Croatia, where the oak is still abun-

dant. Within an inclosure surrounded by a strong hedge or

a palisade, and generally in the middle of a lawn planted with

fruit-trees, rises the principal dwelling-house, occupied by the

gospodar and his children, and occasionally by another couple
with their offspring. In this house is the large room, where

family take their meals in common, and i
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the evening
1
. In buildings adjoining these are rooms for the

other members of the family. In Servia the starshina s house

is distinguished by a very high and pointed roof covered with

wooden tiles. It is carefully whitewashed, and contains, besides

the common hall, from two to four sleeping-rooms. The other

couples have small dwellings constructed less carefully on piles,

at some distance from the ground, like the barns in the Valais.

Sometimes young couples make themselves a separate home
within the inclosure, without, however, leaving the association.

On one side are stalls for the cattle, barns, sheds, and a drying-
room for maize, which together make a considerable block of

buildings, or farmstead, reminding one very much of the large

chalets of Simmenthal, in Switzerland, with their numerous

dependencies. Each community consists of from ten to twenty

persons. Some are found numbering as many as fifty or sixty ;

but these are exceptional. In Herzegovina there are gene-

rally from twenty to five-and-twenty persons. The larger the

family the more fully is the blessing of heaven supposed to rest

upon it. Distress, they tell you, never comes, except when

communities are dissolved. "The isolated family has more

pain than joy," says the proverb. Nevertheless, the communities

are never sufficiently numerous to constitute a village. There

are villages where all the inhabitants bear the same name, but

yet they form several zadrugas.

1 All who have had a near view of Servian homes have heen struck by the
fraternal intimacy of their patriarchal life. M. Kanitz, in his admirable work
on Servia, describes it as follows :

" In the evening the whole family collect in

the house of the starshina, near the large common hearth, where a bright wood
fire crackles. The men make or repair the implements for their daily toil.

The women spin wool or flax for their garments. The children play at the feet

of their parents, or ask the grandfather to tell them the history of Castrojan or

of Marko Kraljevitch. Then the starshina, or one of the men, takes his guzla,
and begins to sing, accompanying his voice with the stringed instrument. The

sagas follow with lays of the heroes, and all recount in burning lines the trials

of their country and its struggles for independence. Thus the common dwelling
becomes an attractive spot to all, which arouses and fosters in each man
affection for his family and his country, and in all enthusiasm for the greatness,
the prosperity, and the liberty of the Servian nation." Serbien, Leipsig, 1868,

p. 81. Who can look on this family life, alike so invigorating to the individual

and so salutary to the state, without asking himself, with the German author of

La Famille: "Does the economist, in considering the system of common pro-

perty, take sufficient account of its moral element ? Can statistics estimate by
ciphers the happiness enjoyed by the family, where the children receive at the

grandmother's knees the lessons and the traditions of their ancestors, and
where the old men see their youth revive in the animated group of their chil-

dren and grandchildren ?
"
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The population, hitherto, has not increased very rapidly.

New generations replace those which pass away, and so the

composition of a family community remains nearly constant.

In those which I have visited in Croatia and in the Military

Confines, I have generally found three generations collected

under the same roof the grandparents reposing after their

toil, the sons devoted to labour, one of them discharging the

functions of gospodar, and finally the young children of different

ages. When a family becomes too numerous, it divides, and

two communities are formed. The difficulty of finding a

dwelling, the merging of individual advantage in the well-being

of the association, and th. living in common, are all obstacles to

early marriages. Many young men go to service in the towns,

join the army, or devote themselves to liberal professions. They
retain, however, the right of resuming their place under the

common roof, so long as they are not definitely settled else-

where. The young women on marrying pass into their husband's

family. Sometimes, but very rarely, when the number of

working hands is short, the daughter's husband is received into

the family. In this cose he enters the community, and acquires

the same rights in it as the others.

In many instances, every married couple obtains the private

enjoyment, for the year, of a small field, the produce of which is

exclusively their property. In this they sow hemp or flax,

which is spun by the wife, and furnishes sufficient cloth for the

wants of the pair and their children. The women also spin the

wool of their sheep on a hanging spindle, which they can turn

as they walk about and watch their cattle. From this the

white or brown woollen stuffs, almost exclusively worn by the

southern Slavs, are woven. The white garments of the women,

embroidered with needlework of the brightest hues, in patterns

which recall the East, have a charming effect Each family

thus produces almost all that its limited and simple wants

demand. It sells a few cattle, especially pigs, and buys certain

manufactured articles. The fruits of agricultural labour are

consumed in common, or divided equally among the married

couples ;
but the produce of each man's industrial labour be-

longs to him individually. Each individual member can thus

make himself a small peculium ; and can even bo sole owm-r
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of a cow or a few sheep, which go to pasture with the common
flock. Hence, private property does exist : but it is not applied

to the soil, which remains the common property of the family

association.

The average extent of the patrimony of each community is

from 25 to 30 jochs
1

,
divided into a great number of parcels,

ordinarily the result of periodical partition, long since given up.

The stock on such a farm consists of several couples of draught-
beasts oxen or horses from four to eight cows, from fifteen

to twenty young beasts, twenty sheep and pigs, and a great

quantity of poultry, the chief article of food. The produce of

its lands and flocks is almost always sufficient to supply the

wants of the community. The aged and infirm are supported

by the care of their children, so that pauperism, and even,

saving rare exceptions, accidental distress, are unknown. When
the harvest is very plentiful, the surplus is sold by the gospo-

dar, who gives an account of the use to which he puts the

money so received. Individual members or couples purchase-

themselves fancy articles or finery, which they are allowed to

retain, with the produce of their private industry, or of their

private plot. In certain districts the women take the manage-
ment alternately, each for eight days, of the different house-

hold duties, consisting of cooking and baking, milking the cows,

making the butter, and feeding the poultry. The manager for

the time being is called redusa, which signifies "she whose

turn has come."

Communities dwelling in the same village are always ready
to lend one another assistance. When a pressing work has to

be executed, several families join together, and the task is

completed with general animation. There is a kind of holiday.

In the evening, popular songs are sung to the sound of the

guzla, and there are dances on the sward under the tall oaks.

The Southern Slavs delight in singing, and rejoicings are fre-

quent among them : their life being to all appearance a happy
one. Their lot is secure, and they have fewer cares than

Western nations, who strive in vain to satisfy wants which

become every day more numerous and more refined. In their

1 The Austrian joch is newly equivalent to one and a half English acres.
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primitive form of society, where there is no inheritance, and
no purchase or sale of laniis, the desire of growing rich or of

changing one's lot hardly exists. Every one finds in the family

group the means of living as his ancestors have lived, and asks

no more. The rules of succession, which give rise to so much
strife between relations, the greedy desire of the peasant stint-

ing himself in everything to increase his property, the anxiety
"f the proletarian uncertain of to-morrow's wage, the alarms of

the farmer who fears the raising of his rent, the ambition to

rise to a higher position, so lY.-.|ii-ut in the present age all

these sources of agitation, which elsewhere trouble men's minds,

are here unknown. Existence flows along peaceably and uni-

formly. Men's condition and the organization of society are

not changed ,
there is nothing which can be called progress.

No effort to secure a better or different position is attempted,
for the mere reason that the possibility of changing the tradi-

tional order which exists is not conceived of.

In the juridical point of view, each family community forms

a civil person, which can hold property and be party to a suit.

The immoveable property belonging to it forms an indivisible

patrimony. When a member dies, there is no succession,

except in respect of moveables
;

his children are entitled to

a share in the produce of the soil, not by virtue of any henli-

tary right, but by reason of their own personal right. It is not

as representatives of the deceased, but as labouring with the

others to turn the common property to account, that they claim

a share in the enjoyment of its produce
1
. No one can dispose

of any portion of the soil by gift or will, inasmuch as no one is

actual owner, but only exercises a species of usufruct. 1

only in the case, where all the members of the family but one

are dead, that the last survivor can dispose of the property at

his |il-:ismv.

If any one leaves the common dwelling to settle drtii.

1 Art. 628 of the Servian civil eode refrnlatefl the naccwwion within the

in the following manner: Relations who lire together in tho com-

munity succeed in preference to thoao who live oataide the tadmga, although
itter may be nearer in blood. The stranger, who has been admitted int..

the community, prevails against relations oataide it. Children under age who

accompany their mother, when she leave* the community, retain all their right*

The name rule holds for all who are detained at a distance by military

sen-ice, captivity, or any other involuntary hindrance."
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elsewhere, he loses all his rights. On her marriage, a young
woman receives a dowry proportional to the resources of the

family, but cannot claim any part of the patrimonial property.

This property is, like the majorat
1

,
the solid basis on which the

continuance of the family rests
;

it cannot, therefore, be dimin-

ished or divided. The widow continues to be supported, but in

return she gives her labour. If she remarries, she leaves the

community, and has only a right to dowry. The member who
has contributed most to increase the wealth of the zadruga,

may claim a greater share of the common property in case of

his leaving it.

In certain districts of the southern Slavs the customs regu-

lating the family communities have received a legal consecra-

tion. The law of May 7, 1850, which regulates the civil

organization of the Military Confines, completely adopted the

principles of the national institution. There is, however, one

point which is peculiar to the Military Confines, the obligation

to carry arms imposed on all those who have a right to an

undivided part of the soil as members of the communities.

This is exactly the basis of the feudal system. The soil belongs

to men alone, because they only obtain a grant of it on the

condition of military service. In the Slav countries subject to

Hungary, Croatia and Slavonia, the civil law paid no regard to

national customs respecting these communities. In Servia, on

the contrary, the code gave them the force of law, but not in

all cases without admitting certain principles, borrowed from

the Roman law, which, had they been enforced, must inevitably

have led to the destruction of the institution. Thus, by art.

515, a member of the community may hypothecate his un-

divided share in the common property as guarantee for a debt

contracted by him personally, and the creditor may pay himself

out of this portion. This article is diametrically opposed to

traditional custom and to the preceding articles of the same

code, which ensure the indivisibility of the patrimonial domain
8
.

1 The Majorat is the immoveable property which is attached to the posses-
sion of a title and cannot be alienated, but passes, with the title, from heir to

heir, whether natural or adoptive.
" II est centre le systeme d'^galite dans

1'ordre equestre d'y fitablir des majorats." J. J. ROUSSEAU, Gouv. dc Pol. x.
* By art. 608,

" the goods and property of the community belong, not to its

members in severally, but to all in common."
By art. 510,

" none of the members of the family can sell or give in security
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In Bosnia, Bulgaria and Montenegro, the national custom

has not been regul.it. 1 by law, but th-ir populations have only
shewn themselves the more attached to it, tin- more the severity
<>f the oppression, to which they were exposed, increased. Men
in-tin, tively associate together to resist whatever threatens

tli.-ir existence. The family group was far more capable of

<!{'. Milling itself against the severity of Turkish rule than were

isolated individuals. Accordingly, it is in this part of the

southern Slav district that family communities are best pre-

d, and still form the basis of social order.

In P.diu.itia, Venice hod taken advantage of this agrarian

organization to establish in the rural districts a militia for the

I
M i rj)ose of repelling Turkish invasion. When France occupied
the Illyrian coast, after the treaty of Vienna in 1809, the

principles of the civil code were introduced into the country,
and the legality of the system of communities no longer recog-
ni/i-d. They continued to exist nevertheless, and in the interior

of the country have lasted to the present day, although beyond
the protection of the law, so deeply has the custom thrust its

roots into the national modes of thought In the neighbour-
hood of the towns the more varied life has weakened the

ancient family sentiment. Many communities have been dis-

solved, their property divided and sold, and their members have

degenerated into mere tenants or proletarians. Yet, even in

the towns, great and wealthy families can be named, who still

live under the associated system of the zadruga. The Vido-

litch family, for instance, in the island of Lussin Piccolo, consists

of more than fifty members, who carry on a large business and

shipping trade. It is a curious example of the ancient agricul-

tural community transplanted into an entirely different sphere.

In the Slav provinces of Hungary, about 1848, a spirit of

liberty and insubordination seized on the whole population,

and led to the dissolution of many communities. The young

for a debt any of the property belonging to the community, without the

of every man of full age."
" The death of the chief of the family," runs art 516,

" or that of every
r member does not alter its position, and in no way modifies the relation*,

which remit from the common ponMsaion of the patrimony belonging to all."

righto and duties of a member of the community are the name, what-

ever the degree of relationship, or even if, being a stranger, he has bean ad-

mitted into the association by the unanimous consent of the family."
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couples wished to live by themselves independently, and de-

manded partition, to which there was no legal obstacle. The
common patrimony was cut up, and a class of small cultivators

sprang up, whose condition from the first was one of much

misery. Neither the wealth nor the population of the country
was sufficient to allow of the success of the small intensive

culture of Lombardy or Flanders. Austria had a crisis to

overcome
;
taxes were suddenly nearly doubled, and the young

and active labourers carried off as recruits. Many of these

small independent cultivators were obliged to sell their parcel

of soil, and to work for wages as day-labourers. To put an

end to the subdivision, which it was feared would ruin the

soil, it was enacted that in case of partition the farm should

belong to the eldest; and at the same time a minimum was

fixed beyond which no one could divide the parcels of arable

land. The construction of railways, the ever-growing extension

of commercial relations, the new ideas which find their way
into the country districts

;
in fine, all the influences of Western

civilization, help to destroy the family communities of Croatia,

Slavonia, and Voivodia. In the Confines they continue to

exist, because the law has made them the basis of military

organization ;
and also to the south of the Danube, because in

these remote regions they are in harmony with the sentiments

and ideas of the patriarchal epoch, which still survive there

in all their vigour.

The most eminent men among the southern Slavs, such as

the Ban Jellatchich, Haulik, Archbishop of Agram, Stross-

mayer, the eloquent bishop of Diakovar, and especially

M. Utiesenovitch and M. Mate Ivitch
1

,
have all boasted of the

advantages of the agricultural system of their country. These

advantages are real. The system is not opposed to permanent

improvements and to the employment of capital, like the

village community with periodical partition. Each family has

its hereditary patrimony ;
and is as much .interested as the

1 Uticsenovitch, Die Ilauskommunioncn der Siid-Slaven; Mate Ivitch, Dip

Unuxkommunitmcn, Semlin 1874, an interesting work followed by a scheme for

the regulation of family communities. See also an article by Prof. Tomaschek
in the Zeitschrift fur das priv. und offent. Recht dcr Ge.genwart, v. n. b. 3

;
and

Kolin-JacqnemynB, Revue de Droit intern. 8" an. (1876) p. 2P>5, Legislation dang
la Croat I,'.
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owner in severally in r.-n.lfring it productive. Under
m every cultivator has a share in the ownership of the

s<>il. Kvery one can boost, in the words of the Croatian*, that

IK- is >lnn-. >*it and imovit, that is, that ho owns his dwelling
and his t'n-1.1.

Tin; result of English law has been to take landed property
out of tin- hands ot tii..>,- \\lio cultivate it, and to accumulate
it in vast latifnndia, for the benefit of a small number of

families of princ.-ly opulence. The object of French law, on

the contrary, is to secure the possession of the soil to the

greatest number, by means of the equal division of inheritances.

But this result is only attained by an excessive subdivision,

which often cuts the fields into strips that are almost too small

for cultivation, and which is therefore opposed to any sound

system of agriculture. The Servian laws, by maintaining the

family community, make every man co-owner of the land which

he cultivates, at the same time preserving to the holdings their

suitable extent. By means of this association, the advantages
of small properties are united with those of agriculture on a

scale. The cultivators may employ the fanning imple-
iii. nts and distribution of crops customary on large farms, while

the produce is divided among the labourers, the same as in

countries where the soil is subdivided among a multitude of

small owners.

Civil taxes and the accidents of life are much less burden-

some to the family community than where each couple has a

separate establishment. Should one of its members be sum-

ni'Mi.d to the army, attacked with illness, or temporarily pre-

vented from working, the others perform his task, and the

community provides for his wants, the same offices being ex-

pected of him should occasion arise. Let the isolated individual,

uniler other systems, fail, from any cause whatever, to win his

daily bread, and he and his are at once reduced to live on

public charity. Among the Southern Slavs, with their zadruga

system, no bureau de bienfaisance is required, as on the con-

tinent, nor any poor-rate, as with us. Official charity is re-

placed by family ties and duties. Labour is not a commodity,

which, like all others, has to present itself in the market, and

nit to tin- rigorous laws of supply and demand. Very few
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hands seek employment, for there is hardly any paid labour.

Each is co-owner of a portion of the soil, and devotes himself

accordingly to the cultivation of his own land. Endemic

pauperism, and even accidental distress, is, in consequence, un-

known.

The family community also admits of the application of

the principle of division of labour to agriculture, which en-

sures economy alike of time and of work. In three separate

families there must be three women to manage household

affairs, three men to go to market and buy and sell the produce,

and three children to watch the cattle. But if these three

families are united in the form of a zadruga, one woman,
one man, and one child will suffice, while the others may
devote themselves to productive labour. The associates, too,

will work more cheerfully and take greater pains than hired

farm-servants, for they will be animated by self-interest, inas-

much as they participate directly in the produce of their labour.

This agrarian system has the great advantage of allowing the

use of machinery for the advantage not only of one individual

but of all. The zadruga occupies a considerable extent of land
;

it can therefore employ an elaborate system of agriculture as

well as a large proprietor, and all benefit by it just as in small

holdings.

The union in the same hands of capital and labour,

which we endeavour to attain in the West by means of co-

operative societies, exists here in full vigour, with the additional

advantage, that the foundation of the society is not mere self-

interest, but the affection and confidence created by ties of

blood. Co-operative societies hitherto have, with rare excep-

tions, had but an ephemeral existence
;

while the family-

communities, which are nothing but co-operative societies

applied to the cultivation of land, have existed from time

immemorial, and are the real basis of economic being in a

powerful group of nations full of vigour and promise for the

future.

The number of crimes and offences is less among the

Southern Slavs than in the other provinces of the Austro-

Hungarian empire, a result apparently due to the favourable

influence exercised by the rural organization of zadrugas. Two
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causes contribute to this result. In the first place, nearly every
one has sufficient to satisfy his essential wants, and distres*,

the great source of crime, contributes but a slight contingent
to the tables of criminality. In the second place, as each

individual lives in the midst of a numerous family, under the

eye of his relatives, he is restrained by this involuntary super-
intendence of those about him; he has, moreover, a dignity
to preserve ;

he has a position and a name, like the nobles of

the West, and the proverb "noblesse oblige" is not without its

application to him. It is evident that this family life must

exercise a healthy moral influence, in that it developes socia-

bility. At night to pass the evening, and in the day for work

and for their meals, all the members of the family assemble

in the large common room. They converse and interchange
ideas

;
and one or another sings or narrates a legend. Hence

tin-re is no occasion for a visit to the wine-shop in search of

distraction, as in the case of the individual living alone, who
takes this means of escaping the monotony and silence of his

hearth.

In these family-communities attachment to ancient tradi-

tions is handed down from generation to generation ; and they
are a powerful element for the preservation of social onl. r.

It is well known what extraordinary power the gens imparted
to the Roman republic. As Mommsen remarks, the greatness

of Rome rose on the solid foundation of its families of peasant

proprietors. So long as the soil remains in the hands of family-

communities, no social revolution can be apprehended, for there

exists no leaven of disorder.

These associations also play a very useful part in the politi-

cal organization. They are intermediate between individualism

and communism, and so serve as an initiation into the practice

of local government The administration of the zadruga re-

sembles that of a commune or joint-stock company in miniature.

The gospodar discharges functions similar to those of a man-

ager : he submits a report of his management to the deliberation

and discussion of those subject to him. It is like an inchoate

parliamentary system, being trained for the practice of public

liberty. If the Servians, just emancipated, accommodate them-

selves so admirably to an almost republican constitution, and a

M. i:J
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system of government, which many western states would find a

difficulty in maintaining, it is due to the Servians having

passed, in the bosom of these communities, an apprenticeship
in the qualities necessary for independence and self-govern-

ment. It is surprising, says M. Ivitch, to see the good sense

displayed' by the Croatian peasants in the public deliberations

in which they take part
Another effect of the common life in the zadmga is to

develop certain private virtues, such as affection among rela-

tions, mutual support, voluntary submission to discipline, and

the habit of acting together for the same object. It has been

asserted that the family is a mere method of succession. Un-

doubtedly the right of succession, which is ordinarily incident on

the death of a relation, rouses evil sentiments, which are often

placed in relief by the playwright, the novelist, or the artist.

In the zadruga there is no succession. Every one having a

personal right to a share in the produce, cupidity is never at

variance with family affection, and the thought of an inherit-

ance to be received never comes to intrude itself on the grief

caused by the death of a father or an uncle. The pursuit of

money does not inflame their minds, and there is, consequently,

more scope for natural feeling.

I believe I have not exaggerated the merits of these family-

communities, or drawn a flattering picture of the patriarchal

life passed in them. A visit to the Slav districts lying to the

south of the Danube will suffice to disclose the social organiza-

tion exactly as I have described it. The flourshing appearance
of Bulgaria, the best cultivated of all Eastern countries, shews

decisively that the system is not antagonistic to good cultiva-

tion of the soil. And yet this organization, in spite of its

many advantages, is falling to ruin, and disappearing every-

where that it comes into contact with modern ideas
1
. The

reason is, that these institutions are suited to the stationary

condition of a primitive age ;
but cannot easily withstand the

conditions of a society, in which men are striving to improve

1 Thus in 1869 the Servian minister of interior lamented in the Kkuptrhina
the dissolution of a great number of Zadmgas. In the last few years 1700 have
ceased to exist owing to partition. See Kanitz, Serbien, p. 592. In Croatia

btrange to say the diet in which the national party was predominant, recently

(1874) voted a law forbidding the formation of new communities.
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r own lot as well as tho political and social organization
umler wlii.-h tliey live. This craving to rise and to continually
iii< -rcase one's means of enjoyment, by which the present age is

excited, is incompatible \\ith tlio existence of family associa-

tions, in \\ln.-li the destiny of each is fixed, and can vary but

littl.- fn.ni that of other men. Once the desire of self-aggran-
Mt nt awakened, man can no longer support the yoke of

tadruya, light though it be ; he craves for movement, for act i

for enterprise, at his own risk and his own peril. So long as

disinterestedness, brotherly affection, submission to the family

chief, and mutual toleration for the faults of others, preserve
their empire, community of life is possible and agreeable even

for the women; but, when these sentiments disappear, living

together becomes a purgatory, and each couple seeks to possess
an independent home, to escape the community. The advan-

tages of the zadrufja, whatever they may be, henceforth are out

of consideration. To live according to his own will, to work for

himself alone, to drink from his own cup, is now the end pre-

eminently sought by every one.

Without faith, religious communities could not survive. So,

too, if family feeling is weakened, the zadruga must disappear.
I know not whether the nations, who have lived tranquilly

under the shelter of these patriarchal institutions, will ever

arrive at a happier or more brilliant destiny ;
but this much

appears inevitable, that they will desire, with Adam in Para-

dise Lost, to enter on a new career, and to taste the charm of

independent life, despite its perils and responsibilities. In my
opinion, the economist will not see these institutions disappear
without regret.

132



CHAPTER XV.

FAMILY COMMUNITIES IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

CHRONICLES, charters, chartularies of abbeys, customs, all shew

us that in the middle ages there existed in France, in every pro-

vince, family communities exactly similar to those which are

found at the present day among the southern Slavs. Until the

fifteenth century we find no circumstantial details concerning
these institutions

; but, as M. Dareste de la Chavanne remarks,

there is no period in the history of France at which there is

not some text, revealing, in one phase or another, the existence

of these communities.

We have no documents to tell us how they were formed,

and opinions vary on this point. M. Doniol maintains in his

Histoire des Classes rurales en France, that they were " created

at one stroke as correlative to the fief," and adds that
"
this in-

terpretation is the one given by the majority of authors whose

study of law has been enlightened by a knowledge of history,"

and especially by M. Troplong in his book on Louage. M. Eu-

gene Bonnemere, who devotes considerable attention to theseO '

communities in his Histoire des Paysans, is of opinion that they
were developed under the influence of Christian ideas and on

the model of religious communities. "Prompted by weak-

ness and despair, the serfs formed themselves into groups,

and thus associating themselves obtained possession of the

soil, no longer in isolated independent ownership, but con-

nected in aggregations of families." These explanations are

manifestly erroneous. They rest on the evidence of the com-

mentators of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, who were the

first to notice these communities in France, but never suspected
the remote antiquity of the primitive institution.
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W. must not look to circumstances peculiar to France and
tli.- mil Ulle ages for the origin of these associations, as they are

found among all Slavonic nations, as well as among the Hindoos
and nations of Semitic origin, and may be traced back to the ear*

f forms of civilization. Formerly, when all the territory still

remained the common property of the village, the lots were peri-

odically distributed, not among the individual members, but

among the family groups, as is the custom in Russia at the pre-

sent time, and was, according to Ctesor, the custom among the

Germans. " No one holds lands as his private property, but the

magistrates and chiefs distribute them annually among the clans

and families who live in community'." These coynationes hami-

iimn qui una coierunt are manifestly family associations similar to

those of Servia. German jurists are generally agreed that there

did exist among the ancient Germans collective property of the

family, a condominium in solidum based on the active and pas-

sive solidarity of the kindred. It was shewn, in the first place,

by the obligation of thefaida or vendetta: suscipere inimicitias

sen patris, sen propinqui necesse est, says Tacitus (Germ., c. 21) ;

secondly, it was shewn by the joint obligation to pay the com-

position, the Wehrgeld or Blutgeld, in which all the kinsfolk of

the victim also participated: recepitque satisfactionem universa

domus, Tacitus again tells us
; thirdly, by the guardianship ex-

ercised by the head of the family, or munduald, whose position

was similar to that of the Slav gospodar and the Russian sta-

rosta ; fourthly, by the hereditary seisin which gave rise to the

maxim of the middle ages : le mort saisit It vif son hoir. As

Zaccharise says (Droit civil, 588), there was no individual pro-

perty; but it was collective and constituted a community in

solidum. All the kinsmen were proprietors ;
there was, there-

fore, no acquisition by right of inheritance as at Rome. There

was rather a continuity of possession.
" On the death of the

munduald" says M. Wiirth 1

,

" those who had been under his

1 It my be of OM to give the text of this important paaeage : Sec qtiu-

qtutm agri modurn cerium out flntt kabet propriot, ttd mayutrattu ae frtn,

in amuM timgulot, gentibtu coffnationibtuqut komimttm qui MM eoifnutt, quantum
(it tt quo loco rifum nt, agri attribuutt atque amno pott alia traiuirt cofunt."

GJUAB, D H'llt > inillico, n. M.
* De la s.imiu-, by M. Wiirth. proeorenr gtnnl at Ghent Oand, 187*.

See ako J. Simonnet, lift, ft ihtorie at la Satan/, and Lehiieroa, Itui. cant.,

p. 52.
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control either became heads of houses themselves, Selbmunduald,

or else were placed under the authority of such chiefs. The

seisin of those who remained under the mundium was transmit-

ted with the same instantaneousness to the new munduald, the

successor to the authority of the deceased one."

As the family community was the unit for the periodical

partition, it naturally followed, when this partition fell into dis-

use, that the communities were owners of the soil, and they
continued to exist in obscurity, resisting all destruction, until

they attracted the attention of the jurists, about the end of the

middle ages
1
.

Yet it is certain that the conditions of the feudal system
were singularly favourable to the preservation or the establish-

ment of communities, which were beneficial both to the peasants
and their lords. There was no right of succession for mainmort-

dble serfs, whose property at every death returned to the lord.

On the other hand, when they lived in community, they suc-

ceeded to one another, or rather there was no opportunity for

succession to occur; the community maintained an uninter-

rupted succession in its character of a perpetual civil person.
" As a general rule," says Le Fevre de la Planche 8

,

" the lord

was considered successor of all who died : he regarded his sub-

jects as serfs and '

mortaillables'
;
he only allowed them rights

when in societies or communities. When they were in this

community, they succeeded to one another rather by right of

accrual or jure non decrescendi than by hereditary title, and the

lord only inherited on the death of the last survivor of the com-

munity." Hence it was only in the association of the family

group that a serf family could obtain property, and find a means

of improving its condition by accumulating a definite capital.

By means of cooperation, it acquired sufficient strength and

consistency to withstand the oppression and incessant wars of

the feudal epoch.

On the other hand, the lords found it greatly to their ad-

1 Before this period we may from time to time snatch traces of the exist-

ence of communities. Thus we see, in the Polyptique d'lrminon, on the
domains of the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Pres, an association of three

families of tenants cultivating seventeen bonniers of laud ;
but the commenta-

tors on customary law were the first to give precise details on this subject.
* TraiU du Domaine, Preface, p. 81. See La Commune agricole, par M.

Bonnemere, p. 32 et eeq.
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vantage to have for tenants oommomtiec rather than ii

households : as they afforded much better security for the pay-
ment of rent and for the performance of the corvee

1
. As all

the members of the association were jointly answerable, if one

hem made default, the others were obliged to discharge the

nents to which he was liable. It is precisely this same

principle, the joint responsibility of the workmen, which made

possible the establishment of the popular banks to which the

name of M. Schulze-Delitsch is attached. The promissory notes

of an isolated artizan cannot be discounted, because the chances

of loss are too great ;
but associate a group of workmen, esta-

blish a collective responsibility among them, based on capital

produced by economy, and tin- p.i|M-r of the association will find

credit on the best terms, as it will offer full security.

Documents of the time shew us the lords universally favour-

able to the establishment or maintenance of the communities.
41 The reason," says an old jurist, "which led to the establish-

ment of community among the mainmorUibles is that the lands

of the seigniory are better cultivated and the subjects in a better

condition to pay the lord's dues, when they live in common
than if they formed so many separate establishments." In

many cases, the lords demand, as the condition of granting cer-

tain concessions, that the peasants should adopt the system.

Thus, in an act of 1188, the Count of Champagne only grants
the maintenance of the right of commonage on condition that
"
the children live with their father and share his fare." In

1545, the clergy and nobility get an edict issued, which forbids

peasants, on escaping from mortmain, to become owners of land,

unless they constitute a community. Up to the seventeenth

century in la Marche, the landlords make indivisibility a con-

dition of tla-ir metayages
1
.

1 " Mornac treats at great length of the communities of Aorergne and tho

neighbourhood," says Chabrol (Comment, tur la couhimt fAttrrrgnf, \

i) ;

' he consider* them of great advantage to the progreM of agriculture
and for the Msesinient of public impost*."

sonrcw, we refer the reader especially to the three works already
quoted of MM. Dareste de la Charanne. Doniol, and Bonnem*re, as well as this

hooks of Troplong on Lottage and the Comtrat At .s'oeilttf. When a perpetual
metayage was granted to the metayers, a guarantee that they would lire in

community was exacted. Dallox (JuHmnid. atnlr.) quotes a title of 16*5,

imposing the condition that the lessees should have bat * one pot, one hearth,
ana one morsel, and should lire in perpetual community."
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The organization of these communities was based on the

same principles as the Servian zadruga. The association cul-

tivated a parcel of land in common, and inhabited the same

dwelling. This dwelling was of large extent or composed of

several buildings connected together, opposite which were built

the barns and cattle-sheds. It was called celle (cello), and the

name is preserved under different forms in a number of

villages, as La Celle-Saint-Cloud, Mavrissel, Courcelles, Vaucel.

The domain bore the name of the family, and even now

properties are distinguishable by the article, les, which custom

has retained before their name, as les Avrils, les Rollins, les

Segands, les Bayons, les Bernards, les Avins, les Gault. The

associated members were called
"
compains" (compani), because

they lived of the same bread,
"
partgonniers," because each

took his share of the produce, or "
frarescheux" because they

lived together as brothers. The community was called
" com-

pagnie," "coterie
1 " "

fraternite';" domus fraternitatis, in the

Polyptique d'lrminon. Beaumanoir, the oldest author who

gives any information on the juridical constitution of these

communities, thus explains the term by which they are often

designated :

"
Compagnie is constituted by our custom, by having

a single common dwelling, the same bread, the same pot, for a

year and a day, when the property of the several members is

confused together."

In the Institutes coutumi&res by Antoine Loysel, published
in 1G08, several rules are still found relating to family com-

munities (I. LXXIV.) :

" Serfs or mainmortables cannot make
a will and have no right of succession, unless they live in

community" (Edition Dupin et Laboulaye, t. I. p. 122). The
lord succeeded to the serf, so that all agricultural work would

have had to be carried on without the stimulus of a succession

within the family group, if these agricultural communities had

not existed. The serfs, living in community, and having the

right of succession one to another, could also make a will in

favour of one another, without impairing the rights of the lord.

1 " This is a word found in many customs, and applied to village societies

living together to hold of a lord some inheritance, which is said to be held in

cotterie. It is particularly prevalent among the gens de main-morte
"
(Dictionnaire

tie Trivoux).
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According to Lauriere, in his notes on Loysel's work, the serf*

living iu community Live this right of succession, "because

tin y possess their property jointly, so th.it the portion of any
who die belongs to the survivors by a kind of right of accrual'."

"When the co-partners cease to partake of the morsel or the

hat is to say, when they set up a separate establish-

ment, the community is at an end. The majority of customs

iruble to the communities do not apply these rules rigor-

ously. According to the custom of Nivernais (c. vui. art. 13),

"persons in a state of mortmain are not regarded as having

separated until they have maintained, for a year and a day, a

hearth and home apart, separated and divided from one

another/' In La Marche the separation was only effected by
the express declaration of the co-partners ;

when once separated,

th-'V could only constitute themselves into a new community
with the consent of the lord.

Living in this community had so much importance in

matters of succession, that at Paris in ancient times, Lauriere

tells us, the child who was in celle (cella, dwelling), and lived of

the bread and fare of his parents, succeeded to the exclusion of

the others. Article xxxin. of Loysel says: "A single child,

being in celle, receives mortmain" The child in "celle" alone

inherited, and prevented the devolution on the lord by mort-

main ; and, according to the custom of several districts, the

other children were enabled to succeed through him.

The community was generally recognized as existing in fact

when the peasants inhabited the same house and lived "of the

same pot
"

for a year and a day. It was only in later times

and to avoid the growing process of partition, when the institu-

tion was already tending to pass away, that several customs

required a contract to make immoveables common property.

Certain customs only allow community where "
there is relation-

ship between the co-partners." This was obviously the original

form of these agrarian associations
;
and it is only in later times,

under the influence of the feudal system, that communities

1 Bee Chopin, Paris, tit. CommmtamUt, n* 81 ; la eovfWM dt la teptaint it

Baurgtt, Forneriam, art. 86 ; lib. IT. Qtiotidianonm, cap. 7, and the Glottairt

du droit franfait, \' Le chanUau et parity* dtvitt. LXXV. " Un parti toot t

parti, et le cbantoan part 10 vilain." LXXVI. Le feu, la M! t \t pain, partont
I'homme mortemoin."
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were constituted of persons who were not descended from a

common ancestor.

Those who lived in the community succeeded to one another

to the exclusion of relations not members of the society ;
and

even a stranger, when once admitted to the community, as

forming a part of it, prevailed over the kinsmen who were

outside the community. Guy Coquille admits this principle

after having previously called it in question.
"On consideration,

it seemed to me more reasonable to assert that the stranger

to the community is regarded as absolutely excluded. For this

rigorous law seems to have been framed in favour of the family,

to keep it united, especially in the district where village-estab-

lishments cannot be maintained except by a large number of

persons living together in community; and experience shews

that partition is the ruin of families in a village. Since, then,

the law speaks generally, and the presumption is that its

intention was to preserve the family that they might not be

dissolved, it seems we must follow the terms of the law, and

say that the kinsman in the community alone succeeds 1
."

In another passage of his commentary he calls these agrarian
associations families and fraternities. Elsewhere he expresses
himself in these terms: "These communities are true families

forming a society and university, and are maintained by the

subrogation of persons either born within them, or introduced

from outside
8
."

Communities which were formed tacitly, without inventaires,

and which were continued indefinitely among the survivors,

were called tacit (taisibles). As in the Slav zadruga, the associates

elected a chief, the mayor, maistre de communaute', or chef du

chanteau. The allotment of labour, buying and selling, and the

administration and government of the community were in his

hands; he exercised the executive power.

Guy Coquille, the old writer on customary law already

quoted, describes in quaint terms how agricultural operations
were carried on in these peasant associations. "According to

the old system of husbandry, several persons were united in a

1 Guy Coquillo, Nivernais : Des BordeJages. See also Vigier, Angoumoit,
art. 11, and pasnim. Cout. de la Marche, 217, etc.

1 Dei Dordelaycs, art. 18. Dei communautts et associations, art. 3.
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family to carry on a culti\;iti .n, which is very laborious and
entails many operations, in this country of Niveraais, which is

naturally unadaptod to cultivation. The task of some is to till

t !i-- ground and prick on the oxen, lazy cattle, of which as many
as six are commonly required to draw the carts. Others have

to drive tin cows and young marcs to the pastures, others to

take the sheep, and others to take charge of the swine. These

families, composed of several persons, all of whom are employed

according to their age, sex and capacity, are governed by one

man, called the master of the community, and elected for this

purpose by the rest He directs the rest, goes to the towns,

fairs or other places for the transaction of all business, has

power to bind the personal property of his co-partners in

matters concerning the welfare of the community, and his name
alone is enrolled for purposes of taxation or subsidy. From
these proofs we understand that these communities are true

families or colleges, which, figuratively speaking, form one body

composed of several members. The members may be distinct

from one another, but by fraternity, friendship, and economic

ties, are formed into a single body. As the ruin of these houses

is the absolute, and inevitable result of partition and separation,

it was enacted by the ancient laws of this land, alike in the

case of households and families of serfs and of those households

where the inheritance was held in bordelage, that those who

were not members of the community should have no right

of succession to the others, and likewise that there should be

no right of succession to them."

They also elected a woman to take charge of all domestic

matters and to direct the household. This was the mayorissa,

who appears in the Salic law and also in the ancient chartulary

of Saint-Pere de Chartres. The French, more cautious than

Slavs, would not allow the mayorwa to be the wife of the

mayor, for fear of mutual understanding between them resulting

to the disadvantage of the association. When the daughters

married, they were entitled to a marriage-portion, but tlt.-y

could claim nothing further from the community which t

The same nde was observed in the Slav tadruga.

All agricultural operations were executed for the common

profit But each married couple had, in many cases, a small
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peculium, which could be increased by certain industrial occu-

pations. The wife spun; the husband wove material of wool or

flax; and so the family itself produced all that was necessary
for its wants. There was little ground for buying and selling.

Later, however, as industry developed, the communities no

longer remained strangers to it. In entering on commerce

they applied the principle of division of labour, distributing the

profits also among all. Legrand d'Aussy, in his Voyage en

Auvergne
1

,
written in 1788, describes some communities as

occupied in the manufacture of cutlery.

"Round Thiers, and in the open country, are scattered houses

inhabited by societies of peasants, some of whom pursue the occupa-
tion of cutlers, while the others devote themselves to tilling the soil.

Besides these single, isolated habitations, there are others more

thickly peopled, in which the community is still more intimate. The
hamlet is inhabited by the different branches of a family, devoted to

agriculture. As a rule no marriages are contracted except between
its members ; and, under the guidance of a chief, elected by itself

and subject to deposition by it, it forms a kind of republic in which
all labour is in common, because all its members are on a footing of

equality.
" In the neighbom-hood of Thiers there are several of these family

republics, Tarante, Baritel, Terme, Guittard, Bourgade, Beaujeu, &c.

The first two are the most numerous
;
but the oldest, as well as the

most celebrated, is the Guittard family. The hamlet, which is formed
and inhabited by this family, is to the north-west of Thiers at about
half a league from the town. It is called Pinon

;
and this name has,

in the district, prevailed over their proper family name, and they are

called the Pinons. In the month of July, 1 788, when I visited them,
they formed four branches or households, containing nineteen persons
in all, men, women and children. But the number not being suffi-

cient for the cultivation of the land and other labour, they had with
them thirteen servants, which, raised the total population to thirty-
two persons. The precise date of the foundation of the hamlet is

unknown. Tradition makes its establishment date from the twelfth

century
1
. The administration of the Pinons is paternal, but elective.

All the members of the community assemble
;
a chief is elected by

the majority of voices, who takes the title of 'master'; and being
constituted father of the whole family, is bound to watch over every-

thing that concerns its welfare
" The master, in his character of chief, receives the monies, sells

and buys, ordains reparation, allots to each his task, regulates all

that concerns the houses, the vintage and the herds
;
in short, plays

1 Vol. i. pp. 455 95. Quoted by Bonnemere, La Commune agric. p. 89.
s
Chabrol, who also speaks of the Pinons, makes them go back " to the most

TVmote times." On Auvergnt, vol. 11. p. 499.
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the same part in the society aa tho father in hut family. But thin

father differs fn.m others, in that, having only a deputed auth",

intrusted to him, he ia responsible to those of whom ho holds it,

and can lone it in the same way aa he received it If he abuses hi*

position, or administers it* affairs badly, the community aaaemblea

again and deposes him ; and there are actual examples of this severe

ju^ti.-,-.
" The internal domestic details are entrusted to a woman. Her

department is the poultry-yard, the kitchen, the linen, clothes, Ac.

She bears the title of mi^tivw.' She directs the women as the
1 master

'

directs the men
; like him, she is chosen by the majority of

votes, and like him may be do|>oMed. But natural good sense warns
th.-s.- .simple peasant,, that if tin- 'in Stress' were the wit'.- ..r M.t.-r of

the '

master,' and these two officers lacked the honesty necessary to

their administrations, the two combined would possess a d -gree of

power dangerous to the community. Accordingly, to avert such

abuses, by one of the constitutional laws of the miniature state,

declared that the 'mistress' shall never be chosen in the same
household as the ' master.' The latter officer, as his name signifies, has
a general sujKjrvision, and is invested with power of giving advice or

administering reprimands. Everywhere he holds the place of honour :

if he marries his son, the community gives a feast, to which the

neighbouring communes are invited. His son, however, is only like

the rest, a member of the republic, and enjoys no special privilege.
When his father dies, he does not succeed to his honours, unless,

indeed, he is found worthy of them, and deserves to be elected in his

turn.

"Another fundamental law, observed with the greatest rigour,
because the preservation of the society depends upon it, is that

which regards property. Never, in any case, is pro|* i tv divided : all

remains in a mass
;
no one takes by succession

;
and neither for

marriage nor any other reason is there any division. Should a

Guittard woman leave Pinon to be married, they give her six

hundred pounds in money ;
but she forfeits all further claim, and so

the general patrimony is preserved entire as before. The same would
be the case if any of the young men should go to establish himself

elsewhere

Whenever their work does not necessitate their being apart, they
labour together. They have a common room for their meals, a Urge
and spacious kitchen very well appointed...They have constructed a
recess in it which forms a kind of chapel, and contains figures of

Christ and the Virgin. Here, every night, after supper, they join

together in prayer. This prayer is only offered in the evening: in

the morning each offers up his own privately, as the hours of rising

vary with the various kinds of work.

"Independently of the hamlet, the ft uiturds are also owners of

forest, garden and arable land, vineyards and Urge chestnut-woods.

The soil is poor and produces nothing but rye ; and the thirty-two
mouths to be fed consume tho whole crop, so that nothing remains
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to be sold. Moreover, these agriculturists, whose habits and life of

labour inspire respect, perform great works of charity in the place of

their abode. The poor never come to their door without being re-

ceived, and never leave without being fed. There is soup and bread

for them at all times. If they wish to stay the night, there is a bed

for them : in fact, there is a room in the farm-building especially
set aside for this purpose. In winter, hospitality extends even fur-

ther. The poor then are lodged in the bake-house. They are fed

and provided with a warm shelter secure from the cold.
" I shall never forget a simple answer given me on this subject by

the ' master '

for the time being. Curious to learn the small details of

the establishment under his direction, I went over the buildings with
him. Passing through one court, I saw several large dogs, which at

once began to bark. ' Do not be afraid,' he said,
'

they only bark to

give me warning. They are not dangerous : we train them not to

bite.' ' Why should they not bite 1
' I asked. '

Surely, your safety

depends on their doing so.'
' Oh ! a beggar often comes to us in the

night time. At the noise of the dogs we rise to take him in
;
and

we would not have them do him. any harm, or prevent his entering.'"

All contemporary authors, who have treated of these com-

munities, assert that they secured to the peasants competence
and happiness

1
. It appears that at the close of the middle ages,

when a definite order was established in feudal society, agri-

cultural production and the well-being of the rural classes had

attained a far higher level than under the centralized monarchy
of the seventeenth century

8
. Writers on customary law affirm

that when the dissolution of these associations came to pass, it

was actual ruin for people who had before lived in abundance.

What shews that they must have been in harmony with

the social requirements of the time, is that we find them in

every province, in Normandy, Brittany, Anjou, Poitou, Angou-
mois, Saintonge, Touraine, Marche, Nivernais, Bourbonnais,

both Burgundies, Orldanais; in the Chartrain district, in Cham-

pagne, Picardy, Dauphine", Guienne; alike in the east and the

1 "It is in communities that the mainmortalles grow rich," says Denis

Lebrun, Traitl des Communautts, p. 17. "The labour of several persons united

together," says Dunod, "is more effective than if they were all independent.
Experience teaches us that in the province of Burgundy the peasants of niain-

mortdble places are in much easier circumstances than those who live in the

franchise, and that the more numerous the family, the more wealth it ac-

cumulates."
1 There is a complete study of this curious phase in the economic history of

France, in a note of the Belgian historian Moke on La rie)iesse et la population
de la France au quatorzttme siecle. See Mtmoiret de VAcademic de Belyique,
vol. xxx.
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west, the centre and the south'. "The association of all the

members of the family under one roof, on one property, with

a view to joint labour an.l joint profits," says M. Troplong,
"is a general and characteristic fact from the south i.t France

to its opposite extremities." (Commentairet tur let toc&Ut

civile*, Preface). We may, then, affirm that uml.-r th. old

1 The existence of these agricultural societies, so far from being an excep-
tional fact, was, on the contrary, general and constant until the tightfenlh
century. The following quotations admit of no doubt on thin p.int.

In La Marche there was no community between husband and wife, except by
express convention ; and yet G. Brodean, in his commentaries, tells us that
' this custom is sanction and authority for communities and associations of
relatives or strangers, and is for the maintenance of the family."" These
societies are not only frequent, but general, and even necessary, *elon la eon-
ttitutiitn df la religion, inasmuch as the exercise of husbandry, which consists
in tilling the ground and feeding cattle, requires a number of persons "(Guy
Coquille, on Nivernaii, p. 478).

have several of these societies in Berry and Nivemais, principally in
the houses of maget, which, by the custom of the country, all consist of

assemblages of persona living together in community" (Jean Chenn, on Arrttt
de Papon, 1610).

merly," writes La Lande in 1774 (Cout. d'Orlcant),
"

it was a general
custom in this kingdom for a tacit association to be formed between several

persons living in common under the same roof for a year and a day Tacit
associations are more especially the rule in villages, where there are huge
families, which live in community under the command and direction of a chief,

usually the oldest member of the society. We find clear instances in Berry,
Nivernais, Bourbounais, Saintonge, and other places."

"This kind of community and tacit association was formerly in general
use," says Bouchenl (1'oiton, art. 231).

"
Anciently, tacit association among persons living together, with common

purse and common expenditure, was a nnivertal custom in the kingdom, as is

shewn, on the authority of Beaumanoir, by Eusebe de Lanriere in his dis-

sertation at the end of the Works of Lowel, fol. 12, 13 "
(Valin, Cout. de la

RocheUr).
"
Anciently," says Valin (La Roehelle),

" tacit association between persons
other than husband and wife, living together with joint purse and joint expendi-
ture was general in the kingdom.

"

" It seems," says Denis Lebrnn in his Trait* At la Communaute',
" that we

are compelled to admit this as a general usage in rural districts, where com-
munities are so common, even in customs which do not mention them."

"The origin of these associations of inhabitants, uch at we tfe them to-

day," writes Denisart in 1768,
" is not well known. We may suppose they owe

their ..ri.'in to Christianity, which gradually diminished the rigour of slavery,
in which the people were subjected to their lords. In France in the earliest

days of the monarchy there were but two classes of free persons, the nobles and
the ecclesiastics. All commoners were serfs."

the present day community is held in slight estimation." says M. Trop-
long (Cnmmentairet del tocitUt civilft, preface, pattim).

" The Romans spoke of

them with enthusiasm, and put them in practice on a large scale...But the
middle ages pre-eminently were an epoch of extensive association. This was

nod which gave birth to the numerous societies of serfs and labourers,
which covered the soil of Prance and made it

productive.
This period, too,

multiplied the religions communities, whose benefits were so great in reclaiming
land and establishing themselves in the midst of depopulated country. Then,
prob i was less talk of the spirit of association than at present, but the

spirit was active and energetic." These quotations are borrowed by the author
from M. Bonnomdre, La com. rural*, p. 89.
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system agricultural labour was carried on in all parts of France

by cooperative associations of peasants, exactly as it is at

the present time among the southern Slavs. Thus in the

middle ages, work in all its forms was executed by associations,

by religious cummunities, by peasant communities, or by craft

communities. Laferriere has succeeded in putting this fact in a

strong light: "The spirit of association, revived by Christianity,

extended its salutary activity over the customs of the middle

ages. It was under the protection of associations of every

kind, by community of labour and habitation, by corporations,

by societies for public and private profit, and under the in-

fluence of the spirit of social and Christian fraternity inculcated

by them, that the serfs, the poor labourers, the artisans and

craftsmen, the commercial classes, the people of the towns and

country alike, improved and developed their condition of life.

Isolation would have been their death; association made them

live and grow for better times."

As to the time and manner of these family communities

disappearing we have no information. Profound change in the

social organism of the rural districts has always been effected

gradually, without attracting the attention of historians. Up to

the seventeenth century, terriers, and other titles, make fre-

quent mention of societies of persons "with associated joint

property." From the sixteenth century, jurists shew themselves

less favourable, and, as time goes on, even hostile to the system
of indivisibility. As soon as the spirit of fraternity, on which

it was based, grew weak, this system gave rise to many difficul-

ties and disputes, because it rested on custom and not on any
written code. It had to encounter two sources of ruin : one

in the spirit of individuality characteristic of modern times
;

another in the passion for clearness and precision in juridical

matters, which the jurist imbibed from the study of the Roman
law. Moreover, the successive disappearance of serfage and

mortmain took away from these associations one of the most

powerful reasons for their existence. So long as the serfs and

gens de mainmorte had no right of succession except in the

family community, they could not escape from the system of

collective property ; but, when once the rights of the lord were

1
Loferrifire, Hist, du droitfran^ais, vol. n. p. 591.
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1 to receiving, un.l.-r tho form of various paynv
(l >

|iiival. nt f tho rent-8er\i.-,- ( the peasants could yi.-l.l t..

tli.-
sj.irir df

in.lividiiality which urged them to make inde-
i- nt pr "| -i tu -s for themselves by means of partition. The

_rress of indu-trv. tin- improvement of roadg and the ext< n-

D of commerce also led the rural population to rouse itself

an 1 cast its eyes upward. New aspirations were sure to be
fatal t.) institutions formed for the protection of cultivators sub-

jected to the invariable rules of ancient customs.

.ily communities survived from tin; earliest days of
ci\ ili/ntion up to a modern date. When the desire for change
and improvement in everything took possession of men, they
gradually disappeared with other traditions of earlier ages.
">

. in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there still

existed many of these rural associations
1

: terriers and acts of

partition make frequent mention of them; but we find th- m
exciting an almost universal hostility. A report presented to

the provincial assembly of Berry in 17H3, and analyzed by
M. Dareste de la Chavanne 1

, proves clearly how the sentiments

of egotism and individuality were to bring about the destruc-

tion of an institution, which could only last by mutual con-

fidence and fraternal understanding. It is only in the most

1 M. Prrfveraud state* that in France the commnnitie* disappeared rapidly
from the end of the 15th century. Very few survived till the eighteenth. Their
few hut representative* sold their lands to citizens of the towns or persona who
replaced them by tenant farmers. L'Eglue et U PeupU by . Preveraud, Faro

* The author of the report, who attacks the communities, declare* that the
one object of the members of them was mutual deception for the advancement
of their private interest. " We may see," be said, "a member of community
bay or sell cattle on his own account, while the master

'

of the community ha*
not sufficient money to purchase an ox in the place of one that has died or been
lamed. Nona of the partners lets his own gain be known ; no one boys im-
moreables, and if they have hires or sheep, the knowledge that the affairs of
the association arc going to ruin is sufficient to make them conceal their more-
able effeets." The report further state*, that, as each on* wishes to benefit by
the advantages of association without taking part in its expenses, it follows that
with many bands very little work is don*. Besides, the chief of the cornm
administer*! and did not labour. The other associates, baring no intervals to

manage, passed their lives in ignorance and inactivity. The picture is perhaps
too gloomy ; but. at any rate, it reveals two certain facts, the opposition which
the i ice encountered, and the spirit of individuality
which was destined to bring their ruin. The same causes are acting in the
same way at the present day among the Southern Slars. Economic en.l

is everywhere very similar, even in countries very distant and very different

U
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remote provinces, such as Nivernais, Auvergne, and Bourbon-

nais, that any trace of the system has been preserved to recent

days.

The elder Dupin has described one of these communities,

which he visited about 1840, in the department of Nievre.

The details which he gives are so characteristic that it may be

well to quote them.

" The group of buildings composing the village of the Gaults is

situated on a small hill, at the head of a beautiful valley of meadow-
land. The principal dwelling-house has nothing remarkable in its

exterior ; in the interior, on the ground-floor, is a vast hall with a

large fireplace at each end, the mantelpiece being as much as nine

feet across ; but these dimensions are none too large to allow room
for so numerous a family. The existence of this community dates

from time immemorial. The titles, which the 'master' keeps in a

vault, go back beyond 1500, and they speak of the community as

already an ancient institution. The possession of this corner of the

land is retained in the Gault family, which, by the labour and

economy of its members and the union of all profits, has accumulated
a property of more than 200,000 francs

;
and besides this portions

have been paid to females passing by marriage into strange families
1

."

M. Dupin points out very clearly the juridical features of

these institutions :

"The capital of the community is composed of four parts: first,

of the original land ; secondly, of acquisitions made with savings for

the common account ; thirdly, of beasts and moveables of all descrip-
tions

;
and fourthly, of the common cash. Besides this, every one

has his peculium, composed of his wife's portion and the property she

has received by succession from her mother, or which has been given

by gift or legacy. The community only counts males as effective

members
; they alone are included in the number of heads in the

society. When the daughters marry a portion is given them in cash.

The portions, which were originally very trifling, have risen in recent

times to as much as 1350 francs. When once this portion is paid,
the daughters and their descendants have no further claim on the

property of the community. As to strange women who marry mem-
bers of the community, their portion is not merged in the common
stock, inasmuch as they are not intended to acquire any personal

right in the community. When a man dies, he transmits nothing to

any one by succession. There is a head fewer in the community,
which continues unbroken among the others, and takes the portion,

jMjssessed by the deceased, not by any title of succession, but by right
of non decrowaement, or non-diminution. This is the original, funda-

mental condition of association. If the deceased leaves children, and

1
Dnpin, Excursion dan* la Nitvre, 1810.
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they are males, they become members of the community, in which
each is reckoned, not by hereditary title, the father baring tran-
iniu.-d n.>t him; to th. -in. I. tit IV. .in the sole fact that they were bora
in tin- community ami for its benefit: if they are female*, they hare

only a ri^'lit to u ]..,ni,,n. Tin- jH-culiar, distim-tivo nature of theae

communities ia well shewn. It differs from that of ordinary con-
v. -n titmnl associations, where the death of one of the member* entail*

the dissolution of the society, as the industry pursued is optional, and
"iml capticity is requisite in such societies. The ancient com-

munity was of another character. It formed a sort of corporation or

college, a civil person, like a monastery or borough, which i* per-

j..-t
int. -d by the substitution of new const it u.-nt members, without

any change in the actual existence of the corporation, either in its

manner of life or in the government of its affairs."

Further on, in the commune of Pre'porche', M. Dupin found

traces of a community once numerous and flourishing, that of

the Gariota. Since the revolution, it had effected a partition of

its property, and the majority of the members had come to ruin.

The large rooms had been divided; the great fire-place waa

also divided by a partition-wall. Their bouses were dirty and

poorly built. The inhabitants, ill-clothed and savage looking.

" At Oault, all was comfort, health, and gaiety ;
in the Gariot

village, all was gloom and poverty...! certainly do not deny the

advantage of separate property, and the benefits resulting from every-
one having his house, his garden, meadow, and arable hind, all

well cultivated and well cared for. But well-directed association baa

also its advantages. I have pointed out its happy effects, and where
it yet exists with good results, ray hope is that it may survive with

unabated vitality. I believe that, for the cultivation of their farms,
it would )>e especially advantageous for the peasants to hold together.
A numerous family is sufficient in itself for agricultural operations ;

if it is weak, it must be supplemented by hired servants, who require

high wages, and consume the greater part of the profits, without

giving the same attention to the cultivation of the soil or the care of

the cattle, as the masters themselves would d<> 'ho chil-

ili'-n by remaining with their parents, profit alike by their instruction

and example ; whereas, when separated from them and put to service

y are liable to corruption and often overtaken by desti-

tution. On the other hand, the practice of frequent and excessive

subdh isioii, produce* a marceUement, such that the children of the

same father 'can no longer live in the dwelling-boose, and the frag-
ments of hind become too small to be well adapted to cultivation."

M. Doniol has Been several of these rural communities, and

be boasts of their excellence as a "
social institution," (Hist, de*

Classes Rurales, 2nd Edit p. 16+). M. Leplay, in his instructive

141
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work, L'Organisation de la Famille, shews minutely the position

of a patriarchal family in Lavedan, and the evils brought upon
it by its partial dissolution.

Emile Souvestre, in his work on Finisterre, mentions the

existence of agrarian communities in Brittany. He says it

is not uncommon to find farms there, cultivated by several

families associated together. He states that they live peace-

fully and prosperously, though there is no written agreement
to define the shares and rights of the associates. According
to the account of the Abbe' Delalande, in the small islands

of Hcedic and Houat, situated not far from Belle Isle, the

inhabitants live in community. The soil is not divided into

separate properties. All labour for the general interest, and

live on the fruits of their collective industry. The curd is

the head of the community ;
but in case of important resolu-

tions, he is assisted by a council composed of the twelve most

respected of the older inhabitants. This system, if correctly

described, presents one of the most archaic forms of agrarian

community. In 1860, the commissioners for the prize of

honour for agriculture in the Jura were struck with a fact

which the author of the report took care to put prominently
forward : almost all the farms are directed by a group of cou-

ples, of patriarchal habits, living and labouring in common.

There are, then, still existing here and there traces of the

ancient communities, which for so many centuries protected the

existence of rural populations ; but, like those representatives of

primitive Fauna which are on the point of disappearing, it is to

the wildest and most remote spots that we must go in search of

them. One cannot refrain from a feeling of regret, on thinking
of the complete ruin of institutions inspired by a spirit of fra-

ternity and mutual understanding unknown to the present age.

Formerly they were the protection of the serf against the

rigours of feudality; and, what was not less important, pre-
sided at the birth of small property, which is characteristic of

the agrarian condition of France.

We shall see how in England the nobility took advantage
of its supremacy in the state to create latifundia at the expense
of the small properties, which it gradually annexed as it made
their existence more and more difficult. How was it that in
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. liere the nuliility were armed with even more ex<

sivo
|
in-, in in Knijliind, and the peasant* were far more

i. ,1 an ,1 destitute of rights, a similar economic cvolut

was not produn ,1
'

Why, even under the old system, li.l

1 prop.-rty make such progress in the country where cv-

thing was against it, and disappear in tli.it whore political

liberty seemed to afford it complete security ? I have never

seen any explanation of thin striking contrast presented

by the two countries. The chief cause seems to me to bo

tli.it agrarian communities were preserved in France until the

eighteenth century, u her, -as they disappeared at a very early date

in Kngland. So long as they existed, they formed an obstacle

t - the extension of the lord's domain : in the first place, because

their existence was secure and their duration permanent;

secondly, because the principle of collectivity gave them a

great power of cohesion and resistance: and, finally, because

their property was, one may say, inalienable, and was protected
from excessive subdivision and the vicissitudes of partition re-

sulting from succession or sale. If these associations could sur-

vive through the whole of the middle ages without material

change, like the monasteries, it was because they had a similar

constitution to the monasteries. Being corporations, they had

the perpetuity of corporations. When the peasants dissolved

th.se communities, and created small rural property by parti-

tion, the nobility had lost all power of extension, and the

I' . olution was already at hand, which was to destroy their

privileges and to afford the rights of the cultivators a full

security. Between the moment when the members of the

communities transformed themselves into small proprietors, and

that when the Code Civil appeared to finally emancipate them,
the t'i -nda! aristocracy, already enfeebled, had not had the time

uploy its wealth and its supremacy for the enlargement of

its domains. In England, on the contrary, communities ceased

to exist at a period when the nobility were still all-powerful.

1 small proprietary cultivators found themselves isolated, and

unable to defend their rights. Their lands were consequently

usurped one after another by the lord of the manor. The

agricultural population acquired individual property too soon;

and so latifundia were constituted at their expense. If c'l
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live property had been maintained longer, agricultural associa-

tions on disappearing would have left in their place a nation

of proprietors, as in France. It is a remarkable fact that by the

agrarian system of primitive times falling into desuetude in

England earlier than in other countries, the feudal nobility has

been enabled to perpetuate itself there, and that it is the pre-

mature establishment of individual property which has pre-

vented the creation of a rural democracy such as we see in

France.



CHAPTER XVI.

FAMILY COMMUNITIES IN ITALY, IN GERMANY, AND AMONG

TUB ESQUIMAUX AM) "IHKll NATIONS.

THE system of family communities was, also, formerly very

general in Italy, and has left many traces in tin- various

provinces. M. Jacini in his excellent work on Lombardy, has

rihrd those which are to be met with in tin* hill-district

of that country. They exist in combination with metayage,
and greatly facilitate the maintenance of the system. The

proprietor regards associated cultivators as more desirable

tenants than isolated householders. For the resources of tli.-

association are larger; and it offers better security for the

payment of rents in kind, and for the faithful execution of

contracts. It is better able to carry on large cultivation, and

to support the losses of bad years and all the inevitable acci-

dents of agricultural undertakings.

The communities as a rule enjoy a comparative competence,
and are remarkable for what are known as patriarchal virtues.

se associations are usually composed of four or five couples

living in common in a large farmstead. They recognise the

authority of a chief or rcggitore, and of a housewife or mauara.

The reggitore regulates labour, manages all buying and selling,

and invests the savings, subject however to the advice of his

associates. The nuumzra has charge of all household matters.

The head of the stables is called the bifolco ; he is the chi.-f

overseer of the labour. These ancient institutions are yielding

to the passion for independence, the desire of growing rich,
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and, in a word, to the spirit of modern times, just as they are

yielding on the banks of the Danube, or as they yielded in

France in times past. M. Jacini has thoroughly analysed the

various sentiments which tend to produce their final anni-

hilation. Men begin to ask: "Why should we and all our

belongings remain in subjection to a master? It were far

better for each to work and think for himself." As the profits

derived from any handicraft form a sort of private peculiuni,

the associates are tempted to enlarge this at the expense of

the common revenue, and self-interest begets dissensions and

quarrels to disturb the fraternal concord. The women especially

seem to incite their husbands to insubordination. The authority

of the massara is burdensome to them, and they demand a

home of their own. Every one sees clearly the advantages
of the patriarchal association, that his living and lodging are

more secure, that there is more support and less disastrous

results in case of illness, and that agricultural operations are

more easily carried on
; yet, in spite of all, the craving to live

independently carries him away, and he quits the community.

Among a race in the extreme north, and under physical

conditions entirely different from those of Italy, we find family

communities with identically the same characteristics; a mani-

fest proof that habits are not fashioned by climate. The

Esquimaux of North America and of Greenland live in very

large buildings which contain several families, often as many
as ten. Each individual is absolute owner of his arms and

implements, but even the quantity of them is limited by

custom; while the boats, sledges, dogs and provisions belong
to the whole community, as also does the hunting-ground;

generally, too, the produce of fishing is divided among all
1

.

1 Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo, by Dr Hears Rink, director of the

royal Greenland Board of Trade. London, Blackwood, 1875. See also the

analysis of the work by Mr Cliffe Leslie, The Academy, January 17, 1876. Mr
Leslie, speaking of these family communities, says :

" In the society thus con-
stituted we see, in the first place, besides some development of individual pro-

prietorship, the agnatic and patriarchal family which appears in societies far

advanced beyond the fishing and hunting state, with a custom of primogeniture
which bestowed an inheritance of patriarchal authority and responsibility along
with the chief family property. When a man died the eldest son inherited
the boat and tent along with the duties of the provider. If no such grown-up
eon existed, the nearest relative took his place and adopted the children of the
deceased as his foster-children. The inheritance represented obligations aud
burdens rather than personal gain." The association of several families in one
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>ily <-..!,, inuiiitics also existed in Germany und.-r t!..-

name of cognationes, magachaften, konne, getchlechter, and were

: maintained there
1

. They cultivated their domain fr tin;

("Mimon profit, formed an association for common defence

(yesammt-gewere), and lived at the common expense, in finer

cost ungetheilt, tl tin pot et d tin pain. The right of inherit-

ance was based not upon ties of blood, but upon the life in

common, and only applied to relations living in community
(kinder in der were), whether collaterals or even strangers

i I
iy adoption. These communities were maintained

unil T the t. ud.il system, and did not disappear till after the

Thirty Years War. A remnant of them survived in the custom

which forbade the head of a family to alienate its prop*

or even to change the nature of the land by clearing, planting
or otherwise, without the consent of the kinsmen. In Chapter
i \ . we saw that these family communities existed alike among
tin- tribes of America and the Semitic races in Africa, and that

they still survive in Russia, although since the abolition of

serfage the spirit of individualism has been rapidly destroying
thrill.

The more or less absolute exclusion of females from the in-

heritance is a proof of the existence of family communities,

house is dearly analogous to the honse-commnnity with which Sir H. Maine
ami M. de Lavdeye have made OB familiar aa still existing in parts of Eastern
l-'.nr. !, and formerly among the peasantry of France. Like the French house-

community, that of the Eskimo has assumed the form of a voluntary copartner,

ship ; but we believe we may confidently say of the latter what Sir H. Maine
does of the former (Early Hitlory of Institution*, p. 7), that originally "these
associations were not really voluntary partnerships, but groups of kinsmen."

Again, the Eskimo village is the analogue to the Indo-Oermanic village-com-

munity, with the distinction that it is a fishing, not an agricultural or pastoral
i unity, with rights of common user of the station and landing-place for

whaling. seal-hunting and fishing, instead of common pasture and wood-rights,
.i-M add, that the vestiges of a larger tribal community, analogous to the

"0ttJ, seem traceable in Dr Rink's account of the customs of the Green-

landers, although he makes no such suggestion. Animals of great sue, especially

whales, and game captured in times of great scarcity, were the common property
of all tants of neighbouring hamlets (p. 81); and Dr Rink's observa-

tion 1 1>. 79), that the ancient principle of mutual assistance and wmi-eommiuu -m
which still prevails among the Oreenlanders may have sprung from a feeln

clanship, is obviously applicable to an original feeling of tribal consanguinity,
or con.i. \ .H i.v adoption, on the part of the inhabitants of a group of hamlet* ;

although local < r n.-i^lil...urhood has taken the place of the tie of a

common ancestry. When we take into account, further, the periodical meeting*
<>f ti,.- inhabitants of neighbouring hamlets for both festive and judicial

pose*, the analogy to the paytu of the ancient Germans appears nearly com-

plete."
1 Yon Mavircr, Getchichte dtr Pnh*k>y. D. iv. p. 881850.
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which afford the best explanation of the fact. M. Fustel de

Coulanges (La cite" antique, Liv. II. c. vil. 2) thinks that the

reason for this exclusion is the incapacity of females to perform
the sacrifices. But among the Germans, under the feudal law,

and also among the Mussulmans, females only succeed in a

more or less limited degree ;
and among these nations the an-

cient sacrifice did not exist. Everywhere where we find family

communities, alike in France in the middle ages or in Modern

Servia, the daughters are excluded from the succession. As in

the Laws of Manu 1

,
and as at Athens, they are only entitled to

a marriage portion. The reason of this exclusion is manifest.

The whole social order is based on the families, which have to

preserve intact the patrimony from which they derive their sup-

port. If females inherited, seeing that by marriage they pass

into another family, they would, by claiming their share, effect

the dismemberment of the joint domain, and the consequent
destruction of the family corporation. When we find the same

custom, the exclusion of females from the succession, existing

in Slavonic countries, in German countries within the pale of

Christianity, and also in India, and pagan Greece and Rome,
we are bound to seek its origin in some motive economic ra-

ther than religious ;
and this motive is the preservation of the

gens, the patriarchal family, based upon the indivisibility of the

family property, a system which everywhere succeeded that of

the village community.
"After the death of the father, the sons shall divide the

inheritance," says the code of Manu. At Athens daughters do

not inherit
2
. Solon decides " that division shall be made among

the sons." (Isa3us, VI. 25.) At Rome the principle appeared,

but in a modified form : the married daughter was excluded

from the succession, and the unmarried woman could bequeath

nothing except with the consent of the agnates, in whose guard-

ianship she was. In the codes of German origin, females do

not inherit land, except in default of male heirs : De terra

salica in mulierem nulla portio hcereditatis transit (Lex Salic.

Tit. 62, c. C). The oldest manuscripts do not contain the ad-

1 " The law and customs of Hindoostan divide the inheritance between the

sons and other agnates. Females only inherit on failure of all male heirs."

bir George Campbell, Essay before quoted, p. 175.
1 Demosthenes, in Jlwitum ; Lysias, in Alantith. 10; Istcus, x. !.
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joctive aalica. Females were tin -i. t'.rc excluded absolutely :

succession to land '.

re w.-is tip- same principle among the Anglo-Saxons*.
In North. -in Scandinavia, whore ancient German traditions sur-

1 I..II-.T than an \wliore else, females were excluded from

lip' succession to land until half-way tlmm-li tli.- middle ages.

Among the Anglo-Saxons they ultim.it. !y obtained a portion of

/{(( t ml, but no Fnlklttml. Among the Irish Celts females

were exchuU-d tVum tin- inlirritance*.

Amonj,' tiio Burguudians, male children succeeded their pa-

rents, to the exclusion of female children
4

. The code of the

uanni, like other laws of German origin, excluded daughters
from the succession*. Even the Ripuarian law, which is far

the most favourable to the rights of females, excludes them
from the succession, whenever there are any male heirs : SeJ

(him virilis sexus extitent, femina in hcereditatem aviaticam non

succedat. In the formularies of Marculf we read : Diuturna

sect impia consuetudo inter nos tenetitr, ut de terra paterna sorores

cumfmtribus portionem non habeant. (Marc. Form. I. 8.) The

spirit of the German laws, says Gans, is to favour the males to

the exclusion of females'. Laferriere tells us that the customs

of Auvergne and the Bourbonnais excluded the daughters from

succession to the father*. Even in the eighteenth century, in

Provence, the daughters had not an equal share with the sous

in succession ab intestate*.

The custom of Champagne, collected in 1500, still declares,

in successions in noble families, the share of the eldest son is

to be first deducted, and then the remainder divided among
sons and daughters alike, except that a son takes twice as

much as a daughter. (Tit I. 14.) The custom that prevailed

1 8e Waitz, T><it alte Rrcht ACT nil. Franktn, 1846, p. 121...

See Leg Angl., tit. n. 5; CancUni, llarbur. Uget out. 1. m. p. 60, not* L ;

Lfx Frame. Chamav. in the Revut hut. du droit franf. et Hr. 2, 1. (1855), p. 442.
Sir JamM Ware, Amtiquitin, o. xxx. :

" Bj this custom among tb Irinb,

the inheritance of the deoeaiMd (below the degree of Thanitt) was equally dirided

among the aoni both lawfully and unlawfully begotten, female* being wholly
i M :. \t 1."

-;;.. tit 14, 1 1. Ltx Alam., Ut. 51, 2.

//i..(. du droit tU tucetuion tn France on MoyM-40. Trad, de L. D. do

Lorai-nie, p. 61, 1846.
.-. d,i droit franf., 1886, 2, I. 6, 199.

Lanthenas, Inc<mv4*U*tt du droil fA*tw, p. 1 .
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in the South of France, of making the daughters, on their mar-

riage, renounce all rights of succession, can only be explained

by reference to the original exclusion
1
.

Among the Albanians, who have preserved intact their an-

cient customs, the daughters only succeed, when necessary to

prevent the property passing from one family to another
2

. In

the Mussulman law, male children are the only true heirs,

Aceb; females are only entitled to a share always very inferior

to that of the sons, being a mere deduction made before di-

vision. In the district of Lie'ge females did not at one time

succeed to registered lands situated outside the towns : Gen-

saria, extra oppida et francisias sita, pertinent ad filios tantum

et non ad filias
3

.

Another trace of the family community is to be seen in the

custom, which is found everywhere, by which the alienation of

immoveables was not valid without the consent of the kinsmen 4
,

or was liable to "retrait"

1
Gide, Etude sur la condition privle de la femme, p. 44, and Laboulaye,

Drolt de succession des femmes.
8 See the interesting work of M. Albert Dumont, Souvenirs de VAdriatique,

Eevue des Deux Mondes, ler Nov. 1872.
3 Henaux, Hist. df. Liege, p. 127 (Third Edit.).
4 The Mirror of the Saxons (13th century) says (i. 52, 34) : "If any one has

sold or granted an immoveable or a serf without obtaining the consent of the

agnates, they may claim the property alienated without being obliged to repay
the purchase-money. Even with this consent and the intervention of justice,
no one may alienate all his immoveables ; he must retain half-an-acre of land,
or at least a space of sufficient size to form a court in which one can turn a

carriage." This is the inalienable lieredium of Sparta and Rome. See Zachariae,
Geist der deutschen territorial verfassung, p. 226. The vendor's kinsmen and
even the co-occupiers of the mark had a right of pre-emption (Maurer, Gexi-h.

der Markenverfas., p. 184
;
Gesch. der Dorfverf., i. p. 320 ; Gesch. dcr Fronhofc,

ui. p. 74).



CHAPTER XVII.

THE ORIGIN OF INEQUALITY IN LANDED PROPERTV.

PRIMITIVE societies, at the moment of passing from the

pastoral system to the agricultural system, are composed, as

has just been shewn, of groups of men uniti-.l
l.y the bonds of

miaou descent. All are proprietors of an e<iual undividt -d

>h;ire in the common territory; all are equal and free; tic y
are their own administrators, their own judges, and the electors

of their own chiefs. The different groups, speaking the same

dialect and having a common origin, lend one another assist-

ance against an enemy, and deliberate from time to time on

the common interests of attack and defence. No authority in

exercised, except by delegation ;
no decision taken, except :i :

discussion by a majority of votes. No functionary has any

peculiar power by virtue of birth or divine right. There is

nothing resembling supreme power imposing its wishes on its

subjects. The State, as developed in the West or at Rome,
exists neither in fact nor name. The individual is sovereign,

subject only to the sovereignty of juridical customs and religious

-. 'I'ii- nation is thus composed of a large number of small

autouomic republics united by a federal bond. Such was th<>

org;i of Germany, in the time of Tacitus, and such is

that of the United States in our own days. It has hardly
been modified in iU course; individual ownership has simply

iced agrarian community. In America, as also in Germany,
the try molecule of the social body is the commuu-

township. The very name is preserved town is the *aun, the

tun, the inclosure or village. In the township also the citizens

assemble to elect functionaries, to vote taxes, to determine the
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necessary labours, and to frame regulations. There is no

hierarchy of functionaries imposing administrative decisions.

The townships enjoy complete autonomy, under the empire of

general laws, to which the judges insure respect ;
their federa-

tion forms States, and the federation of States the Union. In

the American democracy we find all the characteristics of

primitive democracies : individual independence, equality of

conditions, elective powers, direct government by the assembly
of inhabitants, and trial by jury.

Montesquieu was not mistaken in saying that the English
constitution came from the forests of Germany. At their

starting point, patriarchal democracies have universally the same

characteristics, whether in India, Greece, Italy, Asia, or the

New World
;
but almost universally also the primitive equality

has disappeared; an aristocracy springs up, feudalism is

created, and then the royal power gains strength and subjects

everything to its absolute empire. The mark, in primitive

times, formed the political and economic unit
;

it was the origin

of the independent and autonomic commune. Feudalism, and

royalty later on, could not suffer its independence, and succeeded

almost everywhere in taking away its ancient privileges. Only
a few isolated countries, such, for example, as Servia, Frisia,

Switzerland, the district of Ditmarsch, and the valley of Andorre,

have preserved the ancient free institutions.

How, then, was an aristocracy, and, subsequently, despotism
introduced into societies, in which the maintenance of equality
was guaranteed by a measure so radical as the periodic parti-

tion of lands; in other words, how were primitive democracies

feudalised ? In many countries, such as England, France
,

India, or the Italian peninsula, inequality and an aristocracy

were the result of conquest : but how were they developed in

such countries as Germany, which know nothing of conquerors

coming to create a privileged caste above a vanquished and

enslaved population ? Originally we see in Germany associa-

tions of equal and independent peasants, like the inhabitants

of Uri, Schwitz and Unterwalden at the present day. At the

close of the middle age we find in the same country a feudal

aristocracy resting more heavily on the soil and a rustic popu-
lation more completely enslaved than in England, Italy or
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MM, In consequence of what changes in agrarian organiza-
tion was this surprising transformation effected ( Ti. problem
in social history deserves close attention.

Community of lands affords a very firm basis to primitive
societies

;
it maintains equality, and establishes close union

among all the members of the clan. It ensures them perfect

in<li'l>(
ii<K-nrc by making them all proprietors. This is what is

necessary with a warlike people. The Greek legislators, whose

(pinions Aristotle mentions, invariably held in view the main-

tenance of equality among the citizens; but they thought to

attain this iml in (Inece either by limiting the extent of

property \\hit -h a single individual might hold, l>y regulating
tli.- portions given to young women, or by establishing common
meals. The customs of village communities attained this result

with far greater certainty. But individual property and in-

equality nevertheless invaded the equality of these associa-

tions in this way.

We have seen that in Java the inhabitant of the dessa, who
reclaims a portion of the wood or waste, retains the enjoyment
of it during his life; and that, in certain provinces, he can

D transmit it to his heirs as private property. The right

of the first occupant is also recognized in Russia. "If a

Russian peasant," says M. Haxthausen,
" asks authority of the

village to establish himself in the forest, he almost always
obtains it

;
and he acquires over the land so reclaimed, in his

capacity of first occupant, a right of possession transmissible by
succession and always recognized as valid by the commune."

The same right existed in the German mark. Whoever inclosed

waste land or a portion of the common forest to cultivate it,

became hereditary proprietor of the same. Lands so reclaimed

were not subject to partition ;
for this reason they were called

ersortes in Latin, or lifting in the German, from the verb

bifdhan, which means to seize, to surround or inclose. The

word parpriia, in French pourpris, pourprinse, has precisely

same sense. Many titles of the earli. -st times of the Middle

Ages give as the origin fur the property, to which they relate,

occupation in the desert or on unoccupied land, in eremo. la

France, charters of the first two dynasties make frequent

mention of it. The Customs speak of it as an ordinary mode
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of acquiring property. M. Dareste de la Chavanne quotes the

custom of Mount Jura, which assigns to the first occupant the

free and independent ownership of all reclaimed lands
1

;
but

it was strictly forbidden to inclose any portion of the common
land or to set up any boundaries, except in presence of the

other persons entitled, consortes, and with their consent
2

.

Even in the time of Tacitus equality within the gens was

not absolute
;
some families had more power, wealth, or slaves,

and even obtained a larger share in the partition. It was only

such families that could create an isolated domain in the forest

by the labour of their dependents. This domain was free

from communal authority and from the compulsory cultivation,

or Flurzwang ; it was already a kind of separate sovereignty.

On this limited and enclosed space, temporary annual and

nomadic cultivation was impossible. It was therefore necessary

to have recourse to a more intensive method of agriculture.

It was probably on such land that the triennial rotation of crops

was first introduced. The Frankish kings possessed many of

these domains in different parts of the country. Several of

Charlemagne's villas had this origin. By this title he was the

proprietor of a domain (curtis] in the diocese of Salzburg, of

great extent, comprising fifteen farms, vineyards, meadows, and

woods. In this manner there arose in all parts, side by side with

and in addition to the common territory, which was subject to

partition, private, independent properties, seigniories, or curtes

nobilium. The enclosed land was called ager exsors, as being
free from the assignment by lot. In Denmark these independ-
ent domains were called ornum: they were surrounded by a

ditch and marked out by boundary-stones. They were regarded
as privileged lands, being exempt from all communal payments,
and escaping re-partition "by the cord." All the charges

imposed on the commune were borne by the lands of the

collective domain. The proprietor of the ornum, having no

right to the enjoyment of the pasturage and forests of the

1 Dareste de la ChaTanne, Histoires ties classes aaricoles en France, cliap. in.

He also quotes a pica of 852, in which, on a question of property, one of the

parties expresses himself thus : Manifestum est quod ipsas res (the property in

dispute) retineo sed won iiijuxtf, <]iiia de eremo eas traxi in aprixionem.
* Nulliis novum termimtm sine consortis prd-xi'iitin nut sine inspectore con-

stituat. Ltx Burg. tit. in. 1, v. De tcrtninis el limitibus.
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was n.it tirally exempted from taking part in

payments in labour or in kin.l \\ln.-l. the members of the com-

mune bad to perform. This immunity gave to indepen*!

domains a certain superiority, which, strengthened by time,

grew into a kind of supremacy or suzerainty.

In the conquered Roman provinces, the Germans appro-
cd one-third or one-half of the lands

;
and as they were

small in mi: ;e share of each was frequently very large,

niul was composed of portions situated in different localities.

Another circumstance tended to undermine the ancient

agrarian institution and to destroy the primitive equality. We
know that a member of the commune could only dispose of his

- with the consent of his associates, who had a right of re-

sumption : hut this right could not be exercised against the

Church. Accordingly, in these days of religious fervour, the

faithful frequently left to the Church all that they possessed,

not only their house and its enclosure, but the undivided share

in the nutrk, attached to it. Thus the abbeys and bishoprics

became co-proprietors in the communal property. This con-

dition Uoing in complete discord with primitive agrarian organ-
ii. tin- Church withdrew from the community the portions

belonging to it; enclosed them, endeavoured to extend them,

and had them cultivated by tenants or serfs. Already, by the

ii'l of the ninth century, one-third of the whole soil of Gaul

uged to the clergy
1
.

\Vln-n the population increased, the large primitive marks

were subdivided ;
and the subdivisions, having less and less im-

portance and power in proportion as they became smaller, had

no longer sufficient strength to withstand the encroachments

and usurpations of feudalism and royalty. Almost everywhere,
a Urge portion of the common territory became the domain of

Sovereigns. Switzerland, Alsace, and the Palatinate, are

tin- countries where documents give us the best opportunity of

following the successive subdivisions of the mark.

MI the moment when agricultural labour was executed

> SM> Both, OneUehU da Bentjklalvtun, pp. 848 iM. It U bud to

imagine with what rapidity property aemunolated in the hand* of UM Church
The buhoprio of Angaboorg. at UM oommeooemexit of UM ninth oratory, owned

; farau, fiwiMi. and UM convent of BanadieUwoeni, in Uppar Bavaria,
n the year .

M. r,
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by settlers and serfs, the cultivation of the soil was regarded as

a servile occupation. The rich and powerful families stood

completely aloof from it
;
and the free cultivators gradually lost

in dignity and consideration, even in their own eyes. In con-

sequence of the introduction of Christianity and the establish-

ment of monarchies, about the fourth and fifth centuries, the

mode of life of free men was completely changed. The wars of

tribe with tribe, incessant in former times, became more rare :

a certain order was established in society. The inhabitants of

the villages no longer lived with arms constantly in their

hands; and the German warrior was insensibly transformed

into the German peasant. Those who had lands cultivated by
tenants could live without working. They continued to prac-

tise the use of arms
;
and lived by war and the chase like the

ancient German. They thus acquired the preeminence given

by strength. Although Germany was never conquered, they
attained to the same supremacy over their fellow-countrymen
as the conquerors of Gaul obtained over the Gallo-Komans.

It is not yet known precisely how the free cultivator of the

second century became the serf of the thirteenth : but when
one part continued the use of arms, which those who were ex-

clusively devoted to agricultural labour had discontinued, the

former succeeded in gradually enslaving the latter. Neverthe-

less, this profound change was not accomplished everywhere at

the same time nor in the same manner: there are some dis-

tricts, where the ancient organization and liberty have been

maintained to our own times.

The clergy and the nobles, being owners of several domains,

did not have them cultivated on their own account : they

granted them on lease to free cultivators or families of serfs.

Properties tilled by the former were called mansi ingenuiles :

those tilled by the latter mansi serviles. The lease was fre-

quently hereditary; the peasants paid the proprietor rent in

kind or in labour
;
and free men also had in addition to render

military service.

There is another question also which has not been decided

very clearly. How did the feudal system, with its hierarchy of

class subordinated to class, come to replace in Germany a system
in which equality was guaranteed by the periodic partition of
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t !.- s..il
' The ( horacteristic of the feudal system is the fief, the

feed or bentficinin. that is to say, land granted to a usufructuary
as recompense for certain services to be rendered. The suze-

rain granted the life- possession of a domain, on condition that

he whom he invested with it .should follow him to the war or

administer a portion of territory. Originally, of course, there

was no question of administration or granting benefices, for

villages governed themselves in an independent manner, and
the sovereign was merely a military chief elected by his war-

riors. Sir H. Maine, however, agreeing in this point with

M Li:, in i,, thinks that the origin of the feudal system was

uly disclosing itself in the juridical customs of the last days
of the Roman Empire.

In the feudal system, there are two distinct sorts of tenure ;

military tenure, and censive tenure. Military tenure was that

of the noble carrying arms: he had to follow his suzerain in

war, assist him in his pleas, administer justice in his name,

and, in fact, perform acts of government and administration.

"Censive" tenure was that of the cultivator, who owed his

superior payments in kind or in labour. It was an economic

relation of the civil order.

These two forms of tenure existed in the Roman empire.
The proprietors of latlfundia understood that, instead of having
their lands cultivated by slaves working badly under the super-

>n of a steward always inclined to rob his master, it was more

heir advantage to grant the farm to coloni, enjoying the pro-

duce of their labour, in consideration of a share in the harvest

It was to the interest of these coloni to cultivate well
;
the

total produce was greater, and, consequently, while their condi-

ti..n was improved, the income of the proprietor was increased.

In this way was created the class of coloni meJictarii, or me-

tayers, which has lasted till our own times. The condition of the

serfs in Germany, as depicted by Tacitus, was similar to that of

the Roman coloni. Each had his dwelling, the master merely

exacting a certain rent in com, cattle, or garments, as he would

have done from a colonus. The Roman precarium and the

benefit* of the first period of the middle ages had the same

characteristic, namely, a grant of enjoyment for life made by
the proprietor, either gratuitously or in consideration of a rent

-2
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Grants of precaria were frequent even under the Empire.
Grants of benefices became even more so in the middle ages,

because, in default of slave labour, they afforded a means of

turning to account land which the proprietor could not culti-

vate himself. Long leases became also a very general mode of

tenure. The proprietor granted the cultivator a hereditary

right of occupation of the land, reserving the payment of a
"
canon," or annual rent, and of a fine in case of alienation. In

the emphyteusis, as also in the case of the colomis or metayer,

the double property, characteristic of "censive" tenure, is recog-

nized, the suzerain reserving the eminent domain with the

rents to which it entitles him, the cultivator having a heredi-

tary right of occupation.

The Military tenure, or the feod, was also known to the

Romans. On the confines of the Empire, along the whole

length of the Rhine and the Danube, the State had granted

lands, agri limitroj)hi, to veterans, who undertook to perform

military service in case of need. This is precisely the system
of frontier regiments organized by Austria on the Turkish

frontier
1
. The State reserved the eminent domain

;
the veterans

had possession on condition of carrying arms. Such also was

the condition of the vassal with regard to his suzerain. The
monarchs of German origin, under whom feudalism was esta-

blished, had merely to imitate the system which they saw

before them. The majority of these veterans moreover were

themselves Germans, enrolled in the imperial armies and esta-

blished on Roman territory for its defence. The other obliga-

tions of the feudal beneficiary, such as assisting the suzerain to

portion his daughter and to equip his son, to protect them

during minority, and to pay his ransom if he were made

prisoner, were derived in some cases from the condition of the

client, in others from that of the German leu.de.

We can also find germs of the feudal system in an ancient

custom of the village communities. Among the lots of arable

1 Even in ancient Egypt we find grants of lands as a reward for military
service, which remind us of the Swedish in-delta and the feudal system of other
countries. According to Herodotus (Bk. n.) the warriors enjoyed a peculiar

privilege entitling them to twelve acres of land free from every kind of rent or

tax But they succeeded one another in the occupation of this hind, and the

same men never possessed the same lands. It was therefore the same system
as Caesar mentions among the Suevi (Com. iv. 1. 3).
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la ii.l, some, as we have seen, were destined to servo as an

hononinnm f u offices and certain craft*. These lands,

o given as salary, evidently amounted to fiefs. The tame
tit.- Hindoo or Javanese village. The office

..i the craft, and consequently the lot of earth attached to it,

was often transmitted from father to son. Hence there re-

sult. <i .1 tendency to establish hereditary succesnion, which also

displayed its* It in feudal benefices, and eventually, as we know,

triumph.-.! UM.I.T the last Carlovingians. But in a part of

India, here.litarv title to land was established in favour of the

Zemindars and Taluqddrs by the English, and a single clause of

l;i\\ thus effected instantly a transformation in social order,

which was only accomplished in Europe by a slow evolution of

several centuries.

As the German sovereigns took no taxes, their only means
of rewarding services was by granting benefices, or feods. The

families, on the one hand, who had formed large domains for

themselves by clearing land and by the creation of manses or

farms, and the beneficiary lords, on the other, constituted a

superior class of landed proprietors, whose power and riches

increased with the advance of civilization. Below them, ne

tlu-less, among the cultivators, whose condition was constantly

growing worse, the ancient institutions of the mark long pre-

vailed. Private property, it is true, was gradually introduced

for the arable land, except in certain remote districts, as in

xerland and the banks of the Sarre, where periodic parti-

tion survives to our own day ;
but the pasturage and forest

remained common property, and allowed of the preservation of

the administrative institutions of the mark.

At an early period the collective domain of the village was

exposed to the usurpations of the sovereign and the feudal

lords. The great wars, which followed the invasions of

i century, and the long duration of military expeditions,

M8ed the class of freemen. Many of them, to escape the

demands and exactions of the counts and lords, who often

despoiled them by open force
1

, sold their property, or surren-

tit. c. 3. Anno 811. Quod MMMTM M rttlamant txpotimtat w* Jt-
it blUon -

fonm proprtttatf. boo alao numcrooi test* to theMM ffet b Maura, Sim

Uitumg. Ac, p. -
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dered it, either to the sovereign or the Church, and received

it back under the title of censive land, that is to say, subject

to the payment of a rent. The class of small free proprietors

thus insensibly decreased. From as early as the time of Charle-

magne, inequality and the accumulation of property in a few

hands were very great ;
the dependent peasants were no longer

in a position to defend the domain of the mark with any suc-

cess against the invasion of their powerful neighbours, who

compelled the peasants to allow that the eminent domain of

the waste and forest belonged to them. The law of the Ripua-

rians, Tit. 76, already speaks of the common forest as belonging
to the sovereign : in silva communi sen regis. In a Merovin-

gian charter of 724, Childebert III. disposes of the communal

lands of Saverne. The lords had the forests enclosed
;
or else

declared them bannforsten, that is, forbade the cultivators the

use of them. Their principal object was to preserve them for

hunting. These usurpations commenced under the Frankish

dynasties, but were especially common in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries. The law of 1861, abolishing serfage in Russia,

also takes away from the peasants, with a stroke of the pen, the

hereditary right of use of the forest, transferring the exclusive

property to the lord. At first the sovereigns did not dispose

of such property without the consent of the people, but later on

they dealt with it on their own personal authority.

Originally, all the inhabitants of the village assembled to

try delicts and suits between the members, under the presi-

dency of a chief elected by them, the dorfgraf (count of the

village, also called judex or 'major loci, centenarius, tunginus).

The lord, however, in almost every case, gradually usurped the

right of nominating the judge or mayor of the village, the dorf-

richter or schultheiss. As Von Maurer says, wherever seignorial

rights were established, the ancient organization of the mark

and its liberties disappeared. Seignorial justice took the place

of judgment given by the assembly of villagers. At first, the

lord's representative continued to summon the inhabitants round

him to pass judgment ;
later on, he pronounced it by himself.

The mark, which was originally a small independent republic,

was thus reduced, by the successive usurpations of the feudal

lords and the sovereigns, to nothing more than the collective
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enjoyment of oommunallfapMt and pasture, in case* where they
li.i>l been respected.

The lri>h I'.i. !i ui Laws enable us, better than any other

ancient documents, to see how inequality of property and the

predominance of the large over the simpl.: cultivators were

established among men of the same race, in spite of the ori-

ginal finality of all and the institutions designed to maintain

it. These profound changes were accomplished in the same

way in Ireland as in Germany and the rest of Europe. Origi-

nally, the chief of the clan was merely the first among a num-
ber of free and

i-|ii;il proprietors, by whom frequently he was

elected. When the work of feudal ization was complete, this

chief was converted into the lord of the manor, the proprietor,
in fact or in theory, of all the land formerly divided among
the members of the tribe

;
and the cultivators were mere rustics

or serfs, bound to render payments in labour or kind, for the

enjoyment of the land of which they had previously been inde-

pendent owners. This transformation, which gave birth to a

landed aristocracy and to political royalty, was accomplished

slowly and imperceptibly, by a series of insensible changes,

which varied in detail in different countries, but everywhere
followed the same general lines. In the Brehon Laws Tracts

1

',

which contain information concerning institutions separated by
several centuries, we can trace the development of the power
and privileges of the chief. There is no doubt that, in primi-

tive societies, the soil was regarded as the collective property of

the tribe. The chief exercised certain administrative functions ;

he led his men to bottle, and received as reward the enjoyment
of a domain near to his dwelling-house, and some vaguely de-

termined rights over the communal land or waste. The free

men of the tribe were all proprietors on the same title as him-

aml were completely independent of any authority in him.

Often, however, we find the territory of the clan taking the

name of the chiefs family ; thus, there is frequent mention of

the district of the O'Briens or Macleods. Next we see the au-

ry of the chief increasing; the free cultivators, his equals,

seek his protection, and become his liege-men; a certain de-

* See Ancient Lam of Ireland: and the eieellent analyU of Sir Henry
Maine in hi* Lectures om tkt Early History of IiutitnHomt,
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pendence is established, similar to that which is created else-

where by the commendatio ; and in this dependence there are

various degrees. The chief increases the number of his fol-

lowers, in proportion as he grows rich. Thus the power at his

disposal grows with his riches, and he employs his power, in

turn, to increase his demands, and consequently his revenues.

He takes advantage of the rights he has acquired over the waste

lands of the tribe to establish a new class of tenants in them,

who are entirely dependent upon him, and whose origin we

shall see presently. Finally, he extends his suzerainty by a

means which deserves all our attention, and has not hitherto

been described.

As we have seen, the sources attributed to feudal institutions

are two, the beneficium and the commendatio. When the proprie-

tor granted land, reserving certain payments and services, to a

tenant, who thus became his vassal, a. beneficium was constituted.

When, on the other hand, an impoverished proprietor, threat-

ened or continually harassed, surrendered his land to some

powerful man capable of protecting him, reserving, however, for

himself the hereditary enjoyment of the property for certain

rents and services, there was a commendatio. M. Fustel de

Coulange has explained all these facts
1

,
with the clearness and

profound knowledge of ancient texts, that render his treatises

so instructive. Sir H. Maine has discovered in the ancient

Irish legislation a third source of the feudal relation of lord

and vassal, which dates back to a state of civilization long

anterior to that in which the other two were produced. In

fact, the beneficium and commendatio are based on the granting

of land, and consequently assume private property as already

very definitely established, whereas the feudal bond existing

among the ancient Irish Celts sprung from the grant of cattle

at a time when the soil had, one may say, no value. The

fact pointed out by Sir H. Maine seems of great importance ;

but, in order to understand it, we must take into account the

economic condition of primitive ages. Institutions, custom and

law, all regulate material interests or are connected with them
;

we can therefore only arrive at a true understanding of them,

1 See Revue des Deux blondes, 15 May, 1873, and also Stubbs' Constitutional

History.
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when wo know the economic conditions of the social state in

\\liii-li this law and these customs meet
Wh-n the population is very thin, the soil hax little \

because there is a portion for all 1 > n<*\v, in KMH- highly
civilized countries, such as the United States or Canada,

cellent registered lands can be obtained, with a good and com-

plete titl., f.ir :i dollar an acre, or about 12 francs the hectare.

In jirimitiv.- tin, fore, the chief capital is of necessity

!o. Tribes of hunters live entirely on the beasts they kill

Pastoral tribes derive (h.-ir sn.-t.-iiunce from the produce of the

herds \\liii-h they t't . 1, ami continue to do so even when agricul-

ture has l.-.-n introduced. Thus the Germans, Caesar tells us,

livid chiefly on hY-h ami milk. As Sir H. Maine observes, the

\v..nl C'i])it<tle, that is heat! (caput) of cattle, has given birth to

two of the words most frequently employed in political economy
ami law, oi^itnl ami <<//</', cheptel, or chattels. To shew the im-

portance of cattle in primitive times, Adam Smith reminds us

<>i the Tartars, who continually asked Piano Carpino, the am-

bassador to a son of Gengis-Khau, whether there were many
sheep and oxen in France, these constituting every sort of

wealth in their eyes. Formerly, cattle served as money, as

etymology, poetic tradition, and the observation of historians

alike shew. The words peculium, pecunia, come from pecus.

At the commencement of agriculture, the value of oxen, so far

from diminishing, was increased, for it was their labour that won
tin- com, the precious food newly acquired. At this point, the ox

becomes a sacred animal, inspiring a sort of religious respect*.

In India, the ancient Sanscrit literature shews that its flesh

served at one time as an article of food. It is only later, at what

1 The right of the best " catel " was the right in virtue of which the lord*,
after the death of a vassal, chose the beat moreable belonging to the deceased.
It wan originally the right to the beat head (caput) of cattle. Catel wan also an
old form of chtpttl. The word "

chrpttl
"

nignifie* alike the agreement of the
1 >r 1 with the tenant, to whom he gives cattle for his rapport, reserving a share
of the profits, and the beasts thenwelves that form the snbjeet of the contract.

In England, the right to the brio* or best chattel, in oopyhold tenon, gives
the lord the power of taking the best beast ; and this has been regarded a* a
proof of the lord's right of ownership over the flocks with which he had fur-

uished his vassals.

M. Schweinfnrth. in his Trartlt in Central Africm, says that the asefalnev
of the 01 prevents certain tribes from killing it. We can here Mil* the tranii-

otween the moment when the life of the ox is respected in consequence of
.: ,T..i! ;. ; -. .r. i 1. ..it :.- 11 i- i

.. ,-n.i , :t
-

.. r, i , .

..
. I . ,L:. 1 -. '.., ,..t. ../,.(

his flesh is forbidden.
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period we know not, when they wished to preserve the ox for

purposes of cultivation, that this was forbidden. In Egypt, the

cow Apis was an object of adoration. At Rome, the ox, like

the slave and the soil, was raised to the dignity of a res man-

cipi, the most solemn form of property applicable only to the

soil, and that which is used for its cultivation. Those things,
whose alienation demanded the public formalities of mancipatio,

corresponded to the sacred soil of India, and the sacred ox of Siva.

Among the Irish Celts, as among the Germans, tribute, penalties

and compositions for crimes were originally paid in cattle.

In the ancient Irish laws, we constantly see the chiefs

making grants of cattle "en cheptel" to men of their tribe, and

various forms of vassalage spring therefrom. Two documents

of the Senchus Mor, the Cain-Saerrath and the Cain-Aigillne,

are devoted to this subject. Sir H. Maine gives the following

explanation of the origin of this custom. As we have seen, the

chief of the clan, besides his private property, enjoyed a do-

main attached to his office, together with certain rights over

the unoccupied lands of the commune. He could, therefore,

feed more cattle than the others. Moreover, in his capacity as

military chief, he obtained a larger share in the spoil, which

chiefly consisted of herds, the only capital they could take from

the vanquished. Thus the chief often had more cattle than he

required, while the rest were in want of them; and to attach

his companions to himself he granted them beasts under cer-

tain conditions. In this way, the free man became the vassal

ceile or kyle of the chief, to whom he owed homage, service,

and payments. We thus see the same relations produced here,

as those which result from the commendatio and the beneficium,

that is, from what was the basis of the feudal system.
This curious custom may evidently be traced to the com-

mencement of civilization, where the soil, from its abundance,

is of no value, and cattle is the one form of wealth. Sir H.

Maine seems to be right in supposing that the beneficium and

commendatio, which transformed the social organization after

the fall of the Roman empire, must have had their roots in

certain rudimentary usages of Aryan nations, and particularly
in the one we are considering. In the author's opinion, the

very etymology of the word feudal supports this view : it shews
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among the Germans, the origin <>f tin- relation of vat-

salage, subset
}
u. n:K .-a'.!. -I t udal, was the same as among the

Celts of Ireland. The Kn^lish word fee, which signifies remu-

neration or honorarium, is obviously the same as the Dutch vee

and German vieh, signifying cattle. If the same word means
Ix.tli remuneration and cattle, it is manifestly because cattle

were formerly given for services rendered. When, subee-

jurntly, land was givi-n in>t.-;ul of cattle, this land was & feod

(od, property, and fe, remuneration) as opposed to the allod (od,

property, aii'l nil, ( .mijdete), a personal domain entirely inde-

pendent, and not held of any one. The chief granted his vas-

sal cattle, and afterwards land, to secure his services, just as in

ii-ii, at the present time, the temporary enjoyment of land

is granted to the soldiers of the in-delta, instead of pay in

money. The benefices, or lands, granted by the kings to th ir

faithful followers, were feods or fiefs. The feudal system evi-

dently dates from the time when cattle were alike the one form

of reward and the one form of riches. This form of vassalage,

which formerly existed among the Irish Celts, seems so natural

in a certain state of society, that it is found identically the

same among the most widely different nations. Thus we find

in the Rev. H. Dugmore's curious book, on the Laws and

yes of the Caffres, the following passage :

" As cattle consti-

tutes the sole wealth of the Caffres, it is the medium in all

transactions of exchange, payment, or remuneration of services.

The followers of a chief serve him in consideration of a certain

number of beasts, and he could not preserve his influence nor

retain a single adherent, if he were not plentifully provided
with what is at once their money, their food, and their cloth-

ing." These few lines are a faithful sketch of the primitive

social condition of Ireland and Germany.
if time of the Brehon Laws, when a member of the

tribe received cattle from the chief, he became his liege-man,

his vassal. The more cattle he accepted, the greater was his

i-pendence, for the gift was evidence of his former destitution.

ace arose the dilK-rence between the two classes of tenants,

the saer tenants and doer tenants, which correspond pretty

closely with the two categories of inhabitants of an English

manor, the free and base tenants.
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The saer stock tenant, who had only received a small grant
of cattle, remained free and retained all his rights in the tribe.

After seven years, the common term of this vassalage, he be-

came owner of the cattle which had been entrusted to him.

During this period he might use the beasts for agriculture ;

the chief having the right to their milk and increase. It was

therefore an actual lease of cattle for a term. The saer tenant

also owed the chief homage and certain services. Thus he was

bound to help get in the lord's harvest, to build or repair his

fortified house, or to follow him to the wars.

The daer stock tenant, having received a larger lease of

cattle, was under heavier obligations. He seems, in some mea-

sure, to have lost his liberty, and the texts depict him as

heavily burdened. The "
cheptel" which his chief granted

him, consisted of two parts : the first was proportioned to

the fine or composition which had to be paid by any one

injuring him, and varied according to the rank and dignity

of the person injured ;
the second part was regulated by the

rent in kind, which the tenant was bound to pay. These rents

are minutely determined in the Brehon Laws. To entitle the

chief to a calf, to three days'
"
refection" during the summer,

and to three days' labour, he must grant the tenant three

heifers; while a grant of twelve heifers or six cows to the

tenant, entitles the chief to a heifer. The right of "refection"

allowed the chief to take up his abode and live in the house

of the tenant with certain of his followers, for a given number

of days. This practice shews that the lords were hardly better

lodged and fed than their vassals. It was a mode of consum-

ing the rent in kind to which they were entitled. The custom

is found wherever the feudal system existed (under the name

of " droit de gite et d'alberye" in France); but, in Ireland, it

gave way to abuses, which quite overwhelmed the poor tenants.

Old English writers, who have treated of Ireland, such as Spen-

ser and Davis, inveigh against the extortions of which they were

victims. In theory, the tenant after seven years became owner

of the cattle, and the greater part of his obligations ceased
;

but, in proportion as the chief became more powerful, the de-

pendence of his tenants increased and became permanent.

This custom of cheptel aided in breaking the bonds which
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united the members of the same tribe, to substitute feudal

vassalage in their place. Tin- free man accepted cattle, even

In.m a <-li:.-; i longing to another tribe, and so became hi* vassal.

A peasant who had grown rich, a bo-aire, also granted cattle in

cheptel. The bo-aires, in their turn, ami ev.-n the chiefs,

accepted cattle \\\\\ lords richer than themselves, and there

were thus con-unit. -.1 new groups, consisting of lord and vassals,

distinct tV"iu tin- primitive group, composed of the chief and his

tin: In- acceptance of cattle had the same effects

as the commenilatio elsewhere, and so the feudal system was

established in Ireland in consequence of a natural, indigenous

evolution, based on the system of cheptel. This is so true that

in the Brehon Laws, the notion of feudal dependence is trans-

hit. <1 by this expression: "he has received cattle in ///

They represent the king of Erin having received cattle from

the Emperor in this way.

We will now see how the chief of the clan, to increase his

power, took advantage of the vaguely defined rights which he

was recognized as having over the waste lands of the tribe. We
see, in the Brehon Laws, that there were at this time in Ireland

a very numerous class of men, who, having for one reason or ano-

ther broken the bonds attaching them to their clan, found them-

selves classless, wanderers, and fugitives, with no fixed place in

a society entirely divided into closed corporations or family com-

munities. These men were called fuidhirs. Caesar also notices

the existence of a considerable number of miserable, ruined men
in Gaul, who surrendered themselves to a master to obtain his

protection
1

. In Germanic countries, particularly Switzerland,

v, in-re the commune gives no rights to the mere inhabitants,

we also find Heimatlosen, or people without a country. The

same class exists in Russia. As the community is respon-

sible for the crimes and violence of its members, it is to its

advantage to expel all those who are guilty of such offences.

The Book of Aicill, one of the Brehon Tracts, even shews the

steps taken to effect this expulsion. These outlaws found

inselves destitute of resources, for they had no longer any
land to cultivate, and agriculture was almost the only regular

means of existence. It was to the interest of the chief of

1 /)< Hello Gallico, 111. 17; vi. 11, 13, 19, 31; rn. 1.
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another clan to grant them land on the communal domain, for

certain payments. By this means he increased alike his

revenues and his influence. The fuidhirs, having no rights of

their own, were entirely dependent upon him. During the

centuries of trouble and disorder which Ireland passed through
in the middle ages, the number of fuidhirs would naturally

increase continually. They gradually encroached upon the

land belonging to the freemen of the tribe, that was yet un-

disposed of; and the latter were consequently impoverished
because they could no longer keep so much cattle. Thus, the

chief, on the one hand, became more powerful, while his old

equals, on the other hand, were relatively descending in the

social scale. The inequality continually became more and more

marked : the feudal lord rose above the class of cultivators, and

they fell into entire dependence upon him. As the lord con-

stantly had arms in his hands, either for war, for the chase, or for

martial exercises, while the peasants abandoned the use of them,

he acquired over the peasants the irresistible authority given

by force; and so he became their lord, and they his vassals.

There were two classes of fuidhirs, the saer and doer

fuidhirs. The one cultivated the waste lands granted them

by the lord, and paid him a rent in kind determined by his

pleasure; they also seem to have lived in organized family

communities, of the type generally in force. The others were

in a state of domestic slavery or serfdom; they did all the

work of the manor, cultivated the lord's domain, and guarded
his herds. English writers of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, such as Edmund Spenser and Sir John Davis, depict

the miserable condition of the tenants oppressed by the land-

lords in colours that exactly recall the position and grievances of

the small tenants-at-will in Ireland at the present day. Sir

H. Maine is of opinion that we must look back to the fuidhirs

for the origin of the deplorable relations between landlord and

tenant, which Mr Gladstone endeavoured to remedy by special

legislation.

We see how inequality was introduced almost everywhere.

Yet, just as in certain isolated districts, community of arable

land with periodic partition has been maintained to our own

times, so in other districts the free organization of the mark has
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managed to escape the inMu.-mv of feudalism. Such was the

case, for in-tanc.-, in the Dutch province of I 'risia and Drcntho,

in tli.- country of Ditmarschen, in the district of !) -Ihrti. k, and
tii- forest cantons of S \\itx.-rlan. I. that is to say, in regions
where the pastoral system was maintained, which required no
han. Is for the cultivation of the soil, and therefore did not

necessitate the introduction of the corvte, as in the agricultural

districts. The Ditmarschen district, in Holstein, was peopled

by groups of families from Frisia and Saxony. They formed

four "inarches," each governed by twelve councillors elected by
the inhabitants. These four marches were united by a federal

bond. The affairs of the federation were managed by a council

composed of forty-eight "councillors of the marches." Charle-

magne formed the country into a gau or district, called com-

<itas terra tlietmarsite: it was nominally subject to the

authority of the bishop of Bremen, but the bailiff of the bishop
exercised no actual power. The forty-eight councillors governed
the country, which formed an independent republic, "The

people of Ditmarsch," says a chronicle of the fourteenth century,

"live without lord and without chief, and act as they like.
1 "

Niebuhr, who belonged to this country, was fond of mentioning
these ancient liberties. Between Drenthe and Ems, the country
>f \Vesterwold had also preserved complete independence. It had

its seal, a sign of its autonomy: it nominated its councillors

and its judge. It was only in 1316 that it began to recognize

the suzerainty of the bishop of Munster, by rendering him

every year a smoked fowl from each household.

The forest cantons of Switzerland afford an example even

more curious, because they have preserved to the present day th.-

primitive organization of the mark. The whole Schwitz valley

formed one district, in which different village communities had

from time to time established themselves. Each inhabitant

owned his house and the adjacent plot as private property:

M Ditmarschen leren render heron and hovodt, nnde doen wadt M
willen." In France, likewise, especially in Dauphin* and Frauche-Comte,
there existed peasant communities which had preferred their allodial franchise
and tht'ir entire independence. M. Bonnemere quotes a curious example in

Att I'ayian*. The inhabitants of a small district of ArtoU, called

Alien, in 17U6 refused to pay the contribution laid upon them, and wish.

present tbemselres at Versailles to shew Louis XIV. the titles of their franchise
and immunity.
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the rest of the territory was collective property. The Hapsburgs
were suzerains of the country, but they treated the inhabitants

"as freemen." When the population increased, the country
was divided into four districts, each of which elected its Amman,

governed itself independently, and had judicial power. But
the whole valley still formed a community possessing all their

lands in common (Allmenderi), and having its general assembly

(Landesgemeinde). This assembly superintended the use of

the forest and common pasture, determined how many head of

cattle each man might send to it, and framed all necessary

regulations. No one could sell his house or his land to a

stranger. Uri and Unterwalden were also independent dis-

tricts. At first the Empire, and subsequently the Counts of

Hapsburg, exercised, it is true, a right of suzerainty over these

small independent societies; but, when they wanted to extend

this right and convert it into an effective sovereignty, the

cantons revolted and gained their complete independence.

They thus escaped the tyranny of feudalism as well as the

power of royalty, and succeeded in preserving to our times the

primitive liberties of the mark.

To form an idea of the social organization of these rural

democracies, which originally existed throughout Europe and

among all races, we have but to transport ourselves to one of

the forest cantons of Switzerland or the Andorre valley, where

we can see, in the midst of the Pyrenees, institutions precisely

similar to those of Ditmarsch or Delbriick. Time has respected

the ancient organization : the property of the arable land has

ceased to be collective; that of the pasturage and forest has

remained so. Elsewhere, as in Russia, though the agrarian

community has been maintained, liberty has perished, because

the sovereigns have created on all sides a privileged aristocracy.

In England, on the contrary, landed property has accumulated

in a few hands, and the rustic labourer has been deprived of

it; but the direct government in the vestry and the township,

and the free institutions, have been maintained.

Servia is perhaps the country in Europe, which has best

preserved the features of primitive societies, because the Turkish

dominion has been sufficiently heavy to hinder the birth of an

aristocracy, without being so severe and mischievous as to
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.uiniliil.it.' local independence, if tin* development of Kuropeen
ii s li;.,l proceeded normally, it would have been similar to

that of the Swiss cantons. Direct government and local

autonomy would have been maintained in small, imlupen-
t rural democracies; and these would have been unite*! l>y

a federal bond, so as to constitute, on the basis of identity of

language and ethnographic origin, organ iz< <1 nations, such M
the United States in the present day. F< -nihilism, a privileged

aristocracy, monarchic despotism, and the administrativa cen-

trali/ati.m inaugurated in the fifteenth and sixteenth century,

have all been disturbing elements. At present, the organization,
to which the tendencies and aspirations of European societies

are directed, is manifestly that of the American township and

the Swiss canton, which is no other than that of Ditmarsch or

the valley of Andorre; that is to say, that which free popu-
lations spontaneously establish at the commencement of civili-

zation, and which may thus be called natural A federation

of autonomic and land-owning communes should compose the

state; and the federation of states ought eventually to form the

organization of universal human society.



CHAPTER XVIII.

HISTORY OF LANDED PROPERTY IN ENGLAND AND CHINA.

THE history of property in England is an exact repetition of the

history of property at Rome. In both cases small holdings

were invaded by the latifundia. In England, the progress of

inequality and the feudalization of the soil were effected in the

most regular and complete method. There can be no doubt that

originally Great Britain was occupied by agrarian communities

similar to those of Germany. Csar tells us that the Britons

lived on flesh and milk : so that the pastoral system must have

prevailed, as well as common pasturage, which is the ordinary
condition of it. As we have already seen, numerous traces of

the ancient community still subsist
;
but by the Anglo-Saxon

period, which is the earliest point to which ancient charters

allow us to go back, the social organization was already much

modified. Inequality and class distinction were introduced.

The manor was constituted, and took the place of the old asso-

ciation of equal, independent cultivators. At an early period,

a few illustrious families had more serfs, and more cattle, and

obtained a larger share in the re-partition. The war-leaders,

developed into hereditary kings, succeeded in gradually appro-

priating the right of disposing of waste lands as grants. The

common land of the different clans (ager publiciis) or folcland,

was regarded as royal domain, cyninges folcland, and the king

disposed of it, either alone, or with the consent of the national

assembly or witan 1
. Thus registered private property, or boc-

land, was developed. In the tenth century even before the

1 Document of the year 858. Kemble, Cod. Difl. 1, 104. Ego rex cum
contemn ac licentia meorum optimatum.
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Norman conquest tbo mark had been already transformed

into tli.- in.iM'.r, although the term was not yet in use. The

country was covered with a great number of domains (maneria),

of very diH'rn-nt extent, from the maneriolum of one plough to

latifiimlinm of fifty ploughs. The lands dependent on the

manor were in some cases still mixed up with those of the cul-

tivators, or else lay side by side with them.

Although, since the Roman invasion, the soil was never

common property subject to periodic repartition, private pro-

perty was still submitted to many restrictions. Only the

village, with th- (in-hard and garden attached to each house*

was enclosed. Hence the name of town, zaun, or "
fence," given

to the cluster of dwellings
1
. All the inhabitants had to

assist in keeping up the fences* intended for the protection of

tin- village and of the flax-gardens against domestic animals

grazing at large. The German villages in Transylvania are to

this day surrounded by a fence, and the entries closed by a

barrier.

The cultivated portion of the communal territory was di-

vided into three parts, successively devoted (1) to rye, (2) to

oats, and (3) to lying fallow. In each of these portions, every

proprietor had one or more lots, and all these lots were subject

to the general compulsory rotation of crops, the Flurzwany.

y had to be all sown in the same way, because they were

given up to common pasture at the same time. These scattered

lots originated in the old periodic partition, but they had by

degrees become private property. The two portions occupied by

rye and oats were temporarily surrounded by a wooden fence*,

which was thrown down on Lammas day. These barriers were

1 The dwelling-house itself bore the namo of tovn, from being surrounded

by a hedge. In cyntmgrt tune, an eorlet tune (" In the hooe of the king,"
or of the earl "I. Laws of Alfred, i. f 2 and f 13. The farmyard aluo bore
the namo " town/ See the excellent work of E. Nasse, Utter die m.tulalttr-

lichr t'flilijfmfintehaft in Kngland,
1 The laws of king Ina rendered any one, who was carelens in eonstrncting

his ihare of the fence, responsible for any damage caused by cattle. The old
Jute law of the year 1. :.7. Van thane* the mahtnde (of the constrnc-

f fences) explains in detail the obligations of the villagers ae regards the

keeping up of fences surrounding the hounes or the Tillage. See, as regards
Germany. Von Maorer, Gttchiehtt ,lrr t'rohnnflfe, in. p. 195.

1 In l>ome*day Book there is frequent mention of forests set aside to

supply the neoesaary wood for these enclosure*. Silra, nemut ad cla*ruram,
ad ifpet, ad $rpfi rfMmda*. nipnlia ad tepet. See General Introduction

to Damudai Book, by Sir II. Ellis, 1888, Vol. i. p. 100, quoted by Ni

162
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thrown down by the assembled crowd, amidst songs and shouts

of joy. This momentary return to the primitive community
was one of the chief festivals in the country. The herds then

took possession of the whole land of the village.

As the arable land produced no fodder for the cattle, a wide

extent of pasture land was necessary to provide grass for the

summer and hay for the winter
;
and this pasture land was

occupied in common. Each family had a share in the portion

laid for hay ;
and the cattle of the whole commune were pas-

tured indiscriminately on the remainder. The laws of Edgar

speak of common pasturage, as the ordinary property of every

village or tunship. There is also frequent mention, in docu-

ments of the time, of the common forest
1
.

Certain remote districts retain the ancient agricultural

system, by which every portion of the territory was successively

brought under cultivation, by a rotation of eighteen or twenty

years, without any permanent distinction between arable and

pasture land. This was the primitive rotation in Germany, and

is still practised on the fertile steppes of Russia, as well as on

the barren plateau of the Ardennes and the virgin forests of

Brazil, wherever, in fact, there is sufficient space.

The agricultural systems just described lasted in England
till the commencement of the present century, and many traces

of them still exist. William Marshall, who described exhaus-

tively the rural economy of England, writing between 1770 and

1820, speaks as follows on the subject :

" A very few centuries ago, nearly the whole of the lands of

England lay in an open, and more or less in a commonable state.

Each parish or township was considered as one common farm ;

though the tenantry were numerous
" Round the village in which the tenants resided lay a few small

inclosures, or grass yards, for rearing calves, and as baiting and

nursery grounds for other farm stock. This was the common farm-

stead, or homestall, which was generally placed as near the centre

of the more culturable lands of the parish or township as water and
shelter would permit.

" Round the homestall lay a suit of arable fields, including the

deepest and soundest of the lower grounds, situated out of water's

way, for raising corn and pulse, as well as to produce fodder and
litter for cattle and horses in the winter season.

1 See Kemble, Cod. Diplom- Nos. 179190, 241, 305, 432, 843, 1142,
1281.
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1, in i ho lowest situation, M in the water-formed baae of a
<>r in ^ in up .mi. .n^' the arable

Is, lay an extent of meadow Around* to afford a supply
of hay for cows and working stock in the winter and Bpring months.

< hi the outskirts of the arable lands, where tin i ipted
to the

pasturage
of cattle, or on tin- >|.nn_ry .,!,. |- of l.ilU, less

rum. <>i in tin- I", any bases of valleys, which were
too wet, or gravelly water-formed lands, which were too dry, to

luce an annual .supply of hay with sutli.-i.-nt rtaiiity, one OT
mom stinted pastures, or hams, wore laid out for milking <

working cattle, or other stock which required superior pasturag

"
\\'hil.- tin- bleakest, worst-soiled, and most distant lands of tho

township were left in their native wild state for tiiiiln-r ..ml furl,

ami for a common jNLsttuv, or suit of pastures, for tin- m..r.- oidiuary
stock of the township, whether horses, rearing cattle. hle p, or

swine, without any other stint or restriction than what the aruMe
and meadow lands indirectly gave; every joint-tenant, or o
tin- township, having the nominal privilege of keeping as much live

stock on these common pastures in summer as the appropriated
lands he occupied would maintain in wint<

"The appropriated lands of each township were laid out with

equal good sense and propriety. That each occupier might have his

share of lands of different qualities, and lying in

different situations, the arable lands more particularly were divided

into numerous parcels, of sizes, doubtless, according to the size of the

given township and the nuinl>-r and ranks of the occupiers.
"
And, that the whole might IK* subjected to the same plan of

management, and be conducted as one common farm, the arable

lands were moreover divided into compart nu-nts, or 'fields,' of

y equal size, and generally three in number, to receive in

tut rotation the triennial succession of fallow, wheat (or rye)
and spring crops (as barley, oats, beans and peas)."

Henry Maine expresses his surprise at the number of

traces, that he has met with, of the former existence of collee-

tiv. o\\ii.'i>hip and joint cultivation
1
.

In many counties turf-grown ridges, or baulkes, are still t.

.-:iceil, which formerly separated the three fields of tho tri-

ennial rotation. These buulkcs were so long, that in some

villagi-s they measured as much as eighty acres, although not

: t in luvndth. In several counties, a large portion of t!,.-

land is not enclosed, but is divided into open, intermix* ! ticlds.

According to Marshall, "in Huntingdoii>liir\ out ..f a

area I, 130,000 were commonablc." Tin- ngra-

Commuiiitiei (1876), p. 88.
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rian organization in England and Germany are, therefore, pre-

cisely similar. In the Anglo-Saxon period, although the lords

had already more extensive lands together with certain privi-

leges, the condition of the cultivators was easy, and very general

equality prevailed among them. The Anglo-Saxon hide, the

ordinary portion of each family, with its virgata terrce, con-

tained from sixteen to fifty acres, according to the fertility of

the soil. It was sufficient to produce the corn necessary for

the support of the family. The wide extent of the common

pasturage enabled them to keep large herds, and there was

plentiful supply of wood. The first wants of life were therefore

abundantly supplied for every one.

The result of the Norman conquest was to increase the

power and wealth of the higher classes, and to lower the con-

dition of the mere free man. The Saxon kings had already,

from time to time, disposed of waste land and so reduced the

domain of the communes
;
but the Norman sovereigns, regard-

ing themselves as proprietors of the whole soil, by right of

conquest, made much more frequent grants, and the greater

part of the folcland was converted into terra regis or royal

domain. This usurpation was especially directed against the

forests.

Another circumstance contributed to the growing depend-
ence of the cultivators. In Greece and Rome, as well as in

India and Germany, we find the precanum, that is, land granted
for a term of considerable length for life, or for several lives

a rent in kind being reserved. The oldest Anglo-Saxon docu-

ments mention the Lcenland, land granted to peasants, who
were bound to render cattle, corn, poultry or eggs, or else to

execute certain agricultural operations on the manorial lands.

These cultivators, it seems, were attached to the soil
; or, at

least, the domain was sold " mid mele end mid mannum." Their

condition, therefore, resembled the Russian serfs
1
. After the

Norman conquest, the lords of the manor made use of the pre-
dominance given them by the habit of bearing arms, to reduce

1 This is precisely the condition of the German serf as described by Tacitus :

" Ceteris lervis, non in nostrum morem, descriptis per familiam miiiiittrrii.1,

utuntur : suam quisque sedem, suos penates regit. Frumenti modum dominus,
aut pecoris aut vestis, ut colono injuiigit, et servus hactenus paret : cetera domus

offlcia uxor ac liberi exsequuntur."
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tli.- fiv- cultivators more and more into the condition of

The economic constitution of the manor was aa follows. The

Dwelling of tli.- lonl, curia manerii, aula dominii, was more or

less extensive and well built, according to the wealth of its

owner. The territory ih'|M-nd-nt on it was divided into two

s; one being granted to the vassals, terra hominum, tenen-

timn ; tin- Mtln-r being farmed <lir--tly by the lord, terra do-

minica, or demesne lands. The terra dominica was cultivated

by the corvSe of the vassals, who had to provide the oxen for

ploughing, and to sow, reap, mow, and gather in the harvest.

Among tin- cultivators there were distinct classes. In some

manors, the lord had granted the cultivation of a portion of the

terra dominica to tenants, who were called tenentes de dominico.

:r tenure was only a temporary one. There were first the

villani, whose condition resembled that of the Russian serf; they
had a portion of the soil, sufficient for their subsistence, but

tli.-y had to cultivate the lord's land, to make his hay, and reap
and gather in his harvest Next there were the free tenants,

liberi tenentes or tenentes in libero socagio, and the liberi soc-

inanni, who merely owed the lord smaller payments in kind or

labour. The rent to be paid by them was often nominal, con-

sisting of a fowl, a pair of gloves, or a flower. Their holding
was also the old plot, sufficient to support a family, the hide or

virgata terrce, of which the extent varied from sixteen to fifty

acres. Those, who held only half this, were called socmanni d\-

inidii, <>r dimidii liberi homines. These were the old free men..

Finally, those who had still less land, or had nothing but their

(hvt-lling house, were designated cotarii, or cotmanni, because

th. v inhabited a cot or cottage. The lord granted out the right

of cultivating the waste lands, which formerly belonged to the

village, reserving certain rents, at first in kind, then frequently
fn>! M the thirteenth century in money. Tenants holding these

lands are called in old documents isti qui tenent de novis essartis,

The enjoyment of the forest and pasture land remained col-

..- ami iimliviiK-d between the inhabitants of the village

and the lord
;
but the latter had already usurped the eminent

.!-. in. tin. which he was later to convert into full ownership. '1

meadow lands were generally divided every year among the in-

h.iUitauts. The arable laud had become priva- )>ut
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all the customs of the old agrarian community were maintained.

Every one had plots in the different fields of the rotation.

These fields and not the several plots were surrounded by an

enclosure, at which all were bound to work. The peasants com-

bined their forces, and cultivated their lands, as well as those of

the lord, according to a cooperative system imposed on them by
the requirements of agricultural labour. To till the soil, they

harnessed eight oxen, or four horses and four oxen, to the

plough. If the peasants had not enough beasts, two or three of

them united together to form a team.

The population being very thin, the portion of cultivated

land was far smaller than the uncultivated. Collective enjoy-

ment, therefore, extended over the greater part of the territory :

and even the arable land, as soon as the harvest was gathered
in and the enclosures thrown down, became common pasture

again for all the cattle of the village, tended by a single herds-

man. As Nasse remarks 1 with great justice and penetration,

the inequality resulting from the constitution of the seignorial

manor must not be confounded with that which followed from

the introduction of feudalism. The relations of the lord of the

manor with his tenants, whether villani, socmanni or cotarii,

were purely economic. The payments which the tenants owed

to the manor were really a payment of rent for the land, over

which the lord claimed a right of ownership or eminent do-

main. This subordination of the tenants to the proprietor, or

of serfs to the lord was established, with the aid of the kings, in

the same way as in Germany, and more recently in Russia,

without any conquest subjecting vanquished to vanquishers.

The relations of the feudal hierarchy were likewise based on

grants of land
; because, in the absence of taxation, a grant of

enjoying a portion of land was the only possible method of re-

warding a service, or duty. Nevertheless, the feudal hierarchy

was preeminently political. It constituted the state organiza-

tion
; for the benefice was originally granted for life to the

count or marquis, who governed a town or district
;
to the man

of arms who owed military service
;
or to the vassal who was

bound to appear and aid his sovereign in judging or administer-

1 See M. Nasse's instructive article in the Contemporary Review, May, 1872,

Village Communities.
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ing. It was only in later times that tho benefice became here-

ditary; \vhile military service, originally imposed on every free

man, became the condition of .

hj.>;.
;n

:
a ii. t. The feudal sys-

tem, being at its full development at tho time of the conquest
of England by the Normans, was applied there in a more com-

plete and systematic manner than anywhere else. It was ad-

mitted in theory that t lie sovereign was now proprietor of

whole soil, and henceforth all laud was considered as granted by
the sovereign. For this reason Blackstone, and other jurists,

admit even now that English soil is the property of the Crown.

The Anglo-Saxon lords, remaining in possession of their domains,

became the conqueror's vassals, like those of his companions, to

whom he had actually granted confiscated property. There was

no longer any free allod
;

all lands were comprised in the net-

work of feudal tenures. This was not the case in Germany,
and still less so in Holland and Scandinavia. There, side by
side with the seignor and the feudal manor, village communities

at first, and peasant proprietors subsequently, maintained their

independence for centuries, and, in some provinces, even to the

present day.

The complete feudalization of property in England had two

results, which at first sight seem contradictory. On the one

hand, it led to the preservation or re-establishment of political

liberty, because, royalty being from the first very powerful,

the nobles allied themselves with the bourgeois to limit its

power and to found the parliamentary system on the traditional

type of the witan, the Germanic thing or mallus. On the other

hand, it was singularly favourable to the development of ine-

quality and the extension of latifundid, because a share in the

judic -ial and legislative power was given to the lords, while

elsewhere such power was exercised by the kings, for the advan-

tage of th.-lr prerogative and at times in favour of the middle

classes, whose support was sought by the Crown. Mr Cliffe

Leslie
1

,
M. Nasse, and Mr David Syme* have described in detail

thin remarkable economic evolution, the final result of which

has been to concentrate the possession of the soil of England in

the hands of a few thousand families.

/ Stjttemt in Ireland, England and Continental Countriet. London, 1871.
* iMidlordtim, by David Syme. LoiiJoii. Trubner, 1871.
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To sum up rapidly the phases of the continued progress of

inequality. After the conquest, the corvee became more and

more severe. The tenant, who occupied a virgata, owed the

manor three or four days' labour a week, from the first of August
to Michaelmas

;
and two or three days during the rest of the

year. He was bound besides to plough the land one day a

week, as well as to sow and harrow it when ploughed. He also

owed extraordinary services, to gather in the hay and harvest,

to cart wood, or dig ditches. The lord's domain did not form a

compact whole. It was composed, like the cultivator's virgata,

of a large number of scattered parcels in the three fields of the

rotation, these being also the lots of the old partition. In

many localities, the lord endeavoured to break in on the indivi-

sibility of the arable, and, by means of forced exchanges, formed

for himself a separate domain which he enclosed.

The fief having been granted by the sovereign to the lord,

the latter assumed, as a consequence, that the whole soil

belonged to him. He did not, on this account, suppose himself

able to despoil the peasants of the enjoyment of their lands or

of their right of using the common forest and pasturage, but

these rights were regarded as servitudes exercised over the pro-

perty of the lord. In consequence of this usurpation, the lord

began to enclose, for his own use, all that portion of the com-

munal pasturage, which was not required for the wants of the

tenants. The Statute of Merton in 1235, and the Statute of

Westminster in 1285, decided that the complaints of the

tenants, liberb tenentes, against the usurpations of the lord of the

manor were not to be allowed, when it was shewn that ipsi

feoffati habeant sufficientem pasturam quantum pertinet ad tene-

menta sua. As to the rights of the villani, there is nothing to

shew that the law protected or even recognised them. The
lords made large use of the privilege granted them by the

Statute of Merton, to extend their private domain.

There was also another custom, calculated to enrich them
further. This was thejus faldce, in virtue of which the tenants

were obliged- to fold their sheep on the lord's land, so as to

manure it abundantly. Under the primitive triennial rotation,

manure from the stable was rare, as the beasts were nearly

always out at grass. The result, therefore, of the jusfaldce was
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to impart to tho lord's land the elements of fertility whi. h it

took front tho tenants' lands. The same custom enriched the
one and impoverish, ,1 the other.

MI tin- thirteenth century, there commenced in the

agrarian situation of England a slow and gradual revolution,

which at first seemed favourable to the cultivators, and yet

ultimately produced a remarkable reduction in their number.
It gave them liberty, and, at the same time, took away th> ir

property.
In England, which, in consequence of its geographical posi-

ti"ii, is essentially a commercial country, the use of money
became common earlier than elsewhere. Thus, in the thirteenth

century, we find in the registers of property belonging to

churches and monasteries, that payments in labour were com-

muted for money rents. So the lease gradually replaced the

corvee; and, at the same time, the lord had agricultural labour

carried out on his demesne land by hired labourers.

After the great plague, which carried off considerable num-
bers of men, wages rose to such a point, that a special law, the

M< i tnt>' of Labourers, was passed, fixing the wages at two pence

per day in winter, and three pence in summer; and compelling
tin- labourer to work at this rate under pain of imprisonment.
The lord of the manor, having to pay these high wages, did not

find it so profitable to cultivate his land himself as to let it

This is why we find, that in the sixteenth century servile

tenancies had almost entirely disappeared.

The position of the cultivators, in a juridical point of view,

was at the same time improved. The villani, instead of being
liable to the corvee at the lord's caprice, became what the law

of the time styles "tenants by copy of the court roll," and, in

later times, "copyholders." As the courts of justice decided, in

the time of Edward IV., that copyholders could not be evicted,

so long as they fulfilled the obligations prescribed by custom,

such tenants acquired a permanent possession, and came to

take a place by the side of the soctnen and yeomen already
enfranchised. The fixed money rent, which they had to pay,
soon became less burdensome in consequence of the deprecia-
tion of the coinage.

Thus, toward* the end of tho middle ages, when serfage
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elsewhere was becoming more burdensome, there was formed,
in England, a numerous class of proprietor cultivators, living
in comfort, and independence, and comprising an infinite series

of degrees, from the squire, who was scarcely distinguishable

from the noble, to the cottier, or rustic labourer, who like-

wise had his house and field. It was this yeomanry, which

made the power of England, and conquered the French Chivalry
in the wars of a century. Hallam says, it is the proud inde-

pendence of this noble stock of free socage tenants that has

given so marked a stamp to the national character, and estab-

lished so much freedom in our constitution. A chronicler, whose

evidence Mr Cliffe Leslie adduces, uses the following terms to

describe the position of yeomen possessing property at a rental

of 6 sterling in the money of the period.
" These commonly

live wealthily, keep good houses, and travail to get riches.

They are also for the most part farmers to gentlemen, or at

the least artificers, and do come to great wealth, insomuch that

many of them are able and do buy the lands of unthrifty

gentlemen, and often setting of their sons to the schools, to the

universities and to the inns of court, or otherwise leaving them

sufficient lands whereby they may live without labour, do make
them by those means to become gentlemen. These were they
that in times past made all France afraid."

Thus, in Saxon times, the island was peopled by free men,

proprietors and warriors, regulating their own interests and

administering justice. After the Norman conquest, feudalism

reduced the greater number to slavery or to a state of great

dependence; but gradually they get their payments in labour

or kind rigidly defined
;
commute them for pecuniary rents,

not subject to increase, and so regain a sort of property.

To-day, strange as it appears, there hardly remain any of

these independent proprietors, of the yeomen who fought so

valiantly for the greatness of their country abroad, and for

her liberties at home. At the end of the seventeenth century,

though much reduced in number, there were still 100,000,

forming with their families one-seventh of the population.

A few were said to exist a short time back in the lake district
;

and Mr Fawcett, in his book On the British Labourer, tells

us he knows of localities where, a century ago, they existed
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At the present day, the noble and powerful
class of yeomen seems extinct: large property has absorbed

'.-ist ivpr.'-'tit. tMves. It is a repetition of the history of

Roman Inti/mul'm. In Longfellow's poem, Hiawatha, em-
barked on his vessel, disappears in the rays of the setting sun,

and passes away to the regions whence there is no return
;

it U a picture of the red man becoming extinct at the approach
of the white. But the yeomen were of pure Anglo Saxon

blood. They were owners of the soil
; possessed of competence ;

tiny had survived the conquest, and been emancipated from

yoke of feudalism. Why did they disappear at the very
time when the power and wealth of England were increasing 1

Ami how comes it that the rural bourgeoisie, which everywhere
else increased in numbers and influence, ceases to exist in

the one country where modern liberty and civilization were

first established ?

Several causes have been favourable to this great revolution

which passed unnoticed
; although its result, as Mr Morier

iv marks, has been to make England the only civilized nation,

where property in land has been entirely taken from the hands

of those who cultivate it. Mr Cliffe Leslie enumerates tho

more important of these causes with great precision. According
to him they are these :

(1) Confiscation of their ancient rights of common, which

were not. only in themselves of great value, but most important
for the help they gave towards the maintenance of their sepa-
rate lands.

(2) Confiscation to a large extent of their separate lands

themselves, by a long course of violence, fraud, and chicane,

in addition to forfeitures resulting from deprivation of their

rights of common.

(3) The destruction of country towns and villages, and

the loss, in consequence, of local markets for the produce of

peasant farms and gardens.

(4) The construction of a legal system based on tho

principle of inalienability from the feudal line, in the interest

of great landed families, and incompatible with either the

i nuance of tho ancient, or the rise of a new class of peasant

landholders.
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(5) The loss, with their territorial lands and rights, of all

political power and independence on the part of the peasantry ;

and, by consequence, the establishment and maintenance by
the great proprietors of laws most adverse to their interests.

(6) Lastly, the administration by the great landowners

of their own estates in such a manner as to impoverish the

peasantry still further, and to sever their last remaining con-

nection with the soil.

Several of these causes began to produce their effect in the

middle ages. When the corvee was transformed into a rent

paid in money, the lord of the manor began the war against

small property. From the moment that he had no claim on

their service, but only to so much an acre, it ceased to be to

his advantage to have many vassals. It was, on the contrary,

more convenient for him to deal with a single large lessee, than

with several small tenants
;
and it was to his profit to reduce

the number of persons entitled to exercise a right over the

pasture land and the forest of the domain. He, therefore,

strove by any means to unite several holdings into one large

farm. As early as the fourteenth century, the archives of the

Church of St Paul mention several examples of this grouping
of several holdings into one 1

. Harrison, in his Description of

England at the beginning of the Holinshed Chronicles, shews

how "our great encroachers
"

transformed numberless small

holdings into vast sheep walks.

The considerable rise in the price of wool, in the fifteenth

century, determined the lords of the manor to let nothing pre-

vent their extending the grass lands at the expense of the

arable. They had recourse to clearances, such as have been

carried out more recently in Ireland. They attained their

object in this way. The demesne land, as we have seen, con-

sisted of numerous parcels intermixed with those of the tenants,

and subject, like theirs, to the compulsory rotation. When

they effected a new partition, so as to transform their domain

into a large farm under a single tenant, they united to it a

portion of the tenants' lands, and so disorganized the whole

of the old agrarian constitution. By appropriating vast extents

1 See Nasse, Uebcr die mittelalterliche FelJgemcinschaft.
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<>f the common l:m<l. th.-\ ruin-Mi, or at least made more dif-

ficult, cultivation by small proprietors, who were impoverished

by having less wood, and less pasture fur tlu-ir cattle. If a

t.imine, or a bad harvest occurred, there was nothing for them
:<> but sunvn.l.T their property to the lord, who united it

to his own domain. The numerous prosecutions, instituted

against those who had thrown down enclosures, shew to what
an extent the peasants suffered. In the end of the fifteenth,

and throughout the sixteenth century, the destruction of

small holdings and the conversion of arable into grass lands

aroused the most violent opposition. A law of Henry VII.,

in 1488, prohibits the destruction of farm building* which are

let with twenty acres of land.
"
Many houses and villages,"

says the preamble of this law,
" are now deserted. The arable

l.-unl which belonged to them has been enclosed, and turned

into grass land
;
and idleness is becoming general Where

two hundred people were living but lately by their labour,

two or three shepherds are now to be seen." Bacon commends

this law because its object was "to keep the plough in the

hands of the owners and not hirelings." Four similar laws

were passed under Henry VIII., which is evidence how power-
less they were. One orders the re-building of the houses that

had been demolished, and the return to the plough of the

lands which had been taken from it. Another commands the

building of houses for every cultivated area from thirty to fifty

acres in extent. The law of 1634 is intended to stop the

overrunning of sheep. "A few individuals have accumulated

in their own hands enormous extents of land, on which they

feed countless flocks. Some among them possess from ten to

ity-t'i.ur thousand sheep. Consequently, cultivation is

abandoned, and the country depopulated
1

."

Bishop Latimer, in his famous sermon On the PI

preached before the court of Edward VI. (1549), reproaches the

nobles for being inclosera, graziers, and rent-raisen, transform-

ing the yeomanry into disinherited slaves; the shepherd with

his dog, he exclaimed, has taken the place of the vanished in-

habitants. Bernard Gilpin accuses the gentlemen of wan

For all this, soo the work of KMM, already quoted.
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gentleness: "Driving the unfortunate from their homes is no

crime in their eyes." In 1551, the bishop of Rochester pre-

sents a petition to the king, in which he complains that two

acres out of three are taken from cultivation, and that the rural

population will soon resemble " the serfs of France more than

the old, prosperous yeomanry of England
1
."

After the death of Henry VIII., the protector Somerset in-

stituted an extraordinary commission to examine the situation,

and to seek a remedy. The most active member of this com-

mission, John Hales, drew up a report, in which the condition

of the rural districts is depicted in the most gloomy colours.
" We can see nothing but houses in ruins and cultivators with-

out homes
; sheep and oxen have taken their place. The king

can no longer find soldiers, and has to employ foreign merce-

naries." This commission, which aroused so many hopes, had

no result. The nobles were too powerful : witnesses were afraid

to give evidence against them. The country people durst not

appear, or were not summoned. Bills were submitted to Parlia-

ment, ordaining the division of the large farms, and limiting the

amount which the proprietor might cultivate himself: but they
were not passed.

Commencing with the great insurrection of the peasants in

1549, there were numerous local risings throughout the six-

teenth century, all with the same object, the destruction of the

enclosures which deprived them of their lands.

In the reign of Elizabeth, the price of wool still rising, the

clearances and expulsion of the cultivators in no way abated
;

and the destruction of small properties has continued to our

own days, by means of the " Enclosures Acts," passed succes-

sively from 1710 to 1843. These laws, which allowed the lords

1 Sir Thomas More echoes the same complaints:
" Noblemen and gentle-

men, yea, and even certain abbots, not contenting themselves with the yearly
revenues and profits that were wont to grow to their forefathers and prede-
cessors of their lands, leave no ground for tillage. They inclose all into pas-
tures; they throw down houses; they pluck down towns, and leave nothing
standing. And as. though you lost no ground by forests, chase lauds, and
parks, those good holy men turn all dwelling-places and all glebe-lands into

desolation and wilderness."

In the Utopia, a strange country is mentioned where sheep devour men.
Bacon, in his History of Henry VII., boasts of the acts of Parliament and
the wisdom of the King, checking the usurpations of the great, the effect of

which was to take the common lands from the inhabitants, to destroy the

dwelling-houses, and to depopulate the country.
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of the manor to enclose

regarded as their property, brought into private domain
i '{ acres

1

, or on.-t Im-l of the cultivated area of England,
whir), iu ]8G7 amounted to 25,451,026 acres. This immense
amount of land was taken from the enjoyment of the cultivators

almost \\irliout indemnity. In 1845, Lord Lincoln could nsinrt

in r.irliam. nt, with >ut contradiction, that, in nineteen cases out

of twenty, the House had disregarded the rights of the peasant,

not from any feeling of antagonism, but from sheer ignorance.
The country people could not produce, before the committee

which discussed the laws, any proof of rights reposing merely on

>m, nor could they pay counsel to defend them. They only

1 Tho encroachments of lords of the manor on commons have bean carried
on in our own days. Some very curious details on this point may be found in a

' addressed by Mr Shaw Lcfevre to the Timtt (17 NOT. 1874) with regard to

:ig Forest. Going back no further than 1861, 569 illegal enclosure* had
been made in this forest, which was common property in wliich the city of
London had the ruht of common pasture. The inhabitants of the neighbour-
hood were entitled to gather fuel there in winter, on this condition, howerer,
that every year on December 11, at midnighthe oldest of thorn should fix

his axe in.ouo of the trees. A story is told of a certain Lord of the Manor
who wanted to interrupt this proscription. On the given day he invited all

the inhabitants to a supper, hoping to make them drunk, and make them
forget the exercise of their right. An old man, however, stole away and fixed

the axe in the forest Later on a common workman named Willingdale
resixtt -I for thirty-seven years the enclosure made by the lord of the manor of

Longhum. "It was about this time that great portions of Epping Forest were

arbitrarily enclosed. In one single manor of that Forest the lord of

Loughton, who was also rector of the parish, enclosed no lees than 1800 acres

of common. Sir Thomas Wilson, the Lord of the Manor of Hampstead.
comn. enclosure of that much-frequented common, and demanded
400,000 as the market value of it. Tho Into Lord Brownlow enclosed 600

acres of Borkhampstead common with iron rails, and added them to his park.

Queen's College, Oxford, was similarly advised by its solicitors to
appropriate

two important commons in the south of London via. Plnmstead Heath and
Bostal Heath, besides a smaller open apace, known as Hhoulder-of-Mntton
Green. An enclosure was also made of Tooting Oraveney Common. If these

proceedings had passed unnoticed, there can be no doubt that in a very short

time all the commons in and round London would speedily have disap-

peared."
The City of London, in an action to stop these encroachment*, gained its

ease. A judgment of November, 1H74, declared illegal all enclosures effected

since 1851 on an extent of 8300 acres. At the present time the magistrate*
of the City betake themselves annually with great pomp to the Forest, in

recollection of the right of hunting which they formerly exercised there,

According to Mr Shaw Lefevre, there still remain, within a radios of fifteen mils*

from London, sixty commons of an average area of ISO acres, and 110 smaller

commons with an average area of 80 acres. The thirty-second Report
of the

Enclosures Commission (1877) estimates that there still remain in England

2,000.000 aeres of common land. Sine* 1845, 600.000 acre, have been en-

closed. Bee an excellent article bj Miss Ootavia Hill -The Future of oar

Commons," PortHiyktly Rfritw, Nor. I

M 17
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learnt that they were dispossessed, when the enclosures, erected

by virtue of Act of Parliament, prohibited access to the lands

which they had used from time immemorial. The legislature

ignored the existence of rights derived from the ancient mark

organization. It allowed the lord of the manor's eminent do-

main; and thought, with economists, that the common lands

should be surrendered to the more productive efforts of indi-

vidual activity. In the middle ages and in the sixteenth cen-

tury the copyholders had been despoiled of their property,

because their title of occupation was deposited in the records of

the manor, against the usurpation of which they had to defend

themselves
;
and also because the judges all belonged to the

class of their adversaries, who employed fraud, violence, and

corruption, to attain their object.

Until the eighteenth century the legislature endeavoured to

preserve small properties. The laws of Henry VII. ordained that

every cottage should have four acres of land belonging to it.

They tried to enforce this rule for a long time, but to no pur-

pose. In 1627, in the reign of James I., Roger Crocker was

fined for building a cottage on his domain of Frontmill, without

the prescribed four acres. In 1636, Charles I. nominated a

commission to devise a means of enforcing the ancient prescrip-

tion. Cromwell renewed the prohibition against building a

house without allotting at least four acres to it. In the first

half of the eighteenth century complaints were made that the

dwellings of the agricultural labourers had not at least one or

two acres
1
.

In the eighteenth century, on the contrary, legislation

becomes favourable to large properties. The large landed

proprietors took advantage of their power in Parliament to

confiscate, by means of Enclosure Acts, all the domain of the

ancient folkland. This was not effected without protest : and

numerous writings appeared on the subject. "In a large

number of parishes in Hertfordshire," writes an indignant pen,

1 These details are borrowed from Karl Marx, Das Kapital, c. xxiv. It

is perhaps too severe a picture of the concentration of property in England,
but a great number of curious, and perhaps little known, quotations may be

found in it. See also H. Denis, Tendances actuelles du proletariat europeen,
in the Revue de Philosophic positive, March 1872 to January 1875.
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"
twenty-four farms, averaging from 50 to 150 acres, have been

formed int> tlmv 1

." 'In Northamptonshire and Lincolnshire

enclosure of common lands has been effected on a large scale,

a ml til.- majority of domains so formed have been converted

into past tiro, so that, where there were formerly 1500 acres of

land un.l.T the plough there are now but 50. Ruins of houses,

Kirns and stables, are the only traces left of the old inhabitants.

In many places hundreds of nouses with the families have been

n-duced to eight or ten. In the majority of parishes where the

enclosure only dates from the last fifteen or twenty years, the

number of proprietors is but small compared with that which cul-

tivated the soil when the fields were open. It is not uncommon
to see some four or five rich cattle-breeders usurping recently

enclosed domains, which were previously in the hands of twenty
or thirty farmers, and a large number of small proprietors and

rustics. All the latter and their families have been expelled,

together with a number of families whom they employed and

supported*." It was not only waste lands, but those also which

had been cultivated, either in common, or on payment of a

certain rent to the parish, that neighbouring landowners an-

nexed under pretext of " Enclosure." "
I am now speaking of

the Enclosure of lands and fields already under cultivation.

Even the writers who support Enclosures are agreed that, in

this case, they reduce the area of cultivation, raise the price

of provisions, and lead to depopulation And, even when

applied only to uncultivated lands, the operation, as at present

practised, deprives the poor of part of their means of existence,

and encourages the development of farms which are already too

large'."
" When the soil," says Dr Price,

"
falls into the hands

of a small number of large farmers, the small farmers" (whom
he has elsewhere designated as so many small proprietors, living

themselves and their families on the produce of the toil they cul-

Thomas Wright, A $kort Addrett to th* Public on tkt Monopoly / Lrf
Parmt, 1779, p. 88.

*
Addington, Enquiry into tin Reatont for or againtt Enelotinf Open AftJsV.

Loader 87, 48, patiim.
> Dr R. Price, VoL it. p. 165. Consult too Forster, AddingUm. lent, ad

James Anderson (Karl Man, Dot Kapital, p. 766).

[After considerable search in the library of the British Mnsei
been unable to find the original of these works, and am thereto*

to retranslate most of the r.sssg>i her* cited. 1

17-2
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tivate, and the shtep, poultry, pigs, &c.
t
which they depasture on

the common lands)
" the small fanners will be transformed into

so many persons compelled to earn their living by labouring

for others, and to go to the market to purchase what they

require. More work will, perhaps, be done, because there will

be more restraint Towns and manufactures will increase, be-

cause more persons will be driven there in search of occupation."

"In fine," to quote his summing up of the general effect of En-

closures,
" the position of the lower classes of the population has

deteriorated in all respects. The small proprietors and farmers

have been reduced to the condition of day-labourers and hire-

lings, and at the same time it has become more difficult to earn a

living in this condition." This usurpation of the common lands

and the agricultural revolution consequent upon it were, in fact,

so severely felt by the rural labourers, that, according to Eden

himself, an ardent advocate of Enclosure, between 1765 and

1780 their wages began to fall below the minimum, and had

to be supplemented by government aid. "Their wage," he

tells us,
" was insufficient for the first necessaries of life."

In the last years of the seventeenth century the yeomanry,
a class of independent cultivators, the "

proud peasantry,"

were still flourishing. It was this class that constituted the

strength of England in the middle ages, and to it she owed her

superiority over France. At the end of the eighteenth century
the yeomanry had disappeared

1
.

The dispossession of the old proprietors, transformed by time

into mere tenants, was effected on a large scale by the
"
Clearing

of Estates." When a lord of the manor, for his own profit,

wanted to turn the small holdings into large farms, or into

pasturage, the small cultivators were of no use. The proprie-

tors adopted a simple means of getting rid of them
; and, by

destroying their dwellings, forced them into exile. The clas-

' See A Letter to Sir T. C. Punbury, On the High Prices of Provisions, by a

Suffolk Gentleman, Ipswich, 1795, p. 4. A violent partisan of large farms,
the author of the treatise, An Enquiry into the connections of Large Farms, &c.,

London, 1773, himself says (p. 133) :
" I most lament the loss of our

yeomanry, that set of men who really kept tip the independence of this nation ;

and sorry I am to see their lands now in the hands of monopolizing lords,
tenanted ont to small farmers, who hold their leases on such conditions, as to

be little better than vassals ready to attend a summons on every mischievous

message." Karl Marx, Das Kapital, p. 752.
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sical land of this system is Ireland, or more particularly tho

Highlands of Scotland.

s now clearly established that in Scotland, just as in

ind, the soil was once the property of the clan, or tepi.

The chiefs of the clan had certain rights over the communal

domain; but they were even further from being proprietors
than was Louis XIV. from being proprietor of tho territory of

uce. By successive encroachments, however, they trans-

formed their authority of suzerain into a right of private o*

ship, with.. ut even recognizing in their old co-proprietors a right
of In T '.litany possession. In a similar way, the Zemindars and

Taluqdars in India were, by tho act of the British government,
transformed into absolute proprietors. Until modern days the

chiefs of the clan were interested in retaining a largo number
of vassals, as their power and often their security were only

guaranteed by their arms. But when order was established, and

the chiefs, or lords as they now were,- began to reside in the

towns and required large revenues rather than numerous retain-

ers, they endeavoured to introduce large farms and pasturage.
We may follow the first phases of this revolution, which

commences after the last rising under the Pretender, in

works of James Anderson ' and James Stuart. The latter tells

us that iu his time, in the last third of tho eighteenth century,

the Highlands of Scotland still presented a miniature picture

of the Europe of four hundred years ago.
" The rent" (so he

misnames the tribute paid to the chief of the clan) "of these

lands is very little in comparison with their extent, but if it is

regarded relatively to the number of mouths which the farm

supports, it will be seen that land in the Scotch Highlands
HI

I .ports perhaps twice as many persons as land of the same

value in a fertile province. It is tho same with certain lands

as with certain monasteries :
' The more mouths there are to

feed, the better they live.'" When, in tho last thirty yean of

the eighteenth century, they began to expel the Gaels, they at

the same time forbade them to emigrate to a foreign country,

so as to compel them by these means to congregate in Glasgow
and other manufacturing towns. In his observations on Smith's

1 June* Andcwon, Ohtfrratiotu tm t*e *ta*t oftxdtlmf* Spirit of VJu>MJ

Industry. Edinburgh,
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Wealth of Nations, published in 1814, David Buchanan gives

us an idea of the progress made by the "
Clearing of Estates."

"In the Highlands," he says, "the landed proprietor, without

regard to the hereditary tenants" (he wrongly applies this

term to the clansmen, who were joint proprietors of the soil),

"offers the land to the highest bidder, who, if he wishes to

improve the cultivation, is anxious for nothing but the intro-

duction of a new system. The soil, dotted with small peasant-

proprietors, was formerly well populated in proportion to its

natural fertility. The new system of improved agriculture and

increased rents demands the greatest net profit with the least

possible outlay, and with this object the cultivators are got rid

of, as being of no further use. Thus cast from their native soil,

they go to seek their living in the manufacturing towns...."

George Ensor, in a work published in 1818, says :

"
They

(the landed proprietors of Scotland) dispossessed families as

they would grub up coppice-wood, and they treated villages

and their people as Indians harassed with wild beasts do, in

their vengeance, a jungle with tigers Is it credible that in

the eighteenth century, in this missionary age, in this Christian

sera, man shall be bartered for a fleece or a carcase of mutton,

nay, held cheaper? Why, how much worse is it than the

intention of the Moguls, who, when they had broken into the

northern provinces of China, proposed in council to exterminate

the inhabitants, and convert the land into pasture ! This pro-

posal many Highland proprietors have effected in their own

country against their own countrymen
1
."

M. de Sismondi has rendered celebrated on the Continent

the famous Clearing executed between 1814 and 1820 by the

Duchess of Sutherland. More than three thousand families

were driven out
;
and 800,000 acres of land, which formerly be-

longed to the Clan, were transformed into seignorial domain.

Men were driven out to make room for sheep. The sheep are

now replaced by deer, and the pastures converted into deer-

forests, which are treeless solitudes. The details of this new

transformation are to be found in Mr Robert Somers' book,

Letters from the Highlands, London, 1848, which appeared first

1 George Ensor, An Inquiry into the Population of Nations t London, 1818,

pp. 215, 216. See Karl Marx, Das Kapital, p. 759.
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in the form of letters in the 7VffM. The Economist of June f,

1866, said on this subject :

" Feudal instincts have as full

career now as in the times when the Conqueror destroyed

thirty-six villages to make the New Forest. Two millions of

acres, comprising most fertile land, have been changed into

desert. The natural herbage of Glen Hit was known as the

most succulent in Perth
;
the deer-forest of Ben Aulden was

the best natural meadow of Badonock; the forest of Bleak

Mount was the best pasturage in Scotland for black-woolled

sheep. The soil thus sacrificed for the pleasures of the chase,

extends over an area larger than the county of Perth. The
land io the new Ben Aulden forest supported 15,000 sheep;
and this is but the thirtieth part of the territory sacrificed,

and thus rendered as unproductive as if it were buried in the

depths of the sea."

The destruction of small property is still going on, no longer

however by encroachment, but by purchase. Whenever land

comes into the market, it is bought by some rich capitalist, be-

cause the expenses of legal enquiry are too great for a small

investment. Thus large properties are consolidated
;
and fall,

so to speak, into mortmain, in consequence of the law of pri-

mogeniture and entails. In the fifteenth century, according
to the Chancellor Fortescue, England was quoted throughout

Europe for the number of its proprietors, and the comfort of its

inhabitants
1
. In 1688, Gregory King estimates that there were

180,000 proprietors, exclusive of 16,560 proprietors of noblo

rank. In 1786, there were 250,000 proprietors in England.

According to the "Domesday Book" of 1876, there were 170,000

rural proprietors in England, owning above an acre; 21,000 in

Ireland, and 8,000 in Scotland*. A fifth part of the entire coun-

try is in the bands of 523 persons. "Are you aware," said

Mr Bright in a speech delivered at Birmingham, August 27,

1866,
" that one-half of the soil of Scotland belongs to ten or

twelve persons ? Are you aware of the fact that the monopoly
of landed property is continually increasing, and becoming more

and more exclusive* ?
"

> De Laudibui Ltgnm A*fU*t Cap. 99-46.
See note A at end of Tolumo.

* See an excellent article ty Mr Shaw Leferrt, in Ibe Fortnightly Rtrittr,
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In England, then, as at Rome, large property has swallowed

up small property, in consequence of a continuous evolution

unchecked from the beginning to the end of the nation's history ;

and the social order seems to be threatened just as in the

Roman empire.

An ardent desire for a more equal division of the produce of

labour inflames the labouring classes, and passes from land to

land. In England it arouses agitation among the industrial

classes, and is beginning to invade the rural districts. It ob-

viously menaces landed property, as constituted in this country.

The labourers, who till the soil, will claim their share in it; and

if they fail to obtain it here, will cross the sea in search of it.

To retain a hold on them they must be given a vote
;
and there

is fresh danger in increasing the number of electors while that

of proprietors diminishes, and maintaining laws which render

inequality greater and more striking, while ideas of equality are

assuming more formidable sway. To make the possession of the

soil a closed monopoly, and to augment the political powers of

the class who are rigidly excluded, is at once to provoke level-

ling measures and to facilitate them. Accordingly we find that

England is the country where the scheme of the nationalization

of land finds most adherents, and is most widely proclaimed.

The country, which is furthest from the primitive organization

of property, is likewise the one where the social order seems

most menaced.

The history of property in China and at Rome is very simi-

lar to that which we have just sketched for England. The

oldest Chinese chronicles represent that country as having al-

ready arrived at the agricultural stage; but private property
was not yet applied to the soil. The land was divided among
all those who were capable of cultivating it, that is, among the

inhabitants between twenty and sixty years of age. Each valley

had an independent administration, and elected its own chiefs
;

the sovereign being also elective, These officers had certain

Jan. 1877. 6,000 persons own two-thirds of the country, or an average of

10,000 acres each. See also Mr Cliffe Leslie. Even the partisans of large pro-

perties cannot deny that they devour small properties. "It is quite true,"

says Mr Froude,
" that about two-thirds of Great Britain belong to great

peers anil (umtiiciicrs, whose estates are continually devouring the smaller

estates that adjoin them."
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lands assigned to t IK-MI, the produce of which enabled them to

I is.' according to their dignity. Thia is exactly the same sys-
t. m as we have seen in Germany. From the year 2205 R.C.

tli- empire became hereditary
1
. The provincial chief also

usurped a hereditary right of succession. The sovereigns made

grants of land reserving certain rents, and the lords in turn did

th.- same. A kind of feudalism was thus established
;
the pro-

v cultivated by the peasants, however, continued to be di-

vided among the families proportionally to the number of hands

which each could command. In the partition, the distance of

the lauds was taken into account, and a smaller portion given
iit t IK iso which were nearer at hand. One lot in nine had to

be cultivated for the benefit of the State by the families who
obtained the remaining eight. The system of common lands,

gun-tjan, was maintained until about the third dynasty, 254 B.C.,

and lasted to our own times in the remote districts of Corea.

Private property was introduced by the house of Zin : but gra-

dually, as the chronicles tell us, the rich usurped all the lands,

and then let them to the ejected cultivators, reserving half the

produce as a rent The government has since, at different

times, had recourse to agrarian laws to augment the number of

proprietors. The most remarkable and most general of these

that promulgated by the Tan dynasty (619 907).

y individual, provided that he had a separate house, re-

ceived a portion of land in perpetuity; and a second piece tem-

porarily, conditionally on his being in a position to cultivate

it. The portion assigned to the different classes varied accord-

ing to their rank and dignity. The private property was in-

alienable, except in extreme cases. Life estates returned to the

State, to be re-distributed. This system did not long remain

in force; about the year 1000 it gave way to absolute private

property, which, notwithstanding the Mantchou conquest and

it ions, has survived to the present day.

Landed property, therefore, in the evolution of centuries,

has passed through similar phases there to those which it has

i sed in the West.

1 Thcae detail* are borrowed from a r6ram4 of the memoir* of tho

Rnft*iiui mtMion at IVkin, by M. J. Saeharoff. See Knue Germaniqut (fint
-, .1!



CHAPTER XIX.

CO-OPEEATIVE CULTIVATION.

AT the present time there seems to be a desire to reconstitute

the old agrarian communities under a new form. In England
several agricultural undertakings have been established on

the principle of co-operation. One of the oldest is that of

Balahine, in Ireland, started in 1830 by Owen's disciple,

John Scott Vandeleur. It seems to have met with the test

results, both in a moral and economical point of view
1

,
until

the experiment collapsed suddenly on the flight of Vande-

leur, who was ruined at play. The report of the Kev. James

Fraser, the present bishop of Manchester, government com-

missioner in the inquiry as to the employment of women
and children in agriculture, brings before us two agricultural

co-operative societies, which seem to succeed perfectly. They
were on the estates and under the supervision of Mr Gurdon, of

Assington Hall, near Sudbury in Suffolk. The first dates from

1830. It was formed, at the suggestion of Mr Gurdon, by the

association of fifteen ordinary labourers, who each contributed

three pounds, and a further sum of four hundred pounds was

advanced by the landlord. They have now extended their

farm from sixty to a hundred and thirty acres. They have

returned the money advanced to them, and each share is worth

about fifty pounds, which represents more than sixteen times

what was originally invested. One of the associates, elected by
his fellows, directs the cultivation, having a committee of four

to assist him. The associates may sell their share
;
but the

1 See Mr William Fare's Co-operative Agriculture, which contains interest-

ing details. The author, however, carried away by the attraction of his owft

Utopia, has perhaps given too highly-coloured a view.
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consent of the landlord and of the society is necessary for the

ity of the sale and the admuwion t the new associate.

scrond society was formed in ls*>4 under the same

iitioiis, with tin- same success. Mr Qurdon again advanced

tour hundred pounds, which has been repaid to him. The land

cultivated has been from time to time enlarged, and now
extends over two hundred and twelve acres, the rent of whit -h

is two hundred and thirty-five pounds. The original shares, for

which three pounds ten shillings were given, are now worth

more than thirty pounds. Mr Fraser has much to say of the

advantages of the system ; and another writer, who also visited

the Assington co-operative agricultural associations, confirmed,
iu the Pott-Mall Gazette of June 4, 1870, the correctness of the

facts given by Mr Fraser. The celebrated German economist

Yon Thiluen, about 1848, introduced, upon the land of Tellow

in Mecklenburg, the system of participation in the profits in

favour of his agricultural labourers. According to evidence

furnished by Dr Brentano, of the Berlin statistical department,
this experiment, which was carried on in spite of the death of

Yon Thlinen, is giving excellent results; for each labourer

receives an annual dividend of about twenty-five thalers, and

the oKlest among them have a capital of five hundred thalers iu

the savings-bank.

The working classes in England at the present time regard

the idea of applying co-operation to agricultural labour with

much favour : and it was even advocated by Mill, who would

have had the State grant to co-operative agricultural societies a

portion of the common land still existing. These schemes have

found their echo in the antipodes, and an association has just

been formed at Melbourne, in Australia, called the " Land

Reform League," the object of which is to restrain sales by the

State of public lands, which it would retain as provision for the

future.

There is no doubt that it would be desirable to see co-

operative association applied to the cultivation of the soil 1

advantages have been fully shewn by several economists, by
Rossi amongst others. Of these advantages the two most im-

portant are : first, that a reconciliation is by this means effected

i labour aud capital, which arc at the present time
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always engaged in a lamentable struggle ;
and secondly, small

properties, which are desirable in a social point of view, are

associated with cultivation on a large scale, which is no less

profitable economically, as employing machinery and a syste-

matic distribution of crops. But we must not be deluded with

the idea, that association of agricultural labour could be easily

introduced into general practice. The success of the experi-

ments made in England at Assington, and in Germany on the

land of Tellow, is in great measure due to the prevailing in-

fluence of Mr Gurdon and of Von Thunen. The old agrarian

communities were actually co-operative agricultural societies:

they were founded on ties of blood, family affection and im-

memorial tradition
; and, this notwithstanding, they disap-

peared, not by the hostility of state powers, but from the

gradual influence of the sentiment of individualism, or of egotism,

characteristic of modern times. In the place of family spirit,

which has waxed feeble, will a new sentiment of collective

fraternity develop itself with sufficient force to serve as cement

for future associations ? It is a consummation we may hope for,

and the difficulties of the existing situation make it singularly

desirable. It is, however, too evident that the labouring

classes, especially in the country districts, still want the en-

lightenment and spirit of mutual understanding essential to

the success of co-operative association. Much as we may hope
that a brilliant future awaits such association, we must admit

that its hour has not yet come
; though, probably, it is to come.

All clear-sighted economists have seen the necessity of agri-

cultural co-operation. To quote Rossi on the subject
1

:

"Extensive property and extensive cultivation, small property
and small cultivation, are not ideas which are necessarily construed

each by the other How can cultivation on a large scale be applied to

small properties? The answer is, 'By association.'...The spirit of

association is natural to man, alike in all times and in all countries. . . .

In France the spirit of association will be spread by the multiplica-
tion of small capitalists, and to a still greater extent by the diffusion

of enlightenment and of popular education. . . .

" The cultivation of grain, of roots, of resinous or dye-producing

plants, of pasture and forests, as well as the dissemination of sanitary
and economic principles, arc objects to which association may be

applied with ease and advantage

1 Court d'tconomic pnlitiqup, Vol. 11. Lesson 5, pp. 101 138.
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"The terms of association ninst vary with the manners and eostoras
of the country, with tin- km. I . 10 of the

produce. In Homo lcx-aliti.fi, by mow* of aMociation a Urge proj

may be form. .1 !' -,-. .1 ii m*& 1.. Mings, and let to a tenant, w]
thf

ji!..|.i-i.-f..i-s can find more useful nt for their laboiu

some manufacturing indu-try. lacwhero an a<luiiui.Htration may be

organized for j"int xjM'ii.litun- under the direction of one or more
iie aasociat.'l proprietors. II. iv th.-y may unite solely for the

purchase uinl employment of certain agricultural machines ami im

I-!.
-in. 'iit to organize means of irrigation, and to '.

r among the
|

. rsons interested. Where would the j.iin. i|.!.-
'

Tin- miml of the labourer, once awakened, would not be slow
in t forms of association best adapted to local circumstances.

ti v.i tors are not such strangers an may be supposed to
tli- idea of association, common interest, and division of profits... .

"
Unfortunately, the puMic has at present no very clear idea of

the conditions of the problem which it is culled upon to solve. So
tlr- progress in ijui-.-tion cannot be midden : it is an end towards
which we are advancing gradually day by day. Between the dis-

solution of the old ties, and the spontaneous formation of new ones,
which under the empire of civil equality are to unite and co-ordinate

individual forces, there was of necessity an intermediate state, an

epoch of transition, of agitation and of difficulty, subject to the

passions and controversies of mankind. This interval, full of diffi-

culties and dangers, we have nearly completed : we can see distinctly
its boundary-line, but it would be a delusion to suppose ourselves

already arrived at it, when we are still only on the way.
" ...Unless all that we have just said is entirely without foundation,

the economic results of laws regulating property in land may be

modified and corrected by agreements between the owners of land,

and especially by association. Henceforth the interest of all questions
of succession grows weaker for the economist. What matter great
or small properties, the amount of the reserve land, the limitations

im|>osed on testators, and other questions of this nature, where the

proprietors, whatever the extent of their possessions, can apply

according to circumstances cultivation on a large or small scale, and
derive in any case the greatest possible advantage from that powerful
instrument of production, the soil?"

"When sul>di\i>ion shall have produced all its fruits," says
Louis Reybaud, "and in consequence of its obvious disadvantages
mi ti return from small cultivation to cultivation on a large scale,

new progress will be achieved in an alliance of human interests.

Association will be the offspring of the continued subdivision of

property
1

."

"Association is calculated to banish pauperism, and to assemble

in systematic social order the disconnected elements of modern

society. The ]>rin< iplo of association will restore to the world the

peace for which it is a thirst. Those who become its apostles and

1 Etudti tur let rtformatfurt modenut, Vol. i. p. 198.
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obtain it a hearing, will be the benefactors of the human race
1

."

These are the words of M. Michel Chevalier.

To quote next M. Wolowski 8
: "Social progress cannot consist in

the dissolution of every kind of association, but rather in the substi-

tuting in the place of the compulsory and oppressive associations

of times past, voluntary and equitable associations, combinations not

merely for security and defence, but for common production."
"The spirit of association and the spirit of family divide the world

between them," said M. de Cormenin when treating of agricultural
association

3
.

"Providence has implanted these two instincts in man. Both,
when wisely employed according to the object in view, conduce alike

to the individual and social welfare.

"The division of properties is tending, in more instances than one,
to produce the same inconvenience as their extreme accumulation

In countries where the soil is minutely subdivided, the peasant, who
is half-labourer, half-proprietor, has all to gain by association. For
him it can work marvels.

"Further, consider the moral effect of such association; increased

welfare in the present, security of mind for the future, and respect
for oneself and one's neighbours. Consider the pledges of mutual

good will, the salutary and wide-spreading influence of example,
the healthy, voluntary discipline, observance of engagements, and
internal peace for the community!"

1 Michel Chevalier, Diet, de la Conversation, art. Population.
2
Lemons au Conservatoire des Arts-et-Metiers, 16 Dec. 1844.

1 Entretiens de village, etc. xxn.
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HEREDITARY LEASES.

THERE is an ancient form of property, which legislators and

economists should not fail to examine, as it may contribute

to the settlement of the struggle, which is everywhere going on,

between those who cultivate the soil and those who take the

rent
;

this is the hereditary lease, known in Holland under the

name of beklem-regt, in Italy as the contralto di livello, and in

Portugal as the aforamento. It is also to be found in France,
in various provinces, under various names. In Brittany the

term is quevaises; in some places domaine congeaMe; and,

in Alsace, erbpacht. As under the feudal system, the full

proprietorship is, so to say, carved into two distinct rights :

tli-- right of the proprietor, which is actually nothing but a kind

of mortgage claim, and the right of the tenant, which is a sort

of hereditary usufruct. In Portugal, the aforamento gives the

occupier of land the right to hold it in perpetuity, conditionally

on his fully performing the terms of the contract. He has to

pay regularly a rent fixed once for all, which the proprietor

cannot raise. When the land changes hands, the proprietor is

entitled to a duty, which is called luctuosa, when the transfer

is in consequence of a death
;

or laudemium when it is the

result of a sale. Land held in aforamento is essentially indivi-

sible ; hence, when there are several heirs, one must take the

whole domain and pay an equivalent to the others, or else the

land must be sold. In default of heirs near enough to succeed,

the aforamento perishes, and the bare ownership now be-

comes full ownership. The aforamento is more or less in use

throughout Portugal; it is not unknown in Alemtejo, and is
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common in the Algarves; but, North of the Tagus, it is the

mode of tenure generally practised, and to it is attributed the

excellent cultivation and the comfort of the cultivators, which

distinguishes the province of Minho. The aforamento seems

to date from the earliest times of the monarchy ;
and is sup-

posed to have been first established on the lands of the Bene-

dictine monks.

In Italy the contralto di livello was very general in the

middle ages, and still exists in several provinces, especially

Lombardy and Tuscany. In ancient documents, from the sixth

to the thirteenth century, the libellarii frequently appear. The

principal rules of the contract M. Jacini supposes to date from

the time of the Roman empire. M. Roscher sees their origin

in the emphyteusis, which the middle ages borrowed from the

Roman law. The assignment of immoveable property, which

the owner could not himself turn to advantage, to cultivators,

who engaged to till it for a fixed rent or canon, and a payment
of certain duties, laudemium, in case of alienation, was a con-

tract beneficial to both parties; and it is not surprising that

large proprietors in the middle ages, who had neither capital

nor tenants to cultivate their vast domains, should have had

recourse to this means of securing a guaranteed revenue.

Livelli are now gradually disappearing in Italy ; first, because

there, as in Portugal, the legislature and the courts are alike

hostile to these perpetual rents, which, they say, recall feudal

rights ; secondly, because the system of full ownership is now

thought the only reasonable one, and every thing in restraint of

it is tolerated with impatience.

The beklem-regt, which is general in the Dutch province of

Groningen
1

, is exactly similar to the Portuguese aforamento.

This is additional evidence in support of Tocqueville's remark,

that, in the middle ages, under an exterior of great diversity,

customs were everywhere fundamentally the same. The fact of

the beklem-regt and the aforamento presenting, at the present day,

identical features in the two extremities of Europe, is a proof
that this contract must formerly have been customary in the in-

termediate countries. It is exactly the same with these ancient

1 For details see the Author's Essai stir FEconomic rurale de la Neerlande ;

and for the contrattn di lirello, his Etudes d'Economie rurale Lombardie.
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instiiu lions as with certain alpine plant*, which arc only to bt
A iu tho polar regions and on the lofty mountain* of

Switzerland
;
but which grew throughout Europe in the glacial

The txkkm-rcgt IB a right of occupancy, at a fixed rent,

the proprietor can never raise; the right panel to the
heirs in the collateral line ait well as in tho direct. The tenant,
or bekleinde meyer, can devise, tell, let, or even mortgage the

land without the proprietor's consent; but every time the

right of occupancy changes hands by inheritance or sale, the

IT..JU i. tor i.s mtitl.-.l to a fine of one or two years' rental. The

buildings which are on the land belong as a rule to the tenant,

who can claim the price of the materials, if his right of occu-

pancy is at any time extinguished. The tenant pays all im-

posts: he may not change the form of the property, nor do

anything to depreciate its value. The beklem-regt U indivi-

sible : it can never vest in more than one person, so that one

only of several heirs has to take it as his portion. In paying
the stipulated canon, however, in case of alienation the propi-
nen the husband may insert his wife's name, or the wife her

husband's, and they then have a right of survivorship. The
word propinen obviously comes from the Greek xpoir/iw, to

drink the formal emptying of the cup. It recalls the practice

of the Germans, who, according to Tacitus, ratified all t

juridical transactions with a draught of wine. Propinfn is the

equivalent of the pot de tn'it, paid in several countries on the

renewal of a lease. The annual rent due to the proprietor

varies much, and according to the time when the rent was dt

mined, rather than the actual value of the land. It i fut.<i

at from five or six to thirty or forty florins the acre. The

market value of the tenant's right depends on the price of pro-

duce, the state of agriculture, and also on the figure of the

annual rent About 1822, the value of the Uklem-nyt had

fallen so low, that no purchasers were to be found. Since the

opening of the English market, however, the tenant has seen

the value of his occupancy increase to such a degree, that he

has begun to sub-let to ordinary tenants, * result to be re-

gretted, as henceforth all the advantage* of the btHtm nyt die-

appear. When in full ownership, the land is sold at about

M. U
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2,500 to 3,000 florins the hectare. If the tenant fails,

or is in arrears with the annual rent, the beklem-regt is not

absolutely extinguished : the creditors have the power of com-

pelling a sale; but the purchaser has first to pay the pro-

prietor all arrears.

The origin of this curious variety of hereditary lease is

very obscure. It seems to have sprung up in the middle ages

on monastery lands. The soil being then of little value, the

monks readily granted to cultivators a certain extent of soil, on

condition of their paying a certain annual rent, and also a fine

at each death. This arrangement secured a fixed income for

the monastery, and also freed it from the management of pro-

perty, which as a rule produced nothing. The large proprietors

and civil corporations also adopted the system. They seem to

have reserved the right of ejecting the tenant every ten years ;

but they never exercised it, because they would have had to

pay the value of buildings, and would also have had difficulty

in finding a new tenant. During the troubles of the sixteenth

century, the right became hereditary, or at least was declared

such by several decisions. Jurisprudence and custom settled

the various points in dispute; a more definite formula was

framed and generally accepted, and from that time the beklem-

regt, so determined, has existed side by side with the Civil

Code. It has always been respected, and been more and more

generally adopted throughout the province of Groningen. What

surprises one is that this right, which seems so complicated
and antiquated, can spread and gain ground even now. The

explanation of this strange economic fact is that, in the first

place, the proprietor, who wants to grant the beklem-regt
over his land, receives a considerable sum, and still retains, at

any rate nominally, the ownership. Again, a man who culti-

vates his own land and is in want of money, can sell the bare

right of ownership, retaining the beklem-regt for himself. The

most frequent origin, however, of new contracts of this nature is

a public sale
; because, if the true proprietorship and the here-

ditary lease are sold separately, a higher sum is realized than if

the full property is sold at once. For this reason the polders

(land recovered from the sea), where the dams have only been

constructed some twenty years, are subject to the beklem-regt.
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Whoever baa considered the inconveniences of the ordinary
lease, will have no difficulty in un.lTHtanliij the advantage*
of the contract adopted in Groningen. One of the most able

writers on this subject, M. HipjH.lyte P**sy, remarks with

reason :
" There is no kind of lease really favourable to the

^ress of production, but such as, by well conceived stipula-

i, makes it to the constant interest of the cultivators to

neglect nothing that increases fertility either in the present or

the future." Now the IxUtm-rtgt fulfils this condition per-

fectly. Tlio tenant can undertake the most costly improve-
ments : he is sure to derive the full profit from them ; and he

is not threatened, like the ordinary tenant, with an increase of

rent proportional to what he has done to increase the fertility

of the land he occupies. The legitimate, reward of labour is

tli-- produce which it creates ; and man labours harder when be

is sure of enjoying the fruits of his efforts. The beklem-reyt,

assuring the cultivators the full enjoyment of any increase

in the produce, is therefore the most active stimulus: it en-

courages the spirit of improvement, which short leases only

penalize.

M. Roscher maintains that a tenant will apply more capital

to the cultivation of the soil than the proprietor, became the

latter has to devote a considerable sum to the purchase of the

land, which the former can employ to increase the intensity of

cultivation. This remark is specious, but scarcely well-grounded.

As a matter of fact, the purchaser of land can raise on mortgage
a sufficient sum to improve the cultivation. He will then pay
in the form of interest what he would have paid as rent: ami

will have this immense advantage, that he will profit exclusively

by all improvements, without any risk of seeing them turn out

so much loss to him at the expiration of the lease. In any case,

the beklemr-regt is entirely free from the disadvantage pointed

out by M. Roscher. The cultivator, purchasing only a hen-

ry lease, obtains it at a cheaper rate, and can devote to

cultivation all the surplus which he would have had to lay out

in the purchase of the bare proprietorship, which be now leaves

to another. While only laying out a far smaller ram than ho

would have bad to give for the entire property, he is neverthe-

less sure of enjoying the good results of all the work he may
182
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carry out. The beklem-regt therefore unites the advantage,

which M. Roscher attributes to the lease, with the security for

the future afforded by ownership.

Another objection has been raised against the property in

the soil residing in the cultivator. It is said that the pro-

prietor cultivator, certain of his subsistence, and not being

stimulated by any rise of rent, sinks into routine, and does not

obtain from the soil all that it can produce. This objection

reminds one of the quaintly cruel question in Cardinal Riche-

lieu's will : To what extent are we to suffer the people to live

in comfort? We cannot believe that property, which gives

comfort to the labourer, lulls his activity to rest
;
and we still

think that no one will get more produce out of the soil than its

owner. But, even if it were otherwise, the beklem-regt would

again, in this case, have the advantage over ordinary owner-

ship ; for, as one alone of the children can inherit the holding,

the father will be stimulated to obtain from the soil all that it

can give, so as to save the portions for his other children
;
other-

wise it would be necessary to sell the hereditary lease to avoid

its indivisibility. We may, therefore, assert that the beklem-

regt is even more favourable than ownership to good cultivation,

as allowing the application of more capital, and urging him,

who cultivates it, to redouble his efforts to obtain as large a

harvest as possible.

As land subject to hereditary lease cannot be divided with-

out the consent of the proprietor, this contract is a natural

obstacle to the " morcellement" of lands. It prevents unsuit-

able cutting up of properties resulting from equal partition,

and at the same time does not, like the majorat, or entail,

exclude a division recommended by sound economy, for if the

division brings a real advantage, it needs only an assignment
to the proprietor of some share of the profits to obtain his

consent.

Those who, struck by the forewarnings of Malthus, fear the

excessive increase of population, are likely to be partisans of

the beklem-regt, for the system affords an efficient check to it.

The number of holdings is limited
;
and as the sons of the

cultivators are accustomed to live in comfort, they only regard

marriage as likely to increase the rent of lands, by reason of a



rash competition, tending to produce fitoroetfemn{. Having a
curtain amount of education they emigrate or choose a career;
and when they take a wife it ia because they have the means
of supporting her and the children she may bear them. Thus
tlif bfklcm-rtgt is alike favourable to the production of wealth,

and tends to limit the number of those who have to share it
;

and so contributes by a double action to increase the prosperity
of the population.

But, it will be said, if this system of leases is superior to

ordinary term of years, it is inferior to ownership. Un-

doubtedly it is, in some respects, as the beklemde mtyer has to

pay a rent, whereas the owner pays none; but there is one

great distinction in favour of the bckkm-regt; namely, that

under this system, the btklemde meyer cultivates for himself,

whereas the proprietor would let the land. Suppose the

bcklem-regt abolished in Groningen, and what would be the

result ? Here, as in all places where land is very valuable,

the owner of half a million francs in the shape of eighty or one

hundred hectares of land, would go and live in a town, grant
the cultivation of his land to a tenant, and take care to raise

his rent regularly every six or nine years.

The effect, therefore, of an anomalous right, borrowed from

the middle ages, has been to create in Holland and Portugal,
a class of cultivators enjoying all the advantages of ownership,

except that they do not retain for themselves the net profit,

which is precisely what would have alienated them from

cultivation. Instead of tenants fearing to lose their farm,

recoiling before every costly improvement, concealing their

prosperity and dependent on their master, we find, in Gronin-

gen, a class of usufructuaries, proud, independent and simple
in habits, but eager for information, appreciating the advan-

tages of education, and neglecting no means of spreading it.

They practise agriculture, not as a blind routine or contemp-
tible trade, but as a noble occupation, which brings then

fortune, influence, and universal respect. They are economical

in their own wants, but prodigal to their estate ; ready to make

any sacrifice to drain their land, to rebuild or enlarge their

farm buildings, and to procure the best machines and the best

strains of animals ; and content, moreover, with their condition.
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because their lot depends on nothing but their own activity

and forethought.

So long, then, as the beklemde meyer cultivates his own

land, the hereditary lease produces good results. But, unfor-

tunately, these results fail so soon as in the exercise of his

right of sub-letting, he grants to another the right of cultivating

his estate, for a rent which he receives, and out of which he

pays the holder of the bare ownership. From this time all

the disadvantages of the common lease reappear; and we

return to the ordinary conditions, which are found elsewhere,

with this difference, that the cultivator has to support two

classes of idlers instead of one. Sub-letting was rare in former

times, because the profits derived from cultivation were only

sufficient to support the family of the beklemde meyer, when

he cultivated the land himself; but since the rise in the price

of all articles of food, and especially since the opening of the

English market, the profits have been so large, that a sub-

tenant can be found ready to pay a rent in excess of that taken

by the proprietor. Under-letting thus came into use, a fact

which we cannot but regret having to acknowledge.
In the island of Jersey the same mode of tenure is still

in force. In France, in the "
terriers

"
of most monasteries

and cathedrals, grants of land are found, the nature of which

is indicated by the formula damus in perpetuam emphyteusim.
This kind of tenure was, therefore, very general. The quevaises

likewise had all the characteristics of hereditary leases
; but,

according to information communicated by M. de Lavergne,
the proprietor has gradually acquired the right of ejecting the

tenant, on compensating him for the value of the buildings,

as determined by an expert.

The bail d domaine congedble is a tenure peculiar to

Brittany, where it is especially in force in the usemens of

Rohan, Cornouaille, Ldon, Brouerec and Tre'guier. Its origin

is thus explained in Art. 3 of the icemen of Tre'guier :

" When
the proprietor of a house or lands in the country is in want of

money, or when he wishes to secure the rent of land at a

distance, and not to be troubled with repairs, he grants the

land or house in covenant or domaine congedble, on condition of

the payment of a rent and the performance of the usual corve'es,
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to be held in perpetuity, subject, however, to the right of the

1'T'l lor at any time, on paying him such com-

pensation as is appraised." "The condition of this lease," says
in, "is a clause of this sort: '/ grant you th* toil ix

PRBCAJUO, ami all on the surface in full ownership ;
'

such a

tenure is therefore more advantageous to the tenant than the

ordinary lease, inasmuch as ho does not lose the improvements,
as in the ordinary lease

1

."

Anton, in his History of Agriculture in Germany, quotes
numerous examples of hereditary leases, which date back to

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. This contract was also

very common in the agricultural colonies founded in Germany
in th> middle ages, by Flemish and Dutch cultivators. In

Prussia, Saxony, Hesse and the greater part of Germany, the

erbjtacht or hereditary lease was established on State domains

at the beginning of the eighteenth century, short leases being
then generally condemned. On the other hand, laws of the pre-

sent century prohibit what is the very essence of this contract,

the creation of an unredeemable rent, regarding it as a remnant

of feudalism. Still the hereditary lease, under the conditions

of the beklem-regt and the aforamento, affords real advantages.
A proof of this is the exceptional prosperity which it secures

to two regions, that in other respects have absolutely nothing
in common, Minho in Portugal and Groningen in the Low
Countries. These advantages are indisputable. The o/bru-

mento, imposing indivisibility on the soil, checks excessive mor-

cellement: it gives full security to the tenant, and so encourages
him to effect all necessary improvements, however costly they

may be. It is, therefore, very superior in this respect to the

temporary lease, which takes from the farmer every guarantee
for the future and every motive for the sinking of capital in the

land.

These ancient forms of property have been noticed, bnosqss

modern societies have not yet arrived at a perfect or definite

See Merlin. R/f., i. p. 690. and Aolnier. TnM * *>/* MHfH. 1m
Denmark there are taxee which but during the life of theleeeee or Fefcr: they
are called Lir/t*. The F**ler hat to pay the im^ttmimf (ttudrmtmml, when
he get* poeeeadon of the land, and abo an annual rent, leiiafrJeV. He maj
neither ub-let nor alienate hi. right of oeeopancy. Certain properttee are

neoeeearil/ nbjeet to the Li*/wte. Thie obligation u
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agrarian organization. The social future is so gloomy that we

should seek everywhere, even in the past, for the means of

allaying the danger. Undoubtedly these institutions of primi-
tive times can never spring up again ;

the ideas, the require-

ments, and the sentiments of the patriarchal age produced
them, and alone could perpetuate them. Now, all this has

vanished to return no more. Fraternity and the intimate

association resulting from it disappeared, first from the village,

then from the family. In the present day the isolated indi-

vidual has to face the joint-stock company or the religious

community,' which take the place of patriarchal families and

communities. What is to prevail finally? Small independ-
ent property, such as has existed in France since the Revolu-

tion, or latifundid, as at Rome or in England? A very

prevalent opinion is that it will be the latifundia, for the

same reasons that enable industry on a large scale to crush

industry on a small scale
;
that is to say, the employment of

machinery, the superior information of the large employers,

and the all-powerfulness of capital. In agriculture, however,

the triumph of large enterprises is not so decisive; because

agricultural labours, being intermittent, do not so well allow

of the application of machinery; and because, further, the

limited extent of productive land makes the price of agricul-

tural produce depend on the cost of producing the most

expensive.

Yet it is not impossible, that, as many economists believe,

the supremacy of capital will lead in the long run to the

absorption of small property by the latifundia, just as small

artisans succumb in the competition with giant manufacturers.

If the final result is destined to lead us once more to an

agrarian situation such as existed under the Roman empire,
where a few proprietors of enormous wealth live in pride

and luxury, too often accompanied by depravity, while be-

neath them the agricultural labourer remains plunged in a

state of ignorance and misery, and where envy and hatred are

continually setting the two classes in antagonism and almost

in open war : if such is to be the end, we cannot refrain from

casting back a glance of melancholy regret to these primitive

epochs, when men, united in family groups by bonds of blood
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and fraternity, sought by common toil the mean* of satisfying

tin -ir few, simple want*, as do the Servians of the present day.

ignorant, it is true, of the luxury, but also ignorant of the

bitter cares, the cruel doubts and unceasing struggles which

agitate modern societies.



CHAPTER XXI.

THE MARK IN HOLLAND.

IN the sandy region of Holland, the Germanic mark still exists;

especially in Drenthe, the hunting demesne of the German

emperors, granted by Otho the Great to the bishop of Utrecht,

in 943. Surrounded on , all sides by marsh and bog, this pro-

vince formed a kind of island of sand and heath, on which

ancestral customs were preserved in their entirety. Even in

our day, we find the ancient organization of the Saxon mark;
the saxena marka, traces of which are also to be seen in the

district of Westerwolde in Groningen, in the whole of Over-

Yssel, in the country of Zutphen, in the Veluwe and even in

Gooiland, at the gates of Amsterdam, that is, in all parts of

the diluvial sandy region which was occupied by the Saxons in

the fourth century.

The mark was the whole territory belonging to the tribe, or

to a group of families in the tribe. It comprised wood, plain

and arable (het houd, het veld en de essch). The name mark

was also applied to the wide waste lands surrounding the culti-

vated land, and forming an uninhabited border destined to

serve as frontier.
"
Civitatibus maxima laus est, quarn latissi-

mas circum se vastatis finibus solitudines habere...Hoc se fore

tutiores arbitrantur, repentinae incursionis timore sublato
"

(Caesar, de Bello Gallico, vi. 23). The origin of the mark is

lost in the obscurity of pre-historic times. When we first come

upon it in the Saxon provinces of the Low Countries, individual

property had already invaded the primitive community, and

from then to our own time the organization has scarcely

changed. A share in the mark was called whare; and those

who possessed wharen, bore the name of erfgenamen, inheritors,
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that is, participators in the joint inheritance. The possossnri of

a whare (acivaardemark genoton) were entitled to nend their

cattle to graze on the heath of the mark, and to cut turf there

lor litter or
tiring.

This collective and undivided property, the mark, was

formerly not transmissible by sale or grant. Now, however,
tli.- tiilxitials have decided that it can be alienated like all

other l;imled property. When, in order to divide the prop
the iii< irk is solil, tin- pun hose-money is distributed among
the co-proprietors, according to the number of wharen or

parts thai tlu-y hold in it. This ancient system, which

formerly embraced the whole territory, still comprised in 1828,

in Drenthe alone, 160 mark-en of 126,398 hectares, or about

half the province. In 1860 there only remained 43 marken t

comprising 32,995 hectares. Even after partition, however,

nearly all the territory of the ancient marken remains subject to

common pasturage, and 40 per cent of the total area is not

under cultivation. It is interesting to find still intact an

ancient agrarian institution much older than the commune 1
or

the parish, which, dating from the days when the Germans

worshipped Thor and Woden, has resisted alike the feudal sys-

tem and modern centralization, and continues its existence, in

spite of the text of the Code Civil, just as we see in Italy strong
and indestructible fragments of cyclopean substructures jutting
out beneath modern monuments.

Formerly the partners in the mark met once a year, on
St Peter's day, in a general assembly, hotting. They appeared
in arms; and no one could absent himself, under pain of a fine.

This assembly directed all the details as to the enjoyment of

the common property; appointed the works to be executed;

imposed pecuniary penalties for the violation of rules, and

nominated the officers charged with the executive power, the

markenrigter and his assessors. The markenrigter, or head of

the mark, was also called the markgraaf, count of the mark or

marquis. He, like the count of the dike (dykgraaf), watched

over the common interests. It is easy to recognize in these

1 In every eommone of ralatirely recent formation there are MTV*! wurkf*.
The commune of Wraterbork contain* nine, that of Bold* nine, and that of

Beilen twelve, and theee twelve marken comprised an area of note than 10,000
ktctaret.
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natural associations, founded on the common ownership of land,

all the elements of the representative system and the innate

habits of self-government, which have been carried across the

ocean by the descendants of that same Saxon race, sent forth in

times past from the sandy region of Holland, and have given

birth to the communes, the counties and the States of North

America and Australia. The essential features of the mark

organization still subsist. It forms a small administration,

supplacing in many respects the commune. It superintends

the distribution of water, the keeping up of roads, and the

cultivation of common lands, and elects officers to carry out its

decisions. They are, however, no longer armed warriors as-

sembling in the halting after sacrificing to Woden, but peaceable

proprietors, and pacific cultivators meeting after a good dinner

at the common expense. The mound where the hotting met

(Malenpol), is still visible in Heldermalenveld and at Spoolder-

berg near Zwolle.

In crossing the vast plains of Drenthe or Over-Yssel, one

sees from time to time rising above the level of the heath a

large field, generally covered with a heavy crop of rye. It is the

portion of the mark devoted to cultivation, the essch, a name
which seems to come from an old root that also gave the Latin

esca and the German essen, to eat, and here designates the land

from which the population derive their sustenance. The essch

was formerly the common stock, in which each member of the

mark received annually his portion to cultivate, as is clearly

proved by Tacitus and Caesar.
"
Neque quisquam agri modum

certum aut fines habet proprios; sed inagistratus ac principes

in annos singulos gentibus cognationibusque hominum, qui una

coierunt, quantum et quo loco visum est, agri attribuunt, atque
anno post alio transire coguut." (Caesar, de Bello Gallico, VI.

22.) During the middle ages, these shares were gradually
absorbed in private ownership, but individual property is still

far from being freed from the fetters of the primitive commu-

nity, for all the ancient customs of common cultivation continue

to exist. The essch is divided into a great number of parcels.

But as there is no road across this vast cultivated field, there is

no approach to the several parcels so long as the crops are

standing; and there are no boundaries except four large irregu-
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l.ir blocks of granite in the four corner*. It follow* from this

arrangement, that all the parcels have to be cropped with the

same grain, and must be ploughed, sown and reaped at the same
tune. For, if a proprietor wished, for instance, to sow a spring
cereal when his neighbour had adopted a winter cereal, he could

not till his ground or cart his manure without causing material

damage, for which he would have to pay compensation, and
\\lii.-h would draw on him general ill-feeling.

The triennial rotation is generally followed. The arable is

divided into three portions: the vrinter-cuch, sown with winter

rye; the Zomer-essch, sown with summer rye; and the brach-

essch, which formerly lay fallow, but where buckwheat is now

grown. The collective body of cultivators is called de ooer, that

is "the peasant." They meet in full assembly (hagespraaJe), in

the open air under immense oaks of centuries' growth, or in a

kind of grassy amphitheatre, in the centre of which the old

sacrificial altar of stone is still often standing. The cultivator,

who keeps the communal bull, also has charge of the cow-born,

which summons the inhabitants to the assembly, and gives the

signal for the various works to be executed in the fields. When
all interested are assembled, they deliberate and fix the period
for ploughing, sowing and harvest In this assembly, also, are

chosen the four volmayten charged with executive power; with

this thoroughly democratic reservation, however, that the kottert,

or simple labourers living in a cabin, should nominate two, and

the boeren, or cultivators owning horses, should nominate the

other two. When the day fixed for harvest arrives, the horn is

sounded at daybreak and all set to work. In the evening when

the signal to cease is given, everyone is forbidden, under penalty

of a fine, to continue cutting the corn. When the sheafs are

formed, everyone is bound to arrange them in stacks of eight, in

lt'M-en, to dry them and keep them, as much as possible, from

tlr- rain. The day for gathering in the harvest is also fixed,

after common deliberation. Merry feasts and deep libations

celebrate the happy day, which secure* to the cultivators the

recompense of their rude labours.

The land is then surrendered to common pasturage. Cows

are first sent on to it, then sheep, and after that the surface

of the soil is turned lightly over, and is soon covered with wild
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sorrel (rumex acetosella}, which the Dutch call schaapsurkel. The
name is an appropriate one, for the plant is capital food for

sheep, which are very fond of it. On seeing for the first time

the esschen of Drenthe, red with the innumerable quantity of

these microscopic flowers, one is at a loss to what to attribute

the strange colour, for one never expects to see a weed inten-

tionally cultivated, which is everywhere else regarded as a

nuisance. At night the sheep are folded on the fields. The
Dutch maintain that their country gave birth to this prac-

tice, which English agriculture has turned to such good
account. Every cultivator has to furnish fence in proportion to

his head of cattle. The right of common on the stubble is

called klauwengang; and is generally in force. To keep the cattle

from the essch, when the crops are still standing, it is surround-

ed by a rough wall of turf-clods bounded by a ditch (essch-wal}.

Every one is bound to work at this wall on the day fixed by
the assembly; and whoever is more than half-an-hour late, after

the horn has summoned the labourers to the work, has to pay

fourpence fine.

The village stands at a little distance from the essch. The
houses are well built, and kept in admirable repair. They are

arranged round a large space (the brink] ;
and raise their white

gables under the shadow of old oaks whose majestic crests

make one think of the vast forests of Teutsch, where the

Germans loved to fix their dwellings.

There still exist in Holland a few forests held in common,
which are relics of the old forest marken. The chief communal

forests of the Veluwe are
;
the Hoogsoerenschbosch, the Udcle-

lerheegde (402 hectares}, the Elspeterbosch (500 hect}, the

Gortelscherbosch (800 hect.}, the Putterbosch (360 hect.}, the

Spielderbosch (585 hect.}, the Speulderbosch (923 hect}, and

the Meervelderbosch (700 hect.}. The Vierhouterbosch (334

Jiect.) is now private property. These woods are composed of

forest trees with underwood beneath. The forest trees are, for

the most part, beech, the two kinds of oak of the country

(quercus robur and petiolatus), and the Scotch fir. They do

not let these trees obtain a very large development, but cut

them after fifty or fifty-five years' growth. The young trees

sow themselves
;

and all are carefully left which have not
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attained the desired sue. For new stocking they trust entirely

to nature, and seldom have recourse to planting. The under-

wood is cut every eleven years. It is of considerable value,

as it contains much oak, the bark of which sells at a good

price. The inhabitants of tho commune are entitled to collect

dead wood, leaves and pine cones in the forest.

These forests do not give a very high revenue. The Put-

terbosch from 1853 to 18G3 produced a total of 44,283 florins

(a florin Is. 8d.)> which makes an average of 4,428 florins, or

about 12 florins the hectare.

A share in the Spielderbosch, about a thirtieth, produced
in the last ten years an average amount of 87 fl. 20 c. in wood,

an.l 46 fl. 33 c. in money, or a total of 1336. 53 c., which is

hardly more than 7 fl. the hectare. One of these shares was

sold some years ago for 2,000 fl.
;
but now, in consequence of

the price of wood, much more is asked. The value was re-

latively high, even in the middle ages. There were then,

probably, old oak trees in the forests. An extract from the

register of the Putterbosch shows that a share in this forest

was worth 100 florins in 1579 ; and a share in the Sj.i.
l-l- r-

bosch 400 florins.
"
Op den 3/ebruary 1579 is by de maalen

van Putten en Spielderbosch eendragtelyk besloten en overgegeven

van nu voortaan onderholden te sullen warden, dot die gemeene
maalen van Putterbosch ieder hoeve holts die aen geen maehnan

wesende verkoft vord tot profyt der bosch aan sig te mogen
holden voor een hondert gulden ad tunntig stuyver het *ruJt, ende

die maalen van Spielderbosch voor vier hondert gulden." In

1864 a share in the Speulderbosch brought in 155 fl., and a

share in the Elspeterbosch, 90 fl. The first share is estimated

<!00 fl., and the second at 2,200 fl.

The oak underwood for bark (aUxrmaalthout) of ten years

growth, sells at about 200 fl. the hectare, which makes an

annual profit of 20 fl. In Drenthe and Over-Yssel, this kind

of underwood after ten years sells for 500 fl. the hectare, which

makes an annual revenue of over 50 fl.
;
but in these districts

wood is sold dearer than in the Veluwe,

The common woods in the Veluwe are divided into parts,

which are more or less numerous and bear various names.

The Qortelscherbosch property is divided into 60 parts called
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Malen. According to Haasloop Werner, 6,000 trees are felled

every year and divided among the co-proprietors.

The Putterbosch is divided into 53 parts (andeeleri), 6 of

which belong to the forest itself, regarded as a civil person.
The Spielderbosch contains 44 shares, called hoeven, 14 of

which belong to the wood. The Speulderbosch contains 120

parts (deelingeri), 58 belonging to the forest. The Elspeter-
bosch comprises 54 parts, belonging to 25 co-proprietors; and

the Uddelerheegde 120 parts, owned by 29 persons. The
shares belonging to the forest are sold

; and the price, less the

expense of replanting, supervision, &c., is divided among the

co-proprietors.

The co-proprietors (maalmanneri), before taking part in

the general assembly (maalspraak), had to pronounce an oath,

the ancient formula of which is still preserved in the registers

of Gortelschebosch, near Epe. The text of this oath recalls,

alike in language and spirit, the ancient traditions of Germany :

Den eedt der malen. Ick love en sekere dat ick den bus mit

al syn ankleven en regten en geregtigheden sal holt ende trouwe

wesen, syn regten to scutten und bestal voer te keeren, ende niet

en sal nog om vrienden nog om magen versurgen nog arglist nog

om leedt dat onse bits mag schadelick wesen. So waerlick helpe

my Godt !

At Putten they have an old register of the Putterbosch,

which begins with the year 1448. It mentions older books

which have been lost : it is however shewn that this forest

had written customs from far back in the middle ages. De

Meester, in a book entitled Aanteekeningen omtrent een par
oude veluwsche bosschen (Arnhem, 1850), published the deed

by which Folkerus granted to the abbey of Werden, in 855,

conformably to the Salic and Frison laws, the wood (saltus)

of Uunnilo, the forest (silva) of Hornlo, 25 parts (scharen) in

the Putterbosch, 60 parts in the wood of Ermelo, and the

forests of Burlo, Dalbonlo, Wardlo, Orclo, Legurlo, Ottarloun

and Langlo.
The administrative committee of the Pntterbosch consists

of two holt-rigters, and a gecommitteerde. This committee,

nominated by the co-proprietors (maalmannen) , manages the

forest and directs the division of its produce. In the part of
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the forest destined to bo cut, they make M many equal hares

as there are co-proprietors, and then distribute them by lot.

The nature of the ownership of these woods has considerably
vised Dutch jurists. If it were merely common undivided

property, a commumb bonomm, the proprietors might demand

partition, and put an end to the iiulivi.siliility. But they
seem rather to belong to that class of civil persons, corpora
vf collegia licita, which are governed by their own rules and
in -tit ut ions. The supreme court leans to this last opinion.
On this ground it is held that the large pasturage, de I/oen-

weerd, near Hattern, was not mere undivided property of wl.

partition could be demanded, but was an indivisible vnivertitai.

In fact, if we glance back to the spirit of ancient German

institutions, we must see that they are favourable to the exist-

ence of such indivisible common property, for individual owner-

ship of laud is of relatively recent origin. In the neighbour-
hood of the ancient common forests there are many tumuli,

covering large urns of clay hardened in the sun, which contain

ashes and carbonized bones.

In Holland, we often come upon evidence that the towns are

developed out of the mark; for several of them still possess com-

mon land, like the town of Thun, in Switzerland, where the drill

ground is called the Allmend. The town of Zutphen possesses

a magnificent meadow, called Marsch en Helbergen, 150 hectares

in extent, on which 6G8 cattle were turned for pasture. The

town of Genemuiden has lost the greater part of its mark,

owing to the encroachment of the Zuider Zee. It has still a

meadow, de Greenie, on which the inhabitants have a right of

common pasture for their cattle. Elburg possesses a meadow,

het Goor, divided into 612 parts (andeelen), and equal to 808

Koegra* (keep for a cow, the Swiss kuhessen). The towns of

Gencmui i , ., Deventer and Steenwyck still posses* a

remnant of the ancient Allmend, in the large pastures (gnente)

on which some of the inhabitants, descended from the old

families of joint proprietors, are entitled to send a certain

number of cows, by virtue of hereditary right, as in the burgh

of Lauder in Scotland. It would be easy to collect many other

examples on the spot

M. I'



CHAPTER XXII.

COMMON LANDS IN FRANCE.

IN Gaul as well as in Italy, during the Roman period, not only
the villages, but also the towns, seem to have possessed
common lands. Plures ex municipibus, qui diversa prcedia possi-

debant, saltum communem, itt jus compascendi haberent, mercati

sunt. (Digest, vm. 5, 20.)

Festus, speaking of the property of the villages (pagi, vittce),

defines the compascua : ager relictus ad pascendum communiter

vicaneis.

Isidorus (Origines XV. 2) gives nearly the same definition :

Ager compascuus dictus, quia divisoribus agrorum relictus est

ad pascendum communiter vicaneis.

According to Alciat, the village common lands were called

Vicanalia, ex eo quod ad pagum aliquem, seu vicum, et illius

habitatores, in universum pertinerent. Even under the empire,

Agenus Urbicus, a commentator of Frontinus, speaking of these

common lands, tells us that they were the object of endless

usurpations on the part of the powerful : Relicta sunt et multa

loca, quce veteranis data non sunt. Hcec variis adpellationibus

per regiones nominantur : in Etruria COMMUNALIA nominantur ;

quibusdam provinciis PBOlNDiviSA. Hcec fere pascua data sunt

depascenda sed in communi ; quce multi per potentiam inva-

serunt.

The German invasions do not seem to have been fatal to

the collective domain
;
for in Germany the greater part of the

soil was still common property. But in France, as in England,
the feudal nobility abused the power, which the habit of carry-

ing arms gave them, to reduce the lands of the communes in

the middle ages, and more especially in the parts of the
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country where the soil attained mo*t value. Not only did the
- -i claim to have the eminent domain of the communal lands

"id especially of the forests, which originally belonged entirely
to the villages ;

but they also invaded the arable land, and
>liu- out tli.- inhabitants to re-afforest them, and enlarge their

chases. To this fact the traditions refer, that exist in many
provinces as to the origin of the woods with which they are

red. According to He'vin (Question* ffydakt, p. 211).
"
William the Bastard, Duke of Normandy, destroyed twenty-

six parishes in this province, to make a forest of thirty leagues."
'I'll.- ion-st of Nantes, which stretched from Nantes to Cluson,
to Machocoul and to Rince', was likewise formed on the ruins

of numerous villages, that the Duke of Ret* might hunt as be

went from one of his castles to the other ! The Norman king*
introduced the same custom in England. Ducango on this

subject says :

"William the Bastard, according to the narrative of Walter

Mappeus, an ancient Breton historian, took the land from God and
mi n, and handed it over to wild beasts and to the chase, ilashujiiif

thiity-six parishes and exterminating their Copulation. According to

Brompton, in the hunting domain, called the New Forest, the same

prince ordered several churches and villages to be burned, their

inhabitants to be driven oat, and the land stocked with wild beasts.

Farther on, speaking of William Kufus, he talks of this new royal

forest, called in English Ithene, for which his father, William th

Bastard, had expelled the inhabitants, depopulated villages and

pillaged churches, and turned an area of more than thirty miles into

a forest and refuge for wild beast*

The work of Chnmpionniere (Prop. de taux cour.) should

be referred to, for an account of how the villeins, who cultiv

tli.- soil, were despoiled of their property and their independ-
ence.

At the time when the customary law was systematized,

almost all the villages were still in possession of common lands:

nullug ett fcrl tit Oallia pagut (Mornac, ad Dig. VIII. 3) ow
tsmodi jMUCua communia non habeat. In the South, all

waste land was presumed to be the common property of the

inhabitants: Terra htrbida tiwteulta, qua a nrmine rvperwa/irr

occupaUv, prerswnentur M8 wurerntafa in cujtu trrritono site

luni." (Championniere, Prop, dm aotuv eovranttt, p. 844 )

19*
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In the sixteenth century, especially, when the nobility

adopted habits of luxury and extravagance, they strove to ap-

propriate the common lands. " The principal commentators of

the feudal law," says Dalloz (Jurisp. gtntr.,
"
Commune," tit. VI.

ch. 3),
"
Legrand, Pithou, Imbert, Salvaing, de Sainctyon, Duluc,

Fre'ininville, and M. Heurion de Pansey, trace the deprivation
of titles, the violence and the fraud made use of to despoil the

communities of their property, as far back as the time of

Francis I. Many means were employed with this object. The
destruction of titles was easily effected by the lords, because

the records were in the hands of their officers. The titles once

destroyed, the lands, to which they referred, belonged to the

lord in virtue of the rule omnia censentur moveri a domino

territorii. Sometimes even the production of a regular title

was of no avail : certain customs ordained that the tallies and

other feudal charges were paid for the right of common pas-

turage ;
and as common pasturage could always be suppressed

for the sake of agriculture, its suppression was effected and

the communal land was united to the lord's domain." (M.

Latruffe, Droits des Communes, vol. I. pp. 57, 79 and 90.)

Royal ordinances also prove the existence of these abuses.

One of Henry III., in April, 1567, runs: "We forbid all

persons,
'

whatever their rank or condition, to take or appro-

priate waste lands, which are the commonage and pasture of

their subjects." The ordinance of Blois, 1575, is still more

explicit : ART. 284 " We command our 2}rocureurs to lay

information with all diligence and secrecy, against those persons

who, of their own authority, have taken or made away with

the letters, titles and other evidences of their subject vassals,

in order to appropriate the common lands, which such vassals

had previously enjoyed ;
or who, under pretext of agreements,

have compelled such vassals to submit to the decision of such

persons as seemed good to them
;
and we enjoin our procureurs

to institute proceedings with all diligence, and to declare all

such submissions, compromises, transactions or decisions so

made to be henceforth of no effect." An ordinance of 1629,

reproducing the same dispositions, shews that the abuse had

not ceased.

Royalty, in its struggle with the nobility whose power it
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sought to diminish, finally took the part of the commune*,
Chilli n> ith. r the sovereign, nor the parliament, which repre-
sented the aristocracy, had done in England.

The ordinances of Louis XIV. in 1650 and 1669 went so

far as to take the strong measure of retroactive revocation.

In the preamble of the declaration of June 22, 1639, we read :

' The majority of communities and villages have been induced

to sell and alienate to powerful persons, ituch as the loitls of the

:.-t>. their land and their rights of user for very inadequate

sums; and in many cases such price has never been paid

although there is writing to the contrary, by reason of the

violence of the purchasers, who have compelled the inhabitant*,

under false pretences, to sign or grant away that which was

lawfully due to them." The communes were, therefore, re-

established in full possession of all the property, alienated with-

in the past twenty years by any title whatsoever.

The ordinance of 16G7 likewise annulled all alienations

which had taken place since 1620; and authorised the com-

munes to resume possession of their lands, on restoring the

price, in many cases merely nominal, which they had received.

The ordinance likewise abolished the right of "triage" in

virtue of which the lords claimed one-third of the communal

property. The preamble accused the judges and nobles of

having profited by the weakness of the communes, to despoil

them of their property.
" To conceal these usurpations, they

have made use of false debts and have abused the most

regular forms of justice for the purpose."

The French Revolution, following the example of the kings,

endeavoured, in the first instance, to restore to the communes

the lands which the feudal nobility had usurped. It did not

however understand that the collective ownership and autonomy
of the commune is the only firm basis of democracy, and it

wanted to cut up the communal domain into small private pro-

perties, as it did with the lands of the church and the nobility.

The successive laws of April 13, 1791, April 28, 1792, and June

10, 1793, abolished the right of triage
1

, annulled all partitions

> In hit report to tb Conftitoent Awwnblr, Mrrlip defined the IT***, m
'the riht of the lord to take for binueU the Ihinl pert of the wood, or tat,
which hire been granted, by him or hi* tneeeton, gratuitotuly aad la full
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made in virtue of this right since the ordinance of 1G69, re-

established the communes in all their lands, and the rights of

user of which they had been despoiled by reason of the feudal

rules, and declared them in full ownership proprietors of all

waste lands, unless there was an authentic deed "
proving that

such and such portions of their lands were acquired a, litre

onereux" (See Dalloz, Jurisp. getie'r.,
"
Commune," cit., ch. vi.)

The first article of the law of June 10, 1793, runs: "All

communal lands generally known, throughout the Republic,
under the various names of common or waste lands, gastes, gar-

rigues, landes, pacages, pdtis, ajoncs, bruybres, bois communs,

hermes, vacants, palus, marais, marfoages, montagnes, and under

any denomination whatsoever, belong in their nature to the

general body of inhabitants or members of the communes, in

the territory of which such communal lands are situated."

The Convention especially aimed at strengthening the

unity of the state. It was instinctively opposed to the in-

dependence of the provinces and of the communes, which had

its roots in the ancient system. Accordingly it never sought
to preserve the communal patrimony ;

but thought it more

ownership to the commnne on his territory." It is not known how, or on what
basis, this right was established. Pithou mentions a judgment of December 3,

1552, which alludes to it. Feudal lawyers justify it, on the ground that the
lords had not surrendered the entire right of enjoyment over lands, granted by
them gratuitously, and that in claiming the third part in full ownership they
were merely taking a part in severally instead of their right in the common
whole. This argument ignored the principle of the irrevocability of gifts ; more-

over, the collective domain had originally belonged to the communes, and not to

the lords. The majority of ancient jurists, it is true, maintained, that, in con-

sequence of the German conquest, all the lands composing the territory of the

fief had been originally granted to the lords ; and that all other property, especi-

ally the enjoyment of common hinds, was derived from their liberality. It was

by means of this system that commons in England passed into the hands of the

aristocracy Many modern jurists, Henrion, Merlin, Troplong and Dalloz held

the same view for France : and the courts of justice have generally adopted it in

their decisions. Some old jurists, such as Legraml, Salvaing, Imbert and more

recently Proudhon (Usuf., t. 6, no. 2844) and Latruffe (Droits des communes, t. i.

p. 9) maintained, on the contrary, that the communal property is as old as the

commune itself, because formerly it was indispensable to agriculture : and they
prove that the conquest did not suppress it. In the law of the Burgundians
especially, communal hinds are several times mentioned: Sylvarum, montiuni

et pascuorum unicuique pro rata suppetit ease communionem. Lex Burg., add. i,

tit. 1, c. 6. De sylvis quee indivisee forsitan residerunt, sen Gothus sen Romantts

sibi eas astumpserit. Lex Burg., tit. 54, c. 1. There can be no doubt in fact,

that "the forest, the pasturage and the field" belonged originally to the inhabit-

ants of the village, from whom the lords took them by successive encroachments.
In every case, therefore, where a suit arises between the commoners and the

lord or his successors, history and right command us to pronounce in favour of

the former.
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advantageous to increaae tho number of small proprietors.

This was the idea which economists of the eighteenth century
had rendered popular. At the present day, everywhere, except
in Switzerland, men are bent upon the destruction of the

. .ll.-ctive property of the village. By the law of Juno 10, 17D3,

the l.'onv.-ir I'-M decreed tho division of communal lands among
all the inhabitants equally. Where the partition was effected,

th>- lands were sold at a low price, an<l tin- patrimony of all

was thus considerably reduced, a deplorable and essentially

anti-democratic step. Towards the end of the empire, the

law of March 20, 1813, handed over communal lands to a

sinking fund. This purchased communal lands, chiefly the

most productive portions, for 58,000,000 francs. The Restora-

tion gave back to the communes what remained of their

projKTty; and since then alienations have not been very ex-

tensive
1
.

Communal lands still comprise about 4,000,000 hectare*;

of which 1,500,000 hectares are forest, and 2,500,000 hectares

are waste land. The departments richest in common lands are

the Landes, the Hautcs and Basses-Alpes, the Haute* and

Basses-Pyre'ne'es, Gironde, Isere, Creuse, Bas-Rhin, and Moselle.

As to the mode of enjoyment, the "
Conseils ge'ne'raux

H
have

always decided, with reason, against sale and partition; they
advised leases for terms sufficiently long to encourage agricul-

tural improvements. It is in fact the best system, after that

of tho Swiss Allniend.

In some districts the system of primitive community has

left deep traces. M. le Play gives the following account of the

system of cultivation in force in Champagne :

"As in the time of the Gauls, the inhabitant* often cultivate in

common a wood, a marsh, or waste land. They alwayi |MMM<M in

in.livi.lual ownership tho territory devoted to the cultivation of

cereals. This is divided into three regions of equal extent, con-

taining nearly the same number of parcels. Each of these portion*
receives in turn an autumn and a spring grain, and certain herbs

which spring up spontaneously when the toil lies fallow. The in-

habitant* generally nomern parcels in each division, and they are

bound by municipal rulers to follow this arrangement of crop*

i S* Hut. dft bifiu com. tn Framet, by Annand BlTttr*. J> l

communal* en Fnnet, by BagBM Cauehy. Ifc MM com. tu Jtraer, by Job*
Le Bcrquier. Jtarw A* D*u JfMrfwjU Jawary, 18601.
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Under the system of common pasturage, a common flock of sheep
receives from each inhabitant a number of heads, determined by
the quantity of land which he possesses in individual ownership.
The shepherd, who is a municipal official, has charge of this flock, and
need not trouble himself with any boundaries; in the climate of

Champagne the flock may thus during the year commencing after the

harvest, uninterruptedly occupy the fallow for twelve months, the

spring-grain portion for six months, and the aiitumn-grain portion
for three months. Hence the right of common pasturage extends, on
the average, over seven-twelfths of the whole territory

1

."

A trace of the ancient principle of the collective ownership
of the soil was maintained in France up to the Revolution,

first in the idea that all lands belonged to the sovereign, and

secondly in the right of common pasture. Jurists, who de-

fended the prerogatives of royalty against the privileges of

feudalism, succeeded in establishing the principle that the

king had the direct universal domain of all the lands of the

kingdom. They maintained, that he is le souverain fieffeux

du royaume, making the grant of all feudal holdings, and even

the enjoyment of free-allods emanate from him. This principle,

set up in the code of Marillac (Art. 383) under Louis XIII.,

and also in an edict of Louis XIV., in 1692, was formulated

with the greatest precision in the instructions o'f this prince

to the Dauphin (QSuvres de Louis XIV., v. n. 6, 93).
" All

that exists within the extent of our State, of whatsoever nature

it is, belongs to us by the same title. You may be well as-

sured that kings are absolute lords, and have naturally full

and free disposition of all property, whether held by eccle-

siastics or laymen, to use it in everything as wise economists."

Louis XIV. is here expounding a principle generally admitted

by English jurists.

In France, as in Spain and all other countries, we may
assert that common pasturage was a general right, not merely

in the forest and on the communal waste, but even on private

lands after the harvest was gathered in. To escape this burden

the land had to be put "in defence," or "en garenne" (garenne

cQming from the German wehr, like guerre and the English

war ; wehren means to defend). We see here that collective

occupancy is the general primitive fact; while the putting

1 Le Play, V'Organisation de la Famille, 1871, p. 23.
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"
en d/fen*et

*
enclosure Mid private enjoyment are the excep-

tional and r. recent fact

Traces of the ancient collective occupancy of the common
domain are also to be found in certain dispositions of Germanic

laws reproduced in the customs. Thus the law of the Bur-

gundians (Lex Bury., t 28) allowed every one, who owned no

forest, to take in that of another fallen branches, bearing no

fmit. The law of the Visigoth* (Lex Visigoth, vm t :i, L J7)
authorized travellers to rest their oxen and hone* in unenclosed

pastures, and to abide there a day or two, and also to gather
til- forest boughs for the support of their beasts. The
authorization granted by Charles the Bald to the Spaniard*
is also curious: Liccat ei* secttndum antvfuam co*etuttuK**m,

ubique paecua hoJbere et ligna caxiere et aquarum ductus pro
tuit Mcesntatibu*, ubicumque perve*irent, nemine contradicintt,

jiueta priscum morem temper dtducere. All ancient writers,

ays Championniere (Propr. dee Eaux cour. p. 337), lay down
this principle : potest quie facere in alitno/undo quod ri prodeet
et domino fundi non nocet. Basnage at the end of the seven-

teenth century wrote :

"
It seems that our custom of regarding

as common, at certain seasons of the year, waste and unculti-

vated lands, is contrary to the common law inasmuch as it

deprives proprietors of the free disposition of their inheritance,

but public interest has prevailed over individual liberty."

(Sur Tart 82 de la coutuine de Xormandie.) In the
" Custom

of Nivernais," Chap. XL, art 1, we meet with a remarkable

custom which seems to have been very general in the middle

ages. "Every one may cultivate the lands or vineyards of

another, if not cultivated by the proprietor, without any re-

quisition, on payment of the
'

chainjxtrt,' or a portion accord-

ing to the custom of the place, where the property is situated,

until such time as he be forbidden by the proprietor.'' A
commentator, after remarking that the rule was introduced

f.,r the public good, and in consequence of the negligence or

incapacity of proprietors, adds this detail :
M that any one who

hat grown 'large grain,' and manured the soil, may grow

'small grain' (that is spring crops, such as oaU, Ac.) the

wing year on the same land, which they call i*im 1st

fntit. The cultivator, in this case, will not be prevented
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the next year from growing 'small grain,' for the whole is,

as it were, one agricultural operation spreading over the two

years." This is a curious application of the fundamental prin-

ciple, that property exists for the general good and not for

particular interests. Gleaning too is a right over the property

of another, universally recognized.

Lauriere, in his commentary (anno 1710) on Art. 15, 1. II.

t. II. of the Institutes of Loysel, writes these remarkable words :

"By the general law of France, inheritances are only 'en

defense' and 'en garde, so long as the crops are standing,

and as soon as they are gathered in, the land, by a kind

of jus gentium, becomes common to all men, rich and poor

alike. This right of common pasture is inalienable and

imprescriptible, like the right of gleaning, of grapter, and

drawing water from public rivers, which consist only in a

faculty or natural liberty, and are not lost by non-user." (Edit.

Dupin, v. I. 6, 251). Here are two other rules of Loysel (1. n.

t. II. Art. 17): "Underwood is not to be cut for four years
and a month, after which time every one is at liberty to cut

it." Art. 16. "Vineyards, gardens, and warrens are always
enclosable." Davot says :

" All land sown with grain is legally

enclosable." Art. 18. "Meadows are enclosable from the

middle of March until All Saints' Day, or till the hay is

declared to be all made and carried." Art. 20. "Waste pas-

tures are free between parish and parish, but the 'grasses'

pastures belong only to the commoners of the parish." "Ac-

cording to this rule," says Lauriere,
" in common pasture, there

is a right of commonage between the inhabitants of neighbour-

ing villages who can bring their beasts
'

champayer et ra'n-

paturer,' on each other's lands from parish to parish (de docker

(I clocher)" We see here a trace of the right exercised over

the whole mark, before it was divided into parishes. "The
'

grasses
'

pastures are the meadows not mown, the fields and

woods in the acorn time, where beasts are put to fatten." As
a rule the proprietor could not put all his land "

en defense"
He might only exercise this right over a small portion of his

inheritance. Thus the custom of the Boulonais, Art. 131,

says: "Every one may lawfully enclose the fifth part of his

fief; and by this means hold it free, at all times of the year,
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anil to himm-lf, him tenant* or lessee*. Every

may also lawfully enclose an area not exceeding one mma*
ive quurteroi* of laud whether arable or not, bordering the

road or path, and by reaeon of the said enclosure hold it free

iji.-'it i h,- year, provided that ho makes the said

to be cult iv:itnl, th. ir I..- plants it and builds thereon a good

dwelling-house." This is obviously the terra talica, the enclosure

<>f the Russian isba, private property in the midst of the c.l-

Krtive territory. Lauriere gives the reason of this rule: I;

all who owned lands were pleased to stop and enclose then,
an.l t-> ]>ut tli.-iu thus 'en defense' the result would be that

tli. r.- would be no more common pasture, and the beasts of

those who had no land would perish, which would be against

the common advantage, and pernicious to the State." We see

here a curious application of a principle, formerly universally

a.lmittrd, that the general interest prevails over private pro-

perty and sets limits to it. The earlier existing and sup. .

right of the community can alone justify such a limitation of

individual right.

In obedience to the inspirations of economists, whoso only

aim was to increase the production of wealth, without any
consideration for the still more important point of its distribu-

tion, the French Revolution abolished common pasture by the

law of September 28, 1791, which says (Sect, rv., Art 4): -The

right of enclosing, or destroying the enclosures of, inheritances,

is a necessary result of the right of property, and cannot be

denied to any proprietor." This was not merely depriving the

rural population of a hereditary right, but was also striking a

fatal blow against the very basis of civil order, by ignoring the

superior right of the community, and by sacrificing collective

.dividual interest In Spain, the same reform, accomplished

more recently, excited violent resent m.-nt in the peasants,

which found vent in the recent civil war. They overthrew

the enclosures, as the inhabitants of the rural district* did in

England in the sixteenth century. In the majority of Spanish

inccs the land became puUi.- domain after the harvest, and

during all the time that it lay fallow. The proprietors, apply-

ing the principles of the civil law, have endeavoured to eodoso

it. and preserve for themselves the enjoyment of tluir in-
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heritance throughout the whole of the year. The peasants

endeavour to put once more in force the old collective right.

In a speech, delivered May 10, 1873, and quoted by M. Cher-

buliez (Revue des Deux-Mondes, 15 November, 1873), M. Silvela

said to the Cortes :

" This idea of socialism is with us an inheritance of the ancient

system, which gave it its letters of naturalization. In the ma-

jority of our villages the revolution is regarded as a lawful return"

to communistic habits, which have abided in our blood. It signifies

free access to municipal property, and, at times, to private property,
the destruction of enclosures, and common occupation of the fallow

and of the rest after harvest. This interpretation of liberty is not

the child of modern doctrines, nor of demagogues' promises, nor of

the abuse of the press ;
it springs from memories and traditions which

nothing can efface. So it is less widely spread in the great towns
than in the country districts and hidden corners of our territory."

This example shews in a striking manner how, by destroy-

ing, instead of improving the practical application of the

collective right to which the ancient system had still secured

an important place, jurists and modern economists have, with

their own hands, cast into the upturned soil of our societies

the seeds of violent and revolutionary socialism.



CHAPTER XXIII.

COMMON LANDS Of BELGIUM.

IN tho west of Belgium, where industry and commerce have

from the middle ages created populous cities, agriculture ad-

vanced rapidly and common lands disappeared; but in the

sandy district of the Campine and beyond the Ifease, in the

Ardennes region, the want of communication and the absence

of large towns tended to preserve the ancient form of property
and cultivation. In 1846, the common lands still comprised

162,896 hectares, of which 80,055 were in the Campine
district, and 80,864 in Ardennes district Formerly under

the Spanish rule, the government promoted clearing* by
the grant of waste lands (1572 1586). The ordinance of

Maria Theresa, of June 23, 177:.' declared that the waste

lands of communes and corporations were at once to be

sold. It had however scarcely any effect. The law of March

1.S47, which is still in force, authorizes the government to

sell communal lands not under cultivation, whenever grants of

them are demanded by individuals. This law caused the sale

of 33,000 hectares between 1847 and 1860; and since then

these alienations have been continuing. At the present time

there only remains about 100,000 hectare* of common land. In

a great many charters lands are mentioned as belonging to the

inhabitants of a village in common* ; but except in the Arden-

nes, the lord had succeeded in usurping tho eminent domain,

without however destroying the inhabitants' right of user. Thi

right, maintained to the present day, has given rise to long

i ThU point KM attnutod Uttte attention from hkfcvfaM; bat it BM tow
wU don*mll in U ton** * ****** * M. I***"**
kind*-. Notit*nrr<xifi*44 n^irtmH nn . IS74 MM? (Mto tara

an borrowed from him.
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and intricate suits. In the documents these common lands are

called in Latin pascua communia, communio, warescalli; in

Walloon, wareschart ; in Flemish, hemede, opstal, warande,

which corresponds to the German word warschaft, the right of

sharing in the mark, as indicated by Maurer (Markverfassung,

p. 15). The community itself was called communitas ; in

Flemish, meentucht; and the co-partners, commarcani, genossen,

ganerben. By the side of the owners of houses, mansionarii,

massuiers, there were the cotarii, cossati (in Flemish, koter,

cossaeter), who lived in a cabin, kot, built on another man's

ground, and had no regular share in the enjoyment of the

communal property.

The towns themselves preserved their communal lands for

a very long time. We will quote some examples from M.

Vanderkindere :

"Antwerp has its hemede, 1186,
' Pascua et terra ad com-

munem justitiam pertinentes quae vulgo hemethe vocantur'

(Mert. and Torfs, Gesch. v. Antwerpen, I. 31
; Wauters, Preuves,

p. 48), and also its Opstalle (Brdb. Yeesten, Codex, I. p. 677 ;

Keure cPAnvers of February 21, 1291).
" At Louvain, an enquiry was made, in 1323, with regard

to the commonable meadows, ghemeene veeweyde (Brdb. Yeesten,

Codex, i. p. 764. See also Chron. de J. de Klerk, I. 641, in

1234, and for the Opstalle, Brab. Yeesten, i. p. 730, Keure of

September 17, 1306).
" At Ypres an Upstal is mentioned in 1111 (Gheldof V.

p. 320).

"At Ghent, the Keure of 1192 forbids private individuals

disposing of lands toti oppido communia, and building upon
them (Gheld. m. p. 226, 17 ;

cf. Gheld. n. p. 26).

"At Malines, in 1264, Walter Berthout grants to the in-

habitants land,
' usu communi absque clausura hereditario jure

perpetuo possidendam' (Wauters, Preuves, p. 212).

"There is also the case of Soignies, in 1142 (Wauters,

Preuves, p. 19) ;
of Montigny-sur-Sambre, in 1253 (Ibid. p. 182) ;

of St Trond, in 1324 (Cart, de St Trond, I. p. 462), etc.
1

1 At Soignies, the mayor with the assembled jury of surveyors (verejurati)
allotted to every one his share in the lands of the commune of St Vincent : the

cachepoul carries the rope, the Germanic reeb, used for the measurement.
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"Wo must growl against the idea thai these eommonal
landi were only tho remnant of a primitive state of thing*, to

which hardly any importance wa* attached The Ke*re (It

Grammont, 1068 (Warnkbnig n. T, 169), will shew tho eontimry.
^ town, as we know, was founded by Baldwin VI. on an

allod, which had belonged to a certain Gerard ; but this land

ug insufficient, the Count granted the town as a fief to the

lord of Boulaere, and he, in exchange, provided the new city

with the pasturage that it required :
'

I n

foudi pnmominati, Balduino comitis ad

siura Buzemont, sicut ipse possedit, ei Cortelako et pastoram

.(all tho pastures are here enumerated) ......addidit insnper

quod quibuacumque aquis et paacuis homines sui utercntur,

lioeret Geraldimontenaibus uti cotnmuniter.'

milarly, at Douay, in 1241 (Warok. D. 2*. p. 2G1). tho

Count of Flanders recognized tho right of the burgesses to the

pasture and marsh land surrounding tho town; they are entitled

to take whatever is necessary for their personal use, without

any charge : 'car \U nettoient tmut ancJiifunement en muttt cost

pour cAou.' The Count, moreover, engages not to give any on*

any part whatsoever of those pastures, over which the inhabit-

ants of Douay have an absolute right, nor to allow their

enclosure."

In a Soignies document, of the date 1248 A. Dt, wo learn

that, in case of a transfer of property, the land was surrendered

into tho hands of tho mayor, who alone could invest the new

occupant.
" All the lands of tho commune must be conveyed

into his hands for him 'desirtter et atrttorV

At Louvain the adhtrance. and detfonta** of allodial lamb

was effected by tho mayor in presence of the aldermen, ta*q*am
aUodii contort**, assisted by two of the fellow allodial pro-

prietora, with symbolical ceremonies, cum eetpitt et ramo. The

alionor began by consigning (ntpporiart] tho property into

the hands of the mayor; then the two allodial
M
peers" pro-

nounced the adjudication to the new purchaser, to whom the

mayor surrendered the property
"
by branch and dodV This

rrmrtt. p. 171.

r r.:::.
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is evidently a relic of the primitive period, when the chief of

the commune presided over the partition and distributed to

each member his share in the communal domain. The co-

occupants are often called
"
parcheniers," or "

parceniers" as

having a part or share in the lands of the commune. In the

coal district we find collective property applied to coal-mines
1

,

of which the "parceniers
"
have the use.

We have no ancient documents to shew how private owner-

ship of land was developed in Belgium, but the appearance of

certain villages gives us some insight into the subject. The
houses are arranged in a line along the road. Behind each

house stretches a long strip of ground, which is nothing but

the terra salica, the appendage of the izba in Russia, which

has been gradually enlarged at the expense of the common
mark*. The best preserved type of this archaic form is the

village of Staphorst, to the north of Zwolle in Over-Yssel. In

Flanders, when industry developed and the population increased,

intensive agriculture was introduced, and with it private pro-

perty. When a man had improved and manured land, he strove

to retain it, and such improvements in Flanders date from the

earliest times of the Middle Ages
8

. The town of Termonde

probably once had a common 'mark, for it possessed large herds

of swine, sheep and goats. The ancient regulations forbid the

inhabitants to let their sows run about in the streets of the

town
;
the young pigs may be sent out in herds, under the care

of the herdsman. Whoever maims one accidentally pays a fine
4
.

There was to be found quite lately at Ghent, on a pasturage
which had evidently been a mark, a right of user altogether

exceptional, inasmuch as the commoners had quitted the locality

where the right had been established. This pasturage was

called Hemisse, and had an area of about 50 hectares. Regu-

1 M. Gachard quotes a regulation of 1248, as to the extraction of the coal in

the communes of St Guislain, Dour, Quaregnon, Boussu, &c. "Et en tous ces

ovrages chi devant nomme's ne puet-on foir carbon devens les 4 ans deseure

escris, en toute I'oauvre et le justice S. Gillain et ses parceniers ka xx puits, en
le justice et 1'uevre Sainte Wauldruth ka xx puits, &c."

1 Meitzen : Ueber Bildung von Dorfern in the Verhandlungen der Berliner

Getellschaft fiir Anthropologie, 1872, p. 134.
8 See the author's Economic rurale de la Bclgique.
* See Ordonnances de Police for the town of Termonde, published by au-

thority of the commune (1868).
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lations issued by the bailiffs, Auditor* and aldermen, <fcr kfrriylc

And, roft/0 0*40 vi*r?Aa0r0 van 5i*l0 As/, show that the

meadows were formerly subject to a right of a peculiar nature,

recalling that of the Swiss AUniend*. The right of depasturing
beasts at certain periods, alternately on the meadows of the

"great Heroism" and "little Hernisse," was recognised by a

regulation of 1572, solely for the benefit of certain persons who
were inhabitants of the commune of Saint-Bavon in 1578,

when the territory of Saint-Bavon was comprised in the new
circle of fortifications of Ghent, though still retaining a distinct

magistracy. To keep up the number originally fixed, well-to-

do inhabitants of the magistracy of Saint-Bavon might be

allowed to fill vacancies, if they could shew each step of their

descent through inhabitants of Saint-Bavon from ancestors

who were inhabitants in 1578, and who at that date possessed
the qualifications of proprietors. In order to the strict observa-

tion of this rule, it was ordained that persons qualified should

be entered, by the Hernitineesters (Masters of the Hernisse),

in a special register, with a declaration on oath of their birth

and parentage.

The nomination of Hernitmteitert was effected annually by
an election consisting of two steps. The inhabitants of Saint-

Bavon had to choose four electors. These drew up a list of

eight of the principal persons, out of whom the bailiff, the

tcovUte and aldermen, selected the four Hcrnismeetttr*. These

functionaries took oath on entering upon their office. No horned

cattle were allowed on the two Hernisses, unless they had calved

since the first of January. The right of a descendant of such as

were inhabitants of Saint-Bavon in 1578 to depasture a cow on

the Hernisse was inalienable. If the descendant of an inhabit-

ant of Saint-Bavon (a trey* Bavenarr) returned to the territory

of Saint-Bavon, and dwelt in a free house situated in Saint-

Bavon (in ten try nut* ttatnth op Sint-Hatf*). he might send

one cow on to the common pasture (Art. 8 of the regula-

tion of May 7, 1707). Finally, to fill the office of 7/0rwmesfrr,

it was necessary to be entitled in one's own right to send a cow

on to the Hernisse, that is to be one's self a nvy
In a recent suit the right of enjoyment of the Hi

*. 186f. p. 761.
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been recognized by the tribunals, because the civil code allows

no right of a similar nature.

Merlin, in his Repertoire, under the word Bouillon, mention-

ing what Caesar says of the periodic partition of lands among
the Germans, tells us,

" This custom had been preserved in the

duchy of Bouillon, so that the majority of the inhabitants even

now hold very little land in private ownership. The sovereign

possesses a considerable extent of land which entirely surrounds

the duchy. This land is called the Ban-Veveque, because the

Bishops of Lie'ge had the enjoyment of it so long as they
retained the duchy of Bouillon."

" This Ban, though forming part of the domain, is not cultivated

or enclosed by the prince. The commissaries-general of his council

distribute every year to the inhabitants of each village, a portion of

the Ban-VEveque proportioned to the condition of each family. This
distribution is altered every year. They give every inhabitant a
different portion every year from that which he had the previous

year. The distributions are called virees, because they change each

year. There are also virees d bois, or distributions of woods.
" The inhabitants are not owners of the lands and woods, which

are distributed to them in the virees: they have only the right of

cultivation and user for the period for which they are granted. The
lands which are so distributed to them do not yield two years

together. They are cultivated for one year, and then left to rest for

sixteen or seventeen, or sometimes even eighteen years, these lands

not having the manure necessary for their fertilization."

In certain communes of the Ardennes these vire'es are still

in use at the present time. A portion of the communal terri-

tory is divided into a number of parts equal to the number of

years necessary to allow the herbage removed by the ecobuage

to grow again. One of these portions is taken each year, and

divided into as many parcels as there are households in the

commune. These parcels are distributed by lot among the

commoners, and assigned temporarily to those to whom they
fall. Every one then removes the herbage from the surface.

It is left to dry in the sun, and then is burned
;
and the ashes

are spread on the ground. This dressing enables a crop

of rye to be obtained. The following year parcels are assigned

by lot in a second portion ;
and the same operation is carried

on. But while rye is sown on the second parcel, the com-

moner may plant potatoes on his first parcel. The next
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year a new parcel is obtained by lot for the rye-crop, while the

second parcel, which has yielded potatoes, is sown with broom.

By this method every household has always three parcels bear-

ing some crop : one sown with rye, a second bearing potatoes,
and a third giving broom. This last plant is used by way of

lirt. r tor the cattle in its first year's growth. After that it is

left to grow for firewood. After the broom is cut the herbage

re-appears on the surface, and then furze
; and at the end of

eighteen or twenty years it is again subjected to etMrtaye.
The whole of the communal territory is thus cultivated in turn,

being allotted in private, though temporary, ownership.
This is exactly the system of agriculture described by

Tacitus: "They change their field every year, and there is

always land in reserve," and by Cfesar, de Btlh Gallico, vi. 22 :

" No one has enclosed fields or land in private ownership ; but

the magistrates and chiefs assign each year lands in such

places and in such quantity as they think fit to the gentet and

families living in community. The next year the magistrates
make them remove elsewhere."

The portion of the communal land that is not allotted, and

that which has returned to fallow, serves as common pasturage
for the commoners' cattle. The produce of the communal woods

is also divided among them.

The following rules generally govern the distribution of the

right of user.

Every year a list is drawn up of persons who have lived in

the commune for a year, and had a separate hearth or house-

hold. This is called the list of the a/ouagers. The division of

the woods, and the distribution of broom, litter, &<x, is effected

in equal lots among the affouagers, without regard to the im-

portance of their families, or to their requirements or neces-

Sometimes the communes divide the temporary enjoyment
of the communal lands among the inhabitants. For this pur-

pose equal parcels are formed, and distributed by way of lot

among the a/uuagert.

Sometimes the inhabitant* have merely the right of making
the etsartage and afterwards sowing broom in the sort*; they

have to restore the land to the disposition of the commune aa

20-2
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soon as they have gathered in the broom. In this case the

period of enjoyment is three or four years. Sometimes these

lands are given over to the inhabitants for fifteen or twenty

years. They pay the commune an annual rent; and at the

expiration of the term the commune resumes possession of

the lands as they then are.

The inhabitants have the right of turning on to the

common pasture all their cattle, whatever the number, and

without regard to the time when they came into possession of

them. The owner of a large herd therefore derives more profit

from the common pasture than the inhabitant who has few

cattle or none at all
;
but hitherto there has been no attempt

to alter this rule. It follows that the principal farmers, who

generally are charged with the administration of the commune,
have a great interest in preserving the common pasturage.

Accordingly the communes are very much opposed to the

alienation of the waste, which the law authorizes. In more

than one instance, for fear of such alienation at the instance of

a large neighbouring proprietor, a commune has been ready to

divide among its inhabitants the domain which it supposed to

be coveted. Thus, quite recently, in the village of Ville-du-

Bois, the inhabitants, for fear of legal dispossession, allotted

about 50 hectares in full ownership. The allotment was effected

in this way. Equal parcels, of very moderate value, were

formed
;
these were distributed by lot among the affonagers.

Any parcels that were declined were put up for public sale,

but affouagers alone had the right to bid for them.

In 1862 Vielsalm sold in the same way a large common
waste

;
and a clause was inserted in the conditions to the effect

that for five years the purchasers should not have the right of

re-selling. A similar sale took place recently (1873) in the

commune of Lierneux.

In certain communes those, for instance, in the neighbour-
hood of Ciney, at Braibant, Sovet, and Emptinne communal

lands are found divided for a long term. They are cultivated,

like the Swiss Allmends, in a permanent manner, and even

better than the large farms in the neighbourhood. At Braibant

every
"

fire," or family, has the enjoyment of about a hectare

of good land. The partition is effected in equal portions
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among all the "
fires

"
of the commune, the greater part for

terms of thirty years, the remainder for nine years. Formerly
these lands were aarta cultivated every eighteen years; bat

now they are cultivated without any fallow, although the

tenant-farmers still let a portion of their land lie idle. The

parcels thus allotted are well manured, because the occupier
is sure of retaining a long enjoyment of them, and also be-

cause the terms of allotment impose precise obligations in

tiiis respect. Whoever does not put on the prescribed quantity
of lime and manure loses bis parcel, which is granted or

1' t to the oldest commoners, if there are any who have not

received parcels. Lands distributed for nine years are not

so well cultivated, because the occupier neglects them as the

end of his occupancy draws near. This instance, which confirm*

that of the Swiss Allmend, shews that the Russian system,

which is subject to so many attacks, may lead to good results,

when it is applied in accordance with the prescriptions of well

ordered agrarian economy. It is moreover an undoubted fact,

that in the poorer villages of Luxemburg the least well-to-do of

the inhabitants, who receive their fuel from the commune and

have the right of depasturing their beasts on its meadows, have

much less ground of complaint than those of the richer Flemish

villages. The position of the Flemish labourers is also better

when they have a small field for the cultivation of potatoes

or rye.
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THE STATE AS LANDOWNER, AND PROPERTY IN INDIA.

IT is well known that in Mohammedan states the sovereign is

regarded as owner of the soil, by virtue of the principles of the

Koran. But it is particularly interesting to see how a Euro-

pean government, on becoming master of an immense territory

where Mussulman principles were in force, took advantage of

this right of property. We have already seen the material

advantage derived by Holland from the application of this

system to its colony of Java. Let us now examine how England
solved the problem in India 1

.

India has been so completely subject to the Mohammedans,
who twice united all its provinces in a single empire, that the

Mussulman principle of the state's proprietorship was universally

recognised there. In virtue of this right the sovereign deducted

a certain portion of the produce. This has been held to be a

mere tax
;
but when the tax rises so high as to absorb nearly

the whole produce and to leave the cultivators the bare means

of subsistence, it is obviously an actual rent that is paid ;
and

if it is the State that receives such a tax, it may be considered

as the true proprietor. Before the arrival of the English this rent

consisted of a part of the produce, varying between one half and

one quarter, and was gathered by collectors, who retained a

certain proportion as salary, or else by farmers general who paid

1 See especially the excellent treatise of Land Tenure in India, pub-
lished by Sir George Campbell in the volume of the Cobden Club, quoted several

times before, Systems of Land Tenure in Various Countries.

See also Ancient Tenures and Modern Land-legislation in British India, by
Henry Dix Button, 1870.
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the Government a fixed sum. The soil was rarely sold, because

rent, which alone could make it of value, was taken by the

State

The idea of an absolute ownership of the soil, giving the

disposing of it at will, was never entertained.
" We are

too apt to forget," says Sir O. Campbell, "that property in land as

ansferable mercantile commodity absolutely owned and paw-
ing from hand like any chattel, is not an ancient in

but a modern development, reached only in a few very advanced

countries. In the greater part of the world the right of culti-

vating particular portions of the earth is rather a privilege

than a property ;
a privilege first of a whole people, then of a

particular tribe or a particular village community, and finally

of particular individuals of the community. In this last stage
the land is partitioned off to these individuals as a matter of

mutual convenience,but not in unconditional property; it long re-

mains subject to certain conditions and to reversionary interests

of the community, which prevent its uncontrolled alienation,

and attach to it certain common rights and common burdens 1
."

In five great divisions of their vast empire, with a popula-
tion of two hundred and ninety millions, tbo English have

introduced five different systems for the organization of landed

property. There is therefore a wide field fur tho study of

social forms.

1. In the Punjab, the State has respected the righto of

the small cultivators, whom it considers as proprietors ; and it

has treated for tho revenue or rent with village communities

as collective corporations.

2. In Bengal, it has attributed the proprietorship to

Zemindars, imposing certain guarantees in favour of the oc-

cupiers.

3. In Oudh, it regarded the Taluqdara as proprietors,

without sufficient reservation in the interest of the occupiers.

4. In tho North-west and Central Provinces there are

properties of medium extent, the peasants, or ryoto, baring

fixity of tenure at a fair rent.

6. In Madras and Bombay there are no persons inter-

mediate between the cultivators, or ryot*, and the State. The

1
Sytttwu of Loud TVrart, <ff.. r- I-'-
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ryots have fixity of tenure, at a rent fixed for the term of each

settlement
l
.

We will examine the several systems more closely.

1. In the Punjab, the villagers have preserved a strong

constitution, almost entire independence and a perfectly repub-
lican communal autonomy. Collective ownership of the soil

with periodic partition has disappeared ; but there remains

extensive common pasturage ;
and nearly all the families have

some land which returns to the community on their ceasing to

cultivate it. The community also exercises a right of control over

its members in all that concerns the cultivation of their lands.

The village consists of an association of free men, descended,

according to tradition, from a common ancestor
;

it is therefore

strictly speaking a clan. Each inhabitant has a share of the

soil expressed in "
ploughs." A "

plough
"

is no fixed quantity,

but simply a portion : one or two hundredth parts of the

territory. Although all are proprietors there is not perfect

equality; some have several "ploughs," others only half a

"plough"; these shares are evidently derived from the lots

formerly assigned in the days of periodic allotment. The com-

munity is governed by a council of elders, who retain power so

long as they preserve the confidence of their fellow-villagers.

This constitution, which is essentially democratic, still bears the

stamp of its Indo-Germanic origin. It has entirely escaped the

influence of the Brahminic system of caste as also that of the

feudal system. It is precisely similar to the Swiss commune,
which has likewise preserved the liberty and equality of the

ancient Germanic communities. The State never interferes

in the internal organization of the village.
" The settlement

is made with the communities, each village undertaking the

payment, through its representative council of elders, of the

revenue assessed upon it, which again is distributed upon the

individual members, in proportion to the land held and culti-

vated by them 2
." The land cannot be seized and sold in satis-

faction of debts
; and, in case of alienation, the village has a

droit de retrait, or right of pre-emption.
This system, put into execution by Lord Lawrence, has pro-

duced excellent results. The Government easily collects the

1
Systems of Land Tenure, p. 229. a Ibid. p. 195.
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rent due to it ;
small properties bare been maintain*!

; and

primitive liberty ami equality respected. It is allowed on all

sides that the Punjab is alike the most prosperous province of
! i ami the one most devoted to the English, to whom it gave
the most active assistance in the time of the Mutiny.

2. In Bengal an entirely different system has been intro-

duced. When the English occupied the country they found

a superior class above the cultivators, the Zemindars, who
collected the rent for the State, retaining a certain proportion.
These functions were transmitted hereditarily. The Zemindars,

therefore, resembled the holders of a fief, in the theory of the

lal system. They were either tributary rajahs or princes;

who had been reduced to the position of subject*, collectors

or farmers of the revenue, native chiefs, or adventurers and

bandits, who had grown powerful in a district, for which they paid
the revenue demanded. "To our ideas there is a wide gulf be-

tween a robber and a landlord, but not so in a native view. It

is wonderful how much, in times such as those of the last century,
tli.- robber, the rajah, and the Zemindar run into one anoth-

The English considered the Zemindars as proprietors, not

from any misunderstanding as to the nature of their rights,

as has often been asserted, but because they hoped by this

means to collect the revenue more regularly, at the same time

that they created a superior class who might improve the

cultivation, and help to enrich the country, as the EnglUh

aristocracy have done. They were, however, disappointed in

r hopes. The Zemindars are content with taking the

nue, and do nothing for the advancement of agriculture.

But, on the other hand, they do not attempt to wrest from the

cultivator the whole rent that they might obtain. Besides, the

ryot has more protection against their demands than the tenant

farmer in Europe. Zemindars can only claim the rent estab-

lished by the peryunmth or custom. If any dispute arose re-

garding the customary rate,
" the question was to be

in the Dewany-AdawhU (Civil Court) of At ZMah in

the lands were titrated, according to ike rat* established in 6U

pergunnahfor lands of the tame description and quality a those

respecting which the dispute arose
9
." The Zemindar cannot

9ftem of L**d Ttmmrt, p. 1W. Ib*I. p. 173.
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cancel the pottah (or specification of rent) so long as the rent is

paid. Moreover, the State reserved a right of interference on

behalf of the inferior holders. According to the existing law
" The Governor-General in Council will, whenever he may
deem it proper, enact such regulations as he may think neces-

sary for the protection of the dependent taluqdars, ryots, and

other cultivators of the soil
1
." This is a curious instance of

State interference in the relations of proprietor and tenant.

The Government also granted the Zemindars the property
in all the waste lands of their domain, except those situated in

districts not yet populated. The State demand was fixed at

ten-elevenths of the rent received by the Zemindars.

In Bengal proper, the Zemindars have granted
"
sub-leases

in perpetuity, for a consideration
8
." Thus the right of the

occupier is become a sort of sub-ownership, self-existent and

capable of assignment, like the Irish tenant-right, the Portuguese

aforamento,the Italian livello,or the hereditary lease of Groningen.
The absence of regular titles in public registers or copies

from them, and the incessant suits arising from it, are the

curse of landed property in Bengal as in England. New rules

have recently been introduced to guarantee the rights of the

ryots (Act X. of 1859). If the ryot can prove that his rent

has not been changed for twenty years, it shall be presumed
that the land has been held at the same rate from the time

of the permanent settlement (which entitles him to hold at the

same rent for ever), unless the Zemindar shews to the contrary.
" Tenants having a right of occupancy are liable to enhance-

ment of rent on the following grounds, and on these only :

" That the land is found by measurement to be in excess

of the quantity paid for.

" That the rate of rent is below the prevailing rates paid by
the same class of ryots for similar lands in the places adjacent.

" That the value of the produce, or the productive powers
of the land, have been increased otherwise than by the agency
or at the expense of the ryot."

In a famous suit called "The Great Rent Case," on the

subject of indigo cultivation, the following principles were

applied by the judges. The cultivator was allowed to sell his

1
Systems of Land Tenure, p. 174. Ibid. p. 179.
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at an Advanced rate to the proprietor; while the latter

was enabled to raise the rent, which ho would not be permitted
to do unlen the price of the produce paid to the tenant had

increased. This lost rule is remarkable at taking from the pro-

prietors the benefit of any increase in value which is not the

result of their own industry. This will be recognised at the

principle which Stuart Mill wanted to apply in England, and
which aroused such violent opposition. It was not, however, a

novelty, as the State and the Judges were applying it in India.

3. In Oudh, during the period of anarchy preceding the

annexation, the Taluqdars or old tribal chiefs who had become
feudal lords and collectors of taxes like the Zemindars, usurped
a quasi-independent right of property over two-thirds of the

soil of the principality. lu ls.">5, after the annexation, the

Governor-General ordered the authorities to treat directly with

the village-communities or the inferior zemindars, without

recognizing any rights of the Taluqdars or other middlemen '.

The Taluqdars, whose income was greatly reduced by this

measure, rushed into the mutiny which broke out in 1 s

and the ryots, ignorant of what was being done for them, fol-

lowed the example of their lords. After the fall of Lucknow,
the Governor-General, Lord Canning, issued a proclamation,

which confiscated to the benefit of the Government the pro-

perty in the whole soil of Oudh. But this measure was not put
into execution, and its only effect was to give to the Taluqdars
a right of property, which they had not before.

M
It became

the means," says the Hon. John Strachey,
* of rewarding and

1 The Order in Council said: "It most be bora* in mind M leading prin-

ciple, that the deeire and intention of the Oorernment te to deal with the aetaal

ocenpanU of toe soil, that i* with Tillage Zemindar*, or with the propnrUry,..!::. : i : :<... i '.... 1 -.-.! ' '

.

:;
-

aition of middlemen, as Talnqdara, farmers of the icfenne or niflsi lik

Lord Ljtlon. in a apeeeh delirered in the sitting of the Grand Condi of

October . 1876, d thi* work the honour to notice H at length. UgmsHrisc
however. M inoomet what in the nrerioaa edition the anther had written eom-

earning Ondh. The author had. in fact, omitted to take account of certain

lagialatiTC dispoaittona ; but atrcral highly I ami Kent tkoriHea. whom h
cotunlted. and al*o an Indian paper of oociderahic repute. Tin Piu**r Jff,
Nor. 4, 187ft (Optimum im IliyH Rac**), arc of opinion, that hb criUekm of the

agrarian pottey panned by the Oorenunent tn Ondh, waa in the mate correct.~
In order to aroid all charge of inaccuracy, the author now principally maU. OM
of official document., which he owe* to the graceful ktodaeaf of L ,

hinuelf, and parUcnhuiy of the eieeUent account given by the Horn. John

Straebey, ChiefCommi-ioner of Ondh. in the General Condi (Jar/ 17,

wbo>propoaingt**Oi^raHderf
> Wi.
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benefiting the very men, the Taluqdars, whom Lord Canning
had originally desired to punish, and of placing them in a far

better position than that which they held under the native

government." Sir Robert Montgomery, the Chief Commis-

sioner, gained the submission of the Taluqdars by granting
them the following advantages, which were confirmed to them

by Lord Canning in October 1858: the Taluqdar, "instead of

holding his estate, as he formerly did, subject to the conditions

of the Hindu or Mohammedan or local law, according to which

his power of disposing of ancestral property is very limited,

now possesses an absolute power of disposing of his estate."

He owes to the state one half of the gross-rental, the rate of

which is to be fixed every twenty or thirty years. With regard
to the ryots, the Governor-General expressed a wish " that the

Taluqdar settlement may be so framed as to secure the village

occupants from extortion" (Orders in Council, Oct. 30, 1858),

and he reserved to himself the power necessary
"
to uphold

their rights in the soil in subordination to the Taluqdars." It

was for the cultivators, however, to prove their right of occu-

pation, which they were as incapable of doing, as the Taluqdars
were of shewing their right to expel them. Mr Strachey did

not hesitate to condemn, in full Council General, the agrarian

regulations established at the time. " In my opinion," he said,
"
it often bears very hardly upon the ancient proprietors of the

soil, whose rights had been overborne by the Taluqdars. Prac-

tically the Taluqdars have gained everything, and the holders of

subordinate rights of property have gained nothing."

Act xxvi. of 1866 was passed, it is true, "for the better deter-

mination of certain claims of subordinate proprietors in Oudh
;

"

but in order that these subordinate proprietors might enjoy the

advantage of paying only a fixed rent, they had to produce proofs,

which was a matter of great difficulty to them. About a tenth

part of the cultivators found themselves thus protected in their

occupancy by the law. Nevertheless, according to Art. 32, of the

Rent Act of 1868, the rent may be increased by the court on

the demand of the Taluqdar, if the rent paid is less than that

generally paid in the district by persons of the same class, or if

it is 12 per cent, less than that paid by tenants with no right

of occupancy. With regard to other persons, their position is
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likewise regulated by the same Rent Act. Article 35 of this

says: "The court shall in no case enquire into the pro-

y <>f the rate payable by a tenant not having a right <*f

occupancy. The rent payable by such tenant for any land in

occupation shall be such amount as may be agreed upon
between him and the landlord

;
or if no such agreement has

been made, such amount as was payable for the land in the last

preceding year." The cultivator, therefore, is obviously trans-

formed into a tenant at will, and the rent which be has to pay
is subject to the law of competition, which, as Mr Strachey
remarks, in a country like India leads to the most unfortunate

consequences. The only protection granted to him by the

Rent Act is that he can demand from the proprietor a lease

stipulating the condition of tenure (Art. 7) ;
that eviction must

be regularly notified to him (Arts. 37 and 43) ;
and that he is

entitled to compensation for permanent improvements of such

a nature as to increase the letting value of the land (Arts. 23 and

24). Hence something very similar to the English agrarian

system has been established in Oudh, but it does not produce
the same results, because the Taluqdars do not apply a portion
of their revenues, as many English landlords do, to the improve-
ment of the soil and the means of cultivating it. The culti-

vators have been deprived of the security of possession afforded

them by custom, and subjected to the extortion of a rent

regulated by competition ;
and the limited quasi-proprietorship

of the Taluqdars has been transformed into an absolute right.

The better course, according to Mr Thornton and Sir George

Campbell, would, on the contrary, have been to maintain, with

all necessary precautions, the system inaugurated after the

annexation, that is to say, to keep the property in the hands

of the small Zemindars and the village inhabitants, to allow a

fixed revenue to the Taluqdars, and to reserve for the State all

increase of rent Mr Thornton shews decisively that the best

tax is that which the State levies, in its capacity as sole

eminent proprietor of the soil (Indian Public JTorfo, p. 218.)

4. In the North-West Provinces, a more equitable system

was introduced by the regulation of 1822, carried out for the

most part by Mr Thomason. It was decided that the rights of

all proprietors, great and small, and even those of the occupiers.
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should be recognized and registered. The government claimed

two-thirds of the rent, the amount of which was to be subject to

revision every thirty years. As for the ryots, they "hardly under-

stood the distinction between hereditary occupancy and tenancy-

at-will, the question of eviction never having been raised." All

those, who had been in uninterrupted possession for twelve years,

were considered as having a right of hereditary occupancy, at a

fair rent. But the Act X. of 1859 recognized in the Zemindars

the right of increasing the rent. Fortunately, they have taken

little advantage of it. In fine, in spite of many -errors in the

regulation of rights generally of a very vague nature, agri-

culture has flourished, land has acquired a high value, and the

population is prosperous and contented.

5. In the Central Provinces, the revenue was collected by

farmers, and the sum to be paid by the ryots was fixed by
State officials. But the authorities, wishing to introduce

private property absolutely, recognized these farmers as here-

ditary proprietors, allowing them the difference between the

rent paid by the ryots and the revenue fixed by government,
and whatever else they might derive from the bringing into

cultivation of the waste lands^ assigned to each village. The
State reserves the right of increasing the revenue, and of re-

taining the waste lands not comprised in the village domain.

Under this system, the rights of the cultivators are guaranteed ;

but the State would have done better if it had regarded the

Zemindars as collectors of revenue. It would have avoided,

as Sir George Campbell points out, the complications arising

from the division of inheritances; it would have had submissive

and active functionaries, in the place of rapacious and insubor-

dinate proprietors. The security afforded by a direct tenure

under government is the best stimulus to agricultural improve-
ments on the part of the cultivators. But now with no com-

pensation. for the sacrifice, the State is despoiled of a portion of

its rights, which would have become very important in the future,

and this for the sake of an idle class doing nothing to increase the

productiveness of the soil.

6. In the provinces of Madras and Bombay, the principle
of State proprietorship has been respected in its entirety. There

has been no one intermediate between the cultivators and the
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Government, The right of each cultivator is clearly defined:

and what ho has to pay is either a ]x>rtion of the produce, vary-

ing with the nature of the crop and commutable for a money*

payment, or a sum of money fixed for a term of thirty yean.
The State takes the rent directly from each holder of lands,

without the intermediate joint responsibility of the village
1

, or

tli.- tut* rv< utioit <>f /< iiiiiidars, who have here disappeared.
This agrarian organization is known as the "

ryotwar system."
The State being the sole proprietor, all uncultivated land is

ri'u'.-tn lf.1 as lifloii-jin^ t<> it. ami grants an m:i'l> to surh

persons as wish to bring it into cultivation.

Although the rent demanded by the State was too high,

hardly leaving the cultivators the means of subsistence, the

ryotwar system, as every one allows, has led to excellent results*.

The cultivator is not at the mercy of a rapacious proprietor.

The rent which he has to pay is determined by the price of

commodities, and he has an absolute security for thirty years

together, whereas in Europe the tenant is ordinarily liable to

an increase of rent every six or nine years.

In an article published* by Mr Mill, combating the project

of compelling all corporations to sell their landed property, this

great economist extolled the system, in which, as in India or

Java, the State retains possession of the soil. The rent taken

by it
4

might be made high enough to replace every other

1 ["The most enrions proof that the natives do not necessarily prefer the

separate
to the joint system, is fonncl in the fact, published in some of the

official papers of the Madras Presidency, that in that country villages were
found which for half a century had submitted to the farce of a Government
assessment on each individual, but had year by year lumped the individual

assessments together, and retlivided the total in their own way among the
members of the community." Syttrm* of Land Tenure, p. 197, note.]

* A remarkable increase of population and property has been shewn : thus,
in the district of Bbimturi, between 1841 and 1871, the population increased

89J per cent, the number of ploughs 22} per cent, and the number of oxen
19 per cent. In the Cbandor district, the population increased 100 per oent ;

the number of oxen from 8602 to 13.988. Bee Markham, Statement of Moral
and Mauri ,1 rrogrett of India for 1873, p. 27; and Thornton, Public jfMb in

'.p. 209.
* In Tki Examiner, of January 11, 1878.

The amount of rent collected by the State in India amounts to 21,000,000
out of a total revenue of 60,000.000; and, as Sir Richard Temple said in his

statement on the Indian budget, this revenue is constantly increasing, notwith-
>e redactions granted from time to time. Indian financial State.

-4. In 1793, the revenue of the provinces of Bengal, lU-har and
Orissa was about 3.400,000. of which 300,000 was retained by the Zemindar*.
Lord Cornwallis having by the permanent settlement surrendered this rent to
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impost, and then the inhabitants would, in fact, cease to pay

any contribution. It is easy to see the increased facility

for all kinds of industrial and commercial transactions which

would result from the entire suppression of all taxes. Circum-

stances would be easier, at the same time as salaries would be

lower, because they would no longer be subject to the deduction

imposed by existing taxation. The system would present no

difficulty in practice. The whole economic organization would

continue to operate as at present, under the action of the law of

supply and demand. The only difference would be the raising

of the land-tax to the level of the present rent, or of a fair rent

determined by the price of produce, and leaving a sufficient

margin to recompense the cultivators for their labour, and to

allow them to reap the benefit of improvements effected by
them. Just as under the Ryotwar system, the tenants of the

State would hold in perpetuity, at a fair rental.

The nationalization of land, thus understood, would not

entail any radical modification of the existing organization of

society. It would merely allow the application to purposes of

the State, the provinces or communes, of the net produce of the

soil, which now serves to support a certain number of indivi-

duals who render no service in return for what they receive.

Mr Fawcett 1
is of opinion that the effect of a system re-

placing the State in possession of the soil would be to weaken

the motive of personal interest, and so to put an end to all

attempts at improvement. It is easily shewn that this objection

is not well founded; for, in a district belonging to an English
nobleman and passing with the title, the conditions are pre-

cisely the same as they would be if the State were the real

proprietor and the nobleman only a collector of the rent. In

the province of Bengal the state has placed the soil in the hands

of large proprietors; in Bombay, it has recognised no rights in the

Zemindars. The stimulus to labour has not been weakened in the

latter province any more than in the former. On the contrary,

the soil is better cultivated under the ryotwar system than

the Zemindars, the latter are now receiving some seven or eight millions ster-

ling, while the State to which this increase ought to accrue, has hardly made
any increase in the land-tax. See Thornton, Indian Public Works, p. 222.

1 See Fortnightly Review, December 1872. Tlie Nationalization of the Land,

by H. Fawcett, M.P.
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under that of the Zemindarate. When the "nationalization"

of land merely signifies that the State reserves to itself the rani

in tin t'..iin of a land tax, without modifying the laws which

regulate the division of capital and the distribution of profits, I

confess I can see no serious objection to it as regards economic
laws.

Mr Fawcett also asserts that the purchase of the soil would
be disastrous as a financial operation, because the State would

pay at least 3 per cent, for the money it would have to borrow,

while it would only receive 2J per cent as revenue from the

land. The observation is correct But admitting that the

State should be placed in possession of the soil so as to receive

tin' rent of it as revenue, this should not be effected by way of

purchase. To attain its object gradually and without occasion-

iM_r the least disturbance, all that is necessary is to limit colla-

teral succession to the degree of first cousin; and to have a tax

on successions generally, which should be set aside for the

purpose of buying up landed property as it comes into the

market As for difficulties of administration, they would not

exist The right of persons occupying land would be trans-

formed into a lease; and the receivers of revenue would collect

the rent in place of the existing tax. In that part of the West

End of London, which belongs to the Duke of Westminster, the

property is managed very much in this way. Suppose the

Duke's agents nominated by the Crown, and handing over th ir

receipts to the national exchequer, and there would bo in-

appreciable change.

England, the country where property, tied up in the hands

of a few great families, is as little at the disposal of those who

cultivate it as if it belonged to the State, is at the same time

the (-"iint iv where the motive of industrial activity is most

loped. It cannot, therefore, be maintained, in the bee

of these facts, that the nationalization of the land would

weaken this motive. The system would simply bo the ap-

plication of the theory of the physiocrats, a single tax assessed

on the soil.

An association has been formed in Australia, at Melbourne.

under the name of the Land Tenure Reform League of Victoria,

the object of which is to induce the State to cease from selling

M. 21
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public lands, and only to grant leases. Mr Mill followed

the labours of this league with the greatest sympathy
1
. The

following were the principles on which it was started, and the

object which it had in view, as given in the circular of January

5, 1872.

PRINCIPLES.

1. "The revolutions that impend over society are not now
from ambition and rapacity; from impatience of one or another
form of government ;

but from new modes of thinking, which shall

recompense society after a new order, which shall animate labour by
love and science ; which shall destroy the value of many kinds of

property, and replace all property within the dominion of reason and

equity." (Emerson.)

2. "The essential principle of property being to assure to all

persons what they have produced by their labour, and accumulated by
their abstinence, the principle cannot apply to what is not the pro-
duce of labour, the raw material of the earth." (Mill.)

3. The land is the inalienable property of the inhabitants of

every country throughout all generations.

4.
" No consideration ought to be paramount to that of making

the land available in the highest degree for the production of food

and the employment of industry."

5. Selling the fee-simple of the land is a political misdemeanour,
as opposed to justice and reason, as it has proved injurious to the

material and moral interests of society.

6. The alienation of the State lands gives to the landowner the

whole improvement in value from the increase of population and
national works. The State Landlord preserves all for the benefit of

the people.

7. Land is the State capital, the primal source of food and

wealth, and in parting with it our legislators have not only most

iniquitously limited the field of profitable employment, but have
burdened the people needlessly with double taxation the one a

highly unjust system to provide a general revenue ; the other a
direct tax on food and the necessaries of life, to enable landlords

to live in idleness by the labour of others.

8. A rent on State lands being light, and for a manifest benefit;,

would meet all the requirements of a just and desirable means of

raising revenue. It would be easily and cheaply collected, and

1
Shortly before his death he wrote to Mr John Ross of Melbourne: "I am

very glad to see the progress of the Land Tenure move in Victoria. Now is the
time to stop the alienation of public lands, before the great mass of them is

granted away." Mr W. Gresham, of Sandridge (Victoria), who was at the Lead
of this movement, was unfortunately drowned in a boat accident in May 1875.
The league had published seven tracts, which are worth reading.
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w,,ul.l greatly reduce the expenses of government by rendering n-

necessary eome of the present costly and otherwise hurtful acjrt
raents.

0. Wl. preserving the right of ownership in Und tor

future generations, the greatest possible facilities for actual and pro-
ductive settlement may be afforded.

10. The advantages of almost fn hud, and the total

taxation, would ensure an unexampled condition of steady
and general prosperity.

11. With an absolute freedom from taxation, and full and no-

red scope for industry, every inhabitant of the country would

enjoy u 1>< IK tici:il interest from his share in the state lands, whether

occupying a portion of these or not

1 :'.
" The best political economy is the care and culture of

men." And such a use of the common patrimony, the gift of God to

all, would not only promote to the utmost the material welfare of

society, but would raise us mentally in the scale of nations, by
affording the most liberal culture of which each is capable; special

privileges, which should be deemed the inherent right of every
member of the community.

13. Acting on these principles we would not only do our duty
to our own people by conferring on them all the advantages possible
\vith our present knowledge of political and economic science; but

would prove to the world at Urge what may be done for the progress
of humanity by an enlightened appreciation of the circumstances in

which we find ourselves placed.

OBJECTS.

1 . The immediate cessation of the sale of all Crown landa,

2. The fee simple of the public domain to rest in perpetuity in

rate (that is the people in their corporate capacity).

3. Occupancy, with fixity of tenure, and right of transfer, sub-

ject to rental for revenue purpose*.

4. Land already alienated from the State to be upejohaemi by
tin- State. No re-sale to individuals to be permitted.

5. The gradual abolition of all indirect taxes whatever. The

revenue of the State to be derived solely from the rental of the

land.

to Mr R. Savage, who comments on this pro-

gramme in Trad No. 7 published by the Land Ttn*n Rt/orm

League, the commune would manage the lands, as the Hindoo

villages did formerly. It would let them, would collect the wat,

would pay into the Treasury the proportion of the tax due,

211
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and would retain the rest for the local requirements of educa-

tion, roads, police, &c. The numerous advantages offered by
communal landed property, as compared with separate pro-

perty, have been well stated by M. PreVeraud, a proprietor

cultivator
1
. The commune would be able to divide the land

into reasonable farms, just as the English landlord does, and to

apply to it a good system of manure 2
, irrigation, and planting.

We cannot here discuss this system fully. We will merely
notice a few points which seem to be beyond dispute. It is

certainly a crime against posterity to alienate for a dollar an

acre communal lands which, in fifty years, will be worth a

hundred times as much, and the revenue of which would be

sufficient to support the whole public service on a magnificent

scale. To induce private enterprise to cultivate public lands,

there is no necessity to alienate the fee simple : a lease for 90

years is enough, as a grant for a shorter term is sufficient in the

West End of London for the construction of palatial residences,

and on the Continent for the construction of all the railroads

in existence. To the individual whose life is so short, a tenure

of 90 years is equivalent to perpetual possession ;
while to the

nation, the resuming possession of the soil is a guarantee of

future safety.

The net produce of the soil is now absorbed by individual

expenditure, which contributes nothing in itself to the ad-

vancement of the nation. Abolish all taxation which encum-

bers industry, and at the same time apply the revenue to

encourage education, literature, and art, and to extend the

means of communication : economical and intellectual progress

would receive an incalculable impulse. This is what Australia

and the United States might do in the future, if they granted
leases of land, instead of selling it as they do now.

Mr Mill truly said that proprietors of the present day un-

justly enjoy the increase in the value of their lands and rents,

resulting from the general progress of society. This increase

of value would accrue to the public who created it, by the

1
L'Eglise et le peuple par M. Edmond PrSveraud, Paris, 1872.

1 The town of Groningen in Holland has transformed a vast bog into fertile

fields by applying to it, in a scientific manner, the sewage, so generally wasted.
See tbe author's Economic rurale de la Kterlande, p. 238. It is an example
which cannot be too distinctly commended to other countries.
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gradual increase of the rent demanded by the Stale or UM
coin in une.

In Knjaiul and in tho United States, as in the middle

ages, when a charitable or educational institution is established
it is founded on an endowment, which allows of its existing on
tlu- revenues accruing therefrom. Thus provision is made for
an object of general utility, without its costing any one any
tiling. Is not this a better means than having recourse to

taxation? If all public services were similarly paid entirely
by the revenue of State or communal lands, would it not be an
immense advantage to society f

The difficulty of administering the public domain would be

nothing in comparison of that which certain States, which

engage in any industry, now have to deal with. In Java, the

Dutch State, regarding itself as proprietor, not only collect*

the rents of the lands of the desxu, but on one part of tho

public domain it has coffee plantations, of which it superintends
the cultivation, and gathers and sells the crops '. The State is

1 In Java, State cultivation attains enormous proportions. In 1878, sugar
occupied 27,460 htctarti, and coffee about 176,252 kfeiartt. In 1872, the sugar
demanded the labour of 220.706penons; and the coffee that of 708.980 famiLce,
or about 2,000,000 persons. The cultivation of sugar brought AM Stale an
income of 4.318,982 florin*; that of coffee in 1871. 4O.488.42S florins hi Java
and Mcnado, and 6,674,159 florins in Sumatra: in all a total of 47.162*681 florin-,

deducting 15.240,108 as the cost of production. The rent of land gives the
Btate a further revenue of 15.000,000 florins, and the tin mines of Banea, alto
worked by the Btate, 5,992.869 florins in 1871. It is estimated, that the rent
of bind does not exceed 10 per cent, of the
little. The net surplus,

10 per cent, of the grow produce, whiel

, peid into the eiBbeqaer of UM Khrtl

amounted in 1871 to 25.688,961 florin*. In Java, the population
more rapidly than anywhere else it amounted to 17,298,800 at the end of 1871
and it* condition improve* at the came time, which i* a proof that the ufodmi
Uon of wealth doee not raffer by State monopoly. The author owes the pmii
ing data to the Undnnes of M. Franssen Van de Pntte, colonial minieter of
the N.tK. rl.ii,.!-.

In Belgium, France, and moct other countries, hofdisli hare various

propertie*. which they manage perfectly. It would not be more JHmnsjH to

administer all the land* of the oommnne In Roseia, the Stale receive* UM
revenue of all the Crown lands, which comprise great part of the territory.

England preaents another example of ft department iilielalrteHai vast luhied
states in the board which administer* the church property, eominr from the
furion of pertiUar ecclesiastical foundation*. The income ftmontad m istf.fusion of particular eooUsiftetiesJ fanndfttions The iiMome amounted m 1871,
to 1^53,245. See Txftyjftk Report fnm tk*orn.

Another rery interesting uunple of ft Tet territory nigeil by a eoDeethe

administration, is that of the BoeUU ewtHeMemw. UM gteef^Beaa. whkh
reoeired from the State in Austria an area of

coal and iron mine*, regulated UM iiiiitsmsal of i

and ao ooiuiden^y tocree^ the gfiMrsJ it)dwUon, It U not
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not contented with the part of proprietor, an easy function

according to M. J. Say, but it is engaged in agriculture and

commerce, which is certainly an arduous undertaking. In

Belgium the State manages the railways, as complicated a work

as we can conceive, demanding technical and commercial know-

ledge, and an organism of machine-like regularity. If the State

is capable of administering a network of railways, it must be

still better able to collect a rent instead of a land tax by
means of its receivers. Therefore, we may admit that new

States do violate the right of future generations, by taking
from them their domain in the constant alienations which they

effect.

Apparently some colonies are beginning to understand that

they need not alienate the fee simple of their lands in order to

get them cultivated. Thus in Java, a law of April 9, 1870

(Regeling der uitgifte in erfpacht van gronden in Nederlandsch

Indie) empowers the government to grant hereditary leases

(erfpacht) of unoccupied lands- for 75 years. A law of 18G7,

passed in the province of Nelson, New Zealand, empowers the

Board of Uncultivated Lands to grant leases of 14 years of

unoccupied lands, renewable at the expiration for a new term

of 14 years, at double the original rental. A lease must not

comprise less than 50 acres, or more than 10,000 \

On the East coast of New Zealand, the Maoris have formed

a league, the object of which is the total suppression of the sale

of land and the substitution of leases in its place. The son of a

New Zealand chief, who had been sent to London to study, and

had gone through a course of law at the Temple, was at the

head of the movement. The idea is ingenious ;
for if the

Maoris lease their lands instead of selling them, they may hope
to become one day proprietors of a fertile and well cultivated

territory, with towns, farms and mines; and they will thus

eventually have incomes to rival those of the Dukes of West-

minster or Devonshire. But would it not be better if all this

increase of wealth some day accrued to the State ?

possible for a collective corporation to perform the part of a great landowner,
with advantage to all concerned. On this subject see the article by M. Builleux
de Marisy, Revue des Deux Mondes, April, 1874.

1 An Act for Leafing Crown Lands in the Province of Nelson, New Zealand,
anno tricesimo primo Victoria; regina, No. 51.



CHAPTER XXV.

I \MK1) PKOPERTY IN EGYPT AND TURRET.

l,\sm i> property has undergone many vicissitudes iu Egypt
1

;

ami yet the cultivation has hardly altered under the various

systems. Under the Pharaohs', the soil seems to have be-

longed to the sovereign. The Koran sanctions the same prin-

ciple: nevertheless the Caliphs for the most part respected the

hereditary transmission of its occupation or enjoyment A :

the Turkish conquest, the Sultan Selim applied the principle of

the Koran more rigorously. He formed many lands into a

domain, and appointed a Defterdar to administer them. The
old occupiers were henceforth only regarded as usufructuaries.

The successor had to purchase the continuation of the tenancy

by a tax arbitrarily determined. The mamelukes took advan-

tage of their power to seize possession of lands, and the class of

mouUezins was thus formed. They were about six thousand in

number; and their right was nearly that of absolute ownership.
Tln lands of the moultezins were of two kinds. In one the

fellahs hod a right of hereditary occupancy, paying a tax to the

State, and a rent to the mouUezins: the others were cultivated

tlirectly by the proprietors; these were theoutaVA lands. They
had to pay a very high duty on alienation, otherwise they re-

turned to the State. The property of the mosques, waqf t was

very considerable, and constantly extending. Lands were de-

1 The data in this chapter are borrowed from a note of Coined Bey on

property in Egypt, in the Hullf tin dt rinttitut tgyptit*; from a tnwtiee off the)

advocate Oatteechi on the eame subject, and from note* eoUeeted in EOT*
in isr,9.

> Herodotus relate* (Bk. tt. e. 109) that 8e*o*trb divided the KM! of EOT*
among the inhabitant*, giving each a portion of land of equal extent, and de-

riving his principal revenue from the rest which the oeempfan had to pay every

year."
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vised or given to the mosques, the right of occupation being

reserved, because by this means the State exactions were avoid-

ed. For the same reason at the commencement of the middle

ages, the allods were transformed into benefices and fiefs. The

State, to put a stop to this practice, made its consent necessary

to the validity of every gift or legacy to a mosque.
Mehemet Ali applied the principle of the Koran even more

strictly than Selim. He endeavoured to bring all the soil into

the hands of the State. He took back the lands of the mame-
lukes and moultezins, allowing them a certain compensation and

a temporary usufruct of the oussieh lands. He also took posses-

sion of the waqfs property, except gardens and houses. Mehemet
Ali is known to have treated all Egypt as his private property.

He regulated cultivation; established manufacturies and places

of instruction; and himself engaged in commerce 1
. It is perhaps

the most curious instance of communistic centralization which

history tells of. From that time, private property has been

gradually reconstituted by the grants of the sovereign or the

tolerance of the State. Finally, the edict of Sa'id Pasha in 1858

accords to the precarious possession of the fellahs, though theo-

retically subject to the eminent domain of the State, rights

which border on absolute property. Hereditary succession is

recognized, even for females. Lands never return to the State

except in default of heirs, and, in this case, the village can

claim them in precedence of the State. Mortgage is recognized

under the form of a sale a re'mtfre', that is liable to redemption;
but notice must be given to the authorities. Whoever reclaims

uncultivated land becomes proprietor of it. The government
cannot eject anyone, except on payment of a fair indemnity.
It must, however, be added that by means of the tax, the

government effectually takes rent from the lands of the fellahs;

who, both in person and property, are really in its hands.

Lands are divided into two classes, the moulk lands, over

which the occupiers have full power of disposition; and the

mirieh lands, the occupiers of which are mere usufructuaries.

Theoretically, the latter cannot be transferred without the au-

thority of the sovereign. The greater portion of the soil is

mirieh.

1 Histoire dc VE-jypte sous le gouvcrnement de Muhammed-Ali, by F. Mengin.
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There ia also a distinction between ackentk lands of Mus-
sulnmn origin, subject to the titlx in \ iitue of the Koran, and
the khanuljit lands, formerly conquered, but left in the hands
<>t the v;iii.|Mi-linl inhabitants, conditionally on the payment of

tribute. The sovereign at one time made grants of lands on
condition of military service. These were the timnitts and
tiinars, or great and little fiefs. They were only descendible

in the male line. These fiefs have been abolished. As in

Mark or in Java, when the cultivation is abandoned, the
->il returns to the State. Cultivation is the condition of

occupancy and of ownership.
The constitution of property in Turkey is similar to what it

is in Egypt We here transcribe a sketch of it, as given in

some interesting letters, which appeared in the Economist*fran-
is (September, 1873).

With the exception of the AfuHc lands which are private pro-

perty, the soil has but one proprietor, the State. Thw, however,
is the classification of land as established by the old law (J/uUeyua),
the principal provisions of which have been re-enacted in the law
at present in force, that of June 21, 1858:

1. Jlitlk lands, the absolute property of individuals;

2. Emirit land, the domain of the State, granted by it, on certain

conditions, to individuals ;

3. I'acoufg, property that is tied up. The vacouft cannot be
< <>in[ared to what we understand in Kurope by lands in mortmain,

because, besides the grants made for a religious object, they comprise
a great quantity of individual pro|>erty tied up with an entirely
different motive, and on a peculiar system which will be explained ;

4. Metroiike lands, belonging to the State, and granted by it for

I'ublic use ;

5. Meoat (dead) lands, belonging to the State, and granted to

individuals at its pleasure.

MULK LANDS. One might suppose, from the meaning of the word
mulk. tli:it these lands were all free, and that there was no difference

U-tween them. Such a conclusion would, however, be incorrect.

Ti..-se lands are, in fact, divided into four classes; and the rate

.f tax a ion is not the same for all. Thus there is the mdientt,
nc/trii;- and kkirtuljite. MeUniet land is that of which the

i--hip is governed entirely by the roles of the religious law.

<>r tithe land, is that which was divided, at the time of the

litest, amonx the conquerors, and given them in full ownership.
Kh nds are UIOHO which, at the same time, were left, on

recognized title*, iu the possession of the natives (non-Mussulmans).
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These kJuiradjiie lands are subject : some to the kliaradji-mou-

quaume, that is the proportional tax, which, according to the im-

portance of the produce, may rise from one-tenth to one-half of the

harvest^;
the others pay the kharaJji-muvazzat, a fixed tax on the land.

Uchriic and kharadjiie land, on the death, without heirs, of the owner,
returns to the State domain, and becomes emirie land.

Thus there exist even for mulk lands, legal intricacies, which in

practice are an impediment to their free alienation.

EMIRIE LAXDS. Emirie lands, constituting the larger portion of

the territory of the Empire, belong to the State. They are derived,
in great measure, from the old fiefs, which were granted to military

chiefs, on condition of their rendering personal aid, at the head of a

certain number of horsemen, in wars offensive or defensive. These
fiefs were of two sorts: the Timar (in Persian, to nourish or tend)
and the Ziamet (from zaim, chieftain).

The lav? of April 21, 1858, abolished these fiefs. It declared that

they were to return to the State
;
and that the lands dependent on

them were to be granted to the inhabitants severally. The pro-
visions of the law have been observed, and the present state of

things is as follows :

The grantees received titles (tapou) establishing their right of

grant (tegarruf). The explanation of these two terms will shew
that in reality the holder of lands so allotted has no right of owner-

ship. What, then, is the tegarruf and what is the tapou ?

The tegarruf signifies a mode of grant, which gives the holder,
it is true, the right to take the fruits of the property, and even, in

some cases, to sell it, but under the express condition of annually

paying a specified rent to the State. Moreover, the tributary
nature of emirie land is still indicated by the fact that, in certain

cases, the holder is obliged to obtain a new title of possession, which,

stating precisely the origin and nature of this land, renews, so to

speak, the act of vassalage.
The name tapou, which the title of possession bears, also calls

attention to the dependent nature of emirie land. Tapou is derived

from the verb tapmaq (to render homage, or worship), and hence

it bears the sense of act of servitude, or vassalage. In practice,
the tapou is a title of possession delivered on the payment of a

certain sum, by means of which the right of enjoyment and trans-

mission is secured to the holder and his heirs, on conditions deter-

mined by law.

Vacouf lands, that is lands tied up for religious pm-poses, are

rery extensive in Turkey. They comprise a large portion of the

whole territory, and are administered by a special minister, the

Evcaf. Vacouf lands are let on lease, but they bring in a very
small income, as the law enacts that the lease shall always be

granted at the same rent, and will allow of no increase, even where
from competition a higher price is offered. The rents having been

fixed long ago, the revenue is almost nothing in consequence of the

depreciation of money. The holders of vacouf lands have, therefore,

a hereditary lease at a nominal rent.
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re are two kinds of t*tcou/i. The religions *MM/, giwrtei
or devised for a i ,-ct ; ntul the customary vneon/, which
is very similar in its origin to cerUin benefices of the middle agva.

The customary vtteouf it land obtained by the mosques at a

price very much below ita real value. By a Mia of thia deacrip-
tt.'ii, the proprietor granta his land to a mosque, for a stipulated

price. The j>eculiarity of thia contract is that the proprietor re-

tains the enjoyment of the land, paying an annual rent (iJJari},

regulated by the amount <>f tin- purchase-money. Conventions of
tliis kind were subject to no rent rk-t inn, hut were framed simply
and absolutely at the will of the parties. Formerly, these eonven-
ti.ins were very common, as the grantor derived numerous advan-

tages from them. In reality, he remained nuuter of the pru|>attyt

.11,. I <>.vu|.i.-il it or let it, as he pleased; in case of debts, the

).r-.]'.-rty, being vacouf, was protected from judicial procedure. On
liis death the vacouf returned, it is true, to the A'ron/, if he had no
li.-irs in the first degree ; but be could in some measure obviate thia

inconvenience by assigning hia rights to another person. Finally, by
this means, he withdrew his property from liability to the CA
or "reirait vicinal," exercised by every proprietor over land

tiguous to his own, and giving him precedence, in case of ita sale,

over every other purchaser. The mosque, on its part, found the

following advantages in the arrangement : a safe investment for

its funds, guaranteed by the land ; exemption from repaint, which

the tenant had to execute
;
the benefit of all repairs and improve-

ments carried out on the property ;
the duties which had to be paid

to the mosque on the proprietor disposing of his rights in favour of

a third party (droit* de Moid-atea) ; finally, the right of suoeearioa

to the property, which devolved absolutely on the mosque, on the

death of the tenant without children.

u/ lands as well as emirie land were in no way set free by
the laws of May 21, 1858, and of June 18, 1867. Since the pro-

mulgation of these laws, as well as before, they have borne in the

highest degree the character of "immobilisation" and dependence from

the State.

The following are briefly the restrictive provisions, which in

actual practice encumber emirie hinds, as well as the greater portion

of vacouft.
The meadow land on these domains cannot be broken up and

brought into cultivation without permission of the authorities. The

occupiers are forbidden to work these binds for the manufacture of

bricks or tiles, without similar permission. On contravention of thia

rule, they will have to pay the
price

of the land so used, according

to its value in the district No occupier may plant, on his au-

thority, any vines or fruit trees to form a vineyard or garden. I

case of contravention, the Treasury has, for three years, the power
of removing the trees. After that time, the use of the fruit tree*

belongs to those who planted them, subject to an annual payment of

tithe. In any case, trees, whether fruit-bearing or not, belong to

the State, the occupier only taking the produce. No
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may be raised on emirie land, without previous permission from the

proper authorities. If this rule is infringed, the administration may
order the destruction of the buildings. The holder of land by tapou

(emirie property) may sell it to whomsoever he pleases, subject
however to the express condition that he has previously obtained

permission of the competent authority. Without such sanction,

any sale of emirie laud is null and void. If the occupier of an

estate, on which there are mulk trees, sells it to any other than the

owner of such trees, the owner of them shall be entitled for six

years to claim the laud, and to recover it on payment of its value at

the time he makes his demand. Land sold to an inhabitant of

another village may be recovered, any time within a year, by the

inhabitants of the village in which the land is situated, on re-pay-
ment of the purchase-money. This communal retrait has existed

everywhere. All land, which shall not be cultivated directly by the

holder, or indirectly by way of loan or lease, and which shall remain

idle for three consecutive years, shall be submitted to the formality
of tapou, whether the holder be present or absent. Such land shall

be put up for sale, and adjudged to the highest bidder.

The holders of emirie and mevcoufe lands are not entitled to mines
discovered on the property of which they are usufructuaries, nor to

claim any share in them. Mussulman land cannot pass by descent

to non-Mussulman relatives. The sale and grant of emirie lands on
conditions held to be illegal by the religious law shall not be valid.

This sanctions all kinds of arbitrary and vexatious proceedings

against non-Mussulmans, the religious law being very severe against
them.
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THE RIGHT OF PROPERTY AND HEREDITARY PATRIMONY

As we have seen, primitive nations, in obedience to an instinc-

tive sentiment, recognized in every man a natural right to

occupy a portion of the soil, from which he might derive "

means of subsistence by his labour; and, accordingly, they
divided the collective property of the tribe equally among all

the heads of families.

This mode of regarding the right of property has been

frequently touched upon, but, I think, it has been expounded

by none better than by two philosophers; one French, the other

English, who, working independently, have made use of nearly

identical terms. They are M. F. Huet in his work le R)yne
social du christianisme, Bk. III. c. v. : and Mr Herbert Spencer,
in his Social Statics, c. ix.

1

M. Huet writes as follows :

"
Publicists, economists, and statesmen vie with one another in

repeating that without property there can be no liberty. Nuthing
i> more unquestionable. Property, or the right of regarding as one's

own a determinate portion of matter, of enjoying it or disposing of

it at will, without trenching on the rights of another, always con-

stitutes an essential foundation of a true form of society.
' K i t hr r words have no meaning or to place property among natural

rights implies that the original title of investiture in landed property
is the quality of man

;
that the quality of man engenders of itnelf,

directly, a right to a definite quantity of such property the original

1 The necessity of the return of landed
property

to the colleetire domain of

mankind, has been exhaustively treated by M. le Baron de Colina in his numerous

writings, and amongst others in his book, L'Economic politiqut totart dt

rtooltUioiu ; by his disciple M. Agnthon de Potter in his Ketmomit Social*,

1874, and in the Rfrvt de I* PkUotopkU <U Vartnir. 1878, bat the theory
of the natural, individual right of property and appropriation is not sufficiently

illustrated on juridical grounds.
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property, which becomes for every one the source, the foundation

and the means of obtaining every other kind.

"It is the most irrefutable consequence of the right of existence.

It must be an equal right; for the necessity of the means of existence

is alike for all No one, certainly, should live at the expense of

another : but the man, who has not forfeited his right, is entitled

to live independently; he has a right to be so placed, as that his

labour and his means of existence shall not be dependent on the

pleasure of others. However free he may be in person, if he does

not, of natural right, possess some capital; if he is not a proprietor,
as well as a man and a labourer, he only produces, and only lives by
the permission of his fellow-men: actually he is in servitude. It

cannot be too often repeated property is an absolute condition of

liberty. We may not disregard mankind's first and most sacred of

titles, the title to the possession of property
1

."

To carry out this natural right of property, M. Huet pro-

poses that the law should enjoin,
" that at every decease, the

free portions of the patrimony should go to all the young
labourers equally. Succession, constituted on these socialistic

principles, would thus reproduce, in each generation, the fra-

ternity of the primitive partition."

" The morality of succession would be improved by such gene-
ralization: the temptations to which the present system exposes

needy and eager heirs are only too well known. Each inheritance is

a prey for the vilest passions to quarrel over. Too often we hear

hateful hopes expressed. Far from weakening the family, the right
of inheritance would purify and strengthen it. It creates a feeling
of security. The fault or misfortune of the father does not condemn
an unfortunate posterity to permanent inferiority. Under this

system of real socialism, there exists in fact a general confidence

between father and children.
" Now, the children of the poor are cast naked on the bare

earth, as though they were born in a savage state. They have no

1 The great German philosopher Fichte has expressed the same idea :
" The

mission of the State is to keep every one in possession of what belongs to him,
to secure him his property and to guarantee the same to him. The end of

human activity is to live, and every individual is entitled to be put into a

position to* support life. The distribution ought to be effected in such a way as

that every one may live by his labour. If any one is in want of the necessaries
of life, it should be the consequence of his own fault and not of the acts of

others. The portion which ought to come to every one for this purpose belongs
to him of right ; and if he is not yet in possession of it, he should have
the means of obtaining it. In a State, regulated by reason (Vernunftstaat), he
will obtain it. In a distribution effected by force and chance, before the

awakening of reason, all have not attained to it, because some have taken more
than is due to them. To say, everything will settle itself, every one will always
find labour and bread, and to trust in this way to chance, is to act contrary
to the demands of justice and right." Fichte, Der geschlossene Handelstaat,

B.I, K.1, B. 399, 402, K. 7, s. 446.
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ties, no ancestry. The right of patrimony would connect lhf
luorr with tln> huiu.iu r.i. ... It u a nutrvrllous agrarian law

whii-h, without >n: ,-,.. without patting any limit
on property, or despoiling or diiiturbing any one, securesfor ever Ilia
iii'l- |endence of the labourers and Mmititains the ****g MCCSMSOI
of generations on a level of equ.i

What M. Huet proposes ia nothing elae than the system of
.K-.l property in force in the primitive village and in the

A 11 mend.

Let us now see what Mr Herbert Spencer says :

" Given a race of beings having like chums to pursue the objects
of their desires given a world adapted to the gratification of **"*+
desires a world into which such beings are similarly born, and it

unavoidably follows that they have equal rights to the use of thi*
\soil.l. For if each of them 'has freedom to do all that be wills

provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other,' then
each of them is free to use the earth for the satisfaction of his wants,

provided he allows all others the same HI* .d conversely, r

manifest that no one, or part of them, may use the earth in such a

way as to prevent the rest from similarly using it ; seeing that to
do this is to assume greater freedom than the rest, and consequently
to break the law.

"
Equity, therefore, does not permit property in land. For if

one portion of the earth's surface may justly become the
pnesesaion

of
an individual, and may be held by him for his sole use and benefit, as a

thing to which he has an exclusive right, then other portions of the

earth may be so held ; and eventually the w4oJ of the earth's

surface may be so held
;
and our planet may thus lapse altogether

into private hands. Observe now the dilemma to which this leada

Supposing the entire habitable globe to be so enclosed, it follows

that if the landowners have a valid right to its surface, all who are

not landowners, have no right at all to its surface. Hence such can

exist on the earth by sufferance only. They are all titspseserm.
Save by the permission of the lords of the soil, they can have no room
for the soles of th- Nay, should the others think fit to deny
them a resting-place, these landless men might equitably be expelled
from the earth altogether. If, then, the assumption that land can

be held as pr<
.volves that the whole globe may become UM

private domain of a part of its inhabitants ; and if, by cioessqesiice,

tin- rest of its inhabitants can then exercise their faculties can then

t even only by consent of the landowners
;

it is manifest, thai

an exclusive possession of the soil necessitate* an infringrment of the

law of equal freedom *. For, men who cannot live and more sad

1 Certain German jurists, raeh as the eminent Ptefsssnt fssharki. eae4sss

the right of exclude property in the soU ia even stranger Uro than tlwWrt

Spencer does: "The rat of land." says Zeehari* m Us work, JMrfer* *

', is a reduction of U* wages which might belong entirety to UM lekoBrer.
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have their being
'

without the leave of others, cannot be equally free

with those others "...
" On examination, all existing titles to such property turn out to

be invalid
; those founded on reclamation inclusive. It appears that

not even an equal apportionment of the earth amongst its inhabit-

ants could generate a legitimate proprietorship. We find that if

pushed to its ultimate consequences, a claim to exclusive possession
of the soil involves a landowning despotism. We further find that

such a claim is constantly denied by the enactments of our legislature.
And we find lastly, that the theory of the co-heirship of all men to

the soil is consistent with the highest civilization
;
and that, however

difficult it may be to embody that theory in fact, Equity sternly com-
mands it to be done."

Neither M. Huet nor Mr Herbert Spencer appears to have

thought that this right to patrimony or joint-heirship could be

put into practice immediately, in the midst of the imperfect and

complicated relations of modern society. They have framed an

ideal scheme; but the remarkable point is that this ideal is

identical with the form of landed property, spontaneously applied

by primitive societies of every nation and every country. The

future, to which they look forward, would thus only reproduce
the past, but in other forms.

if the soil were not the object of an absolute monopoly. All the sufferings, against
which civilized nations have to struggle, may be referred to the exclusive right
of property in the soil as their source." (Alle die Leiden, mit welchen civilisirte

Volker zu kampfen haben, lassen sich auf das Bondereigenthum an Grand und
Boden als ihre Ursache zuriickfiihren.) The philosopher Krause (System der

Rechtephilosophie, herausgg. von Karl Roder, 1874), and his eminent disciple,

Professor H. Ahrens (Naturrecht), regard property as a natural right and as a

necessary condition of man's liberty and individual development. Krause
advocated a return to the old German law which sanctions this right.



CHAPTER XXVII.

THE THEORY OF PROPERTY.

A STUDY of the primitive forms of property is essential in

order to form a solid foundation for the theory of piupeity.
Without understanding the real fact*, the majority of juruU
and economists have based property on hypotheses which are

contradicted by history, or on arguments which lead to a
conclusion quite opposite to what they wished to establish,

They strove to shew the justice of quiritary property, such ma

the Roman law has bequeathed to us ; and they ooceeded in

proving quite another thing, that natural property, such as it

was established among primitive nations, was alone in accord*

ance with justice.

To shew the necessity of absolute and perpetual piupeity
in land, jurists invoked universal custom, quod ab omnibus,

quod ubique, quod semper.
" Universal consent is an infallible

sign of the necessity and consequently of the justice of an insti-

tution," says M. Leon Faucher 1

. If this is true, aa the uni-

versal custom has been the collective ownership of land, we

must conclude that such ownership is alone just, or alone con-

formable to natural law.

Dalloz in his Repertoire, at the word Propri/l/. and Portal is.

in his Export des motifs du Code cmZ, assert that without

the perpetual ownership of land the soil could not be cultivated ;

and, consequently, civilization, which retto on agriculture, would

be impossible. History shews that this assertion M not true.

Full ownership, as applied to the soil, is an institution of quite

recent creation. It was always the exception ;
and cultivation

' Dictionmoin it TEtemmitpM
M.
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executed by the proprietor himself has been still more excep-

tional. Agriculture commenced and was developed under the

system of common ownership and periodic partition. In the

provinces of the Roman empire the soil was only occupied by
title of usufruct.

" In solo provinciali," says Gaius, II. 7,
" domi-

nium populi Romani est vel Ccesaris, nos autem possessionem
tantum et usufructum habere videmur." In the middle ages,

the free-allod was the exception ;
the precarium, and the bene-

ficium, the fief, that is, a sort of hereditary usufruct, was

the rule; and agricultural labour was executed by "main-

mortables
"

serfs, who, so far from being owners of the soil they

cultivated, were not even owners of their own moveables, for

the right of succession was denied them. Even now, in England,
houses are commonly built on land held by a mere temporary

lease; and the soil is cultivated, as in most other countries,

by lessees, whose occupancy is only secured for a few years,

and by tenants at will. For man to plough and sow, it needs

but to secure him the fruit of his labour
;
and for this, pos-

session for a year is, in strictness, sufficient. This we see in

Java, and even nearer home, in the Belgian and French Ar-

dennes, or in the wastes of Westphalia. For the execution of

lasting improvements, and even for the introduction of inten-

sive, scientific cultivation, there is no necessity for more than

a lease of from nine to eighteen years. We see this every-

where. In short, the cultivation of the soil has nearly always
been accomplished by the temporary possessor, hardly ever by
the perpetual proprietor.

Another very common mistake is to speak of
"
property

"

as if it were an institution having a fixed form, constantly

remaining the same; whereas in reality it has assumed the

most diverse forms, and is still susceptible of great and unfore-

seen modifications.

We will examine the different systems which have been put
forward in explanation of the origin and justice of property.

There are six principal ones. The Roman law gives this defi-

nition of property : Dominium est jus iitendi et abutendi re sud,

quatenus juris ratio patitur. The definition of the Code civil

franpais is fundamentally the same :

"
Property is the right of

disposing of and of enjoying things in the most absolute manner,
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provided that no use if made of them prohibited by laws and
l.-tll iti. :.,."

1 Roman jurist* and mo0t modem onc have

occupancy of things without an owner ax the principal title

forring property. Quod *nim MU//U* e4 tf, ration* wolnrWi.

occupanti cunceditur, says the Digest This theoryCM be easily

maintained, so long as it only has to do with moveables which
can be actually seized and detained, like game taken in the

chase, or goods found ; but it encounters insurmountable diffi-

culties directly we attempt to apply it to the soil In the
first place, history shews that the earth is never regarded by
men as rw nulliu*. The hunting ground of hunting tribes, or

the pastures of pastoral nations, are always recognised as

the collective domain of the tribe ; and this collective posaci
sion continues, even after agriculture has begun to fertilise the

soil. Unoccupied land has therefore never been regarded as

without an owner. Everywhere, in former times as in our own,
it was considered as belonging to the commune or the State, so

that there was no room, in former times any more than in oar

own, for acquisition by occupancy.
Most of the partisans of this theory do allow a sort of primi-

tive community, communio bonorum primava. But they add, that

in order to obtain individual ownership of things which they took

possession of, all men tacitly agreed to renounce, each for himself,

this undivided right over the common domain. If it is the

historic origin of property, that they seek to explain in this

way, history knows of no such agreement If it is meant at

.1 theoretical and logical origin, in this case they lapse into the

theory of contract, which we shall examine further on.

M. Thiere, in his work D* la PropriAt, borrow! the idea of

Cicero, who, comparing the world to a theatre, lawrts that

every one makes the place he occupies his own : Tktatt mm mm
commune tit, recto tamen did pofest ej** ** toeum qtttm pri*
0*0 occupavit. The example goes against the theory which he

is endeavouring to establish : for, in the first place, the spectator

is only in possession of bis place, and his possession merely gives

him a temporary right and not the perpetual ownenhip ; and,

secondly, he occupies but one place. Hence no one eottld at

best make his own more than the portion of the soil which he
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actually retains and can cultivate. M. Renouard, in his ex-

cellent work, Du Droit industriel, recognises this :

" Of strict

natural right, the occupation of land presents serious difficulty

in execution. It only gives a right over the soil actually held

in possession." Without this limit, in fact, a single man might,

by some manifest sign of his intention, occupy a whole pro-

vince.

Occupation is a fact resulting from chance or force. There

are three of us on an island large enough to support us all, if

we have each an equal part : if, by superior activity, I occupy
two-thirds of it, is one of the others to die of hunger, or else

become my slave ? In this case the instinct of justice has

always commanded an equal partition. Hence we do conceive

of a right of acquisition, anterior and superior to the simple

fact of apprehension, which it is called upon to limit and

regulate.

Most jurists should answer the question, whether the soil can

be the subject of exclusive and perpetual ownership, in the nega-
tive. "For the sovereign harmony," says M. Renouard, "has

exempted from the grasp of private ownership the chief of those

things without the enjoyment of which life would become im-

possible to those who should be excluded in case of their ap-

propriation." The soil is obviously among the number of such

things, as also is the air and water. For man cannot live on

sunlight and dew, and the possession of some portion of pro-
ductive capital is necessary for him to obtain his means of

support. The general principles of jurists, accordingly, com-

mend the universal custom of primitive nations, which reserved

to the tribe the collective ownership of the soil.

According to Cousin, property is the necessary consequence
and condition of liberty. Liberty is sacred

; property should be

no less so. But liberty is only respected when conformable to

the law
;
so property can only be respected when determined

by justice.
"
Liberty and property demand and support each

other," says M. Renouard. Undoubtedly ;
but as all should be

free, so should all be proprietors. "Property," says this elo-

quent jurist, "is the condition of personal dignity." In that

case it is not allowable to make a privilege of it, unless we wish

to see the mass of mankind degraded and enslaved.
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2. The second theory of property would make labour

basis. This is the one adopted by economists, k-^ntft, since

Adam Smith, they have attributed to labour the production of

wealth. Locke was the first to expound this system dearly.
in his treatise on Civil Government, c. IT. Briefly, this is a

summary of what he says on the subject:

God gave the soil to mankind at Urge, but aa no one enjoys
cither the soil or that which it produces unless be be owner,
individuals must be allowed the use, to the exclusion of all

others.

Every one has an exclusive right over his own person. The
labour of his body and the work of his hands therefore are like-

wise his property. No one can have a greater right than be to

that which he has acquired, especially if there remain a suffi-

ciency of similar objects for others. My labour, withdrawing

objects from the state of community, makes them mine. Bat
the right of acquisition must be limited by reason and equity.
"
If one exceeds the bounds of moderation and take* more than

he has need of, he undoubtedly takes what belongs to others.'*

The limit indicated by Locke is, for moveable things, the

amount which we may take without allowing them to spoil

land the limit is the amount which we can cultivate oar-

selves, and the condition that there be left as much for others

aa they require. "The measure of property," he says, "nature

has well set by the extent of man's labour and the conveniencea

life : no man's labour could subdue, or appropriate all ; nor

could his enjoyment consume more than a small part ; so that

it was impossible for any man, this way, to intrench upon the

right of another, or acquire to himself a property, to the pre-

judice of his neighbour, who would still have room for aa good

and aa large a possession. This measure, we see, confines very

man's possession to a very moderate proportion, and such aa be

might appropriate to himself, without injury to anybody."

So according to Locke the great principle is this: "Every

one ought to have aa much property aa is neceaaary for hi*

support."

The neoesaity of private property results
- from the condi-

tions of human life, which require labour and some material on

which it may be exerciaed."
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As Locke admits on the one hand an equality of right in all

men (ch. I. 1), and on the other hand the necessity for every

man to have a certain portion of material, on which to live hy
his labour, it follows that he recognizes a natural right of pro-

perty in every one.

This theory is certainly more plausible than that of occupa-

tion. As M. Roder very justly remarks in his work, Die

Grrundziige des Naturrechts, 79, labour establishes between

man and the objects which he has transformed a far closer

connexion than mere occupation, whether symbolical or even

actual. Labour creates value; accordingly it seems just that

he who has given birth to it, should also enjoy it. Moreover,

as no one can legitimately retain more than that which he can

cultivate, there is a limit which prevents usurpation. But no

legislation ever allowed that labour or specification was alone a

sufficient title to establish property. He who is not already

owner of the land or the material transformed, acquires nothing

by his labour but a right to compensation or to remove the

buildings and plantations set up on another man's land. Kant

had already remarked that the cultivation of the soil was not

sufficient to confer the ownership. "If labour alone," says

M. Renouard (Du Droit industriel, p. 269), "conferred a legiti-

mate ownership, logic would demand that so much of the

material produced, as exceeds the remuneration of such labour,

should be regarded as not duly acquired."

Nay more: according to this theory the owner would mani-

festly have no right to the full value of land let to a tenant.

The tenant would become co-proprietor in proportion as the

land was improved by his labour; and, at the end of a certain

number of years, the proprietor would entirely lose all right of

ownership. In any case, he could never raise the rent; for to

do so, would be to appropriate the profits of another's labour,

which would obviously be a robbery.

If labour were the only legitimate source of property, it

would follow that a society, in which so many labourers live in

poverty and so many idlers in opulence, is contrary to all right

and a violation of the true foundation of property.

The theory so imprudently adopted by most economists, and

even by M. Thiers in his book, De la Propnete, would therefore
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bo a condemnation of all our modem organixaiiorx Juruu
have violently opposed th.-

ti,.>.>ry. The summary of their

objections may bo fnn.| in M. Warnkocnig'a work, Doetrim*

juris philosophica, p. 121, and in the iVa/nrrwAl of Ahremi
It labour is the source of property, why should the Institutes

1 the Code civil have said nothing of it
'

f It may be said

that labour ought to be the source of all property, but On*

principle would be condemnatory of the existing organuation
of society.

3. In order to explain why men abandoned the primitive

community, it lias been asserted to have been in nmmniMm
of a convention, and thus property would be the product of

contract This theory has even less to sustain it ^*T the

ceding.

In the first place, when we seek to derive a right from a

fact, we are bound to establish the reality of that fact, otherwise

the right has no foundation. Now, if we go bock to the historic

origin of property, we find no trace of such a contract. More-

over, this convention, which we should have to seek in the

night of post ages, cannot bind existing generations, and conse-

quently cannot serve as the basis of property at the present
time. Convention cannot create a general right, for it itself

has no value, except so far as it is conformable to justice. If

property is legitimate and necessary, it most be maintained ;

> M. Thiers, it i* true, ha* not been etopped br certain

To erery one," be eay,
" for hie labour, boeanee of hit Uboar and \m

tion to hi* Uboar. We may therefore ear dogmatinelly : T^ ie4Mfn*n*b U*fc
of tits riykt of property It labour." Farther on be edde: " la order to Uhear.
man most fir*t wise the material far hierain most firet eeUe in* maienai Mr me labour, thai ie the lead, the

pensable material of agricultural Uboar, which mak*e nmaaeilnB the tret act

oecemry to the nnmmenoenient of property,
and labour the mi." FtaaOj

he eaye agaia:
"
Evary eodety origmalr/ prmali the pheaoeaeaoa of aa aeea-

nation more or ICM riolent, gradually aiiniiliii by the pheexMMooo of

trannniioa byway of eiohanga far the liaHlmli ffwlta of

Tho. the robber need only eaehaaaa Ue epoil for the UsWsMlThat the robber need only exchange Ue epoU for - the lafttSMftt tnHot
laboor," to become the legal proprietor. Property hea. lhael.ee. far to

origin, according to M. Thiera, BOW Uboar. BOW

legitimated by exchange! KUcwbare ha deeeribee, a

bade of quirilary ownership, whieh ha Mrivw to
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but a decision taken by our remote ancestors will not entitle it

to respect.

Kant holds that specification creates a provisional owner-

ship, which only becomes final by the consent of all the mem-
bers of the society. Kant does not maintain that this consent

was a historic fact: he speaks of it as a juristic necessity, or a

fact the justice of which commands respect. But the moment
we introduce the idea of justice, we are demanding of the

general principles of law the sanction of human institutions,

and to what purpose is it then to invoke a convention which

has never occurred? It is enough to shew that property is

conformable to right.

4. Without having recourse to abstract notions of justice

or to the obscurities of historic origins, many writers of very
different shades have maintained that property is the creature

of law.

"Banish governments," says Bossuet, "and the earth and

all its fruits are as much the common property of all mankind

as the air and the light. According to this primitive natural

right, no one has an exclusive right to anything, but every

thing is a prey for all. In a regulated government no individual

may occupy anything Hence arises the right of property,

and, generally speaking, every right must spring from public

authority
1
."

Montesquieu uses nearly the same language as Bossuet :

"As men have renounced their natural independence to live

under political laws, they have also renounced the natural

community of goods to live under civil laws. The former laws

give them liberty, the latter property
2
."

Mirabeau said, in the tribune of the Constituent Assembly,
" Private property is goods acquired by virtue of the law. The
law alone constitutes property, because the public will alone

can effect the renunciation of all and give a common title, a

guarantee for individual enjoyment." Tronchet, one of the

1 Polit. tirie de VEcrit., Lib. i. Art. 3, 4 propos.
*
Esprit des Lois, Lib. xxvi. c. 15. L6on Faucher (see Proprite in the

Dictionnaire de VEconomie politique) replies that this primitive community of

goods has never been found in a state of nature. The most savage tribes, he

says, know mine from thint. Undoubtedly : but Montesquieu was speaking of

landed property ; and this was collective in primitive times everywhere.
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jurists who contributed mout to the formation of the Cotb

civil, also sni'l : It i only the establishment of society and
conventional laws that are the true source of the right of

property." Touillier, in his commentary on the /Ml oinf

fninrttijt, u<lmits the same principle.
*
Property," according to

Robespierre,
"

is the right of every citizen to enjoy the portion
of goods guaranteed to him by the law." In his Treatise on

Legislation, Bentham says: "For the enjoyment of that which

I regard as mine, I can only count on the promises of the law

which guarantees it to me. Property and the law were born

together, and will perish together. Before law, there was no

l>crty ;
banish law, and all property peases.** Desttitt de Tracy

expresses the same opinion ; and more recently, M. Laboulaye,
in his Histoire de la proprvfte en Occident, formulate* it with

great exactness :
" Detention of the soil is a fact for which force

alone can compel respect, until society takes up the cause of

the holder. The laws not only protect property, they give

birth to it The right of property is not natural but social."

I 1 is certain, in fact, as M. Maynz remarks, that " the three

legislations (Roman, German and Slavonic) which now divide

Europe, derive from the State exclusively the absolute

over goods which we designate by the word property or

ship
1
."

If M. Laboulaye and other authors of his opinion only

intended to speak of a state of (act, they are right. If I have

gathered fruits or occupied a spot of land, my right hand at

first, and subsequently the power of the state, guarantee me the

enjoyment thereof. But what is it that my strong hand or the

power of the state ought to guarantee to me ? what are the

proper limits of mine and tkinet is the question we have to

.-rmine. The law create* property, we are told; bat what

is this law, and who establishes it T The right of property has

assumed the most diverse forms : which one most the legislator

sanction in the cause of justice and the general interest f

To frame a law regulating property, we most necessarily

know what this right of property should be. Hence the notion

of property must precede the law which regulates it

Formerly the master was recognised as owner of his stare ;

' Mrni. Cowt * drrfl riaita. S* M*. Sw M.
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was this legitimate property, and did the law, which sanctioned

it, create a true right ? No : things are just or unjust, institu-

tions are good or bad, before a law declares them such, exactly

as two and two make four even before the fact be formulated.

The relations of things do not depend on human will. Men

may make good laws and bad laws, sanction right or violate

it, right exists none the less. Unless every law is maintained

to be just, we must allow that law does not create right. On
the contrary, it is because we have an idea of justice superior

to laws and conventions, that we can assert these laws or con-

ventions to be just or unjust.

At every moment of history and in every society, conform-

ably to the nature of mankind, there is a political and social

organization, which answers best to the rational requirements
of man, and is most favourable to his development. This order

constitutes the empire of right. Science is called in to discover

it, and legislation to sanction it. Every law which is con-

formable to this order is good and just; every law which is

opposed to it is bad and iniquitous.

It cannot be maintained that in human society, as in the

physical Universe, the existing order is necessarily the best,

unless we pretend that all social iniquities are legitimate,

because they are necessary, and that every attempt at reform is

a folly, if not an attack on natural law. In this case, we should

also have to admit that slavery, confiscation and robbery are

just directly they are enjoined by law; and then the greatest
attacks on right would have to be regarded as the true right.

The law does not create right ; right must dictate the law.

5. According to certain economists such as Roscher, Mil),

and Courcelle-Seneuil, human nature is such as to require

property, for without this there would be no stimulus to labour

or saving. M. Adolph Wagner calls this system the economic

theory of nature. Roscher formulates it thus : "Just as human
labour can only arrive at complete productivity when it is free,

so capital does not attain to full productive power except under

the system of free private property. Who would care to save,

and renounce immediate enjoyment, if he could not reckon on

future enjoyment ?
"

(Roscher, Syst. I. 77 and 82.)

"Landed property," says Mill, "if legitimate, must rest on
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*>n> -i.-iti.in than iho right of the labourer to

he has created bj hi* labour. The land is not of man'* creation;
and for a peraon to appropriate to himself a mere gift of nature.
not made to him in particular, but which belonged aa much to

all others until IK- took possession of it, is primd foci* ai>

justice to all the rent Tlu> private appropriation of land has

been deemed to be beneficial to those who do not, M well M to

tlmse who do, obtain a share. And in what manner btntHmal f

us take particular note of this. Beneficial, because the

strongest interest which the community and the human nee
have in the land is that it should yield the largest amount of

food, a nl other necessary or uaeful things required by the

community. Now, th-.n-h the land itself is not the work of

human beings, its produce is; and to obtain enough of that

produce somebody must exert much labour, and, in order that

this labour may be supported, must expend a considerable

amount of the savings of previous labours. Now we have been

taught by experience that the great majority of mankind will

work much harder, and make much greater pecuniary sacrifices,

for themselves ami their imm*-<liate descendants than for the

public. In order, therefore, to give the greatest eneouiage
ment to production, it has been thought right that individuals

should have an exclusive property in land, so that they may
have the most possible to gain by making the laud at pro-

ductive as they can, and may be in no danger of being hindered

from doing so by the interference of any one else. This is the

reason usually assigned for allowing the land to be private

property, and it Is the best reason that can be given."

Human institutions ought, in fact, to bo alike just, and

such as to procure the greatest possible happiness for tbe

greatest number. But, as M. Adolph Wagner very well

remarks, quiritary property in land is not indispensable for the

good cultivation of the soil In fact we see on all sides, per-

fectly cultivated lands, which belong to the State, to corpora-

tions, to village communities, and to great landowners, but are

fanned by temporary occupants. It cannot therefore be

tained that private property in the soil is an economic

As Mr Mill very truly says, if the end aimed at in

private ownership of the soil is to create the Boat powerful
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motive for realizing its good cultivation, the ownership should

always be assigned directly to the cultivators. In any case,

according to Mill, the increased value of the soil, resulting from

national activity, should be reserved to the nation, and not

granted to sinecurists, who reap the advantage in the form of an

increased rental.

The " natural-economical
"
theory has this great advantage,

that by basing property on general utility, it allows of succes-

sive improvements in existing institutions by the elimination

of what is contrary to equity and the general interests, and by
modifications consonant with new wants and technical ad-

vances
1
.

6. The sixth system regards property as a natural right.

In the present day all the advocates of property vie with one

another in repeating that it is a natural right ;
but there are

but few of them who understand the import of these words.

The philosophical jurists of Germany have however explained
it very well. Fichte's theory on the point is this. The personal

right of man as determined by nature is to possess a sphere of

action sufficient to supply him with the means of support.

This physical sphere should therefore be guaranteed to every

one, conditionally however on his cultivating it by his own

labour. Thus all should labour, and all should also have where-

with to labour. Here are the actual words of Fichte in his

excellent work on the French Revolution, Beitrdge zur Berich-

tigung des Urtheils uber die franzosische Revolution :
" The

transformation (bildung) of materials by our own efforts is the

true juridical basis of property, and the only natural one. He
who does not labour cannot eat, unless I give him food

;
but

1 The theory of property has never been so well treated as in the excellent

work of M. Adolph Wagner, and M. Erwin Nasse, Lehrbuch der politischtn

Oeconomie, I. Grundlegung. According to M. Wagner we must always distinguish
between the objects to which property is applied, because it should not be the

same for arable land, forests, mines, streams, capital and produce. M. Wagner
adopts the "

legal
"

theory, that is to say, he derives property from the law.

Undoubtedly it is the decree of the legislator which establishes property and the

right of inheritance : but what ought the legislator to decree ? This is the

question we have to decide. We must therefore go back to the necessities

wliich determine what should be law. M. A. Samter, a banker of Konigsberg,

adopts the same system as M. Wagner. See his remarkable works, Die Social-

Lehre and Gesellschaftliches-und-privat-Eigenthum, Leipzig, 1877. M. Samter is

of opinion that the soil, as well as mines and roads, should belong to the state

and the communes, so as to counterbalance the power of private property, the

rights of which are much greater, more exclusive and less limited than formerly.
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. < no right to bo fed. He cannot justly make others work
tt Mm. Every man baa over the material work! a primordial
n Jit ,,f ippr ;.rtation/ and a right of property over soch

things only at have been modified by him." In hit book on
'1 law, i, tumcMt*. Fichte says every man

has an inali. nal.l.- n-l.t to live by hit labour, and
to find the moons of cinjli >ying hit t*"V

Imnianu .the son of tho groat philosopher,
tains similar theories in hit book on Ethics, 8y**m
(2 B., 2 Th., 93). The right of pomoation, according to him.
is a direct right, inalienable and antecedent to all law. Property
is possession conformable to law, and guaranteed by public

power. It is in-titur. .1 tr tho general good, from whence it

follows that tho proprietor not only may not mitute hit pro-

perty, but is even juridically bound to use it well " We come,"

says Fichte,
" to a social organization of property. It will lose

its exclusively private character to become a true, public
institution. It will not be enough to guarantee to everyone
his property legally acquired; we mutt enable him to obtain

the property which ought to accrue to him in exchange for hit

legitimate labour."
" Labour it a duty towardt onetelf and

towards others : he who does not work, injures another, and

consequently deserves punishment
"

( 97). Every one ought to

be possessed of property, says Hegel in hit Jfoftryfcifoayfcfr

49 ; "JeJer muss Eigcnthum haben." Schiller hat rendered the

same idea in two lines, which contain the whole philosophy of

history :

Etwas man cr nein eigen nennen,
Oder der Mensch wird mordeu and breanen.

" Man most hare something tlmt he may call his own, or he

will burn and slay."

The tame theory it expounded even more completely in the

excellent manual on natural law < .VaJumefc) by M. H. Ahrent.

According to this eminent jurist, "law consists in the group of

conditiont necessary for the physical and spiritual dsitlupUMl

of man, to far at these conditions are dependent on human will

tion of tho sum of the meant and coo-
Property is the realization

ilitiont necessary for the development, physical or spiritual, of
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each individual, in the quality and quantity conformable to

his rational wants. The right of property includes the con-

ditions and means for the acquisition, retaining, and employ-
ment of property, and comprises at the same time the judicial

actions given to the proper person, for the recovery, the

establishment, or the exercise of ownership."

" For every man property is a condition of his existence and

development It is based on the actual nature of man, and should

therefore be regarded as an original, absolute right which is not the

result of any outward act, such as occupation, labour or contract.

The right springing directly from human nature, the title of being a

man is sufficient to confer a right of property."

The proof of the truth of this doctrine is that the very

persons, who do not recognise it or who would condemn it, have

admitted principles which necessarily lead to it.

"Property," says Portalis, "is a natural right; the principle

of the right is in ourselves." But if it is a natural right, a

right, that is, resulting from the very nature of man, it follows

that we can deprive no man of it. The reason of the existence

of property indicated by Portalis, implies property for all. In

order to support himself, he says, man should be able to appro-

priate a portion of the soil to cultivate by his labour. Precisely

so: but by man we must understand all men; for all, in fact,

are unable to exist except by appropriation of some kind.

Hence it follows from the system of Portalis, that the right of

appropriation is general, and that no one ought to be deprived

of it.

"Property," says Dalloz (Rupert, gen. V. Propriete), "is not

an innate right, but it springs from an innate right. This

innate right, which contains property in the germ, is liberty ;

and from liberty property flows of necessity." If Dalloz is right,

it follows that every man entitled to freedom is also entitled to

property.

"Every member of the human race," says M. Renouard,

"requires to be escorted by and invested with properties, which

shall adhere to him and form his proprietary domain." Very

well; but then social institutions must be so regulated, that by
the exercise of his right of appropriation every one may attain

to the escort and investiture of property.
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respect fur thi* natural nght to nroprrty
residing in

.-v.-ry man serves a* a basis for the right to rrLt
ance, which is simply iu equivalent, an. I win, h all legislature*,

ably that of England, have .auctioned. If the primor-
thai nght of appropriation bo denied, we most allow that
Ma]thus wan right: tin- man who has no property, ha* not U
slightest right to turn it to account: "at the banquet of nature
no place is reserved for him; ho is really an intruder on the
earth. Nature bids him take himself off, and she will not be
alow to put this order into execution herself.* Nothing can be
more true. If man cannot claim the "domain of appropria-
li'-n." \\lii.-h M. Renouard talks of, he no longer has any right
1..

We occupy an island, on which we lire by the fruits of our

labour; a shipwrecked sailor is cast on to it: what is his right?
May ho invoke the universal opinion of jurists, and say: You
have ocrupi.-.l the soil in virtu.- of your title as human ****ty%
because property is the condition of liberty, and of cultivation

a necessity of existence, a natural right: but I too am a man.
I too have a natural right to cultivate the soil I may there-

fore, on the same title as you, occupy a corner of this land to

support myself by my labour.

If the justice of this claim is denied, there is no coarse but
to throw the new comer back into the waves, or, as Malthns says,

to leave to nature the task of ridding the earth, on which there

is no spot to shelter him, of his presence.

If in fact he has not the right to live by the fruits of his

labour, still less can he claim to live on the fruits of other

people's labour, in virtue of an assumed right to assistance. Un-

doubtedly we may assist him or employ him at a salary, but this

is an act of benevolence, not a juridical solution of the question.

If ho cannot claim a share in the productive stock to lire by
his labour on it, he has no right at all It is no violation of

justice to allow him to die of hunger. Need we say that this

solution, which seems to be that of the official school of jurists

and economists, is contrary alike to the innate sentiment of

justice, to natural right, to the primitive legislation of all

nations, and even to the principles of those who adopt it I

1 1 the Greek language, in which etymologies often disclose
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a complete philosophy, the words forjmt and justice, TO S

SiKatoa-vvT], involve the notion of equality of distribution or

equal partition. By natural law is understood either, as in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the sum of the laws

which human instinct follows in "the state of nature;" or, as in

our day, the laws which are conformable to the nature of man,
and which reason discloses. Natural law in both these accep-

tations sanctions the right of property recognized in all.

We have in fact shewn, we believe, that all nations had in

primitive times an organization which secured to every man
a share in the productive capital. Analysis also shews us that

property is the indispensable condition of the existence, the

liberty and the development of man. Innate sentiments of

justice, primitive right and rational right, all agree therefore in

imposing on every society the obligation of so organizing itself

as to guarantee to every one the legitimate property which

should belong to him.

"Natural rights," remarks M. Renouard, "are, as their name

indicates, those which being indissolubly attached to the nature

of human beings, spring from it, and live by it alone. They
are the condition, not the concession, of positive laws, to which

they are antecedent, and for which they form the basis." (Du
droit industriel, p. 173.)

Rights are absolute
1

, insomuch as they conduce to perfect

order; but their form is modified, because man, the subject of

rights, changes. The most perfect order, constituting the obli-

gatory domain of justice, is not the same for savages and civil-

ized nations. A form of property, which in one place secures

the greatest production and the most equitable distribution,

may have very different results elsewhere; and in this case it is

no longer right. What is the best form of property at any

given moment we can only learn from the study of man's

1
Rights are only absolute within the limits determined by reason and general

utility. Property is never an absolute right in the sense of conferring an
arbitrary power. The power of disposing of objects is always limited by the
same end for which property was originally introduced, that is general utility,

or, as the Roman law expresses it, extends quatenus juris ratio patitur. The
first German civil jurist, Ihering, thus epitomizes the facts of history :

" There
is no such thing as absolute property, as property, that is, independent of the
consideration of the interests of the community; and history has taken care to

inculcate this maxim into the minds of all nations." Qeist des rom. Eechts,
1.57.
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nature, of his wanU and sentiments and the ordinary OOM>
quences of his acts. This highest older is "right," became it it

tbo shortest and most direct road to pftffarttotL All that in

this order should belong to each member of the human race, u
lual right The task for which tvery on* it most apt,

.mil in \\ hi.-h he can be of most use to hit i

*tlf, ought to be assigned to him, and the in

necessary to this occupation, in the degree in which they
form his legitimate patrimony. So long as men knew of DO
means of subsistence but the chase, pasturage or agricultur-
this patrimony was a share in the soil, a part of the allmf*tl

In the middle ages in the towns, where industry was developed
and organized, it waa a place in the corporation with a share in

the ownership of all that belonged to this community. TLc

equalizing movement, which agitates modem society so pn
found ly, will probably end in obtaining new recognition of Un-

natural right of property, and even a guarantee for its

by means of institutions in harmony with the

ties of industry and the prescriptions of

Obviously there can be no attempt at securing to every one a

share in the soil, but simply on instrument of labour or a sphere

fur its exercise.

There must be for human affairs an order which is the best

This order is by no means always the existing one; else why
should we all desire change in the Utter f Bat it is the order

which ought to exist for the greatest happiness of the human

race. God knows it, and desires its adoption. It is for man to

discover and establish it.
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NOTE A.

The following is the letter of Mr Mill, mentioned in the

Preface, in the original French in which it was written by
him :

Avignon, le 17 novembre 1872.

Cher Monsieur,

J'ai lu vos articles dans la Revue des Deux-Mondes, du

l
er

juillet, l er aout et l
er

septembre. Votre esquisse de 1'liistoire de

la propriete territoriale, et votre description des differentes formes

que cette institution a revenues & differentes epoques, et dont la

plupart se conservent encore dans quelque endroit, me seinblent tres-

propres au but que vous avez en vue, et que je poursuis aussi depuis

longtemps, celui de faire voir que la propriete n'est pas chose fixe,

mais une institution multiforme, qui a subi de grandes modifications

et qui est susceptible d'en subir de nouvelles avec grand avantage.
Vos trois articles appellent et font desirer un quatrieme, qui traiterait

de Papplication pratique de cette legon & la societe actuelle. C'est ce

qu'on trouvera sans doute dans votre livre.

Quant a 1'institution des Allmends, du moins comme elle existe

a present, vous en avez si peu dit dans vos articles que je ne la con-

nais jusqu'ici que par votre letti-e. II faudrait en avoir bien etudie

rope"ration pour etre en etat de juger de son applicability 1'Angle-

terre. Mais je ne erois pas que 1'on puisse nier que les reformes a

faire dans 1'institution de la propriety consistent sui-tout organiser

quelque mode de proprie"te collective, en concurrence avec la propriete"

individuelle : reste le probleme de la maniere de gerer cette propriete

collective, et Ton ne peut trouver la meilleure maniere qu'en essayant
de celles qui se pre"sentent ; peut-etre meme est-il k desirer que plu-

sieurs de ces modes existent ensemble, afin d'obtenir les avantages de

chacun, et d'en compenser les desavantages. II me semble done, qu'^i

titre d'exp^rience le systdme des Allmends, constitu^ de la maniere

que vous p*roposez, pourfait 6tre mis en pratique en Angleterre avec

avantage. Jusqu'ici les hommes politiques de la classe ouvriere

anglaise ne se sont pas porte*s vers une pareille solution de la ques-

tion : ils pr6ferent que la propriete collective soit afferme"e, soit 4 des

cultivateurs capitalistes, soit k des associations cooperatives de travail-

leurs. Ce dernier mode a et6 essay6 avec succes, et il joiiit deji d'une

certaine faveur. La petite proprie'te', au contraire, n'a guere de
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qoe qnelquea ecooomiatat et qoejqoea .

claaae ouvriere paralt U repooasar, oomme one Moiere de _
Je nombre de oeux qoi atraient interessos 4 1*011110807 4 one aaovrib

ition de la propriety territorial*. Pareil reproohe ne pent goer*
s'adreaser au systeme dee Atbmmib, et j'oapere qoe oe ijiUmi sera

pleinement expo* et disoutt dans rotre volume,

Je vois arec plaiair que rooa preoes on pern rhabitode titrin
pour rAngleterre. Vous y trouverea on public Iwaeoop
par6 qu'autrefoia poor profiler de oe qoe roue avei I

iwnaeur beige eat dans one position de haute impartialit* 4
dee choaea do continent d'Eorope, qnt le rend particoliereaMsi}
4 en donner de sainea appreciationa 4 dee lecteora qoi soot

requite 4 croire sur parole.

Agreet, cher Monsioor, rexpreasion de ma haote

de ma sincere amitig.

J I H

NOTE B,

In England the history of each estate', where known to na,

reveals this constant tendency to concentration. Here is an

example :

" The occupation of the land on a farm called Holt, in

of Clapham, Suawx, conaiating of 100 acrea, baa bean traoad aiaea k

thirteenth century up to the preaent time. During the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries thia farm, which u now oceopiad by oa

tenant, waa a hamlet ; and there ia a document in exietei

contain* twenty-one distinct conTeyanoat of land in lee,

aa parcels of thia land. In 1400 the number of pnyietun
to decrease; by the year 1520 it had been radocad to six ; ia UM

reign of Jamea I. the six were reduced to two ; and aooa after Ike

Restoration the whole became the property of one owner, wbo brt

it M a farm to one tenant" Qm*rm*b J!***, Xa 81. p. tML

^

KOTE C.

It waa not Oil he had nearly completed the rwisai of the

of thia work that the author waa acquainted with the very

writings of M. Alb, H. Post, judge at

Ar UntU, and Dit
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lu these writings M. Post has brought together various

examples of the collective ownership of the soil among primitive

nations, which have not been noticed in this volume. According to

Nicolas de Damas (Bachofen, Das Mutterrecht, p. 21) the Galactophagi

owned all property in common. Among the Galactophagi, says Strabo

(7, 300), everything was common property, except their weapons ;

and Nicolas de Damas tells us the same thing of the Sardolybians

(Bachofeu, Das Mut,, p. 21).

In many cases the primitive joint ownership is even found applied

to the produce, as among the Iroquois (Waitz, Anthropologie der

NaturvoUcer, in. p. 128); at Lukunor in the Caroline Islands (Waitz,

v. 2, p. 117); among the Malays (Waitz, v. 5, 141, 149); among most

Negro tribes; among the Kabardes of the Caucasus, according to

Bastian; in Alasca (Whymper, Travels in Alasca, p. 255); at Samoa

(Turner, Nineteen Years in Polynesia, p. 284); in Circassia (Bell,

Tayebuch, S. 153); among the tribes of Brazil (Von Martins, Eechtn-

zustande der Ureinwohner Brasiliens, p. 34) ;
in the islands of the

New Hebrides (Meinicke, Die Inseln des Stillen Oceans, I. p. 202) ;

among the tribes of the Dravidian race
;
in India, and among the tribes

of North-West Africa (Munzinger, Ostafricanische Studien, p. 493).

COEBIGENDA.

Pp. 10, note, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26. For J. von Rvustler, read J. von Keussltr.

P. 83. For Rowalewsky, read Kowaleu-sky.

P. 113, 1. 15. For Le tol de la culture en Prusse, read Le tol et la culture ;

and add the German title, Der Boden des preussischen Staatet.
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